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THE GRACIOUS AMBIGUITY OF GRACE AGUILAR (1816–47):
ANGLO-JEWISH THEOLOGIAN, NOVELIST, POET, AND
PIONEER OF INTERFAITH RELATIONS
Daniel R. Langton*
ABSTRACT: Grace Aguilar was an early nineteenth-century Anglo-Jewish writer who concerned
herself with the reform of Jewish religion and its relationship to Christianity in her theological works,
novels, and poetry. She was interested in challenging the ways in which Jews and Christians represented
each other in their teachings, tried to present both perspectives on the vexed question of Christian
mission to the Jews, and sought to demonstrate that the theological barriers constructed between the
two faiths were often less immoveable than tradition would have it. As a female Jewish theologian
writing well before her time, she offered a remarkably innovative conception of female spirituality that
allowed her to cross and re-cross the boundaries between the Jewish and Christian religious cultures
she inhabited.

Any student of the history of Jewish-Christian relations is interested in Jewish views of
Christianity. These views include ‘relational theologies’, that is, focused attempts by Jews to
create a theological space for Christianity or to highlight the special relationship between
Judaism and Christianity. As anyone familiar with the history of Jewish-Christian intercourse
will know, such relational theologies have rarely been positive, and have tended to concentrate
upon the construction and maintenance of the barriers that separate the two faith systems.1
Over the centuries Jews have traditionally regarded the Christian as the idolatrous oppressor
who denies the unity of God, prays to saints, worships icons, and abrogates the Torah. The
Christian is perceived to have misinterpreted the scripture and to be profoundly mistaken in
claiming that the messianic age has begun. At best, Christianity has been understood as an
instrument of God to help prepare the pagan world for the coming of the Jewish messiah, or
to test the faith of his Chosen People. Against this backdrop, a positive, or constructive, or
appreciative Jewish view of Christianity stands out starkly. In particular, positive relational
* Professor of the History of Jewish-Christian Relations at the University of Manchester. Email: daniel.
TIVO\WV(UIVKPM[\MZIK]S )V MIZTQMZ LZIN\ WN  \PQ[ XIXMZ _I[ ÅZ[\ XZM[MV\ML I\ \PM KWVNMZMVKM WN  \PM *ZQ\Q[P
Association for Jewish Studies (BAJS) in Birmingham in 2005.
1
Some well-known studies that emphasise the antagonistic nature of Jewish and Christian conceptions of the
other include: James Parkes, <PM+WVÆQK\WN \PM+P]ZKPIVL\PM;aVIOWO]M");\]LaQV\PM7ZQOQV[WN )V\Q[MUQ\Q[U (London:
The Soncino Press, 1934) Jules Isaac,<PM<MIKPQVOWN +WV\MUX\"+PZQ[\QIV:WW\[WN )V\Q;MUQ\Q[U 1st ed. (New York:
Holt, 1964) Rosemary Radford Ruether, .IQ\PIVL.ZI\ZQKQLM"<PM<PMWTWOQKIT:WW\[WN )V\Q;MUQ\Q[U (New York: Seabury
Press, 1974) Hans Joachim Schoeps, <PM2M_Q[P+PZQ[\QIV)ZO]UMV\")0Q[\WZaWN <PMWTWOQM[QV+WVÆQK\ [1st ed. (New
York: Holt, 1963) Edward H. Flannery, <PM)VO]Q[PWN \PM2M_["<_MV\a<PZMM+MV\]ZQM[WN )V\Q;MUQ\Q[U (New York:
Macmillan, 1965), Franklin H. Littell, <PM+Z]KQÅ`QWVWN \PM2M_[, 1st ed. (New York: Harper & Row, 1975) Marc
Saperstein, 5WUMV\[WN +ZQ[Q[QV2M_Q[P+PZQ[\QIV:MTI\QWV[ (London: SCM Press, 1989) Joel Carmichael, <PM;I\IVQbQVO
WN \PM2M_["7ZQOQVIVL,M^MTWXUMV\WN 5a[\QKIT)V\Q;MUQ\Q[U, 1st U.S. ed. (New York: Fromm International Pub. Corp.,
1992) Leon Sheleff, 1V\PM;PILW_WN \PM+ZW[["2M_Q[P·+PZQ[\QIV:MTI\QWV[\PZW]OP\PM)OM[(London: Vallentine Mitchell,
2004).
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\PMWTWOQM[_PQKPPI^MWVTaJMO]V\WMUMZOMQV[QOVQÅKIV\V]UJMZ[QV\PMUWLMZVXMZQWL
are often regarded by Jewish commentators as inauthentic, or heretical, or unJewish.
-`IUXTM[ UQOP\ QVKT]LM \PMWTWOQIV[ []KP I[ +TI]LM 5WV\MÅWZM2 or historians such as
Joseph Klausner,3 or writers such as Scholem Asch4 and Franz Werfel.5 And this raises a host
of questions about the nature of appreciative Jewish theologies of relation. What historical,
social and personal factors account for such a theological endeavour? How do different
ideological assumptions and different methodological approaches affect the reception of
such an attempt? At the heart of the matter lies the issue of authenticity and a sense that the
line has been crossed. What is it about the generation of an appreciative theology of relation
which appears to undermine the theologian’s Jewishness? Or to put it another way, does the
brush with Christianity leave an enduring trace, and is it this which accounts for such
suspicions?
This is the context for the following discussion of the theology of Grace Aguilar. Rather
than offer a literary analysis or historical contextualization of her writings, which can be
found elsewhere,6 the focus here will be on the theological meaning and implications of her
positive appreciation of Christianity and Christians for her conception of Judaism. In her
_ZQ\QVO[_PQKP[XIVI_QLMZIVOMWN TQ\MZIZaOMVZM[)O]QTIZ_I[[\Z]OOTQVO\WLMÅVM\PM
precise nature of the relationship between Judaism and Christianity. While she offers a
positive appreciation of Christianity on many levels, we must acknowledge from the start her
2
<PMJQJTQKIT[KPWTIZIVLKWNW]VLMZWN )VOTW4QJMZIT2]LIQ[U+TI]LM5WV\MÅWZM_Q\PZM[XMK\\WPQ[;aVWX\QK
/W[XMT[ (1909) was criticised by Ahad Ha-Am who claimed he had detected “a subservience of the Jewish thinker to
the Christian doctrine”. Ahad Ha-Am, ‘Judaism and the Gospels’, reprinted in )UMZQKIV0MJZM_2W]ZVIT, LXXXVII,
no. 21 (23 September 1910) from <PM2M_Q[P:M^QM_, I (3 September 1910), 203.
3
Klausner, a prominent Zionist and disciple of Ahad Ha-Am, saw his historical study 2M[][WN 6IbIZM\P (1929)
attacked as ‘a trucking and kow-towing to the Christian religion, and an assertion of great affection for the foggy
ÅO]ZMWN Q\[NW]VLMZILMVQITWN \PMPMIT\Pa[MV[MWN W]Z[IQV\TaNWZMNI\PMZ[¼)IZWV3IUQVSIQV0I<WZMV (New
York) May 1922, cited in H. Danby, <PM 2M_ IVL +PZQ[\QIVQ\a# ;WUM 8PI[M[ )VKQMV\ IVL 5WLMZV WN  \PM 2M_Q[P )\\Q\]LM
<W_IZL[+PZQ[\QIVQ\a (1927), 102–103.
4
Amongst the many and varied criticisms Asch incurred for his Christian-themed novels <PM6IbIZMVM(1939),
<PM )XW[\TM (1943), and 5IZa (1949) was a book-length polemic, published in 1953, in which he is described as
having ‘carried on in the course of years a missionary activity on a scope never before known among Jews’ and in
which his treatment of Paul was castigated as a betrayal of Judaism. Chaim Lieberman, <PM+PZQ[\QIVQ\aWN ;PWTMU
)[KP")V)XXZIQ[ITNZWU\PM2M_Q[P>QM_XWQV\, trans. from the Yiddish by A. Burstein (New York: Philosophical Library,
1953), 1, 139.
5
In response to a barrage of inquiries as to his baptismal status, following the debut of his play 8I]T)UWVO\PM
2M_[")<ZIOMLa (1926), Werfel insisted in one newspaper interview: ‘I have never moved away from Judaism, I am in
feeling and thinking a conscious Jew.’ Interview with 1[ZIMTQ[KPM[?WKPMVJTI\\(1926), cited in L.B. Steiman, .ZIVb?MZNMT
(1985), 222n3.
6
Aguilar features prominently in a good number of works of literary scholarship, including: Michael Ragussis,
.QO]ZM[WN +WV^MZ[QWV"2M_Q[P9]M[\QWVIVL\PM-VOTQ[P6I\QWVIT1LMV\Q\a (Durham: Duke University Press, 1995); Michael
Galchinsky, <PM7ZQOQVWN \PM5WLMZV2M_Q[P?WUIV?ZQ\MZ":WUIVKMIVL:MNWZUQV>QK\WZQIV-VOTIVL (Detroit: Wayne State
University Press, 1996); Cynthia Scheinberg, ?WUMV¼[8WM\ZaIVL:MTQOQWVQV>QK\WZQIV-VOTIVL"2M_Q[P1LMV\Q\aIVL+PZQ[\QIV
+]T\]ZM, Cambridge Studies in Nineteenth-Century Literature and Culture 35 (Cambridge, UK; New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2002); Cynthia Scheinberg, ?WUMV¼[8WM\ZaIVL:MTQOQWVQV>QK\WZQIV-VOTIVL"2M_Q[P1LMV\Q\a
IVL+PZQ[\QIV+]T\]ZM, Cambridge Studies in Nineteenth-Century Literature and Culture 35 (Cambridge, UK; New
York: Cambridge University Press, 2002); Michael Galchinsky, /ZIKM)O]QTIZ";MTMK\ML?ZQ\QVO[ (Peterborough, Ont.;
Orchard Park, NY: Broadview Press, 2003); Judith W. Page, 1UXMZNMK\;aUXI\PQM["2M_[IVL2]LIQ[UQV*ZQ\Q[P:WUIV\QK
4Q\MZI\]ZMIVL+]T\]ZM (London: Palgrave, 2004); Judith W. Page, ‘Anglo-Jewry and the Politics of Cultivation in Hazlitt,
Aguilar and Disraeli’ in Sheila A. Spector, <PM 2M_[ IVL *ZQ\Q[P :WUIV\QKQ[U" 8WTQ\QK[ :MTQOQWV +]T\]ZM (New York;
Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005); Nadia Valman, <PM 2M_M[[ QV 6QVM\MMV\P+MV\]Za *ZQ\Q[P 4Q\MZIZa +]T\]ZM,
Cambridge Studies in Nineteenth-Century Literature and Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2007).
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ambiguity. It will be argued that this ambiguity can be explained in part by the complications
attendant to drawing upon Christianity in her reforming programme for Judaism – and her
keen awareness of the dangers she ran in the eyes of many of her co-religionists. It will be
suggested that Aguilar’s ambivalent presentation of Christianity and unfamiliar ways of
expressing her Jewish identity are instructive in terms of understanding why some theologies
of relation are so often regarded as somehow inauthentic or compromised.7
Aguilar’s is not a systematic theology, and some of the interpretations offered here are
necessarily tendentious. In particular, one might ask: How sound is a methodology that
NZMY]MV\TaI\\ZQJ]\M[\W)O]QTIZ¼[ÅK\QWVITKPIZIK\MZ[PMZW_VWXQVQWV['0W_U]KP_MQOP\
can be given to writings that were published posthumously and which she herself might
never have wished to publish? In answer to such questions, the defence made here is that it is
WVTa _PMV [QUQTIZ QLMI[ KIV JM NW]VL MT[M_PMZM QV PMZ _ZQ\\MV KWZX][ \PI\ PMZ ÅK\QWV WZ
posthumous writings will be treated as reliable expressions of her own theology. Likewise,
the unsystematic nature of her work makes it particularly vulnerable to mistaken emphases
and misunderstandings, and so an attempt will be made to focus upon themes and ideas that
appear repeatedly in a wide variety of her writings. In the systematic survey that follows,
then, Aguilar’s views of Judaism and Christianity will be organised according to three themes
crucial to her religious identity. That is, we will consider the way in which she (i) drew upon
and privileged her individual or personal experiences, (ii) related this to her tradition and
scriptures, and (iii) related both of these to her community and to the relationship between
Jews and Christians.

*QWOZIXPQKITZMUIZS[
Grace Aguilar (1816–1847) has been described as the most important female Jewish writer
in the nineteenth-century, and, as already mentioned, it is literary critics who have taken the
7
As we shall see, Aguilar herself was only too aware of the risks of presenting a positive appreciation of the
traditional enemy, and a heightened consciousness of her vulnerability to the charge of Christianizing suffuses all
her writings. It would not have helped that in Aguilar’s own day Christian conversionist periodicals praised her
books as being ‘imbued with the spirit of Christianity.’ Unsigned review of <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U in 2M_Q[P0MZITL3
( July 1848), 29, cited in Valman, <PM2M_M[[QV6QVM\MMV\P+MV\]Za*ZQ\Q[P4Q\MZIZa+]T\]ZM, 98. Later commentators have
frequently used the language of compromise and bargaining, even if they did not doubt that she was a committed
Jew. Galchinsky has argued that Aguilar ‘bargained’ with the dominant British Christian culture and was prepared
\WKWVÅVM2M_Q[PZQ\]ITIVLXZIK\QKM\W\PMXZQ^I\M[XPMZMWN \PMPWUM_Q\P\PMX]JTQKTQ^M[WN PMZKPIZIK\MZ[TM[[
obviously Jewish. Galchinsky, <PM7ZQOQVWN \PM5WLMZV2M_Q[P?WUIV?ZQ\MZ, 135–151. Page has mused as to whether
»ITTWN \PMLQNÅK]T\JITIVKM[IVLKWUXZWUQ[M[¼\WJMNW]VLQVI_ZQ\MZTQSM)O]QTIZQVKWV\ZI[\\WWVMTQSM*MVRIUQV
D’Israeli, are more likely for ‘a more Jewish writer seeking to appeal to a wider audience in the Victorian period.’
Page, ‘Anglo-Jewish Identity and the Politics of Cultivation in Hazlitt, Aguilar and Disraeli’, 19, and Page, 1UXMZNMK\
;aUXI\PQM[;WUMPI^MNWK][MLM`XTQKQ\TaWV\PMIXXIZMV\QVÆ]MVKMWN +PZQ[\QIVQ\a4I[S)JZIPIU[LM[KZQJML
the anti-traditional aspects of Aguilar’s thought as ‘a form of Jewish Protestantism’. Beth-Zion Lask-Abrahams,
“Grace Aguilar: A Centenary Tribute” in 2M_Q[P0Q[\WZQKIT;WKQM\aWN -VOTIVL<ZIV[IK\QWV[ 16 (1952), 142. Valman sees
Aguilar’s conception of a bibliocentric Judaism as ‘a Jewish imitation of an Evangelical [Christian] form of
imitation of Judaism’, and goes on to suggest that Aguilar not only adopted literary genres popularised by the
Evangelical Christians but ‘also echoed their theology’, and dedicates a section aside to consider the extent to which
one might describe her as a ‘Jewish Evangelical?’ While Valman certainly regards Lask-Abrahams’ comment on
2M_Q[P8ZW\M[\IV\Q[UI[»IX\¼PMZKPQMN WJRMK\Q[»\WKWV[QLMZPW_8ZW\M[\IV\ZPM\WZQK_I[IJTM\WXZW^QLMPMZ_Q\PI
persuasive polemical strategy for the cause of the Jews’. Valman, <PM2M_M[[QV6QVM\MMV\P+MV\]Za*ZQ\Q[P4Q\MZIZa+]T\]ZM,
10, 92, 94, 95.
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greatest interest in her.8 She belonged to a traditionally observant Sephardic family from
Hackney, London, although, in her youth, she made Christian friends and attended
Protestant services near her family’s somewhat isolated rural home in Devonshire and later
in provincial Brighton.9 There is no evidence that she ever seriously contemplated conversion
and she herself records that she attended these services in some trepidation, fearful that
people would think she had abandoned her faith.10 According to one report, Aguilar solved
\PMXZWJTMUNWZPMZ[MTN Ja¹IT\MZQVO\PW[MXIZ\[WN \PMXZIaMZJWWS_PQKP[PMKW]TLVW\RWQV
to her belief.”11 While she herself regarded her attendance at these Christian services as a
way of clarifying her own Jewish sensibilities, there can be little doubt that this exposure to
Christianity is also important in terms of familiarising her with how Judaism and Jews were
represented within Christian culture. For most of her life she taught at a private boy’s
boarding school run by her mother where, amongst other things, she taught Hebrew.12 She
was of fragile health, and died while convalescing in Germany, aged only 31.
Aguilar had been a precocious child, reading and writing voraciously from an early age.
Of her 15 books, seven were published posthumously by her mother.13 A series of her letters
to Isaac D’Israeli, from 1840 until 1844, now held at the Bodleian in Oxford, make clear
_Q\PR][\_PI\LQNÅK]T\a[PM_WVTQ\MZIZaXI\ZWV[IVLI[[Q[\IVKMNWZX]JTQ[PQVOPMZ_WZS[14
Despite this, after her death a number became what we would now call best-sellers,
[XMKQÅKITTaPMZVW^MT[0WUM1VÆ]MVKM (1847) and <PM>ITMWN +MLIZ[ (1850).15 The readership of
her books was mixed. It is clear from dedications and prefaces that she intended Jewish and
+PZQ[\QIVUW\PMZ[IVLLI]OP\MZ[\WJMVMÅ\NZWUPMZVW^MT[IVLNZWUPMZIV\PWTWOQM[[]KP
8
)[[M^MZITPI^MVW\ML)O]QTIZQ[IKWV[\IV\Å`\]ZMQVUWLMZVIV\PWTWOQM[WN 2M_Q[P_WUMV_ZQ\MZ[;KPMQVJMZO
?WUMV¼[8WM\ZaIVL:MTQOQWVQV>QK\WZQIV-VOTIVL, 146. Galchinsky, <PM7ZQOQVWN \PM5WLMZV2M_Q[P?WUIV?ZQ\MZ, 135.
9
In a work which arguably should be read semi-autobiographically, Aguilar writes “Our very position as aliens
in a land whose religion is not ours. . . in a small country town almost entirely surrounded by Christians. . . must
QVKZMI[M\PMUMV\ITLQNÅK]T\QM[aW]IZMVW_MVL]ZQVO4QSMUaW_VMIZTaaW]\PKQZK]U[\IVKM[PI^M\PZW_VaW]
almost entirely among Protestants; and from your peculiar disposition, longing unconsciously for the high and pure,
you have always made those your intimate friends who are serious thinkers”. Grace Aguilar, <PM2M_Q[P.IQ\P"1\[
;XQZQ\]IT+WV[WTI\QWV5WZIT/]QLIVKMIVL1UUWZ\IT0WXM (Philadelphia: L. Johnson, 1846), 34.
10
There are several examples of this among the poetry contained in her handwritten manuscripts. ‘Aguilar
Papers’ (1831–1853), MS ADD 378 University College London.
11
Lask-Abrahams quotes a letter from an unnamed Christian sent to Aguilar’s mother, “Her love for many
Christian friends, and her desire to search after truth in every garb, induced her to attend Trinity Chapel [Brighton]
NZMY]MV\TaWVI?MLVM[LIa_PMV\PMZM_I[ITMK\]ZMWV\PM7TL<M[\IUMV\IVL[PMRWQVMLQV\PMXZIaMZ[IVL\PMZM
_Q\P\PMKWVOZMOI\QWVIT\MZQVO\PW[MXIZ\[WN \PMXZIaMZJWWS_PMZMC[QKE[PMKW]TLVW\RWQV\WPMZW_VJMTQMNº
Lask-Abrahams, “Grace Aguilar: A Centenary Tribute”, 139.
12
An advertisement in the >WQKMWN 2IKWJ5IZKP QVLQKI\M[\PMZIVOMWN []JRMK\[\I]OP\"¹5Z[IVL5Q[[
Aguilar’s Preparatory Establishment for Young Gentlemen, from four to ten years of age, No. 5 Triangle, Hackney,
with liberal board, and instruction in Religion, the English and Hebrew languages, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography
and History.” Cited in Ibid.: 141.
13
Before her death she published <PM5IOQK?ZMI\P(1839), 1[ZIMT,MNMVLML(1838), <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U(1842), The
8MZMb.IUQTa (1843), :MKWZL[WN 1[ZIMT(1844), ?WUMVWN 1[ZIMT (1845), <PM2M_Q[P.IQ\P (1846), ‘History of the Jews in
England’ (1847). After her death, her mother edited and published <PM >ITM WN  +MLIZ[ (1850), ?WUIV¼[ .ZQMVL[PQX
(1850), )5W\PMZ¼[:MKWUXMV[M (1851), ,Ia[WN *Z]KM (1852), 0WUM;KMVM[IVL0MIZ\;\]LQM[ (1852), -[[Ia[IVL5Q[KMTTIVQM[
(1853), ;IJJI\P <PW]OP\[ IVL ;IKZML +WUU]VQVO[ (1853). One must obviously be extremely cautious about any
conclusions reached from readings of posthumous works which the author herself had not had published.
14
Correspondence between Grace Aguilar and Isaac D’Israeli (1840-44) Dep.Hughenden 243/1 fols.3–12,
Modern Papers, Bodleian Library, Oxford. As a well-regarded man of letters, D’Israeli (1766 –1848) wrote the antirabbinic <PM/MVQ][WN 2]LIQ[U, published in 1833.
15
These ran into very many editions, and adverts for her works can be found in the end-pages of Dickens’s *TMIS
0W][M, as Galchinsky points out. Galchinsky, <PM 7ZQOQV WN  \PM 5WLMZV 2M_Q[P ?WUIV ?ZQ\MZ" :WUIVKM IVL :MNWZU QV
>QK\WZQIV-VOTIVL, 135, 139.
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as ?WUMVWN 1[ZIMT(1845). The same was true for her more formal theological works, such as
<PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U(1842) and <PM2M_Q[P.IQ\P (1846) – although in writing these studies she
was also highly conscious of a male audience, again both Christian and Jewish.16 Aguilar’s
mid-nineteenth-century historical context was that of Victorian religiosity and the emergence
of Anglo-Reform Judaism and the establishment of the West London Reform Synagogue in
 _PQKP[PMIXXMIZ[\WPI^MZMOIZLML_Q\PUQ`MLNMMTQVO[<PMQVÆ]MVKMWN PMZ;MXPIZLQ
background is also important. Crypto-Jewish families in early-modern Portugal or Spain,
that is, Jewish families pretending to be Christian on pain of death or expulsion, could only
have risked expressing their Judaism within the secret realm of the home, the territory of the
mother. Aguilar believed that her own family history offered a precedent for a woman storyteller who took responsibility for the generational transmission of Jewish identity.17
What were Aguilar’s aims, broadly speaking? From even a cursory glance at her various
works, it is clear that she had set out from the beginning to persuade Christians to respect
Judaism, and to encourage and develop among Jews, especially Jewish women, a pietistic
form of spirituality. She was concerned to break down the fence that separated the true
exponents of the two faiths, or, at least, she was concerned that the fence should not be
allowed to impede the development of good relations between neighbours. And from a
collection of copied newspaper clippings and letters now held at the UCL archives, there is
no doubt that she was indeed an inspiration to many in these regards.18 That she was
QVÆ]MV\QITQVPMZW_VLIaQ[LMUWV[\ZI\MLJa\PMVI\QWVIT_MMSTa2M_Q[P+PZWVQKTM’s front page
treatment of her death.

Q )O]QTIZ¼[8MZ[WVIT=VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN \PM-[[MVKMWN :MTQOQWV";XQZQ\]ITXQM\a
Although Aguilar wrote works of formal theology throughout her life, <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U
(published in 1842, after having lost the original 1837 draft) was the only example printed
before her death.19 This systematic treatment used the text of the ;PMUI as a means by which
to teach the key characteristics of Judaism; each chapter was an exegesis of a section from
the ;PMUI.20 Its pious tone21 meant that it acted as a kind of devotional commentary at the
16
Another important collection of theological meditations was Grace Aguilar, ;IJJI\P <PW]OP\[ IVL ;IKZML
+WUU]VQVO[ (London: Groombridge and Sons, 1853).
17
Galchinsky regards as crucial this aspect of Aguilar’s psychological make-up. Galchinsky, <PM 7ZQOQV WN  \PM
5WLMZV2M_Q[P?WUIV?ZQ\MZ":WUIVKMIVL:MNWZUQV>QK\WZQIV-VOTIVL, 137ff.
18
‘Aguilar Papers’ (1831–1853), MS ADD 378 University College London.
19
Grace Aguilar, <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U, ed. Isaac Leeser (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society of America,
1842). This was originally written in 1837. Also posthumous was Grace Aguilar and Sarah Aguilar, -[[Ia[ IVL
5Q[KMTTIVQM[ (Philadelphia: A. Hart, 1853), which included commentaries on the prophets Daniel and Isaiah,
liturgical prayers, and a series of ‘Sabbath Thoughts’ which refute certain Christian claims about Judaism and Jews.
20
+PIX\MZPMILQVO[QVKT]LM""<PM)^W_ITWN =VQ\aKWV[QLMZMLI[Q\ZMOIZL[\PM2M_Q[PVI\QWV#",MÅVQ\QWVWN 
\PM_WZL0MIZ\·4W^MWN /WLKWV[QLMZMLI[Q\ZMOIZL[\PMINNMK\QWV[#",MÅVQ\QWVWN \PM_WZL;W]T·4W^MWN /WL
KWV[QLMZMLI[Q\ZMOIZL[\PM1V\MTTMK\]ITIVL>Q\IT8ZQVKQXTMWN 5IV#",MÅVQ\QWVWN \PM_WZL5QOP\·4W^MWN /WL
as considered as it regards our domestic and social duties; 5: Brief review of the commandments and the Social
Duties therein described; 6: Hints on the religious instruction of the Hebrew Youth; 7: The spirit of religion
regarded as pervading and guiding our conversation, profane reading, admiration of works of nature; 8: The spirit
and forms of Judaism considered separately and together.
21
Lask-Abrahams sees it as typical of “the Sunday-School character of a great deal of Grace Aguilar’s writings.”
Lask-Abrahams, “Grace Aguilar: A Centenary Tribute”, 142.
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same time as exploring a variety of theological themes and controversies. That this was an
]V][]IT]VLMZ\ISQVONWZIV-VOTQ[P2M_M[[Q[[]OOM[\MLJaQ\[X]JTQKI\QWV\PZW]OP\PMWNÅKM[
of an American rabbi, Isaac Leeser.22 Within <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U, Aguilar presented religion
as powerfully connected with emotion. “Religion” she said, “is strongest, loveliest, in those
hearts ever susceptible to emotion, whether pleasure or pain; the love of their God glows
warmest in such bosoms.”23 Feeling was certainly as important as traditional learning, which
could not generate the gentle and loveable qualities of the person of true faith.24 Those
who disagreed with her, she said, devalued the prayers of the unlearned and were
presumptuous and haughty “like the Pharisees of old,”25 a comparison that riled her editor.26
The long-suffering Jew, she argued, had greater need of this kind of faith than the Christian,
and could easily point to his Bible to demonstrate Israel’s original discovery of the God of
love.27 External forms and religious ceremonies were of far less importance than was the life
of the spirit,28 and she drew on her own family history of Iberian crypto-Jews to make this
point.
The determination, in secret to adhere unchangeably to the Law of Moses, incited many to live a
holier life, and ponder frequently on Him, in whose service their very lives were risked. When
occupying posts of high trust and favour in the Spanish court, their lineage unknown, their race
unsuspected, though they could scarcely keep the forms, the SPIRIT glowed more warmly
within.29

This sounds like the familiar classic Anglo-Reform Jewish argument which set spirit against
form.30 But in fact Aguilar went on to argue that the ideal was obedience to God’s ordinances,
QVKT]LQVOM`\MZVITNWZU[, through the power of the spirit. She wrote,
22
1[IIK 4MM[MZ     _I[ I 8PQTILMTXPQIJI[ML TIa UQVQ[\MZ WN  ZMTQOQWV XZWTQÅK I]\PWZ \ZIV[TI\WZ IVL
founder of the Jewish Publication Society. Aguilar’s argument is constantly undermined by Leeser’s patronizing
corrections and often openly critical claims of exaggeration or inaccuracy (e.g. regarding her apparent exaggeration
of the number of converts to Christianity; and of the extent of Jewish neglect of Bible). His rare agreements tend
to be in the form of provision of biblical or rabbinic references or of a fuller/better explanation of the point.
23
Aguilar, <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U, 46-47.
24
¹8ZMKMX\Q[\WWWN\MVLW]J\ML#_MTWWSWVXZWNM[[WZ[WN ZMTQOQWV_Q\PIRMITW][MaM#IVLQN \PMaNIQT\PMMNNMK\WN 
their most eloquent appeal is lost entirely. But very different is the effect of discovering religion to be the secret
[W]ZKM QV MIKP IVL ITT WN  \PW[M OMV\TM IVL TW^MIJTM Y]ITQ\QM[ _PQKP QV \PM ÅZ[\ QV[\IVKM I\\ZIK\ML ][ )\ ÅZ[\ _M
admire and revere at a distance, then as we draw near and love, comes the question, why cannot we too ‘go and do
TQSM_Q[M'¼?PMV_MTT[MTMK\ML_WZL[ÆW_OTQJTaNZWUMIOMZTQX[IVLIVIZLMV\MTWY]MVKMIXXMIZ[\WJMIZITTQ\[
hearers along with it: the spirit is ready to condemn others, as far as its inferiors in religious fervour, simply because
they cannot speak so well; and yet, while the lips may speak so piously and well, the heart may remain stubborn and
unmoved.” Ibid., 94, 184.
25
“[A]nd yet does the presumptuous and haughty Hebrew, imitating the Pharisee of old, dare to say, their
prayers are less acceptable than his [the meek and lowly]?” Ibid., 19.
26
<PMMLQ\WZ4MM[MZKWUUMV\ML\PI\¹UaNZQMVLPI[ILWX\ML_Q\PW]\[]NÅKQMV\KIZM\PMWXQVQWV[CZMOIZLQVO\PM
Pharisees] which our opponents entertain of these people.” Ibid.
27
“Is he [the Hebrew] accused of having no faith, let him prove he has more need of faith, and feels it yet more
deeply than the Nazarene. . . Is he told his is a stern, cold, spiritless religion, that can only look to a rigid and
M`IK\QVO2]LOMQV_PWUUMZKaQ[TW[\QVR][\QKM"TM\PQUJZQVONWZ_IZLPQ[*QJTM\WXZW^M\PI\I/WLWN TW^M_I[
revealed to the Israelites, many centuries before the birth of him the Christians call their messiah.” Ibid., 90.
28
“[Religious ceremonies] are given to IQL and [\ZMVO\PMV the spirit of piety, resting within this spirit, yet NOT to
take its place. . . The form. . . springs from, and yet assists the spirit resting within. Thus should every Hebrew rite
be considered, and reason, not superstition, be traced as its foundation.” Ibid., 216, 227.
29
Ibid., 85.
30
See for example, the classic study of the worldwide movement, Michael Meyer, :M[XWV[M\W5WLMZVQ\a (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1988). See also the slightly more recent study of Anglo-Reform Judaism, Anne Kershen
and Jonathan Romain, <ZILQ\QWVIVL+PIVOM (London: Vallentine Mitchell, 1995).
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AM\_PQTM_MNMMTIVLIKSVW_TMLOM\PMQV[]NÅKQMVKaWN NWZUITWVM"\PM[WV[WN 1[ZIMTU][\JM_IZM
of the contrary extreme. . . If they adhere not to the rites of their forefathers, they cannot take
unto themselves the gracious promises made to the children of Israel; for their religion degenerates
into that, which is termed, natural theology; in a word, they are Deists not Hebrews, and they
deprive themselves alike of faith, hope, and comfort. . . There are many, very many laws, which,
QN \PM0MJZM__W]TL[\QTTUIVQNM[\PQU[MTN I[\PMÅZ[\JWZVWN \PM4WZLPMKIV[\QTTQUXTQKQ\TaWJMa
. . . the religion of no Hebrew is perfect, unless the form be hallowed by the spirit, the SPIRIT
quickened by the FORM.31

Again drawing upon her Sephardi heritage, Aguilar argued that it fell to Jewish mothers to
QVK]TKI\M\PM\Z]M[XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U_Q\PQV\PMQZKPQTLZMVNWZ\PMaLQLVW\MVRWa\PM[IUM
cultural encouragements for religion that Christian children did at home and in the wider
society.
The Hebrew child has not these advantages [of the Christian child]. Debarred from the public
exercise of devotion on his Sabbath day; never hearing public prayers in a language he can
understand; – having no public minister on whom he can call for that instruction he may not have
received at home; – never hearing the law expounded, or the Bible in any way explained: to his
mother alone the Hebrew child must look, on his mother alone depend for the spirit of religion
?MÅVL\PMZWW\WN ‘ ּ ְ ן ִד ֵבּ ְרָת בּםand thou shalt speak of them’ to be  ַדֵּבּרto utter one’s sentiments
aloud, to speak or to converse together. . . Yet when do we speak of these things? When, even
amidst a domestic circle, does conversation turn upon these topics which would enable us to obey
this command?32

Aguilar went on to suggest that powerful tools in this sacred duty of education included the
study of God’s providential work within history, the reading of edifying literature33 and the
cultivation of wonder at his creation of the natural world.34 Once the Jewish child had been
sensitized spiritually, the result would be a proud Hebrew, fully able to relate the traditions of
his fathers to his loving Heavenly Father. As she put it,
[Properly educated by his mother] It will be [the Hebrew’s] pride to prove to the nations the [XQZQ\
of his faith. . . He will not throw off the bondage of our [external] forms, he will not condemn
their dictates; for he will trace their minutest regulations to the same merciful Father, whose love
supports, whose arm sustains him.35

Ibid., 235-236, 254.
Ibid., 147-148, 150, 181, 182.
33
“There is scarcely any profane history which, if read attentively, will not afford matter for instruction, thought,
and subsequent conversation on the wonderful providence of the Lord. . . Did the spirit of piety pervade, as was
intended, the intellect, those very works read for profane instruction would assist to promote obedience to the
command we are regarding. Nor is it only history that may do this. There are tales, simple, domestic, highly moral
\ITM[_PQKP\PW]OPI[I_PWTMÅK\Q\QW][IZMQV\PMUIQVXWQV\J]\VIZZI\QWV[WN _PI\KW]TLJ]\_MTQN\]X\PM^MQT
of the world, is continually passing around us.” Ibid., 192-193.
34
“There are others again who, continually eulogizing Nature, yet never seem to cast a thought, or speak a word
WN /WL<PMUQVL\P][KIXIJTMWN ILUQZQVO6I\]ZMNWZPMZ[MTNQ[XMK]TQIZTaÅ\\ML\WILWZMIVLTW^MPMZ/WL
Nature is not herself a deity. She is the frame, not the FRAMER, the created, not the CREATOR.” Ibid., 197–198.
This interest in nature was non-trivial. In her eulogy for Aguilar, Anna Maria Hall wrote that Aguilar ‘had made
acquaintance with the beauties of English nature during a long residence in Devonshire; loved the country with her
whole heart, and enriched her mind by the leisure it afforded; she had collected and arranged conchological and
UQVMZITWOQKIT[XMKQUMV[\WIKWV[QLMZIJTMM`\MV\#TW^MLÆW_MZ[I[WVTa[MV[Q\Q^M_WUMVKIVTW^M\PMU#IVL_Q\PITT
this was deeply read in theology and history.’ Ana Maria Hall, ‘Pilgrimage to the Grave of Grace Aguilar’ in
Galchinsky, /ZIKM)O]QTIZ";MTMK\ML?ZQ\QVO[, 359.
35
Ibid., 161.
31
32
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Such a spiritual education would result in a Jewish faith that would properly testify to the
surrounding Christian nations and support the eternal truths of Judaism.36 Aguilar felt
obliged to make this point because she knew that her emphasis upon the need to inspire
spirituality within the Jewish community would sound suspiciously alien to many within that
community.37 And, indeed, this provoked criticism that <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[Uwas not so much
a work of Jewish theology, but rather one that drew too heavily upon her own idiosyncratic
experiences in the Christian community for its conceptualisation of spirituality.38
To gain a clearer picture of this ideal Jewish spirituality, it is useful to consider Aguilar’s
epic mix of scriptural commentary and literary imagination entitled ?WUMVWN 1[ZIMT(1845).
In this multi-volume work of 576 pages, Aguilar used the lives of biblical and historical
Jewish women as a source of spiritual strength and inspiration for modern Jewish women.
7VM JQWOZIXPQKIT [SM\KP \PI\ WN  ,MJWZIP _QTT []NÅKM )O]QTIZ ^QM_ML ,MJWZIP I[ IV
M`KMTTMV\ ZWTM UWLMT NWZ 2M_Q[P _WUMV KWUJQVQVO I[ [PM LQL XZWXPM\ R]LOM UQTQ\IZa
instructor, poet and sacred singer; her very existence and accomplishments demonstrated
that Jewish women were not degraded within Judaism, as some claimed.39 But while
recognition of poetic abilities was granted, Aguilar felt that this was not where Deborah’s
true greatness lay. Nor was it in her military role in Barak’s victory over Sisera.40 Crucially,
Aguilar played down Deborah’s outward power and public triumphs and emphasised instead
PMZXZQ^I\MZWTMNWK][QVOQVXIZ\QK]TIZ]XWVPMZQVÆ]MVKMI[ITWKITR]LOMIN\MZ[PMZM\]ZVML
home.41 The important thing to notice here, Aguilar claimed, was that Deborah’s quiet, low36
“Every Hebrew should look upon his faith as a temple extending over every land, to prove the immutability,
the eternity of God, the unity of His purposes, the truth of the past, the present, and the future; and regard himself
I[WVMWN \PMXQTTIZ[_PQKP[]XXWZ\Q\NZWUNITTQVO\W\PMOZW]VLIVLILL[PW_M^MZQV[QOVQÅKIV\QVQ\[MTN\W\PM
strength, the durability, and the beauty of the whole.” Ibid., 245.
37
¹5IVa0MJZM_[UIaXMZPIX[WJRMK\\W\PMTMVO\PMVMLKWV[QLMZI\QWVWN \PM[MKWVL^MZ[MWN \PM;0-5)6/
which the three preceding chapters contain; that it is following the false lights of the Nazarene, and spiritualizing
and mystifying a simple truth; that the command to love the Lord with all our heart, and soul, and might, simply
means to pray to Him and praise Him, and obey His laws as far as lies in our power.” Ibid., 109.
38
For example, Lask-Abrahams comments, “One also has the feeling that her frequent decrying of traditional
usages represents a form of Jewish Protestantism drawn from her early close association with non-Jewish
acquaintances. . . [This] led her sometimes to oppose the Bible to the traditions of the Rabbis and minimize the role
of the Rabbis in the development and spirituality of Judaism.” Lask-Abrahams, “Grace Aguilar: A Centenary
Tribute,” 142.
39
“Had there been the very least foundation for the supposition of the degrading and heathenizing of the
0MJZM_ NMUITM _M [PW]TL VW\ ÅVL \PM WNÅKM[ WN  XZWXPM\ R]LOM UQTQ\IZa QV[\Z]K\WZ XWM\ IVL [IKZML [QVOMZ ITT
KWUJQVML and all XMZNMK\ML in the person of a woman.” Grace Aguilar, <PM?WUMVWN 1[ZIMTWZ+PIZIK\MZ[IVL;SM\KPM[NZWU
\PM0WTa;KZQX\]ZM[IVL2M_Q[P0Q[\WZa1TT][\ZI\Q^MWN \PM8I[\0Q[\WZa8ZM[MV\,]\QM[IVL.]\]ZM,M[\QVaWN \PM0MJZM_.MUITM[I[
*I[MLWV\PM?WZLWN /WL (London: Routledge, 1845), 12.
40
¹C)N\MZPMZIVL*IZIS¼[^QK\WZaW^MZ;Q[MZIE?MVM`\ÅVL,MJWZIPM`MZKQ[QVO\PI\OTWZQW][\ITMV\WN M`\MUXWZM
poetry only found among the Hebrews; and by her, a woman and wife in Israel, possessed to an almost equal degree
_Q\P\PM8[ITUQ[\IVLXZWXPM\[_PWNWTTW_MLI\ITI\MZXMZQWL?MÅVLPMZ\ISQVOVWOTWZa_PI\M^MZ\WPMZ[MTN
J]\ KITTQVO ]XWV \PM XZQVKM[ IVL OW^MZVWZ[ IVL XMWXTM WN  1[ZIMT \W RWQV _Q\P PMZ QV »JTM[[QVO \PM 4WZL NWZ \PM
avenging of Israel.’. . . The simplicity and lowliness of the prophetess’ natural position is beautifully illustrated by
\PM\MZU[PMIXXTQM[\WPMZ[MTN ·VMQ\PMZXZQVKM[[VWZOW^MZVWZVWZR]LOMVWZXZWXPM\M[[\PW]OPJW\P\PMTI[\
WNÅKM[[PMN]TÅTTML·»]V\QT\PI\1,MJWZIPIZW[M]V\QT1IZW[MI57<0-:QV1[ZIMT¼;PMI[SMLVWOZMI\MZPWVW]Z
or privilege for herself individually, than the being recognised as the mother of the people whom the Lord alone
PILMVLW_MLPMZ_Q\PXW_MZ\WR]LOMº1JQL·
41
¹C,MJWZIP¼[ER]LOUMV\[PMZ_WZS[IZMKW^MZML_Q\PI^MQTWN [QTMVKMJ]\_MTMIZV\PMQZMNNMK\[Ja\PM[QUXTM
phrase, that ‘the land had rest for forty years’ – the land, the whole land, not merely that which was under her direct
[]XMZQV\MVLMVKM>QZ\]MPWTQVM[[IVL_Q[LWU\PW]OP\PMOQN\[WN J]\WVMTW_TaQVLQ^QL]ITIZMVW\KWVÅVML\WWVM
place when used, as were Deborah’s, to the glory of God, and the good of her people. Silently and perhaps
unperceived, they spread over space and time; and oh, how glorious must be the destiny of that woman, who,
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XZWÅTM]VI[[]UQVO_WZSI[ITWKITR]LOMXZWNW]VLTaQVÆ]MVKQVO\PMTWKITKWUU]VQ\a[W
that “the land had rest for forty years” – a far more powerful demonstration of what a
woman can achieve than were military exploits.42 This, she went on, offered a model for the
present and future duties of contemporary women of Israel, even if the situation in the real
world meant that they “can no longer occupy a position of such trust and wisdom in Israel”.
?WUMV[PW]TLMUJZIKM\PMQZZWTMI[QVÆ]MVKMZ[·_Q\PW]\NMMTQVO\PMVMML\WLW[WX]JTQKTa
5IZZQML _WUMV KIV QVÆ]MVKM \PMQZ P][JIVL[ IVL \PMQZ PW][MPWTL[ IVL _QTT \PMZMJa
¹QVÆ]MVKM [WKQM\a I\ TIZOM [MKZM\Ta IVL ]V[][XMK\MLTa QVLMML J]\ UWZM XW_MZN]TTa \PIV
[they] can in the least degree suppose.”43 With many such examples in ?WUMVWN 1[ZIMT Aguilar
made it clear that her ideal of womanly spirituality was a reassuringly traditional one, nonthreatening in its refusal to compete with men in the public sphere.44
;M^MZIT aMIZ[ TI\MZ QV I _WZS WN  TQ\MZIZa ÅK\QWV KITTML <PM 2M_Q[P .IQ\P (1846), Aguilar
ZM\]ZVML\W\PM[]JRMK\WN NWZUW^MZ[XQZQ\<PQ[_I[W[\MV[QJTaI[MZQM[WN TM\\MZ[WN ZMTQOQW][
advice from a Sephardi Jewess called Inez Villena to a young girl called Annie, who was
contemplating conversion, having had only a nominal Jewish upbringing. Interestingly,
Aguilar here reversed her earlier claim that the crypto-Jewish experience had encouraged a
spiritual understanding of their faith. Instead, she now argued that that kind of AngloJudaism which privileged external form over spirituality had had its origins in the Sephardi
experience of Inquisition and crypto-Judaism. Their lives had been habituated to caution
IVLP]ZZQML[]XMZÅKQITWJ[MZ^IVKMIVL\PMQZQUXW[ML\ZILQ\QWVWN ¹[W]TTM[[WJMLQMVKM
[in which they] adhered so very strictly to the NWZU, to the utter exclusion of the [XQZQ\ of their
religion”, had continued upon their arrival in England. This state of affairs was, while
understandable, a matter of regret.45 Attitudes were changing, of course, sometimes too
without one moment quitting her natural sphere, can yet by precept, example, and labour, produce such blessed
efforts as to give the land peace, and to bring a whole people unto God! “ Ibid., 216. “[T]he greatness of Deborah
consisted not at all in outward state, in semblance of high rank, or in any particular respect or homage outwardly
paid her; but simply in her vast superiority of mental and spiritual acquirements which were acknowledged by her
countrymen, and consequently revered.” Aguilar, <PM?WUMVWN 1[ZIMT, 212.
42
¹AM\\PMPQ[\WZaWN ,MJWZIPQVVW_IaQVNMZ[\PI\[PM_I[VMOTMK\N]TWN PMZKWVR]OITIVLLWUM[\QKL]\QM[
There is an unpretending simplicity about her very greatness. . . To a really great mind, domestic and public duties
IZM[WXMZNMK\TaKWUXI\QJTM\PI\\PMÅZ[\VMMLVM^MZJM[IKZQÅKMLNWZ\PMTI[\º)O]QTIZ<PM?WUMVWN 1[ZIMT, 217-218.
43
¹-^MZa UIZZQML _WUMV Q[ R]LOM IVL O]IZLQIV WN  PMZ W_V PW][MPWTL ;PM UIa PI^M \W MVKW]V\MZ \PM
XZMR]LQKM[WN IP][JIVLVW\aM\\PQVSQVO_Q\PPMZWVITTXWQV\[#J]\QN [PMPI^MZMITTaIOZMI\UQVL[PM_QTTSVW_
how to QVÆ]MVKM, without in any way QV\MZNMZQVO. She will know how to serve the Lord in her household, without
VMOTMK\QVOPMZL]\aIVLINNMK\QWV\W_IZL[PMZP][JIVL#IVLJaLWUM[\QKKWVL]K\C[PM_QTTJMIJTM\WEQVÆ]MVKM
society at large, secretly and unsuspectedly indeed, but more powerfully than she herself can in the least degree
suppose.” Ibid., 217.
44
;]KP ^QM_[ ZMÆMK\ML _QLMZ K]T\]ZIT VWZU[ WN  KW]Z[M I[ LMUWV[\ZI\ML Ja \PM XWX]TIZQ\a WN  KWV\MUXWZIZa
authors such as Sarah Stickney Ellis who wrote <PM?WUMVWN -VOTIVL<PMQZ;WKQIT,]\QM[IVL,WUM[\QK0IJQ\[ (London:
Fisher, 1839), a work with which Aguilar was very familiar.
45
“In Portugal, as you know, to be even suspected as a Jew exposed our ancestors to all the horrors of the
Inquisition, sequestration, torture, and often, death. The religion of our fathers, therefore, was instilled with such
impenetrable secrecy, and so burdened with caution and the constant dread of discovery, that, to do more than
attend to its mere elements, and keep the mind faithful to the doctrine of the Divine Unity and the perpetuity of the
Jewish Faith, in contradistinction to the bewildering dogmas of saints, martyrs, infallibility of the Roman Church,
masses, etc, was impossible. To become spiritual was equally so, for the Bible was a forbidden book to the Catholics,
IVL\PMZMNWZMMY]ITTa[W\W\PM[MKZM\2M_[<PW[M\PMZMNWZM_PWNZWU[WUMQUUIVMV\XZM[[]ZMWN LIVOMZÆML\W
other countries, were unable to throw off the caution of centuries. They could not realise that the yoke was so far
removed from the necks, as to permit the X]JTQK practice, and WXMV confession of their faith. To speak of, or impart it,
by means of reference to, and discussion upon the Bible, had so long been an utter impossibility, that it was scarcely
unnatural, they should suppose it impossible still, when in reality no impossibility existed. This is the reason why so
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violently for Villena/Aguilar’s own liking, but “a mighty movement”, by which she meant
Reform Judaism, had thankfully begun.46<PMIZ\QÅKMWN XTIKQVOPMZW_V_WZL[QV\PMUW]\P
of an eminently sympathetic woman gave Aguilar greater intellectual freedom than she had
had in <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U. Here, in this work which did not purport to be a formal work of
theology, she could talk at length about non-theological aspects of religion, including
attitudes and feelings and, in so doing, draw heavily upon her own personal experience
without fearing the attentions of religious authorities. (<PM ;XQZQ\ WN  2]LIQ[U had received
some poor reviews). It was undoubtedly written with Jewish and Christian audiences in
mind, concerned as it was to present Judaism in a positive light and to challenge common
+PZQ[\QIVUQ[KWVKMX\QWV[_PQKP[PMNMT\IT[WQVÆ]MVKML\PM2M_[¼W_V[MTN]VLMZ[\IVLQVO
In this work, support for Reform Judaism seems less muted, as if Aguilar had begun to
believe that it held the hope for Jewish spirituality.
;XQZQ\]ITQ\aQ[IKWUXTM`\PQVOWN KW]Z[MVW\WZQW][TaLQNÅK]T\\WKIX\]ZMQVLZa_WZS[WN 
\PMWTWOa1VILLQ\QWV\W\PMÅK\QWVIT[MZQM[WN TM\\MZ[IVL\PMJQWOZIXPQKIT[\]LQM[WN JQJTQKIT
women, Aguilar also experimented with historical romance. Although only published in
1850, Aguilar’s <PM>ITMWN +MLIZ[ had been composed in the early 1830s and is a gothic tale
WN  \WZ\]ZM XMZ[MK]\QWV IVL ]VZMY]Q\ML TW^M [M\ QV ÅN\MMV\PKMV\]Za ;XIQV47 It tells the
adventures of a young crypto-Jewess, an intimate of Queen Isabella called Marie, her
innocent Christian former beau who is blamed for the murder of her noble husband (also a
crypto-Jew), and the consequences Marie must face when the truth of her Jewishness is
revealed. Others have found in its pages a clear appeal for Jewish emancipation.48 Here, we
are more interested in the way Aguilar uses this particular novel to explore unfamiliar forms
of spirituality. To a Christian readership, the Jewess Marie is presented as a paragon of
steadfast loyalty to her father and the religion of her fathers, a potential martyr with the
sweetness of an angel, easily contrasted with the unspiritual, murderous dungeon-keepers of
the Catholic Inquisition. For the Jewish audience, however, one is struck by the remarkable
presentation of Catholic queen Isabella as a deeply spiritual and wise Christian, whose
XZWNW]VL aM\ ]V[MMV QVÆ]MVKM ]XWV PMZ P][JIVL .MZLQVIVL UILM PMZ \PM MXQ\WUM WN 
womanly religious virtue.49 With somewhat broad brush-strokes, history is re-written to
reveal that the Isabella has been tragically misunderstood, and that only under considerable
duress from Torquemada was she reluctantly persuaded to institute the Inquisition and expel
many of our ancient Spanish and Portuguese families, when they came to England, adhered so very strictly to the
NWZU, to the utter exclusion of the [XQZQ\ of their religion; and never spoke of nor attempted to teach it, except by
desiring a soulless obedience, which had no power, when the young mind began to enquire for itself.” Aguilar, The
2M_Q[P.IQ\P"1\[;XQZQ\]IT+WV[WTI\QWV5WZIT/]QLIVKMIVL1UUWZ\IT0WXM, 35-36.
46
“If we compare the thoughts and sentiments on the religion of the Hebrews in almost all countries of the
XZM[MV\LIa_Q\P\PW[MWN ÅN\aaMIZ[JIKS_M[PITTÅVL\PI\\PMZMPI[JMMVQVLMMLIUQOP\aUW^MUMV\#\PW]OPI[
merely looking on the present, we may feel the movement is so small as to be almost invisible, and we sometimes are
led to despond more than hope. We may watch too, with dread, the too violent reforms, the too indiscriminate
clipping away of the old established, and so somewhat treasured forms; but better, far better, this agitation, than the
[\IOVIV\_I\MZ[WN IXI\PaIVLQVLQNNMZMVKMQV_PQKPÅN\aaMIZ[IOWITT2]LIQ[U_I[XT]VOMLº1JQL·
47
Galchinsky estimates its date of composition sometime between 1831 and 1835. Galchinsky, <PM7ZQOQVWN \PM
5WLMZV2M_Q[P?WUIV?ZQ\MZ":WUIVKMIVL:MNWZUQV>QK\WZQIV-VOTIVL, 139.
48
Ibid., 137ff.
49
¹1[IJMTTI¼[ZMITQVÆ]MVKMWV\PMNIZTM[[TWN\aIVLUWZMKZIN\a.MZLQVIVL_I[[W[QTMV\[W]VWJ\Z][Q^M\PI\Q\[
extent was never known, either to himself or to his people, till after her death. . .” Grace Aguilar, <PM>ITMWN +MLIZ[
WZ\PM5IZ\aZ (London: Groombridge and Sons, 1850), 218.
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the Jews.50<PMY]MMVQ[KMV\ZIT\W\PM[\WZaTQVMIVLPMZIK\QWV[IVLXZIaMZ[ÅTT\PMKTQUIK\QK
pages of the novel, as she struggles to see beyond Marie’s heretical Jewish shell, and love her
– and free her – despite her refusal to convert to Christianity.51 There are two observations
that can be made about Aguilar’s Isabella. Firstly, the painful irony that Isabella has such
XMZ^MZ[MLQNÅK]T\aQVZMKWOVQ[QVO\PMKTW[MTaZMTI\ML[XQZQ\]ITQ\aWN \PM2M_M[[Q[ILZIUI\QKITTa
effective and poignant warning to the reader concerning contemporary Christian attitudes
towards Jewish spirituality. Secondly, it is revealing that in the story Marie’s primary concern
in disclosing her Jewish identity is not that she will have to face the Inquisition, but that she
will lose the love of her adored Christian patroness.52 This fear of Christian disapproval is a
theme found in a number of Aguilar’s writings.
In this brief survey of different works by which means we have explored Aguilar’s personal
]VLMZ[\IVLQVO WN  2M_Q[P [XQZQ\]ITQ\a IVL QV XIZ\QK]TIZ PMZ KITT \W I [XMKQÅKITTa _WUIVTa
conception of spirituality, we might note an ambiguous attitude towards Reform Judaism,
both cautious and hopeful. The same is true of her attitude towards Christianity. Aguilar is
KWVKMZVML \W ZMN]\M \PM KTIQU \PI\ \PM QUXWZ\IVKM [PM XTIKM[ ]XWV [XQZQ\]ITQ\a ZMÆMK\[ I
Christian emphasis, and she is keen to make it clear that this focus is one way of preventing
conversion. On the other hand, she values her interactions with Christians, adopts the
Christian negative view of Pharisees, admires Christian family and social encouragement to
religion to the extent of creating a caricature, and is concerned not only to convince
Christians of the reality of Jewish spirituality but even hints at a fear of receiving their
disapproval.

QQ :MTI\QVO\W<ZILQ\QWVIVL;KZQX\]ZIT:M[W]ZKM[
Integral to Aguilar’s conception of true faith in her theological treatise <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U
was the need to base it upon an authoritative foundation. This foundation was to be the
divinely inspired Bible as transcribed by Moses,53 which would provide all the defences a Jew
needed against the temptations and threats of a Christian world. Her rationale makes this
clear.

50
¹1[IJMTTIPIL_Q\PQVPMZ[MTN ITT\PMY]ITQÅKI\QWV[WN IUIZ\aZ7VKMQUXZM[[ML\PI\Q\_I[IZMTQOQW][L]\a[PM
would do violence to her most cherished wishes. . . This spirit would. . . have led her a willing martyr to the stake;
as it was this same spirit led to the establishment of the Inquisition, and the expulsion of the Jews – deeds so awful
in their consequences, that the actual motive of the woman-heart which prompted them is utterly forgotten, and
PMZ[MTN KWVLMUVMLº1JQL!<WZY]MUILI¹\PM_QTaKP]ZKPUIVºNW]VLQ\LQNÅK]T\\WKWV^QVKM1[IJMTTIIVL_I[
only able to achieve it by emotional blackmail. Aguilar, <PM>ITMWN +MLIZ[WZ\PM5IZ\aZ, 242–243, 292.
51
Isabella’s fear for Marie’s soul obliges her to attempt her conversion, but the failure of the disputation (which
features a learned cleric’s doctrinal arguments), which certainly disappointed Isabella, did not stop her protecting
Marie from “the necessity of severity” for which Torquemada called.
52
Marie, alluding to the immanent revelation of her secret Jewish faith, cries “Oh, madam, thou wilt hear a
strange tale tomorrow – one so fraught with mystery and marvel, that thou will refuse to believe it. . . And then, if
thou hast ever loved me. . . whatever thou mayst hear, do not condemn me. . . do not cast me from thee.” Aguilar,
<PM>ITMWN +MLIZ[WZ\PM5IZ\aZ, 135.
53
¹1\[QOVQÅM[TQ\\TM_PM\PMZ5W[M[ZMKMQ^ML\PMUC\PM4I_[ETQ\MZITTaNZWU\PMUW]\PWN \PM4WZLWZNMT\_Q\PQV
his soul the infused eloquence and wisdom, which impelled him to proclaim them to his countrymen. Every page of
the Bible breathes the voice of God.” Aguilar, <PM ;XQZQ\ WN  2]LIQ[U, 32. Aguilar assumes throughout the divine
ZM^MTI\QWV\W5W[M[KPIX\MZM`XTQKQ\TaINÅZU[\PQ[
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It is alleged that it is dangerous to associate intimately with those of other creeds, that it is as
dangerous to our faith as the open warfare of old. They are mistaken who thus think; were the
Jewish religion studied as it ought to be by its professors of every age and sex; were the BIBLE, VW\
\ZILQ\QWV, its foundation and defence; were its spirit felt, pervading the inmost heart, giving strength
IVLPWXMNIQ\PIVLKWUNWZ\"_M[PW]TL[\IVLNWZ\PÅZUI[\PMWKMIVZWKS_PQKPVMQ\PMZ\MUXM[\
nor the slow, still constant dripping of the waters can bend or shake. . .. [To] enable us to mingle
amongst those of another creed, without fearing to imbibe it. . . the Bible must be our constant
study. . . Faith indeed is the golden key to unlock its stores, for without faith its pages are in truth
‘sealed’. . . Those who deny its divine truths are neither Jewish nor Christian; for the
acknowledgement of its divinity is equally binding to the one as to the other.54

Aguilar called for educational programmes that would familiarize Jewish youth with the
texts themselves, enabling them to defend their beliefs.55 The Word of God was the only
means by which the poor and uneducated could come to understand His will for them and
IJIVLWV \PMQZ ¹[]XMZ[\Q\QWV[ WN  \ZILQ\QWV IVL XZMR]LQKM _PQKP PI^M [PIKSTML \PMU NWZ [W
long”.56 Like the Reform minister David Woolf Marks,57 Aguilar felt that any “inventions of
man” such as rabbinic tradition that “choke up the law of Love which came direct from
0MI^MVIVLKWVÅVM\PM[WIZQVO[XQZQ\º[PW]TLJM[M\I[QLMNWZ\PM?WZLWN /WLITWVM
was the source of all Jewish ethics.58 She was quick to condemn those who valued the
rabbinic tradition over the Bible itself, arguing that \PQ[ was a common cause of conversion,
and she called for a Jewish translation of the Bible into English, which did not exist at that
time.59 There is a debate around the origins for the bibliocentric, that is, bible-based,
characteristics of many reform-minded British Jews in the mid-nineteenth-century, but it is
KMZ\IQVTaZMI[WVIJTM\WZMILQ\I[M^QLMVKMNWZ\PMQVÆ]MVKMWN -^IVOMTQKIT+PZQ[\QIVKZQ\QY]M
Ibid., 20, 22, 50–51.
Ibid., 175-177.
“The poor, even as children, need instruction in their religion; it will not come untaught, nor can its mild
consoling lustre beam from the trammels of tradition, which must increase in incomprehensible obscurity with each
VM_OMVMZI\QWVCJ]\ZI\PMZ^QIE\PM_WZLQV_PQKPQVÅVQ\a_I[ZM^MITML?MLWVW\\PQVSMVW]OPWV\PMOWWL_M
may do our needy brethren by leading them to read and understand the word of God, by. . . inciting them to rise
[]XMZQWZ\W\PM[]XMZ[\Q\QWV[WN \ZILQ\QWVIVLXZMR]LQKM_PQKPPI^M[PIKSTML\PMU[WTWVOIVL\WTWWS\W\PM*QJTM[
alone for. . . their instruction how to live and for their hopes of immortality.” Ibid., 100, 103–104.
57
One of the founding fathers of Anglo-Jewish Reform, and minister at the West London Synagogue of British
2M_[NWZÅN\a\PZMMaMIZ[\PMIXXZWIKPILWX\MLJa5IZS[ !!_I[KPIZIK\MZQ[MLJaQ\[JQJTQWKMV\ZQKQ[UIVL
anti-rabbinism.
58
;PM _MV\ WV" ¹)TT _PW [MMS \W SVW_ \PM 2M_Q[P M\PQK[ _QTT ÅVL \PMU QV \PM _WZL WN  /WL# NWZ Q\ Q[ \W \PM
ordinances of Scripture ITWVM we refer. There may be some observances which superstition and bigotry have
introduced, some of which tarnish and choke up the law of love which came direct from Heaven; but to them we
allude not. The Bible and reason are the only guides to which the child of Israel can look in security. The laws for
_PQKP_MKIVÅVLVWNW]VLI\QWVQV\PMWVMIVL_PQKP_QTTVW\[\IVL\PM\M[\WN \PMW\PMZVMMLVWNIZ\PMZXZWWN
they are not the dictates of the law, they are wanderings from the true and true and only law, the inventions of man,
IVLVW\\PM_WZL[WN /WL1\Q[\PMZMNWZMM^QLMV\\PI\\PW[MWJ[MZ^IVKM[_PQKPVW\WVTaKWVÅVM\PM[WIZQVO[XQZQ\
but frequently occasion ordinances of far more weight to be neglected, and for which no reason can be assigned
save the ideas of our ancient fathers, cannot be compared in weight and consequence to the piety of the heart,
which but too often they supersede.” Aguilar, <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U, 227–229.
59
“Others again, earnest in the cause, yet mistaken in the means, search and believe the writings of the Rabbis,
take as divine truths all they have suggested, and neglect the Bible as not to be compared with such learned
dissertations. And why should this be? Why should the Bible be shunned by that people, to whom it was so peculiarly
intrusted? [sic]. . . Mournfully they err, who thus preserve the English Bible from the hands and hearts of their
children [for fear of conversion in reading a Christian translation]. It is this great error, which prevents the spirit of
piety from taking possession of the heart, and binds us to cold and lifeless forms; it is this which is the real cause of
so many Israelites having embraced Christianity.” Ibid., 52–54.
54
55
56
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of Judaism, which was also vehemently anti-Talmudic.60 Aguilar’s protestation that her
vision of a biblical Judaism would prevent conversion might appear to undermine such an
interpretation, but it certainly failed to convince many of her contemporaries otherwise.61
A little earlier we saw how the biographical sketches in ?WUMVWN 1[ZIMTcould be understood
as a platform upon which Aguilar sets out her vision of ideal womanly spirituality. But
Aguilar claimed that it was also very important to her that her Jewish contemporaries did
not have to look to Christian moral literature or religious commentary for such guidance.
She was determined that there should be no necessity for Christian writings to “make Israel
spiritual.”62 One way to avoid this was to return to the Divine Word. As she put it, “[T]he
Bible must become indeed the book of life to the female descendents of that nation whose
earliest history it so vividly records. . .”63 In drawing upon the Bible, primarily, she sought to
generate a set of edifying lessons for her community that was entirely dependent on Jewish
sources. With examples such as Deborah, ?WUMVWN 1[ZIMT aimed “to prove that we have no
need of Christianity, or the examples of the females in the Gospel”.64
1V\PMÅK\QWVIT[MZQM[WN TM\\MZ[KWTTMK\ML\WOM\PMZQV<PM2M_Q[P.IQ\P, Aguilar continued
with this theme, when, as the Sephardi matron Villena, she sought to convince Annie, the
Jewish girl who was considering conversion, that the inspirational texts of promise, narrative
and spiritual guidance, that sounded as though they belonged to the New Testament, actually
belonged to their own Bible.65 At times, this was not always obvious, and it was often
necessary to look beyond the surface meaning in the “search for divine lessons”.66 Even so,
she said,
60
.WZIVW^MZ^QM_WN \PMLMJI\M[MM,IVQMT4IVO\WV¹)9]M[\QWVWN *IKSJWVM"+WUXIZQVO+PZQ[\QIV1VÆ]MVKM[
Upon the Origins of Reform and Liberal Judaism in England” in 5MTQTIP 3 (2004).
61
In this context, the editor, Isaac Leeser, comments, “Again I must remark that Miss A. has relied too much
upon the calumniators of the Jewish character as authority.” Aguilar, <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U, 52.
62
“With such [biblical] writings W]ZW_V, and ours from centuries long past, do we need the works of Christian
divines to make Israel spiritual?” Aguilar, <PM?WUMVWN 1[ZIMT, 569.
63
Ibid., 15.
64
Ibid., 18.
65
¹1V \PM KWV[\IV\ [\]La WN  \PM ?WZL WN  /WL aW] _QTT JM ^MZa WN\MV [\IZ\TML \W ÅVL \PI\ I [QUQTIZ [\aTM WN 
promise, narrative, and spiritual guidance, which you thought were only revealed in the New Testament, were
found in our’s ages and ages before; and that it is our utter neglect and disregard of these precious things which has
so concealed them, as to cause the supposition that they were given to the stranger rather than to us. . . [Y]ou always
supposed that they [comforting verses] came from the New, not the Old Testament, and were, especially, the
privileged possession of Christians, as they were frequently quoted in Christian books, and those of your own
XMWXTM_Q\P_PWUaW]PI^M^MV\]ZML\W[XMISWV\PM[]JRMK\SVM_VW\PQVOIJW]\\PMUCAW]PI^ME[WUM\QUM[
found yourself longing to believe in the New Testament, parts of which, seemed so much more simple and clear
than the [86] old.” Aguilar, <PM2M_Q[P.IQ\P"1\[;XQZQ\]IT+WV[WTI\QWV5WZIT/]QLIVKMIVL1UUWZ\IT0WXM, 40-41, 59-60,
  )O]QTIZ OI^M [M^MZIT M`IUXTM[ ¹»<PMZM Q[ UWZM RWa QV PMI^MV W^MZ WVM [QVVMZ \PI\ ZMXMV\M\P \PIV W^MZ
ninety and nine who have not sinned,’ is a sentiment found in the Gospel; and therefore supposed to be the spirit of
the Christian religion, [179] in contra-distinction to that of the Jew. But this, like many other similar assertions, is a
great mistake. It was the essence of the Jewish religion ÅZ[\, and thence, and by 2M_[, was preached to the Christians.”
She cites Rabbi Abraham Belaish (sic), ‘Biblical Expositions’, 44, 88. Aguilar, <PM2M_Q[P.IQ\P"1\[;XQZQ\]IT+WV[WTI\QWV
5WZIT /]QLIVKM IVL 1UUWZ\IT 0WXM, 178-179. Abraham Belais (1773–1853) was a Tunisian rabbi with a history of
ÅVIVKQITUQ[UIVIOMUMV\_PW [XMV\ \QUMQV )TOQMZ[ IVL 6QKM JMNWZMIZZQ^QVO QV 4WVLWV QV  # PM X]JTQ[PML
*QJTQKIT-`XW[Q\QWV[ himself in 1844 in Hebrew and English.
66
1V \PM KWV\M`\ WN  QUUWZ\ITQ\a IVL -TQRIP¼[ I[KMV\ _PQKP ZMUQVL[ \PW[M _PW []NNMZ \PI\ »\PMQZ [W]T[ _MZM
LMI\PTM[[IVL\PMQZL_MTTQVO_I[IJW^M¼[PM_ZQ\M[¹,WVW\ZMOIZL\PQ[ZMVLMZQVOWN \PM\ZIV[TI\QWVWN -TQRIPI[\PM
mere dream of an enthusiast, dearest Annie. The word of God is granted us to be our guide, not merely by precept,
but by examples – not only by revelation in direct words, but by analogy. We are to look upon all it records as
instruction, and [MIZKP for divine lessons, not be content with merely those which lie upon the surface.” Aguilar, The
2M_Q[P.IQ\P"1\[;XQZQ\]IT+WV[WTI\QWV5WZIT/]QLIVKMIVL1UUWZ\IT0WXM, 360.
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We must remember the Old Testament is OURS. That of the glorious truths it reveals, and the
precepts it bestows, no-one can deprive us, unless we disregard them ourselves, and by indifference
and neglect, permit others to think that we have neither right nor interest in them.67

Villena/Aguilar observed with some pleasure that modern expressions of Judaism were
increasingly dependent upon the bible, suggesting that erroneous teachings would soon be a
thing of the past,68 for, she said, the Talmudic sages had never intended that their ingenious
commentaries would have taken the place of the Word of God.69 The same would be true of
contemporary un-biblical hopes such as the much-discussed Jewish return to Palestine.70
There was a dire need for religious, edifying literature for Jewish women in the English
vernacular,71 for whom the wisdom of the Jewish sages was impossible to master. (It is
interesting to hear a sense of regret in this observation).72 And although many other modern
Ibid.
“That the doctrine [of transmigration] may be found in the writings of the Hebrews is very probable; but it
must be found in the Bible to be Judaism.” Ibid., 275. “That there may be in certain portions of our theological
works in which the Jewish doctors of the early ages wrote such an idea as Milton embodied in his ‘Paradise Lost,’
[i.e. ‘the Christian doctrine of heaven and hell, Jesus and Satan’] with the exception of Jesus, as some Christians
assert, I cannot deny; for I am not acquainted with the deep Jewish works in question. But even if it did, their
opinions can no more be adopted as articles of belief than the poem of Milton for the New Testament gives no
more foundation for the latter than the Old for the former.” Aguilar, <PM2M_Q[P.IQ\P"1\[;XQZQ\]IT+WV[WTI\QWV5WZIT
/]QLIVKMIVL1UUWZ\IT0WXM, 435–436.
69
“The ancient sages, whose notions we have been considering [in the context of outlining how the four
MTMUMV\[MIZ\PÅZM_I\MZIQZIZMZMXZM[MV\I\Q^MWN KPIZIK\MZQ[\QK[\PI\UISM]XIUIVE][MLJW\P\PMQZKIXIKQW][
intellect, and their peculiarly ^Q^QL imagination, in illustrating certain simple texts, so as familiarly to instruct and
delight the masses of their countrymen. They never intended these various illustrations and commentaries to take
the place of that venerable Word, which was their foundation, but merely as an intellectual exercise to amplify and
LMÅVMº)O]QTIZ<PM2M_Q[P.IQ\P"1\[;XQZQ\]IT+WV[WTI\QWV5WZIT/]QLIVKMIVL1UUWZ\IT0WXM, 57. Aguilar’s chapter on
spirituality was highly dependent on the four sermons of Abraham Belash (sic), concerning earth (‘which, they say
QVKQ\M[\WQVLWTMVKMIVLTIbQVM[[QV_WZS¼ÅZM»QVKQ\M[XZQLMW^MZJMIZQVOPI]OP\QVM[[_ZI\PMV^aRMITW][a
covertousness and ambition’ 54), water (‘incites to mercenary craving for worldly treasures and pleasures’ 55), and
air (‘tends to all those petty levities and abuses of speech’ 54). Ibid.
70
“Palestine, struggled for by Christian and Mahometan (sic), and still lying waste, as the Lord ordained, giving
not to strangers the fruition, and the beauty, and luxuriance, which _MZM given, and will again be given, to the Jews:
– Palestine, still regarded with an eye of longing by the true Hebrew, as his only home; by the Christian as
indissolubly linked to the Past, – is not Palestine itself, then an evidence of the truth of revelation. . . ?” Ibid., 127.
“I am aware, that many amongst us, and even amongst Christians, imagine that the repeopling of Judea, will be
accomplished naturally (so to speak); and occasional efforts have been made, and pamphlets have been written, to
manifest the wisdom of a co-operation of certain nations, or promulgation of certain statutes, compelling or
holding out rewards and privileges, for the Jews to return to Judea: but to my feelings, these efforts are utterly
useless. It is impossible to read the Prophets with any attention, and not to perceive, that our return will be attended
by miracles yet more stupendous than those which marked our progress from Egypt; by a regeneration of the heart,
and annihilation of all inclination to sin, which, in the present state of man, is impossible; and by the resurrection
of the dead, which will not be till the end of days ‘when the sun shall not give light by day, nor the moon by night,
but the Lord shall be thine everlasting light, and they God thy glory. // Our promised restoration, then, is a
KWVÅZUI\QWV, instead of a denial of our soul’s immortality; for every reference to it marks the triumph of the spiritual
over the merely corporeal, and this in itself is proof of our UQVOTML nature, and of the continued existence of the
spirit, however the body may lie in corruption. . . Such and such alone, is the promise attendant on our restoration;
and how shall we call this \MUXWZITOZMI\VM[[IVLP]UIV[]JRMK\QWVWN \PMVI\QWV[',MIZM[\)VVQMJIVQ[P\PMUQ[\ISMV
thought. It has no foundation in our Scriptures; therefore it is wrong, and has no part in Judaism.” Aguilar, The
2M_Q[P.IQ\P"1\[;XQZQ\]IT+WV[WTI\QWV5WZIT/]QLIVKMIVL1UUWZ\IT0WXM, 367-368, 369.
71
“To women especially, a religion in which love is the vital essence, is imperatively needed. And, therefore, am
I so earnest in endeavouring to display its true spirit to you.” Aguilar, <PM2M_Q[P.IQ\P"1\[;XQZQ\]IT+WV[WTI\QWV5WZIT
/]QLIVKMIVL1UUWZ\IT0WXM, 83. It was the editor of <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U1[IIK4MM[MZ_PWN]TÅTTML\PQ[KITTX]JTQ[PQVO
\PMÅZ[\2M_Q[P\ZIV[TI\QWVWN \PM*QJTMQV\W-VOTQ[PQV 
72
“For them [our FEMALE YOUTH], there is literally no help in the way of vernacular religious literature. For
our young men, there are the works of ancient sages; there are ministers and teachers to instruct in their obsolete
67
68
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authorities had proved a bitter disappointment,73 Villena/Aguilar had found inspirational
the bibliocentric Reform minister David Woolf Marks’ attempt to reconcile the threat of the
law with the comfort of the prophets.74
So, what can we say about how Aguilar orientated herself to her faith’s sacred writings?
Certainly, she repeatedly claims to have founded her faith upon the Hebrew Bible, of which
she wanted a Jewish translation into English, and thus she regards the Talmud as a very
secondary text, quite unnecessary for appreciating the true essence of Judaism. In this
context, her attitude towards Christianity once again appears torn in two directions. On the
one hand, she remains vocally opposed to conversion, determined to offer Jewish alternatives
\W +PZQ[\QIV LM^W\QWVIT TQ\MZI\]ZM IVL \W ZMINÅZU \PM 7TL <M[\IUMV\ ZI\PMZ \PIV 6M_
Testament) origins of so many spiritually uplifting texts. On the other, despite an occasional
note of regret that she was denied access to the wisdom of the rabbis, she appears to have
internalised the anti-Talmudic critique of contemporary Evangelical Protestant Christians
along with their conviction that the bible was the sole authority.

QQQ :MTI\QVO\W\PM+WUU]VQ\aQV\MZU[WN JW\P2M_[IVL+PZQ[\QIV[
In <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U Aguilar had argued for the need to stress spirituality over the external
forms that characterized much of Judaism as she found it, and had denigrated rabbinic
TMIZVQVOQV[WNIZI[Q\LQ[\WZ\ML\PMX]ZM\MIKPQVO[WN [KZQX\]ZM1V[WLWQVO[PM_I[ZMLMÅVQVO
_PI\KWV[\Q\]\MLIVI]\PMV\QK2M_*]\QV\PQ[\PMWTWOQKIT_WZS[PMIT[W[W]OP\\WZMLMÅVM\PM
relationship between Jews and Christians or, at least, between those Jews and those Christians
who she believed shared common religious sensibilities. There were undoubtedly serious
doctrinal issues on which Jews and Christians could not agree, such as the Jewish concept of
the unity of God as taught in the ;PMUI,75 or the Christian need for a saviour which resulted
QV \PMU [MMQVO ¹W]Z JMI]\QN]T TI_ I[ WVM WN  ÅZM IVL JTWWLº76 But Aguilar was primarily
concerned to stress the common religious outlook. She observed that many Protestants were
XPQTW;MUQ\M[ _PW JMTQM^ML \PI\ \PM ZM[\WZI\QWV WN  1[ZIMT _I[ KWVVMK\ML _Q\P \PMQZ ÅVIT
redemption and who looked at the Jews with a mixture of admiration, awe and love.77 She
IVLLQNÅK]T\TIVO]IOM[IVLM`XTIQV\PMQZWN\MVX]bbTQVOIVLUM\IXPa[QKIT[MV[M<PMZMQ[I^I[\N]VLWN 0MJZM_
learning and theology open to them. Their larger intellect, deeper reasoning, greater intensity and power of
concentrating thought, will enable them to enter into, and master them; but this to woman is utterly impossible.
,M[\QVMLNWZPWUMIVLPWUML]\QM[#\WMVTQ^MVIVLZMRWQKMITTUMUJMZ[WN \PMPWUMJM\PMaXIZMV\[JZW\PMZ[IVL
sisters, husbands and children.” Ibid., 8–9. Traditional authorities mentioned by Aguilar included sages 152–3,
Joseph Albo 156–158, Maimonides 202, 209, 228, 230–, 429.
73
Regarding Mendelssohn’s 8PIMLWV (1767), she wrote,”[T]he feeling of disappointment with which I laid down the
book was absolutely painful. There was no evidence of the Hebrew within its pages; the follower of any creed might
have compiled it. It could not teach the Christian the immortal hope and spiritualised faith of the Jew. . .” Ibid., 423.
74
This was second-hand knowledge, Aguilar commenting, “I do not know the exact words, not having heard, or
read his sermon.” Ibid., 193.
75
Aguilar, <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U, 4–7.
76
Aguilar discussed at some length the Christian need for a saviour in contrast to the Hebrew creed – “one of
the great distinctions between the Hebrew and Christian” – and of the law – “They look on our beautiful law as
WVMWN ÅZMIVLJTWWLº1JQL!
77
¹,WVW\\PMMVTQOP\MVMLIVLMIZVM[\UMUJMZ[WN \PM8ZW\M[\IV\KP]ZKPITTIKSVW_TMLOM\PMQZÅVITZMLMUX\QWV
will be, in some way, connected with the restoration of Israel? Do not the truly religious of all sects look upon us
with feelings near akin to admiration and awe, ay, and even love?” G. Aguilar, <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U(1842), 16.
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could readily sympathize with their spiritual concern for those trapped within loveless,
lifeless traditional forms of Judaism, asking “Why should we so condemn the[ir] custom of
seeking converts?. . . Why should we be angry with the[ir] wish to lead us where these
blessings are supposed to be found?”78 Between a true Christian and a true Jew the points of
agreement were many, and the differences, however important, were few and “need never be
brought forward”.79 The similarities were only natural, for, as we have seen, the source of
their knowledge of the God of love was the shared text of the Old Testament,80 from which
\PM [QUXTQÅML 6M_ <M[\IUMV\ _Q\P Q\[ U]KPTI]LML M\PQK[ _I[ LMZQ^ML81 She therefore
KWVLMUVML\PW[M2M_[_PWUQ[ZMXZM[MV\ML+PZQ[\QIVQ\aR][\I[[PMLQL\PW[M+PZQ[\QIV[_PW
misrepresented Judaism.82 For this reason, and adopting the opposite position to that
presented in ?WUMVWN 1[ZIMT)O]QTIZIZO]ML\PI\\PM2M_KW]TLIVL[PW]TLXZWÅ\NZWU\PM
wealth of Christian devotional resources.
[T]here are many, very many excellent aids to the spirit of religion found in books written indeed
for Christians. . . Why should we be startled at selecting portions [for laudable employment] from
Christian authors? The morality they inculcate, the spirit they breathe, come from the fount in
which they both believe, the Old Testament.83

4QSM_Q[M[PMIZO]ML\PI\2M_[UQOP\XZWÅ\IJTaMU]TI\M\PMM^IVOMTQKITXZIK\QKMWN QLMV\QNaQVO
N]TÅTUMV\[WN JQJTQKITXZWXPMKQM[I[XZWWN[WN \PMQZW_VNIQ\P;PM_ZQ\M[
<PM+PZQ[\QIV[[MQbM_Q\PI^QLQ\a\PMN]TÅTUMV\WN \PMXZWXPMKQM[XIZ\QK]TIZTa\PW[MZMTI\QVO\W
Edom, Egypt, Moab, Ammon, Palestine itself, as proofs and evidences of the truth of \PMQZreligion.
How easy it would be to select portions from these very books for the instruction of our children;
NWZ\PMN]TÅTUMV\WN \PM[MXZWXPMKQM[WVTaXZW^M[\PM\Z]\Pand eternal nature of our law, of the
whole Book of Life, according to W]Zbelief. . . Proofs of the truth of Christianity are to the young
Hebrew, proofs of the truth of Judaism. Conversion cannot take place on either side; but mutual
esteem and charity will take the place of such desire; for if both religions appear to have the same
foundation, it is evident God alone in His own good time can remove the veil which each believes
Æ]VOW^MZ\PMW\PMZ84
78
She went on: “Why should we so condemn the [Christian] custom of seeking converts? If but to too many the
Jewish religion is allowed to bring no comfort, no devotion, no spirit, and it is from those misguided ones, the whole
religion is regarded; why should we be so angry with the wish to lead us where these blessings are supposed to be
found. If there be aught to condemn, it is the lukewarmness and ignorance of those of our own people, who declare
there is no comfort, no spirit in their faith. . .” Aguilar, <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[U, 22-23.
79
She continued: “[T]he points of agreement are many, so many that our conversation might ever be of our
mutual Father which is in heaven, of His glorious works, and attributes and love – [as] though that in which we
differ never mingled with it.” Ibid., 23.
80
“This is the God the Nazarene [i.e. Christian] emphatically calleth love; this is their God and OUR God, for
it is from us – from us alone – that they have learned in part to know Him.” Ibid., 36.
81
“Why do we only too often hear even amongst professing Hebrews, that the morality of the New Testament
QVÅVQ\MTa[]ZXI[[M[QVJMI]\aIVLKPIZQ\a\PI\WN \PM7TL'C<EPM_PWTM[a[\MUWN UWZITQ\aXZMIKPMLJa\PMNW]VLMZ
of Christianity is that, in which WE were instructed by God Himself, either in direct communion with Moses, or
through His chosen servants the prophets! Its only change is from the lofty language of inspiration which the chosen
of the Lord alone could be supposed to understand, to the brief and simple phrases better suited to the
comprehension of the heathen to whom it was addressed. . . [S]hall we declare the Christian Ethics are the best,
when we know nothing, seek to know nothing of our own?” Ibid., 54–56.
82
“This [making manifest the spiritual beauty of Judaism] would be evincing our love to our universal Father,
and our desire to exalt His glory, much more to the improving of our own hearts, and to the enlarging of charity
towards our fellows, than the endeavour, too often made in scorn and hate, to found the truth of our own belief on
the falsity and degradation of the Christian.” Ibid., 88.
83
Ibid., 102.
84
Ibid., 162–163.
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In this passage we are reminded that while Aguilar certainly disapproves of conversion, yet
she clearly believes that the common biblical foundation of both religions belied the
differences that each saw in the other. It is entirely possible to read <PM;XQZQ\WN 2]LIQ[Uas an
impassioned plea for Jew and Christian to recognise himself in the other; and to see that the
biblically-based spiritual Jew shared more in common with the biblically-based spiritual
Christian than either did with formalists in their own camps. Likewise, in a work of historical
ÅK\QWV:MKWZL[WN 1[ZIMT (1844), Aguilar puts the case that Christians have unfairly failed to
interpret the historical persecution of the Jews in the same way as they do persecution of
\PMQZ W_V UMUJMZ[ VIUMTa I[ ¹XZWWN  WN  \Z]\P ÅLMTQ\a IVL LQ^QVM []XXWZ\º85 The two
romantic tales concerning the Jewish expulsion from Spain in 1492 and the troubled lives of
KZaX\W2M_[QV4Q[JWVQV_MZMÅK\QWVITVIZZI\Q^M[LM[QOVML[PM[IQL¹\WJZQVOC\PQ[E
historical truth more clearly forward.”86
In ?WUMV WN  1[ZIMT, this interest in identifying one’s true community is played out in a
female-only environment. In the introduction to this extended meditation upon the
individual experiences of Jewish women, ancient and modern, she was certainly prepared to
take issue with some female Christian authors. These, she said, had misrepresented the ideal
WN \Z]M_WUIVPWWLI[I[XMKQÅKITTa+PZQ[\QIV^QZ\]M 87 In particular, she took exception to
the role they gave to Christ in their construction. Their works, which, like her own, sought to
draw inspiration from the lives of biblical women, were written for the Christian world and,
as she put it,
Education and nationality compel them to believe that ‘Christianity is the sole source of female
excellence’. . . nay, more, that the value and dignity of women’s character would never have been
known, but for the religion of Jesus; that pure, loving, self-denying doctrines, were unknown to
women; she did not even know her relation to the Eternal; dared not look upon Him as her
Father, Consoler, and Saviour, till the advent of Christianity. . . We feel neither anger nor
uncharitableness towards those who would thus deny to Israel those very privileges which were
ours, ages before they became theirs; and which, in fact, have descended from us to them. Yet we
cannot pass such assertions unanswered. . .88

Aguilar was concerned throughout to defend Judaism against the charge that it had degraded
its women. She was not even prepared to accept that the Talmud had devalued women in
any way, even though elsewhere she was quite keen to dismiss it.89 At one point she even
reversed the charge, arguing
85
‘The Edict; a Tale of 1492’ and ‘The Escape; a Tale of 1755’. In her preface, Aguilar writes, “[I]f persecution
and intolerance be always the signs of divine chastisement, how shall we account for the massacres and cruelties
QVÆQK\MLWV\PM8ZW\M[\IV\[IVLQV\PMMIZTa[\IOM[WN []XZMUIKaJa\PMUWV\PM+I\PWTQK['AM\QVJW\P\PM[MKI[M[
UIZ\aZLWUPI[IT_Ia[JMMVKWV[QLMZML\PMXZWWN WN \Z]\PÅLMTQ\aIVLLQ^QVM[]XXWZ\#\PM[MITI[Q\_MZM\W\PM
divinity of the cause for which they suffered. Why, then, should not the faithfulness to a religion far more persecuted
than any other in the world, be considered in the same glorious light when applied to the children of God?.. Yet
who draws examples from the Jew?” Grace Aguilar, :MKWZL[WN 1[ZIMT (London: J. Mortimer, 1844), vi.
86
Ibid., viii.
87
“Female [Christian] biographers of Scripture have, we believe, often appeared; although the characters of the
7TL <M[\IUMV\ IZM [W JZQMÆa IVL QUXMZNMK\Ta [SM\KPML KWUXIZML \W \PW[M WN  \PM 6M_ \PI\ TQ\\TM XTMI[]ZM WZ
improvement could be derived from their perusal.” Aguilar doubts whether the writings of Sanford, Ellis, and
Hamilton “with ‘women’s mission’ marked so simply, yet so forcibly, in the little volume of that name” have done
enough to teach women of every race and creed their duty. Aguilar, <PM?WUMVWN 1[ZIMT, 10.
88
Ibid.
89
“To the Gentile assertion, that the Talmud has originated the above-mentioned blessing, and commanded or
inculcated the moral and mental degradation of women, we reply, that even if it did so, which we do not believe it
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?M[MMVWXZWWN[WN \PMP]UIVQbQVOIVLMTM^I\QVOQVÆ]MVKMWN +PZQ[\QIVQ\aMQ\PMZWVUIVWZWV
woman, till the reformation opened the Bible, the whole Bible, to the nations at large, when
civilization gradually followed. If, then, the situation of even Christian women was so uncertain,
but too often so degraded, for nearly fourteen centuries after the advent of Jesus, who His
NWTTW_MZ[LMKTIZM_I[\PMÅZ[\\W\MIKP\PMU\PMQZZMITXW[Q\QWV_I[Q\^MZaZMUIZSIJTM\PI\\PM
^QTQÅMLIVLXMZ[MK]\ML0MJZM_[PW]TLQVILMOZMMPI^MNWZOW\\MVPQ[VI\QWVITQ\aPQ[QUUWZ\ITIVL
glorious heritage, and shared in the barbarity around him? 90

Aguilar thus reacted angrily to the implied claim that Christianity had a monopoly on
spirituality and that it should serve as a model for Jewish women.91 Despite these reservations
concerning Christian women’s arrogance, however, Aguilar was inclined to see a good deal
in common between her idea of true spirituality and that of many Christian women. She
could speak of “the spiritual system common to Protestants and Jews,”92 and in terms of
LMÅVQVO_PI\[PMKITTML¹[XQZQ\]ITM[[MVKMº[PMNMT\KWUNWZ\IJTMLZI_QVO]XWVIZIVOMWN 
Christian women novelists to make her point. The work of one was described as “so
essentially SPIRITUAL, that. . . we know it must be the religion of God’s word”.93 This
I\\Q\]LMPILQUXTQKI\QWV[NWZPMZÅK\QWV
As we saw with Queen Isabella in <PM >ITM WN  +MLIZ[, Aguilar was quite capable of
presenting a Christian woman sympathetically as a spiritual model in a Jewish historical
romance. However, in several of her novels in which she is engaged in illustrating the spirit
of true piety, Aguilar tells the stories entirely without reference to Jews or Judaism, the cast
of characters being exclusively Christian. In the introduction to her best-selling novel 0WUM
1VÆ]MVKM, which was published in 1847 (although written ten years previously),94 she
acknowledged that some Christian mothers might be suspicious of her reputation as a Jewish
author and “explainer of the Hebrew Faith”. She was quick to appease them.
[The author] begs to assure them, that as a simple domestic story, the characters in which are all
Christians, believing in and practising that religion, ITTdoctrinal points have been most carefully
avoided, the author seeking only to illustrate the spirit of true piety.95
does, its commands are wholly disregarded, and its abolishment [or replacement by NT] is not needed to raise the
Hebrew female to that station assigned her in the word of God. . . If, indeed, there are such laws [of female
degradation], they must have been compiled at a time when persecution had so brutalised and lowered the intellect of
man, that he partook the savage barbarity of the nations around him, and of the age in which he lived. . .” Ibid., 11.
90
Ibid., 12.
91
-T[M_PMZM[PM_ZW\MWN \PM\MVLMVKaWN [WKITTML¹]VQ^MZ[ITQ[\º+PZQ[\QIVTQ\MZI\]ZM\WJMXZMR]LQKMLIOIQV[\
Judaism, “infused” as it was with Christian doctrine. Cited in Scheinberg, ?WUMV¼[ 8WM\Za IVL :MTQOQWV QV >QK\WZQIV
-VOTIVL"2M_Q[P1LMV\Q\aIVL+PZQ[\QIV+]T\]ZM, 150.
92
“Let me repeat, and enforce the repetition, that by the spiritual system common to the Protestants and Jews, I
do not in the very least allude to doctrinal points, for in our IZ\QKTM[ of creed we are ]\\MZTa, MV\QZMTa, and VMKM[[IZQTa
WXXW[ML#J]\[QUXTa\W\PMU]\]ITJMTQMN QVQUUWZ\ITQ\aIVL\PI\PMI^MVQ[QVÅVQ\MTaXZMNMZIJTM\WMIZ\P#\WW]Z
mutually binding laws: ‘Thou shalt love the Lord thy God, with all thy soul, and all thy might; and thou shalt love
thy neighbour as thyself;’ to both being commanded to practice charity, modesty, humility, brotherly love, forgiveness
WN QVR]ZQM[]VY]M[\QWVQVONIQ\PIVLKPQTLTQSMWJMLQMVKM1\_W]TLLM\IQV][\WWTWVO\WLQTI\MWVITT\PMXWQV\[WV
which we agree; points it would be well for both parties to ponder on more frequently, but which too often become
invisible from the too often haughty arrogance of the Christian refusing us the very privileges, spiritual and moral,
which he has derived from us alone.” Aguilar, <PM?WUMVWN 1[ZIMT, 560.
93
“Every single line by Mrs S.C. Hall. . . is so essentially SPIRITUAL, that without a single syllable unduly
introduced of religion, we know it must be the religion of God’s word, which is the mainspring of her being.” Other
female writers “in the same beautiful class” include Mrs. Howitt, Mrs. Southey, Joanna Bailie. Admired as moral,
rather than spiritual writers are Miss Edgeworth and Miss Austin. Ibid., 570.
94
Lask-Abrahams, “Grace Aguilar: A Centenary Tribute,” 144.
95
Grace Aguilar, 0WUM1VÆ]MVKM")<ITMNWZ5W\PMZ[IVL,I]OP\MZ[ (London: R. Groombridge, 1847), vii.
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This tendency to appeasement, the sense of a nagging fear of Christian disapproval,
permeates a lot of Aguilar’s writing. Her poem ‘The Hermit’, one of her earliest publications
from a collection of poems entitled, <PM 5IOQK ?ZMI\P WN  0QLLMV .TW_MZ[ (1935), is but one
example. In it she calls a friend to accompany her to “the old monk’s cell”, describing its
M^MZRWaN]T WKK]XIV\ I[ ¹I OWWL WTL UIV IVL SQVLº ;PM KWVNM[[M[ ¹WVKM 1 NMIZML PQ[
shrouding hood, His strange coarse fashion’d gown” but, over time she has come to see that
¹VW_1ÅVLPMQ[[WOWWL1WVTaNMIZPQ[NZW_Vº96 Her feelings towards this romantic image
of the Christian other whose inner spirituality cannot be denied, neatly captures Aguilar’s
own experience: her one-time fear of Christianity as a threat had long-since been replaced
by her acknowledgement of its goodness and by her fear, rather, of its disapproval.
Aguilar’s later devotional poetry was more ambiguous with regard to Christianity,
however. In a poem entitled, ‘A Visit to Jerusalem: While Listening to a Beautiful Organ in
One of the Gentile Shrines’ (1844), Aguilar turns on its head the traditional convention of
reading Christian meanings into Jewish biblical texts and history. Ostensibly describing the
Christian organ-music, priest’s vestments, altar, and congregational worship, her use of
biblical language and symbols transforms this Church service into the noisy, colourful
ancient world of biblical Jewish celebration and spiritual ecstasy.
Methought the cymbals’ sacred sound came softly on my ear,
The timbrel, and psaltery, and the harps’s full notes were near;
And thousand voices chaunted, His glory to upraise,
More heavenly and thrillingly than e’en in David’s days. (lines 5–8)
Methought the sons of Levi were in holy garments there,
Th’anointed one upon his throne, in holiness so fair,
<PI\ITT_PWOIbML]XWVPQUUQOP\NMMTXZWUQ[MJMN]TÅTT¼L
And sin, and all her baleful train, now he had come, were still’d. (lines 9–12)
My country! Oh my country! Was my soul so enrapt in thee
One passing moment, that mine eyes might all thy glory see?
What magic power upheld me there? – alas, alas! it past,
And darkness o’er my aspiring soul the heavy present cast. (lines 17–20)
1[\WWL)476-»UQL\PZWVOQVOKZW_L[_PWÅTT¼L\PM[\ZIVOMZ[PZQVM
For there was none who kept the faith I hold so dearly mine:
An exile felt I, in that house, from Israel’s native sod, –
An exile yearning for my PWUM, – yet loved still by my God. (lines 21–24)

The poem can be understood on at least two levels. It could be read as a gentle swipe at the
Christian tendency to think of biblical Judaism only in terms of how it prophesized Christian
truths. By doing the reverse, by portraying the Gentile shrine as a type or shadowy
ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV WN  \PM OTWZQW][ <MUXTM \PM +PZQ[\QIV ZMILMZ ÅVL[ PMZ[MTN  QV ]VNIUQTQIZ
slightly uncomfortable territory, whereby the very conventionality of the supersessionist
practice is subtly undermined. But one could as easily interpret Aguilar’s last verses here to
96
¹7PKWUM_Q\PUM\W\PMWTLUWVS¼[KMTT0M¼[IOWWLWTLUIVIVLSQVL)VLRWa\PW]OPPM_QTTL_MTT
ITWVM0MM^MZ[MMU[\WÅVL7PWVKM1NMIZMLPQ[[PZW]LQVOPWWL0Q[[\ZIVOMKWIZ[MNI[PQWV¼LOW_V#*]\
VW_1ÅVLPMQ[[WOWWL1WVTaNMIZPQ[NZW_V+WUM4]KaaW]_PWTW^M\WPMIZ7TL\ITM[WZTMOMVL[_QTL
He’ll tell you many; do not fear,/ He loves a gentle child.” G. Aguilar, ‘The Hermit’ in Grace Aguilar, <PM5IOQK
?ZMI\PWN 0QLLMV.TW_MZ[ (Brighton: W.H. Mason, 1839).
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suggest that a glorious platonic reality lies behind the shadows of the humble Christian
service, and that while, for a Jew, the spirituality of this lost, great world of biblical Judaism
can only be occasionally glimpsed, it is not so very far away and might even be recovered by
those with appropriate spiritual sensitivity, that even among the Nazarenes, one might say,
\PQ[NZIOQTMÆW_MZWN [XQZQ\]ITQ\aJTWWU[<P][\PMXWMUIXXMIZ[\WZMÆMK\I\\PM[IUM\QUM
both antagonistic and sympathetic attitudes towards Christianity.
It is in <PM2M_Q[P.IQ\P, that collection of letters to Annie, a Jewish child who was tempted
to convert following the loss of her family, that Aguilar wrestled most profoundly with the
ZMTI\QWV[PQXJM\_MMV\PM\_WZMTQOQWV[IVL_PMZM_MKIVÅVLJW]VL\WOM\PMZUIVaWN PMZ
KWUXTM`M^MVKWVÆQK\QVO^QM_[<PMI\\ZIK\QWV[\W+PZQ[\QIVQ\a_MZMUIVaQ\_I[ILUQ\\ML
including the comforting, ever-vaunted hope of a re-union with lost loved ones,97 the
LM^W\QWVITTQ\MZI\]ZM\PI\M`XTIQVMLZMTQOQWVIVLOI^M[\ZMVO\PIVLKWUNWZ\QVINÆQK\QWV\PM
IXXIZMV\TQNMWN XMIKMIVLPIXXQVM[[ZMÆMK\MLQV\PMMV^QIJTM_IaQV_PQKPKMZ\IQV8ZW\M[\IV\
families lived their religion in stark contrast to Jewish families. For example, she writes to
Annie,
C?EPMV1_ZW\M\WaW]QVUaÅZ[\TM\\MZWN \PMVMKM[[Q\a\PM[\ZMVO\PIVLXMIKMWN ZMTQOQWVaW]
had felt that, if you were a Christian, you might hope to experience all this, but that as a Jewess, it
was impossible – that there were so many books, not merely to explain the Christian religion, but
\WOQ^M[aUXI\PaIVLKWUNWZ\QVM^MZaINÆQK\QWV·\PI\\PMZM_MZMKP]ZKPM[\WNZMY]MV\IVL[W
many home-speaking, heart-appealing prayers to help them to lift up their thoughts to God, that
could you but be a Christian, you might be comforted, and even happy – that you have been
tempted most strongly to adopt the Christian faith. . . [W]henever you asked any questions
regarding religion, your friend had entreated you to seek information from your own – that in her
family, as in other of your Protestant friends, religion was actually taught, made a rule for life, and
you could not recall any Jewish family in which this was the case, even your own. . . I agree with
you in the many and far superior advantages of the Christian over us [ Jews]. Religious books
adapted for our youth and sympathising in our feelings, we have not indeed. With the sole
exception of one Synagogue in London, our houses of worship cannot be to our youth as the
Christians’ are to theirs. . .98

But such grounds, Villena/Aguilar argued, were not reason enough to convert, for the
doctrine of immortality had been a Hebrew one before Christian,99 and it was not a Christian
97
“[Y]ou cannot help sometimes drawing a comparison between the sentiments of your Christian and Jewish
friends. In the one, the thought of belief in, Immortality seemed so ever present, that even the heaviest bereavements
were soothed by the hope, not only of the happiness of those who were gone, but of an everlasting re-union; and,
WN KW]Z[M,MI\PTW[\Q\[LMMXM[\PWZZWZ"\PI\IUWVO[\aW]Z2M_Q[PIKY]IQV\IVKMQ\_I[I[]JRMK\IT_Ia[[P]VVML
\PM\PW]OP\WN QUUWZ\ITQ\a[W^IO]MIVL]VLMÅVML[WTQ\\TMIJTM\WKWV[WTMQVJMZMI^MUMV\[WKTW\PMLQVNIVKQN]T
hypothesis, that it seemed to you, that it could have no solid foundation, and really was wanting in our religion. . .
[Y]ou could neither think of those you had lost, nor of death, as it related to yourself, without a shuddering dread,
which made you long to embrace the faith of Christians.” Aguilar, <PM2M_Q[P.IQ\P"1\[;XQZQ\]IT+WV[WTI\QWV5WZIT
/]QLIVKMIVL1UUWZ\IT0WXM, 226–227.
98
Ibid., 32–33.
99
In the context of her own experience of loss, she writes, “As if to tempt me from my sole Rock of help and
salvation, the belief of the Christian came to me, as it has come to you, and promised comfort and redemption, if
1_W]TLJ]\IKKMX\IVLJMTQM^MQV\PM[IKZQÅKMWN 2M[][;W[\ZWVO_I[\PM\MUX\I\QWV\PI\1WN\MV\PQVS\PM[QVWN 
IXW[\I[aU][\PI^MJMMVUQVMPILVW\\PMQVÅVQ\MUMZKaWN Ua/WL[WJTM[[MLIUW\PMZ¼[QV[\Z]K\QWV[[WI[\WTMIL
me to His word for my sole guidance and relief. . . I saw no need for embracing another faith, when the religion of
my father gave me not only all I required both for heart and mind, but showed me that if I deserted that, I could
not embrace the Christian faith, for all that the Christian’s [sic] taught of death and immortality was the Hebrew’s
centuries and centuries before. . . How then can we, dare we, by indifference and silence, by living as if we had no
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life which gave peace, but rather one properly centred on the Bible.100 More problematic was
the fact that Villena/Aguilar was prepared to acknowledge throughout that, when it came to
matters of spirituality, there was little to distinguish Christian from Jew.101 Why, then, concern
oneself about the label? Why not convert? Her answers included loyalty to one’s birthreligion,102 and the observations that spontaneous prayer was as Hebrew as it was Christian,103
that adherence to Christianity was no guarantee of spirituality,104 because the Christians
were fragmented amongst themselves,105 and that many forms of Christianity suffered from
superstitious teachings, too, which had nothing to do with the teachings of its founder.106 But
in the light of her obvious high regard for Christian spirituality, none of these were terribly

thought or hope beyond this earth, give a colouring to the mistaken idea that all our knowledge of and belief in
Immortality is derived, unconsciously to ourselves, from our intercourse with Christians; and that it forms, and
formed, no part of the Jewish faith! How can Jew or Christian read the Old Testament, and yet read this?” Ibid.,
270–271, 410.
100
“[But] it is not the actual creed which marks the difference in individuals or families. It is the [\]La or VMOTMK\ of
the Bible. The spiritual, the consoling and strengthening piety to which you allude, as characterising your friend and
her family, does not proceed from the fact of her being a Christian, but from her having made the Bible her sole rule
of action.” Ibid., 34.
101
“Ask any enlightened Protestant, and he will tell you that the actual LWK\ZQVM[ of belief are of little moment,
compared with the [XQZQ\ which he supposes that doctrine breathes, and which the preaching of Jesus and his apostles
diffused over a benighted world. And that spirit (but wholly and entirely distinct from doctrines, on the precise
nature of which, not two congregations could be found to agree as early as the second century after its propagation)
PILQ\[WZQOQVQ\[QVÆ]MVKMQ\[QVNITTQJQTQ\aQV\PM_QLMZ[XZMILIVL]VQ^MZ[ITIKSVW_TMLOMUMV\WN \PI\JTM[[ML?WZL
_PQKPNWZKMV\]ZQM[JMNWZMNWZW]ZM[XMKQITJMVMÅ\/WLPILQV[XQZMLPWTaUMV\W_ZQ\Mº1JQL
102
Ibid., 60 You will very probably ask me, if I consider all religions alike in the sight of our Father in Heaven
and the earnest worshippers of each equally acceptable to Him, why I am so desirous that you should remain a
Jewess. Because, dearest Annie, it is a widely different thing to be earnest and faithful to the creed we have imbibed
from infancy, to deserting it, without examination, for another.
103
“[A]nd yet to bring up our petitions before God was not KWUUIVLML in the Jewish dispensation, as in the
Christian – was not taught in direct words, because it was already, and had been, from the time of Seth, the vital
breath of those individuals from whom God’s chosen race descended, and was by them, of course, transmitted to
their sons and immediate followers. . . We have specimens of it [‘its secret and individual practice’] from the king to
the private female, from the law-giver to the captive, from Noah, and Abraham to Esther, Ezra, and Nehemiah;
besides instances innumerable in the Psalms and Prophets; and who then can say, because there is no direct
command to pray in the Old Testament, that it formed no part in the Jewish dispensation? // In the New Testament,
_M ÅVL \PM M`MZKQ[M MVRWQVML QV LQZMK\ _WZL[ »XZIa IT_Ia[¼ »XZIa M^MZUWZM¼ »XZIa _Q\PW]\ KMI[QVO¼ <WW TWVO
XM\Q\QWV[_MZMR][\TaZMJ]SMLIVLIUWLMTOQ^MVJ]\_Pa_I[\PQ['*MKI][M\PMVI\QWV[\W_PWU+PZQ[\QIVQ\a_I[
preached, as preparatory to a knowledge of the God of Israel, were sunk in ignorance and Heathenism.” Aguilar,
<PM2M_Q[P.IQ\P"1\[;XQZQ\]IT+WV[WTI\QWV5WZIT/]QLIVKMIVL1UUWZ\IT0WXM, 283.
104
“I am no Christian. Nay, I have been, the last four years associating with such unenlightened members of the
/ZMMSIVL:WUIVKP]ZKPM[\PI\PIL1JMMVVIZZW_UQVLMLMVW]OP\WR]LOMWVTa by them, the Christian would be
to me but a term for superstition, irreligion, and utter ignorance of God’s word, compared with which, the most
QOVWZIV\WN UaW_VNIQ\P_W]TL[MMUQVÅVQ\MTa[]XMZQWZº1JQL·
105
¹C?EMZMaW]ZKQZKTM_QLMZaW]_W]TLÅVLVWUQVIT+PZQ[\QIV[M`KMMLQVO\PMV]UJMZWN VWUQVIT2M_[IVL[W
divided amongst themselves, that, were you really bent upon deserting your faith, which I do not believe you are,
aW]_W]TLÅVLQ\LQNÅK]T\\WLMKQLM_PQKPWN \PM[M^IZQW][\PQVSMZ[IVL[XMK]TI\WZ[Q\_W]TLJM[INM[\IVLJM[\\W
RWQV1LWVW\_ZQ\M\PQ[NZWUIVaNMMTQVOWN LQ[ZM[XMK\WZ]VKPIZQ\IJTMVM[["I[KWV[KQMVKMLQK\I\M[[WQ\Q[ZQOP\\W
worship; and if our Father in Heaven looks with an eye of love and has compassion on ITT His creatures, bearing
with error itself in the mode of service, for the sake of the love and zeal borne towards Himself, how dare we, weak,
ÅVQ\MUWZ\IT[WN ILIaR]LOMPIZ[PTaWN WVMIVW\PMZ'º1JQL
106
Aguilar argues that the fact that some Jews believe in transmigration “no more interferes with the purity and
holiness of Judaism, than the strange and childish superstitions of Romanism have to do with the religion of the
\Z]M+PZQ[\QIV<PM:WUIVQ[\[JMTQM^MQVX]ZOI\WZaIVL\PMMNÅKIKaWN UI[[M[NWZ\PMLMIL^Q[QWVIZaQLMI[
. . . which Jesus did not teach.” Ibid., 272, 274.
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convincing. And Villena/Aguilar admitted as much when she said that if Annie could not be
[I\Q[ÅML _Q\P 2]LIQ[U \PMV [PM _W]TL VW\ PWTL PMZ JIKS NZWU KWV^MZ[QWV107 Aguilar’s
position seems to have been a ready acceptance that Anglo-Jewry was in a poor, lifeless state,
but she remained convinced that there was no need for the spiritually-minded to lose hope
and abandon their ancestral faith. What was required was the re-vitalisation of Judaism. To
achieve this, one needed to return to the Bible, of course. But another effective means was to
learn from the example offered by spiritually-minded Christians.
Villena/Aguilar develops in <PM 2M_Q[P .IQ\P a theory of Christianity that could be
reconciled with Judaism and valued positively. Christianity was a part of God’s providential
XTIV NWZ \PM VI\QWV[ N]TÅTUMV\ \W I XZWUQ[M UILM \W )JZIPIU \PI\ ¹1V \Pa [MML ITT \PM
nations of the earth shall be blessed.” Jesus had been a Jew whose followers had taught the
Gentiles the knowledge of the Lord and the Moral Law in “simpler words”.108 Consequentially,
[PM ZMRWQKML I\ \PM MNNWZ\[ WN  ¹\PW[M VWJTM IVL X]ZM[XQZQ\MLº +PZQ[\QIV UQ[[QWVIZQM[
who brought “some knowledge of the divine commands. . . to benighted lands”.109 Of course
there were enemies among the Nazarenes, who had forgotten the debt they owed
Israel,110 but where Christians dedicated themselves to the Bible, there had been less
persecution of the Jews.111 And, undoubtedly, certain doctrinal differences, such as the Jewish

107
¹1N_PMVaW]PI^M[\I\MLM^MZaLW]J\IVLXZMR]LQKMUaIV[_MZ[NIQT\WUISMUIVQNM[\\PMN]TTVM[[IVL\PM
comfort, and the beauty of our spiritual faith; if, after due and patient examination, your heart and mind shall
LMKQLMQVNI^W]ZWN \PM+PZQ[\QIV1_QTTVW\SMMXaW]JIKSOZQM^W][I[Q\_W]TLJM\PI\[W_QLMIJIZZQMZ_I[Æ]VO
between us.” Ibid., 61.
108
¹-^MVJa\PMUW[\XZMR]LQKMLWN W]ZWXXWVMV\[Q\Q[IKSVW_TMLOML\PI\2M[][_I[PQU[MTN WN I2M_IVLPQ[
Apostles taught the Gentiles, in simpler words, the knowledge of the Lord, and of the Moral Law, already revealed
to us. From us, then, the blessing of revelation certainly came, whoever might be the ministers to bear it, mingled
with some human error permitted for a time, over the known world. “In thy seed all the nations of the earth shall
be blessed,’ God said to Abraham centuries before the advent of Moses; and in our dispersion, in the wider spread
of OUR scriptures, in the immortal hopes, and glorious future destiny they reveal, in the ennobling aspirations they
inspire, in their very revelation of a Father, who has dearer and tenderer, more enduring and more forebearing love,
\PIV IVa MIZ\PTa XIZMV\ · 1 SVW_ \PQ[ XZWUQ[M IT[W N]TÅTTML IVL QV \PM ZM^MTI\QWV ^W]KP[INML \W \PM [MML WN 
Abraham, every nation blessed?” Ibid., 104–105.
109
¹1LWQVLMMLZMRWQKM_PMV1PMIZWN \PMMNNWZ\[WN \PW[MVWJTMIVLX]ZM[XQZQ\MLUMV_PWU\PM_WZTL[W
often deride and contemn [sic], the missionaries, who seek to preach even their gospel to benighted lands, and so
win them to some knowledge of the divine commands. I know that many would loudly condemn this as an entirely
anti-Jewish idea: but believing as I do, and as my Bible authorizes me to believe, that all the present systems of
Revealed Religion are working God’s will, and gradually bringing nearer that glorious day, when all darkness, all
error shall be removed, and when, W]Z chastisement being ended, we shall be restored to our own land, and all
VI\QWV[ÆW_]V\W][IVLIKSVW_TMLOM_Q\P][\PI\/WLQ[7VM"IVLJMTQM^QVO\WW\PI\]VTM[[\PMMIZ\PQ[JZW]OP\
in some degree to know God, this will not be accomplished – I U][\ZMRWQKMI\M^MZaMNNWZ\JMQ\WN QVLQ^QL]IT[WZ
nations) to remove ignorance and reveal the Bible, or (as in the case of the Koran) [WUMXIZ\ at least of Revelation.”
Ibid., 160–161.
110
“I have already called your attention to the principles of the two great systems, Christianity and
Mahomedanism, which, grafted on the Mosaic revelation, have been permitted to spread over the earth, as to forget
\PMQZC 2M_Q[PEWZQOQVIVLJMTQM^MQVQVLQ^QL]ITQVNITTQJQTQ\a#IVLQV\PM]\\MZZMRMK\QWVWN \PI\XMWXTMIVL\PI\TI_
without whom both systems must fall meaningless to the ground.” Ibid. 69.
111
“Of course there are exceptions to this fearful treatment of a people [constantly endeavouring, but without
success, to vilify and exterminate the Jews], for whom those moral laws [contained in the Word of God] were
KWUXQTMLIVL\W_PWU\PI\X]ZMSVW_TMLOMWN \PM4WZL_I[OQ^MVNZWU_PQKPITTVI\QWV[IVLITTXMWXTMJMVMÅ\
The more the Bible, the whole Bible, is made the guiding star of the land, and the Old as well as the New Testament
studied, the more consideration the Jews receive, the less we read of persecution.” Ibid., 96.
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insistence on God’s unity, 112 and the Christian insistence on original sin113 and on the
UMIVQVOWN [IKZQÅKM114 had to be maintained. But the only criteria that really mattered, she
maintained, were those of “feeling” rather than of “doctrine”,115 for both systems ultimately
upheld the same moral truths and principles.116 There was therefore no need to convert these
fellow “heirs to Immortality” to Judaism.117 Despite their differences, her attitude was
manifested in the exclamation: “I respect, from my very heart, the true spiritual believing

112
¹+PZQ[\QIVQ\aIOIQVIXXZWIKPQVOQVÅVQ\MTaVMIZMZ\W][C\PIV5IPWUMLIVQ[UEQVQ\[[XQZQ\IVLQ\[TI_[IVL
acknowledging the same guiding books, and therefore the same God, far advanced as she is in spirituality and
enlightenment, and in holding forth many a bright example to us, of true and beautiful piety still, even she cannot
embrace the doctrine of the one sole indivisible God, cannot realise the perfection and unity of His attributes,
_Q\PW]\\PMQV\MZ^MV\QWVWN IUMLQI\WZIVLIPWTa[XQZQ\LQ[\QVK\NZWUaM\]VQÅML_Q\P0QU[MTN1\WN\MVIXXMIZ[
strange, that where we have so much, so very much in common, the Christian idea of the Godhead should be so
distinct from that of the Hebrew; that where a religious system has advanced so ^MZa near the sublimest truth, it
should yet pause, incomplete, and present a stumbling block, which the enlightened Jew can never over-leap. It
_W]TLIXXMIZ[\QTTUWZM[\ZIVOMQN 1LQLVW\ÅZUTaJMTQM^MQ\WZLIQVMLQVN]TÅTUMV\WN \PI\_WZL_PQKPPI[LMKTIZML
_M[PW]TLJMILQ[\QVK\XMWXTMNWZM^MZIVL_PQKPP]UIVTa[XMISQVO_W]TLJM[\QTTUWZMLQNÅK]T\WN IKKWUXTQ[PUMV\
if the Christian idea of the Eternal were in all points like our own.” Ibid., 67.
113
“The Christian creed is, that not only did Adam’s sin bring death into the world, but condemned his own [W]T
and that of all his unborn descendents, even the spotless babe, to everlasting perdition; that man has no power
whatever in himself to pursue the good and strive for Heaven; that unless baptised, and so, through his sponsors,
receiving Jesus, he is lost eternally; that WVTa\PMIKSVW_TMLOUMV\WN \PM1VÅVQ\M)\WVMUMV\KIVJZQVO[IT^I\QWV#IVL
without such acknowledgement, every effort after righteousness is futile, and the most earnestly pious lover of God
and man condemned, without hope of redemption or escape; while the greatest and most impious sinner may be
saved, if he only declare his belief in Jesus. I do not tell you this is the belief of all +PZQ[\QIV[. I know many who
would shrink from it; but it is undoubtedly the general doctrine of +PZQ[\QIVQ\a, and so accounts for their anxious
desire to convert all people to the same saving creed. . . You see, then, though the groundwork of both faiths is the
[IUM\PM[]XMZ[\Z]K\]ZMQ[^MZaLQNNMZMV\IVLW]OP\\WJMKTMIZTaLMÅVML\WM^MZaaW]VO0MJZM_<PM+PZQ[\QIV
believes that every thought and act of man is clogged with sin. The Hebrew cannot believe so; because his Bible
tells him, that there are thoughts, actions, ay, and even feelings, which IZM pure, and holy, and acceptable to his
God.” Ibid., 186–187, 190.
114
¹<PQ[Q[\PMOZIVLLQ[\QVK\QWVJM\_MMV\PM+PZQ[\QIVIVL2M_Q[PQLMI[WV\PM[]JRMK\WN [IKZQÅKM<PMNWZUMZ
ZMOIZLQVO\PMQZM^MZaUMV\QWVQV\PM7TL<M[\IUMV\I[\aXM[WN \PMOZMI\[IKZQÅKMWV_PQKP\PMQZNIQ\PQ[NW]VLML
must consider them of such XZQUIZa importance, that all heart worship was imperfect without them. The latter, on
the contrary, are taught, both by their Law and their Prophets, that they are merely [MKWVLIZa: but part of the
outward and ceremonial rite, which was of VWUMZQ\WZQUXWZ\IVKM_PI\M^MZQVQ\[MTNIVLJaQ\[MTN, but was accepted as
WJMLQMVKMWZZMRMK\MLI[IJWUQVI\QWVIKKWZLQVO\W\PMQV_IZL[XQZQ\ in which it was offered.” Ibid., 221.
115
“I am quite aware, that the assertion of similitude between religions, whose doctrines of belief are so opposed,
would meet with violent opposition, from many who term themselves orthodox Hebrews; but opposition will not
alter truth, and I am ready to agree with them that between the NWZUITQ[\ and the [XQZQ\]ITQ[\, there is indeed a barrier
which can never be passed; but this holds as good between Jew and Jew, Christian and Christian, as between
Hebrew and Protestant. It is not the LWK\ZQVM[, but the NMMTQVO[ which are so impassably opposed. I would not check
your intimacy with any Christian friend.” Ibid., 31–32.
116
“Christianity in all, save its actual doctrine of belief, is the offspring of Judaism; and as one of our most
enlightened and purest feeling Divines very lately said, ‘The differences between Christianity and Judaism, however
OZMI\IVL_MQOP\aQV\PMQZ[XMK]TI\Q^MLWK\ZQVM[, disappear in the UWZIT\Z]\P[IVLXZQVKQXTM[ITQSM]XPMTLJaJW\P.’ And the more
we know of each other’s faith and practice, the more clear and striking becomes this fact.” Ibid., 12–13. The
reference is to Rev. M.J. Raphall, Jewish Chronicle of 9th January, 1846.
117
¹?MPI^MVWVMML\WUISMKWV^MZ\[?MIZMQVLMML\PMÅZ[\JWZVÅZ[\JMTW^ML#J]\ITT who look to Him, and
love God, according to the law they follow, are our brothers, and equally with us heirs of Immortality! We do not
believe that God has mercy, and has opened the gates of His Heaven to the Jews ITWVM. You will, no doubt, often be
told by the nominal Jew, as well as by the nominal Christian, that this is only an individual, not a 2M_Q[P notion; but
do not let your faith be shaken by such remarks. Our Bible tells us, that the law of Moses is incumbent on the Jews
alone, not on the nations; and our ancient fathers (men with deep learning and profound wisdom, who of the
present day can compare?) have told us in clear and simple words, ‘THE RIGHTEOUS AMONG THE NATIONS OF THE
WORLD HAVE A SHARE IN THE WORLD TO COME.’ ” Ibid., 158, 162–163.
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Christian”.118 This vision of Christianity helps account for why Villena/Aguilar encourages
her young protégé to maintain close relations to her Christian friends, telling her to ignore
the gossip of Jewish observers because there was no reason to fear conversionary efforts from
a “true and enlightened Protestant.”119 It was true that Anglo-Judaism was in a poor state but
this had nothing to do with exposure to its Christian surroundings.120 Quite the reverse –
Anglo-Judaism was lagging behind Anglo-Christian spirituality and intellectuality.121
Therefore it would do no harm and much good if the girl was to draw upon Christian
devotional literature, for example,122 for a thorough grounding in one’s own religion would
keep one alive to the rare possibility of confusion of doctrine.123 Annie would be spiritually
uplifted, and should not be afraid. As she explained,
Till that is obtained [i.e. Jewish spiritual literature is published], if we would seek aid for serious
thought, we must go to Christian books, choosing, of course, those which are more spiritual than
118
“Remember, I do not wish to touch on the Christian faith as regards \PMU[MT^M[. As I have said repeatedly, I
trace the workings of the Eternal in its progress, as a preparation for that great and glorious day when we shall all
know Him. I respect, from my very heart, the true spiritual believing Christian. I only wish to make it clear to you,
_PaI[KPQTLZMVWN 1[ZIMTVMQ\PMZaW]VWZ1KW]TLIKKMX\\PMÅZ[\OZIVLLWK\ZQVMWN \PM+PZQ[\QIVNIQ\PCQM[IKZQÅKQIT
atonement].” Ibid., 209.
119
“Not thinking very deeply, they [the only Hebrews you have known] imagine it quite impossible for any
serious Christian, to take an interest in a young Jewess without desiring her conversion; and that Hebrews and
Christians may have much, very much in common; that the very link between them may be religion, entirely and
wholly distinct from the doctrines of creed, is so utterly incomprehensible, that they not only disbelieve in its
possibility, but are always looking for some ulterior motive. I have no such feelings. No true and enlightened
Protestant, ever yet descended to the petty and wicked meanness, of tampering with the faith of a young and almost
friendless girl as yourself. Mistaken zealots there are, indeed, who deem the attempt to convert the most meritorious
act they can perform; but these are seldom found among calm, enlightened Protestants. Know your own religion
_MTTWJ[MZ^MQ\NZWUUMV\ITI[_MTTI[TW^QVOKWV^QK\QWVIVLaW]_QTTÅVLaW]Z[MTN IVLaW]ZNIQ\P\WW\Z]TaZM[XMK\ML
ever to fear even an attempt at conversion. [As if to a Christian audience:] It is the mere formalists amongst us, who
PI^M\PZW_V[]KPWLQ]UWV\PM2M_Q[PNIQ\P#J]\aW]U][\VW\R]LOM\PM_PWTMVI\QWVJa\PMNM__Q\P_PQKPaW]IZM
thrown.” Ibid., 30-31.
120
“I am aware that it is said repeatedly, that the Jews of England cannot feel as the Jews of former times;
because they must have imbibed, from association with Christians, so many of their religious ideas.” Ibid., 418.
121
Aguilar admits, “we are so far behind our Christian brethren in spiritual and intellectual religion.” Ibid., 445.
122
“Our huge tomes of Hebrew wisdom and learning are inaccessible to woman. . . [But] All she requires, is to
understand the unspeakable comfort, and the religion she follows, so as to obey its dictates from the calm conviction
of the mind, as well as from the heart. Many suppose that this comes intuitively, and requires neither instruction nor
sympathy. It may be for some: but the generality of our youth demand it, yearn for it with such an intensity of
TWVOQVO\PI\ÅVLQVOVWJWWS[WN \PMQZW_V\PMaIZMKWUXMTTML\W[MMS\PM_WZS[WN +PZQ[\QIV_ZQ\MZ[·IVL\PMV
we are astonished, if they are more Christian than Jewish in their thoughts. A charge, by the way, incomprehensible
to us individually, as we know not, and never could discover, the distinction between Jewish and Christian [XQZQ\]ITQ\a,
WV_PQKP[WUMOWWLJ]\XZMR]LQKMLXMZ[WV[TIa[WOZMI\I[\ZM[[<PMLQ[\QVK\QWVWN KZMML[Q[QVLMML^MZaKTMIZTa
\W JM ]VLMZ[\WWL IVL LMÅVML I[ IT[W \PM LQNNMZMVKM QV \PMQZ ZM[XMK\Q^M WZLQVIVKM[ IVL UWLM[ WN  \PW]OP\# J]\
spirituality is common to every creed and to every nation who earnestly seek to know and love the Lord, according
to the dictates of the Laws that each believe that He has given, and so observe. And if this be the case with every
creed, how much more in common ought those to have, who acknowledge the same Book, and the same foundation?
/ But if the imbibing of Christian spirituality will do our young sisters no harm whatever, for it is Jewish spirituality
as well, the imbibing of the peculiar creed of the Christian undoubtedly will, and this is the great evil to be
counteracted in the indiscriminate perusal of Christian books.” Ibid., 9–10. In addition to the Gospels, other
Christian sources cited by Aguilar included Thomas Carlyle 75, Humphrey Davys 89–90, Gibbon 127, and Rev.
Robert Anderson’s of Trinity Chapel, Brighton, 340.
123
¹.ZWUPI^QVOVW[MZQW][JWWS[WN W]ZW_VÅ\\MLNWZW]ZNMUITM[IVLaW]\P\PW[M_PWIZMQVKTQVML\W[MZQW][
ZMÆMK\QWVIZMKWUXMTTML\W\]ZV\W_WZS[Ja[MZQW][+PZQ[\QIVI]\PWZ[<PMZM\PMa_QTTÅVL[aUXI\PaIVLXTMI[]ZM
but so intimately mingled with the peculiar bearing of the Christian faith, that unless fully and thoroughly versed in
our own, it is next to impossible not to share the writer’s belief in the excellence of his own religion, over and above
that of any other.” Ibid., 40.
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doctrinal. The spirit of the Christian religion is equally the spirit of the Hebrew; for both owe
their origin to the same Bible. We have but clearly to understand our own, and a glance will divide
W]ZLWK\ZQVITXWQV\[NZWU\PMQZ[6IaUWZMaW]_QTTÅVL\PMUWZMaW][\]LaIVLM`IUQVMaW]Z
W_V\PI\\PM^MZaJWWS[_PQKPKWVÅZU+PZQ[\QIV[QV\PMQZNIQ\P_QTTKWVÅZUaW]QVaW]Z[7VM
especially, a very beautiful work, ‘Keith’s Evidence of Prophecy,’ was once lent me, not with any
wish for its religious doctrines to convert me (that I knew from the upright character of the lender),
but for the exquisite beauty of its language and sentiments. It is many years ago, for I was scarcely
WTLMZ\PIVaW]IZMVW_IVLR][\JMOQVVQVO\W\PQVSNWZUa[MTN?MTTLW1ZMUMUJMZ\PM\ZMUJTQVO
with which I began its perusal – trembling lest my dawning hope and trust should be shaken by
this Christian book. But both were strengthened, dearest Annie. It was a strange, an almost
QVLMÅVIJTMMNNMK\#J]\[WQ\_I[-^MZaM^QLMVKMWN XZWXPMKaN]TÅTTMLXZW^ML[WKWV^QVKQVOTa\PI\
others were still to be accomplished; and the truth, the perpetuity, the unchangeableness of my
holy faith, the impossibility of its ever merging into another, stood before me clearer and more
convincingly than had ever done before. I have no fear of you perusing similar works.124

6WZ [PW]TL [PM KWVKMZV PMZ[MTN  _Q\P \PW[M _PW _MZM [][XQKQW][ IJW]\ \PM QVÆ]MVKM WN 
Christianity in this construction of a spiritualised Judaism.125 Those who denied such a thing
only strengthened the hand of Christian critics who regarded Judaism as unspiritual.126 This
account, synthesized from the letters, is as close to a coherent theology as we are likely to
ÅVL)VLaM\Q\ZMUIQV[ZQLLTML\PZW]OP_Q\PXZWJTMUI\QKI[XQZI\QWV[
In discussing Aguilar’s sense of community, one is impressed by her conviction that it was
entirely possible to learn true spirituality from the lives and actions of Christians, both real
IVLÅK\QWVIT;PMQ[ZMUIZSIJTa[aUXI\PM\QK\W\PMI\\ZIK\QWVWN +PZQ[\QIVTQNMIVLZMILQTa
acknowledges the spiritual poverty of contemporary Anglo-Jewry. By emphasising a shared
community of spiritual Jews and Christians, she can explain why there is no need to convert
MIKPW\PMZ)ZO]IJTa[PM_I[LMÅVQVOPMZKWUU]VQ\aQV[XQZQ\]IT\MZU[\WQVKT]LMUIVa
among the Christian faith. And yet the ambiguity remains. Aguilar insists, of course, on
124
Ibid., 144–145. Aguilar is referring to Alexander Keith’s -^QLMVKM WN  8ZWXPMKa (Edinburgh: Waugh & Innes,
  _PQKP IQUML \W []XXWZ\ \PM \Z]\P WN  +PZQ[\QIVQ\a Ja LMUWV[\ZI\QVO \PM PQ[\WZQKIT N]TÅTUMV\ WN  JQJTQKIT
prophecies; of less interest to Aguilar was Keith’s argument for a restoration of the Jews to their ancient homeland.
125
“But what can we say for those who amongst themselves can assert any thing so absolutely and scripturally,
and even talmudically false, as the non-spirituality of their thrice holy faith? It is to me so marvellous, so
incomprehensible, that any Jew can read his Bible, and its commentaries by many of our earliest sages, and yet
believe this, that the only possible way to explain it, is the supposition that he actually cannot know the meaning of
the word [XQZQ\]ITQ\a#IVLJaI[\ZIVOMUa[\QÅKI\QWVWN QLMI[I[[WKQI\M[Q\_Q\P\PMUMZMLWK\ZQVM[WN +PZQ[\QIVKZMML
XIZ\QK]TIZTa\PI\WN \PM»0WTa/PW[\¼IVL[WZMRMK\[Q\I[IV\Q2M_Q[PIVL\MVLQVO\WUQ[TMILPQU<PQ[Q[\PMWVTa
\IVOQJTMIVLZI\QWVITZMI[WV1KIVÅVLNWZ\PQ[M`\ZIWZLQVIZaMZZWZ_PQKP1PI^MSVW_V\ISM\PMXW[[M[[QWVWN [WUM
UQVL[[W[\ZWVOTa\PI\\PM^MZa_WZL»[XQZQ\¼WZ»[XQZQ\WN /WL¼M^MVQVWVTaIXWMU\MZZQÅM[NZWU\PMXMZ][ITWZ
causes its condemnation as too Christian for the approval of any Jewish mind.” Ibid., 52.
126
“Concerning this mistaken charge of non-spirituality in a religion which preceded from the mouth of God
himself; that God whom we only know as SPIRIT, without form or substance, a pure essence pervading Heaven
and Earth, and whom we are expressly commanded to worship in [XQZQ\ and in truth, it seems to me that Christians
have adopted and asserted it, simply from the mistaken supposition that we now receive and follow the ordinances
of and superstitions of man, in lieu of the word of the living God. They suppose this partly from observation, and
partly from the received, yet erroneous, assertions of books. Now, there is no such thing as ancient and modern
Judaism. . . When our opponents bring forward the constantly reiterated assertion, that the Hebrews have mingled
ITT[WZ\[WN XM\\aIVLMV[TI^QVOK][\WU[IVLJQVLQVONWZU[_PQKP_MKIVVW\ÅVLQV\PM?WZLWN /WL1IV[_MZ1\
is quite true; but human weakness and human error cannot tarnish the intrinsic beauty, nor interfere with the
WZLIQVMLXMZXM\]Q\aWN \PM5W[IQK[a[\MU)VLQN _MM`IUQVM\PMWZQOQVWN \PM[MP]UIVILLQ\QWV[_M[PITTÅVL
they proceed from the intense desire of our ancient sages, to preserve the undying spark of religion alive within us
by means of outward ordinances, which, by their constant occurrence, would bring our Creator to our thoughts,
when, from slavery and misery, we were debarred from all more spiritual communion.” Ibid., 46.
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maintaining the distinction between Jewish and Christian doctrines, even as she undermines
these distinctions with her attempts to convince Christian readers of their shared worldviews.
;PM[]OOM[\[MU]TI\QVO-^IVOMTQKIT][MWN N]TÅTTMLJQJTQKITXZWXPMKaIVL[PMZMKWUUMVL[
the use of Christian literature, but also bitterly regrets the need to use it and denounces the
Christian misrepresentation of the treatment of women in Judaism. She admires the
morality and bravery of Christian missionaries but dismisses their New Testament as a
[QUXTQÅMLKWUXZWUQ[ML[M\WN M\PQKIT\MIKPQVO[0MZXWM\ZaKIX\]ZM[\PQ[IUJQO]Q\aUW[\
perfectly, in the way it both emphasises the similarity of spirit, and at the same time subtly
I[[MZ\[2M_Q[P[]XMZQWZQ\a1\Q[I[QN [PMQ[IT_Ia[QVI[\I\MWN Æ]`UW^QVOJM\_MMVILUQZI\QWV
and criticism of Christianity, often revealing an anxious hope of Christian approval.

+WVKT][QWV
)Va I\\MUX\ \W LMÅVM XZMKQ[MTa PW_ /ZIKM )O]QTIZ KWVKMQ^ML \PM ZMTI\QWV[PQX JM\_MMV
Judaism and Christianity is complicated by the fact that she was engaged in a one-woman
XZWOZIUUMWN 2M_Q[PZMNWZU1\Q[VW\MI[a\WLMÅVM+PZQ[\QIVQ\aQVZMTI\QWV\W2]LIQ[UQN 
WVM¼[^QM_WN 2]LIQ[UQ[VW\aM\Å`ML1\Q[M^MVUWZMKWUXTQKI\ML_PMVWVMZMKWOVQ[M[\PI\
PMZZMNWZUQVOXZWOZIUUMNWZ2]LIQ[ULZM_PMI^QTa]XWV+PZQ[\QIVQVÆ]MVKM[1V\PQ[ZMOIZL
it is worth stressing her independence from the Anglo-Jewish Reform movement whose
synagogue was established only seven years before her death. In sharp contrast to the
London reform community, Aguilar stressed women’s spirituality as \PM paradigm for a
ZMNI[PQWVML2]LIQ[U.]Z\PMZUWZM_PQTM\PMÅZ[\UQVQ[\MZWN \PM:MNWZU;aVIOWO]M,I^QL
Woolf Marks, might have shared Aguilar’s sensitivity to an Evangelical, bible-based, antirabbinic Christian critique of Judaism, and therefore also espoused a bibliocentric emphasis,
he did not share Aguilar’s sense of a shared spiritual community with, and her profound
empathy towards, Christianity.127
)O]QTIZ¼[XIZ\QK]TIZQV\MZNIQ\PXZWRMK\[PW]TLJMKI\MOWZQbMLI[IV»IXXZMKQI\Q^MZMTI\QWVIT
theology’ in that it sought to portray ‘the other’ in a way that encourages mutual
understanding and respect. But Aguilar was more than simply a reform-orientated Jew with
a burning desire to convince Christians of the respectability of Judaism.128 She was
LM^MTWXQVOIVQLMWTWOQKITNZIUM_WZS\PI\IQUML\WXZM^MV\KWV^MZ[QWVIVL\WR][\QNa_Pa
one should remain a Jew, that presented a robust critique of Christianity’s distinctive
doctrines, IVL\PI\OZIV\MLQ\IXW[Q\Q^M^IT]MR]LOMUMV\M^MV\W\PMM`\MV\WN MVKW]ZIOQVO
I[MV[MWN QLMV\QÅKI\QWV_Q\PIVLMU]TI\QWVWNQ\1V\PQ[[PM_I[VW\MV\QZMTa[]KKM[[N]T4M\
127
)T\PW]OP Q\ Q[ _WZ\P VW\QVO \PI\ \PM KWNW]VLMZ[ WN  )VOTW4QJMZIT 2]LIQ[U +TI]LM 5WV\MÅWZM IVL 4QTa
Montagu, did share this sense of shared spiritual community, however. See Daniel R. Langton’s +TI]LM5WV\MÅWZM"
0Q[4QNMIVL<PW]OP\(London: Vallentine Mitchell, 2002) and “Piety, Tradition and Community in the Thought of
Lily Montagu: An Anglo-Liberal Jewish Theology of Relation” in ?WUMVQV2]LIQ[U")5]T\QLQ[KQXTQVIZa2W]ZVIT 7:2
(2010).
128
Scheinberg argues, “Aguilar fervently believed that only through active ‘defensive’ engagement with Christian
culture could Jews and Judaism advance in Diaspora life. . . If she sought strategies that could speak conclusively
IVLQVKT][Q^MTa\W+PZQ[\QIVZMILMZ[Q\_I[IT_Ia[XIZ\WN IXZWRMK\WN IL^IVKQVO2]LIQ[UIVL\PM2M_Q[PXMWXTMI
rhetorical strategy, I would argue, rather than an ideological commitment to Christian/Protestant doctrine.”
Scheinberg, ?WUMV¼[8WM\ZaIVL:MTQOQWVQV>QK\WZQIV-VOTIVL"2M_Q[P1LMV\Q\aIVL+PZQ[\QIV+]T\]ZM, 154. Galchinsky notes
\PI\WNÅKQITTa)O]QTIZILWX\MLIVM]\ZIT[\IVKM*]\PMXWQV\[\WPMZXWWZZMOIZLNWZZIJJQVQK\ZILQ\QWV/ITKPQV[Sa
<PM7ZQOQVWN \PM5WLMZV2M_Q[P?WUIV?ZQ\MZ":WUIVKMIVL:MNWZUQV>QK\WZQIV-VOTIVL, 151ff.
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][MVLVW__Q\PI[]UUIZaWN \PMLM^MTWXUMV\WN PMZ\PMWTWOaQVÅ^M[\IOM[Q)O]QTIZ
began with the desire to relate to Christianity in a positive way, which can no doubt be
attributed to positive personal experiences in her youth and a growing sense of dissonance in
seeing how each community tended to regard the other in wholly negative terms. (ii) Aguilar
NW]VL PMZ[MTN  ZMI[[M[[QVO \PM I[[]UX\QWV[ \PI\ LMÅVML PMZ W_V ZMTQOQW][ QLMV\Q\a QV
exclusivist Jewish terms. Thus she recognised that neither Judaism nor Christianity could
claim a monopoly over what she regarded as the essence of true religion, namely an emotive,
romantic form of spirituality, which was to be prioritized over tradition. Likewise she
acknowledged the shared claim to those sacred texts which she regarded as most authoritative,
namely the Hebrew Bible. And in focusing upon the feminine perspective, she developed a
sense of community that embraced a Christian as well as a Jewish sisterhood. (iii) As a result
of her appreciation of Christianity, she committed herself to a process of reform: on the one
hand, reform of Christian misconceptions of an authentic, spiritual form of Judaism. On
the other hand, reform of Judaism itself so as to bring this authentic, spiritual form of
Judaism into existence. As a result, there would no longer be a need for Christian missionaries
to inculcate a ‘living religion’ among her brethren. (iv) Aguilar became obsessed with the
goal of capturing and conveying the ephemeral sense of relation, of shared-but-distinct
identity, between Jew and Christian. It was not easy for her to articulate this perceived reality
and she drew upon all her skills, expressing the complex sense of religious identity in different
literary forms and genres. This observation is useful for explaining Aguilar’s unusual
combination of writing styles, which range from the ‘edifying literature’ of her novels,
poetry, and dialogues, to formal works of exegesis and theology. Finally, (v) the ambiguity of
)O]QTIZ¼[ IXXZMKQI\QWV WN  +PZQ[\QIVQ\a ZMÆMK\[ \PM NIK\ \PI\ PMZ IVITa[Q[ _I[ VW\ I TQVMIZ
QV^M[\QOI\QWVWNNMZQVOILMÅVQ\Q^MKWVKT][QWVJ]\ZI\PMZILaVIUQKXZWKM[[<PMM^QLMVKM
from her writings strongly suggests that she was forever oscillating between that which
LQNNMZMV\QI\M[WZX][PM[IXIZ\IVL\PI\_PQKPJQVL[\WOM\PMZWZ]VQÅM[
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FROM THE CHRIST-KILLER TO THE LUCIFERIAN:
THE MYTHOLOGIZED JEW AND FREEMASON IN
LATE NINETEENTH- AND EARLY TWENTIETH-CENTURY
ENGLISH CATHOLIC DISCOURSE
Simon Mayers*
ABSTRACT: Conventional wisdom in studies of English antisemitism has tended to suggest that by
the nineteenth century religious prejudice had largely been secularised or replaced by modern sociopolitical and racial forms of hostility. This may have been the case in the general English discourse, but
in the English Catholic discourse at the turn of the twentieth century, traditional pre-modern myths,
with their cast of Jewish and Masonic diabolists, were still a pervasive feature. This article examines a
range of sources, including the published works of prominent and obscure authors, the pastoral letters
and sermons of cardinals, bishops and priests, articles and editorials in newspapers and periodicals,
letters, and a small number of oral testimonies, in order to bring to light an English Catholic discourse
which, with the exception of the published works of Hilaire Belloc and G. K. Chesterton, has largely
gone unexamined. Prominent mythological villains in the English Catholic discourse during the late
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century included “the Pharisee,” “the Christ-Killer,” “the Ritual
Murderer,” “the Sorcerer,” “the Antichrist” and “the Luciferian.” This article examines the continued
presence of narratives in which Jews and Freemasons were assigned one or more of these villainous
roles.

This article presents some of the results of an investigation into the representations of “the
Jew” which existed QV-VOTQ[P+I\PWTQKLQ[KW]Z[ML]ZQVO\PMÅVITaMIZ[WN \PMVQVM\MMV\P
century and the early decades of the twentieth century (circa 1896 to 1929). Three main
types of representation were considered during the investigation: the roles assigned to the
Jew in traditional Christian myths, contemporary stereotypes of the Jew and composite
constructions which combine themes drawn from myths and stereotypes.1 For the purpose
WN \PMQV^M[\QOI\QWV[\MZMW\aXM[_MZMJZWILTa[XMISQVOLMÅVMLI[KZ]LMXW_MZN]TZM[QTQMV\
but protean representations, which take so-called human vices and virtues, often distorted
IVL UIOVQÅML IVL XZWRMK\ \PMU WV\W ITT QVLQ^QL]IT[ _Q\PQV \PM [\MZMW\aXML OZW]X 1V
the English Catholic discourse, the stereotyped Jew was greedy, cowardly, unpatriotic
and secretive.2 He was also depicted as smart, but his intelligence was not considered a
virtue.35a\P[_MZMQVM[[MVKMLMÅVMLQV\PMQV^M[\QOI\QWVI[QUXWZ\IV\IVLXMZ[Q[\MV\[\WZQM[
* Awarded his PhD from the Dept. of Religions and Theology at the University of Manchester in 2012. E-mail:
simonmayers@hotmail.com
1
The distinction between these types of representation is discussed in more detail in: Simon Mayers, “From ‘the
Pharisee’ to ‘the Zionist Menace’: Myths, Stereotypes and Constructions of the Jew in English Catholic Discourse
(1896–1929),” PhD thesis, University of Manchester (2012), ch.1.
2
These stereotypes are examined in Mayers, “From ‘the Pharisee’ to ‘the Zionist Menace,’ ” ch.3.
3
For example, the so-called “Hebrew genius” was portrayed as an antagonist and contrast to the “Catholic
spirit” in William Barry, “Sign of the Times II,” Catholic Times, 6 November 1920, 7. Hilaire Belloc argued that one
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WN ZMTQOQW][WZK]T\]ZIT[QOVQÅKIVKM_PQKPPI^MJMMV\ZMI\MLI[\Z]\PN]TZMXZM[MV\I\QWV[WN 
past events. Myths are resilient but adaptive narratives that serve an important psychological
or sociological function, such as justifying the creation and ongoing existence of a religion or
culture, or the usurpation and suppression of a rival religious and cultural group.4 In the
English Catholic discourse, the mythologized Jew was a stubborn Pharisee, the rejecter and
murderer of Christ, a ritual murderer, a sorcerer and the Antichrist.
Whilst the term “construction” has been used in various ways in studies examining how
LQ[KW]Z[M[ [PIXM ZMITQ\a Q\ _I[ ][ML QV \PQ[ QV^M[\QOI\QWV \W [XMKQÅKITTa [QOVQNa LQ[\QVK\
composite creations which combine contemporary stereotypes and traditional myths.5
Whilst individual authors created their own constructions,6 a pervasive construction in the
English Catholic discourse was the “Masonic-Jewish Camarilla.”7 “The Freemason” was
stereotyped as a secretive, plundering, unpatriotic, anti-social, anti-national, anti-Christian
agitator and mythologized as a Lucifer-worshipping, host-desecrating diabolist. In these
constructions the Jew was often depicted as the ally and fellow conspirator of the Freemason.
Of the three types of representation examined in the investigation, the focus in this article is
the mythologized Jew and the mythological component of constructions of the “MasonicJewish Camarilla.”
Conventional wisdom in studies of English antisemitism and Anglo-Jewish history has
tended to suggest that by the nineteenth century religious prejudice had largely been
secularised or replaced by modern socio-political and racial forms of hostility.8 This may
of the marks of the Jew is the “lucidity of his thought.” He was “never muddled” in argument and his inescapable
reasoning thus has in it “something of the bully.” A man arguing with a Jew, Belloc contended, may know the Jew
to be wrong, but his “iron logic” is “offered to him like a pistol presented at the head of his better judgement.”
Hilaire Belloc, The Jews (London: Constable, 1922), 81.
4
According to Hyam Maccoby, on the surface the Christian foundation myth is not dissimilar in function to the
“dispossession” or “usurpation” myths of other civilisations. Maccoby explains that in the case of the Christian
“usurpation myth,” the “very self-image of a community” was the “target of a take-over bid.” Rather than a mere
territorial usurpation, the myth has been used to “annex the position of being the true Israel.” Maccoby suggests
that the Christian “usurpation myth” is uniquely complex, consisting of a “multiplicity of mythological motifs.” A
distinctive feature is that the usurped characters, i.e. the Jews, have been assigned an important “continuing role
within the landscape of the Christian myth.” Hyam Maccoby, A Pariah People: The Anthropology of Antisemitism
(London: Constable, 1996), 63–65, 82–115; Hyam Maccoby, <PM;IKZML-`MK]\QWVMZ"0]UIV;IKZQÅKMIVL\PM4MOIKaWN 
Guilt ([London]: Thames and Hudson, 1982), 134.
5
One study which uses the term “construction” in a different way to this investigation is Bryan Cheyette’s
+WV[\Z]K\QWV[ WN  ¹\PM 2M_º QV -VOTQ[P 4Q\MZI\]ZM IVL ;WKQM\a" :IKQIT :MXZM[MV\I\QWV[  ·! (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1993). According to Cheyette, there was a “bewildering variety of contradictory and overdetermined representations of ‘the Jew.’” Cheyette suggests that these contradictions were so extreme that they
were “particularly threatening to those who would wish to exert a sense of control and order over an increasingly
unmanageable ‘reality.’” Whereas this investigation examines structures of discourse, Cheyette focuses on the
absence of structure. He argues that constructions of the Jew were “radically unstable,” “indeterminate,”
¹IUJQ^ITMV\º¹KWV\ZILQK\WZaº¹W^MZLM\MZUQVMLºIVL¹Æ]QLº ! !0W_M^MZQV\PQ[QV^M[\QOI\QWV_PQT[\
the potential permutations of composite constructions based upon stereotypes and myths were large, the reality was
that the constructions of the Jew of one English Catholic author were rarely radically different to those of another;
they were varied and distinct, but there were always points of similarity, and they were by no means protean to the
XWQV\WN JMQVOÆ]QL
6
For example, Canon William Barry, a prominent English Catholic priest and author, drew upon stereotypes of
Jewish greed, foreignness and secrecy, and myths about a Judeo-Masonic conspiracy and the Jewish Antichrist, to
produce his own distinctive construction of the Jew.
7
The other pervasive composite construction of the Jew in the English Catholic discourse was “the Zionist
Menace.”
8
See for example: Todd M. Endelman, <PM 2M_[ WN  *ZQ\IQV  \W  (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2002), 67–71; Todd M. Endelman, <PM2M_[WN /MWZOQIV-VOTIVL·  (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication
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well have been the case in the general English discourse, but conversely, in the English
Catholic discourse at the turn of the twentieth century, traditional myths, with their cast of
Jewish and Masonic diabolists, were still a pervasive feature. This article examines the main
guises of these persistent mythological villains: the Pharisee, the Christ-Killer, the Ritual
Murderer, the Sorcerer, the Antichrist and the Luciferian.

The Pharisee and the Christ-Killer
At the dawn of the Christian era, the foundation was established for a complex and protean
myth: the long awaited Jewish messiah whose coming was foretold in the Hebrew Scriptures
was rejected and killed by the Jews. Two key roles, sometimes rendered distinct but often
KWVRWQVML_MZMI[[QOVML\W\PM2M_[QV\PQ[Ua\P<PMÅZ[\ZWTM¹\PM8PIZQ[MMº_I[LMXQK\ML
as blind, arrogant, stubborn, mean, manipulative, hypocritical and legalistic. According to
the foundation myth, the Pharisee would not embrace the truth of God’s new covenant.9
The second role, “the Christ-Killer,” was the paramount villain of all time, who rejected,
hounded and called for the death of the messiah. According to the myth, by rejecting the
messiah and the new covenant, the Jews rejected God. God in turn rejected them, and
replaced them with the Church as the “new Israel.”
The most common source within the English Catholic discourse for the Pharisee and the
Christ-Killer were the sermons and pastoral letters of priests and bishops. Selective elements
from traditional myths were drawn upon to make salutary points about Christian virtues and
non-Christian vices. One of the masters of this form of sermon was a prominent convert
from the Anglican to the Catholic Church, Ronald Knox, a celebrated priest, theologian
and novelist.10 Many of his sermons have been collected into volumes and published. His
sermons were often peppered with references to Jews and Pharisees, especially those dealing
Society of America, 1979), 86–117; Anthony Julius, Trials of the Diaspora: A History of Anti-Semitism in England (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2010), 245–246; Frank Felsenstein, Anti-Semitic Stereotypes: A Paradigm of Otherness in English
8WX]TIZ+]T\]ZM· (1995; repr., London: John Hopkins University Press, 1999), 25–26. Conversely, whilst
Tony Kushner has suggested that “a delicate sense of balance” is needed when discussing the importance of the
blood libel in Britain by the time of the Second World War, he also observed that the representations of the Jew as
deicide and ritual murderer, and the image of the Jew with horns on his head, had not entirely disappeared.
Kushner concluded that “the legacy of the middle ages had thus survived, albeit more commonly in a watered
down and confused form.” Tony Kushner, The Persistence of Prejudice: Antisemitism in British Society During the Second
World War (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1989), 106–109. See also Colin Holmes, Anti-Semitism in British
;WKQM\a ·!! (New York, Holmes & Meier, 1979), 62, 251–252n90.
9
Trachtenberg points out that it was believed by some Christians that the Jews were wilful rather than ignorant
in their rejection. For example, some early Church Fathers, such as Jerome and Justinian, complained that the
Rabbis “deliberately perverted the meaning of the original text.” Medieval scholars even accused Jews of
“tampering with the text of the Bible in an effort to destroy its Christological meaning.” Joshua Trachtenberg, The
,M^QTIVL\PM2M_["<PM5MLQM^IT+WVKMX\QWVWN \PM2M_IVLQ\[:MTI\QWV\W5WLMZV)V\Q[MUQ\Q[U (1943; Philadelphia: Jewish
Publication Society, 1983), 15, 153.
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Ronald Knox (1888–1957) was a close friend of Hilaire Belloc and G. K. Chesterton. Knox was born into a
wealthy Anglican family. His father, Edmund Knox, was the Anglican Bishop of Manchester. Knox was ordained
an Anglican priest in 1912, converted to Roman Catholicism in 1917 and was ordained a Roman Catholic priest in
1919. His sermons were crafted with meticulous care, highly articulate and in demand. According to Kevin Morris
and Ulrike Ehret, Knox developed sympathies for fascism, though he subsequently opposed Nazism (as it infringed
upon the rights of the Church). Kevin L. Morris, “Fascism and British Catholic Writers 1924–1939,” Chesterton
:M^QM_, XXV, no.1&2 (February 1999), 31, 38; Ulrike Ehret, “Catholics and Antisemitism in Germany and England,
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with the parables of Jesus. According to Knox, “the Pharisee” in Jesus’ parables represents
“the Jews, and especially the strict Jews.”11 He argued that the Pharisees were full of “pride
and blindness,”12 trusted in their “own righteousness”13 and “misinterpreted the meaning of
the old dispensation.”14 “The Pharisees,” Knox concluded, “could not accept Christ”
because of “their hatred of everything Gentile” and their “blind traditional interpretations
of the law.” “The Jews had rejected their God” and so “God rejects his people.” Knox
M`XTIQVML\PI\¹\PM2M_[ PI^M[W TWVOJMMVIKK][\WUML \WJMQVO\PM[WTMJMVMÅKQIZQM[WN 
God’s covenant with man that it seems incredible to them now that God should be able to do
without them.”15 According to Knox, as the Pharisees listened to the parables of Jesus, they
were sure there was something blasphemous about them, something that could only “be
expiated by a cross.” When they realised that Jesus was “speaking of them,” the only thing
that prevented them seizing Him there and then was their fear of “the multitude.” This was,
he suggested, the “prelude to Gethsemane and to Calvary.”16 “God’s patience,” he stated,
“lasts very long,” and thus he did not reject “the Jews” until they “crowned their apostasy
with the murder of his own Son.”17 Knox repeated these narratives in articles published in
The Cross, the periodical of the Passionists based in Dublin.18 He suggested that the Pharisees
_MZM WJ[M[[ML _Q\P N]TÅTTQVO ¹\PM WTL TI_º +PZQ[\QIV[ [PW]TL PM IZO]ML OW JMaWVL ¹\PM
Scribes and Pharisees,” not by adding “a series of codicils, as lifeless, as uninspiring as the
rest.” They should not add even more rules, but carry out God’s commandments “in the
spirit” rather than “in the letter.” His point was that unlike the Pharisees, “Christians ought
to have a law, written not on tables of stone, but on our inmost hearts; a principle of active
charity which ought to supersede the necessity for commandments.”19
Since the early centuries of the Christian era, a variety of Jews have been held accountable
for crucifying Christ, and often this multiplicity would be found in a single narrative. This
was also the case in the modern English Catholic discourse. For example, Knox explained
\PI\ Q\ _I[ VW\ R][\ \PM ¹8PIZQ[MM[º _PW ¹ZMRMK\ML IVL KZ]KQÅML W]Z 4WZLº <PM 2M_Q[P
“Zealots” expected a military leader. They were ready to support Jesus until “they discovered
that his kingdom was not of this world” and that his warfare would not be “against the
Roman oppressor.” The “Sadducees” considered Jesus “a political menace.” According to
Knox, whichever type of Jew they were, fanatical Zealot, obscurantist Pharisee or worldly
Sadducee, “they all crucify Christ.”20 Father Bernard Vaughan, brother of Cardinal
Archbishop Vaughan, was a popular clergyman in his own right, and like Knox, his sermons
11
Ronald Knox, “Grace and Good Works,” in The Mystery of the Kingdom (London: Sheed & Ward, 1928), 98–99.
This sermon and all the other Knox sermons cited from The Mystery of the Kingdom were delivered at the Carmelites’
Church in Kensington and published in 1928.
12
Ronald Knox, “The Incarnation” (1928), in Mystery of the Kingdom, 13–14.
13
Ronald Knox, “Equality of Reward” (1928), in Mystery of the Kingdom, 120.
14
Ronald Knox, “Parable” (1928), in Mystery of the Kingdom, 8.
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Ronald Knox, “Reprobation” (1928), in Mystery of the Kingdom, 80–83.
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Ronald Knox, “Parable” (1928), in Mystery of the Kingdom, 3–4.
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Ronald Knox, “Equality of Reward” (1928), in Mystery of the Kingdom, 119.
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The Passionists are members of a Catholic order (the Congregation of Discalced Clerks of the Most Holy
Cross and Passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ), founded in the eighteenth century. The Cross often contained articles
by prominent English Catholics, including Knox, Belloc and G. K. Chesterton.
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Ronald Knox, “Angry?,” The Cross, XVII, no. 12 (April 1927), 396–397; Ronald Knox, “Danger versus Safety,”
The Cross, XVIII, no. 2 ( June 1927), 40.
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were in demand all over the country.21 Also like Knox, he explained that all varieties of Jews
were responsible for the murder of Christ. In an address delivered at the Church of the
Immaculate Conception in 1907, he stated that “Priests and Levites, Pharisees and Scribes,
Sadducees and Herodians, servants and soldiers, young men and women, and children
QVV]UMZIJTM ITT KIUM NWZ\P \W [MM \PM MVL \PM KZ]KQÅ`QWV IVL LMI\P WN  2M[][ +PZQ[\º
Invoking the moment for his audience, he asked them to “picture for one moment the wild
IVL UIL -I[\MZV UWJ \W[[QVO \W IVL NZW [KZMIUQVO IVL OM[\QK]TI\QVO QV \PMQZ ÆW_QVO
garments of every shade.” He observed that “they are, most of them at any rate, discussing
the situation, and congratulating one another on the verdict which rids their nation of
another arch imposter.”22
Sermons by other priests also referred to the rejection of Christ. For example, Father Bede
Jarrett, the head of the English Dominicans and the founder and president of the Catholic
Guild of Israel, combined the Pharisee and the Christ-Killer in a sermon delivered in 1915.
According to a report of this sermon in the Catholic Times, Jarrett pointed out that Christ was
“done to death” as a result of a “political accusation.” According to Jarrett, the noteworthy
thing was that Christ was “accused by the Pharisees because He adopted their political
ideas.” His teachings were too pure and sincere for the Pharisees and so, in their “sheer
hypocrisy,” they denied their own politics in order to denounce Him.23 A sermon in 1915 by
the auxiliary Bishop of Salford, John Stephen Vaughan (another brother of the Cardinal
Archbishop), stated that when the world goes astray and “is in danger of forgetting Him,
God does not abandon it, but He rises up and visits it with the most unmistakable signs of
His displeasure.” As an example he cited the fate of the Jews: God summoned up “the
Romans with their armies,” and used them to wrought destruction upon Jerusalem, “in
X]VQ[PUMV\WN \PM[QV[IVLKZQUM[WN \PMXMZÅLQW][2M_[º24
In addition to these sermons, the follies of Jewish “legalism” and the rejection of Christ
also featured in the carefully constructed pastoral letters of the bishops and archbishops of
the English hierarchy.25 -L_IZL 1T[TMa \PM ÅZ[\ )ZKPJQ[PWX WN  *QZUQVOPIU WVM WN  \PM
largest and most important Roman Catholic divisions in England, referred to the Jews in a
number of his pastoral letters.26 In his mid-Lent pastoral for 1916, he stated that the Jewish
21
Edward Cruise, “Development of the Religious Orders,” in George Andrew Beck, ed., <PM-VOTQ[P+I\PWTQK[
 ·!(London, Burns Oates, 1950), 455–456.
22
Bernard Vaughan, ;WKQM\a;QVIVL\PM;I^QW]Z (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trübner, 1908), 183–184.
23
“Christ or Caesar: Sermon by Father Bede Jarrett, O.P.,” Catholic Times (London edition only), 29 October
1915, 7. The sermon was delivered at St James’ Roman Catholic Church, Spanish Place, London. Bede Jarrett
(1881–1934) was the head of the English Dominicans from 1916 onwards. He founded the Catholic Guild of Israel
in 1917 in order to improve efforts to convert the Jews in England.
24
John Stephen Vaughan, “The Scourge of War,” The Catholic Pulpit, Universe, 13 August 1915, 6. This sermon
was delivered at Salford Cathedral on 5 August 1915. John Stephen Vaughan (1853–1925) was the youngest brother
of Cardinal Archbishop Vaughan. He was the auxiliary Bishop of Salford.
25
For a nuanced discussion of “legalism,” see Bernard Jackson, “Legalism,” Journal of Jewish Studies, XXX, no.1,
Spring 1979, 1–22. Jackson observes that the notion of “legalism” is a Christian concept and one that ideally
neither Jews nor lawyers would have to deal with.
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reintroduction of the Catholic hierarchy in 1850, England consisted of one ecclesiastical province (the Archdiocese
of Westminster and several suffragan dioceses). Due to rapid growth, the Catholic Church in England was
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[IKZQÅKM[KW]TLPI^MJ]\TQ\\TMMNÅKIKa NWZ\PM¹ZMUQ[[QWV WN [QV[º¹)\\PMJM[\\PMaKIUM
from a tainted source,” he stated, and “possessed no worth which could make them pleasing
\W/WLº<PM[IKZQÅKM[WN ¹\PM7TL4I_ºPMUIQV\IQVML¹I^IQTMLWVTa\WOQ^M\PM2M_[IV
M`\MZVITKMZMUWVQITX]ZQÅKI\QWVJ]\_MZMXW_MZTM[[\WKTMIV[M\PM[W]TNZWU[QVº27 In a
pastoral for Quinquagesima Sunday in 1916, Ilsley stated that God repeatedly visited “the
QVÅLMTQ\QM[WN \PM2M_Q[PXMWXTM_Q\P\PM[KW]ZOMWN _IZIVLWN XM[\QTMVKMIVLÅVITTaWN 
national ruin and rejection.” This was because they “repeatedly rejected Him.”28 Ilsley
referred back to this pastoral letter in the following year, pointing out again that “the history
of the human race, and especially of the Jewish nation, brings home to us the truth that
Almighty God punishes sin not only in the next life, but also in this.” “Time after time the
QVÅLMTQ\QM[WN \PM2M_Q[PXMWXTMº1T[TMa[\I\ML¹_MZM^Q[Q\MLJa\PMLMI\PWN \PW][IVL[º29 In
another pastoral letter, Ilsley declared that “the revealed truth of the Divinity of Christ was
LMVQMLIVLKITTMLQVY]M[\QWVNZWUQ\[ÅZ[\INÅZUI\QWVº0M[\I\ML\PI\¹\PM2M_[WN KW]Z[M
refused to believe it.”30 Archbishop John McIntyre, Ilsley’s friend and assistant for many
years and his successor at Birmingham, similarly stated that, “God turned to the Gentiles
and called them to inherit His ancient promises which the Jews had fallen away from by
ZMI[WVWN \PMQZQVÅLMTQ\aº31
Pastorals by many other bishops referred or alluded to the murder of Christ and the
emptiness of Jewish legalism. William Gordon, the Bishop of Leeds, did not explicitly link
the “awful death of Calvary” to the Jews, but he did state that on the night before his death,
he closed “the Jewish dispensation” and instituted “the New Covenant with His Christian
people.”32 George Ambrose Burton, the Bishop of Clifton, alluding to a passage in Luke
18:32, stated that: “He shall be delivered to the Gentiles, and shall be mocked, and scourged,
and spit upon; and after they have scourged Him, they will put him to death.” Burton went
WV\W[\I\M\PI\\PM8I[[QWVWN +PZQ[\KWV\QV]M[\WPWTLIV¹IJQLQVO[QOVQÅKIVKMºM^MV\PW]OP
Q\PI[JMMV¹[WUM\_W\PW][IVLaMIZ[[QVKM\PM_QTL[PW]\[WN \PM2M_Q[PXMWXTMÅTTML8QTI\M¼[
praetorium.”33 William Cotter, the Bishop of Portsmouth, stated in 1916, that “it would be a
OZMI\ UQ[\ISM \W []XXW[M \PI\ Ja \PM UMZM M`\MZQWZ IK\ WN  NI[\QVO _M [PW]TL N]TÅT ITT W]Z
obligations to Almighty God.” “The Jews,” Cotter continued, “fasted even according to the
letter of the precept; but God answered them with a reproach.” The important point is not,
England and Wales,” in order to solidify his position. Archbishop Ilsley, one of two new archbishops, was one of the
leading voices of objection. Bourne was not granted the title of Primate and over the following years a heated
rivalry developed between Bourne and Ilsley over the boundaries of the dioceses. See Mary McInally, -L_IZL1T[TMa"
Archbishop of Birmingham (London: Burns & Oates, 2002), 309–329, 342–344.
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9]QVY]IOM[QUI;]VLIa_I[\PM;]VLIaJMNWZM)[P?MLVM[LIaÅN\aLIa[JMNWZM-I[\MZ,Ia<PM\MZUPI[TIZOMTa
fallen out of use since Vatican II.
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Edward Ilsley, pastoral letter, Quinquagesima Sunday 1917, pp.3–4, Birmingham Archdiocesan Archives.
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Edward Ilsley, pastoral letter, Last Sunday after Pentecost 1916, p.5, Birmingham Archdiocesan Archives.
31
John McIntyre, pastoral letter, Sixteenth Sunday after Pentecost 1922, p.95, Birmingham Archdiocesan
Archives. John McIntyre (1855-1934) was Archbishop of Birmingham from 1921–1928. See ?PW?I[?PW!!·
!(London: Adam & Charles Black, 1941), 861.
32
William Gordon, pastoral letter, Advent 1901, p.4, Acta Ecclesiae Loïdensis, vol. XI, Leeds Diocesan Archives.
Gordon (1831-1911) was born in Thirsk, North Yorkshire, ordained a priest in 1856 and was appointed Bishop of
Leeds in 1890.
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George Ambrose Burton, pastoral letter, Lent 1905, p.9, Acta Episcoporum Angliae, Salford Diocesan
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PM[]OOM[\ML\WWJ[MZ^MM^MZaZQOW]ZWN \PMTI__Q\PXZW]LXI[[QWVJ]\ZI\PMZ\WN]TÅT\PM
spirit of the law with humility and “deep sorrow for our sins.”34 In 1924, Cotter informed his
ÆWKS\PI\¹QV\PM[\WZaWN \PMXI[[QWVWN 7]Z4WZL\PMZMQ[IVQVKQLMV\_PQKPKI][M[][I
special horror.” According to Cotter, “when the Jews were offered by Pontius Pilate the
choice between Jesus and Barabbas,” they shouted out, “take away Jesus: let him be
KZ]KQÅMLº <PQ[ QVKQLMV\ [PW]TL PM []OOM[\ML KI][M ][ \W ¹[P]LLMZ _Q\P PWZZWZº <PQ[
sermon provides an example of the representation of the Jew as Christ-Killer being used to
instruct Christians about the dangers of sin. Cotter suggested that Christians should not be
complacent, as they too are guilty of rejecting God and turning away from Jesus every time
they place their “sinful whims” over the love of God. This was, Cotter suggested, even worse
than the crime of “the Jews,” since they at least “knew not what they were doing.”35
These sermons and pastoral letters, for the most part repeated key aspects of traditional
myths about the Jews, mainly taken or adapted from the New Testament. The main function
of the mythological villains in these addresses, would seem to have been to provide a foil
against which Christian virtues could be favourably contrasted. It seems unlikely that these
sermons and pastoral letters were intended by their authors as templates for the deliberate
stereotyping of contemporary Jews, but it is likely that these and countless sermons and
XI[\WZIT[R][\TQSM\PMUN]TÅTTMLIVQUXWZ\IV\N]VK\QWVQVXZM[MZ^QVOIVLZMXTQKI\QVO\PMUa\P
of the Jew as a diabolic villain. In this respect they were similar in function, if milder in tone,
than corresponding sermons from the early centuries of the Christian era and the Middle
Ages. They helped to ensure that myths about the Pharisee and the Christ-Killer survived
into the next generation.
These sermons and pastoral letters may have been ostensibly innocent, at least by
intention, but the myth of the Pharisee and the Christ-Killer was sometimes formulated in
such a way that the contemporary Jew became a part of the narrative. For example, Ronald
Knox suggested that the character of the Jewish “race” has been shaped by their rejection of
Jesus. According to a sermon by Knox, “with each fresh rejection of God’s messengers the
habit of rebellion has grown deeper into the Jewish heart.” “Their character,” he stated, has
been moulded by “act after act of apostasy.”36 Another example is provided by a sermon
preached at a meeting of the Catholic Guild of Israel by the Rev. Dr. Arendzen, a respected
scholar, author and member of the Catholic Missionary Society.37 Arendzen argued that
¹\PM PQ[\WZa WN  \PM _WZTL Q[ \PM PQ[\WZa WN  I [KPWWTº ¹1[ZIMTº \PM ÅZ[\ X]XQT[ WN  ¹/WL¼[
school,” had “a contempt and disdain for all the world.” They would not accept the teachings
WN 2M[][IVLQV[\MIL¹KZ]KQÅMLPQUWV\PMPQTTWN +IT^IZaº¹<PM2M_[º_MZM\P][ZMXTIKML
by “the gentiles,” who “became the good school of God.” Bringing the story forward to the
present day, Arendzen argued that Israel “have gone their own way for these two thousand
34
William Timothy Cotter, pastoral letter, Quinquagesima Sunday 1916, pp.7–8, Acta Episcoporum Angliae,
Salford Diocesan Archives. Cotter (1866-1940) was born and trained as a priest in Ireland, ordained in 1892,
appointed Canon of Portsmouth in 1900, and Bishop of the same diocese in 1910. See ?PW?I[?PW!!·!,
291.
35
William Timothy Cotter, pastoral letter, Quinquagesima Sunday 1924, pp.5–6.
36
Ronald Knox, “The Patience of God” (1928), in Mystery of the Kingdom, 62.
37
Rev Dr John Arendzen (1873–1954) held a PhD from Bonn University, a Doctor of Divinity from Munich and
a BA and MA from Cambridge. He was an expert in philosophy, theology and Arabic, and the author of many
books and articles on religion. He was a member of the Catholic Missionary Society and the Catholic Evidence
Guild. He attended a number of meetings of the Catholic Guild of Israel, though it is not clear if he attended as a
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years. They still have their old school books, the old testament, and the Jews know their old
testament very well in the old Hebrew language. The Jews are a proud people and they
despise all others.”38 The Guild minutes described his address as “a beautiful sermon on
behalf of the people of Israel.”39 Arendzen’s sermon was clearly focused not only on the
mythologized Jews from the traditional foundation myth, but also on contemporary Jews,
who, he alleged, continue to despise all non-Jews. These sermons no longer merely replicated
myths. They incorporated mythological roles (i.e. the Pharisee and the Christ-Killer) and
stereotypes (i.e. prideful, disdainful, spiteful, powerful, rebellious Jews), into contemporary
constructions of the Jew.
Whereas sermons and pastoral letters tended to replicate and preserve the myth of the
diabolic Jewish villain, and in some exceptional cases were formulated in such a way as to
generalise the villainy to contemporary Jews, the Catholic Herald conversely had a much more
overt role in combining the myths with modern stereotypes in order to create a complex
construction.40 Charles Diamond, the owner-editor of the Catholic Herald and a political
ÅZMJZIVL IVL UI^MZQKS _I[ VW\ XIZ\QK]TIZTa KWVKMZVML IJW]\ \PM LMMX \PMWTWOQKIT
[QOVQÅKIVKM WN  \PM 2M_ QV +PZQ[\QIV Ua\P[ ,QIUWVL [I_ PQU[MTN  I[ I KPIUXQWV WN 
Catholicism, Christian civilisation and Irish nationalism.41 It seems that he disliked Jews and
Freemasons, not as a consequence of theological concerns, but because he saw them as a
foreign and threatening presence within Christian civilisation. He felt that the European
nations should have the right to expel the Jews. “His civilisation is not Christian,” the
newspaper warned, and “his ethics, his morality, are not Christian. He has a deadly hatred
of Christianity.”42 Whilst he was not concerned with theology per se, Diamond was happy to
draw upon aspects of the Christian foundation myth in order to make his constructions of
the Jew more powerful. The main function of the foundation myth for Diamond seems to
38
John Arendzen, sermon, 28 November 1921, Catholic Guild of Israel Archives, Sion Centre for Dialogue and
Encounter, London.
39
Guild Minute Book, entry for 28 November 1921, taped into minute book at page 50, Catholic Guild of Israel
Archives.
40
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Victorian Britain,” in Roger Swift and Sheridan Gilley, eds., <PM1ZQ[PQV\PM>QK\WZQIV+Q\a(London: Croom Helm,
1985), 172–176.
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)]\]UV5MM\QVO[)XZQT!ÅTM-8)*QZUQVOPIU)ZKPLQWKM[IV)ZKPQ^M[,QIUWVLIT[WOW\QV\W\ZW]JTM
with the British authorities when one of his articles suggested that a failed attempt to assassinate Lord French, the
4WZL4QM]\MVIV\WN 1ZMTIVL[PW]TLVW\JMKWV[QLMZMLIVI\\MUX\MLU]ZLMZ0MIZO]ML\PI\\PMIK\QWV_I[R][\QÅML
since “English government in Ireland is not government. It is simply usurpation, brutality, and oppression.” As a
result he spent several months in Pentonville Prison ( January–August 1920). For the article that got him into
trouble, see “Killing no Murder,” Notes and Comments, Catholic Herald, 27 December 1919, 6–7. For an article that
described his experiences in prison, see “Mr Diamond’s Release: Story of His Experiences in Pentonville,” Catholic
Herald, 14 August 1920, 3. Diamond articulated a mixture of left-wing politics, energetic Catholicism and Irish
nationalism in the Catholic Herald, which attracted a large working class Catholic readership despite his fragile
relationship with the bishops. For more on Charles Diamond, see Kester Aspden, Fortress Church (Leominster,
Hertfordshire: Gracewing, 2002), 33–34, 88, 96.
42
“The Jewish Question,” Catholic Herald, 13 September 1919, 6.
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have been to give the newspaper’s construction of the villainous Jew the added weight of
scriptural authority. If the original function of the Christ-Killer myth was to justify the
usurpation of the Jewish claim to be the true Israel, it was now used to justify the continued
suppression of the Jews living in Christian society. An editorial in 1914 provides a useful
example. This editorial was written in response to a report that a rabbi-chaplain had been
SQTTML_PQT[\I\\MVLQVOILaQVO+I\PWTQK[WTLQMZWV\PMJI\\TMÅMTL_Q\PIKZ]KQÅ`\WMI[MPQ[
passing. The editorial stated that this story was improbable. It went on to suggest that there
is “ample evidence” to show that most Jews are more than willing to “trample upon the
+PZQ[\QIVVIUMºIVL\W\ZMI\\PMKZ]KQÅ`_Q\PIVa\PQVOJ]\ZM[XMK\<PMMLQ\WZQITIZO]ML
\PI\ \PM 2M_[ PIL XQTTIOML \PM +P]ZKP QV .ZIVKM IVL \PI\ \PMQZ PW][M[ IZM ÅTTML _Q\P \PM
plunder. The editorial made its construction of the Jew more diabolic by drawing upon the
foundation myth. The newspaper thus combined myths about the Pharisee and the ChristKiller with stereotypes about Jewish greed. It stated that “the First Christian of all and the
Founder of Christianity [was] put to death, the supreme tragedy of history, by the Jewish
people.” The editorial concluded with the following question: “If our Jewish brethren still
live under the Old Law, the old dispensation, which permitted ‘an eye for an eye and a tooth
for a tooth’ and which made it lawful to ‘spoil the Egyptians’ and all others who were not
2M_[ IVL QN  \PMa PI^M QV KMZ\IQV [XMKQÅK IVL XZW^ML KI[M[ [PW_V \PMU[MT^M[ ZMILa IVL
willing to act on these principles, are we to take it that the mere mention of the fact is
evidence of a bigoted and persecuting spirit?”43 The paper’s implicit answer was no.
Charles Diamond reinforced his construction of the Jew with scriptural myth in several
other issues of the Catholic Herald. In “The Jew and the World Ferment” (1919) and “Jewry”
(1920), in addition to depicting the Jews as gamblers, usurers, parasites, tyrannical bullies,
pathetic sycophants and vulgar materialists, Diamond also stated that
\PM ;KZQJM[ IVL 8PIZQ[MM[ \PM _MIT\Pa 1[ZIMTQ\M[ IVL UW[\ WN  \PM [MTÅ[P IVL PIZL PMIZ\ML
multitude, sought only power, and glory and pre-eminence for their nation, and led by their
rulers, the high priests and the body of the priesthood, they committed the paramount crime of
all time.

The “paramount crime of all time” was, of course, the murder of Christ. Diamond suggested
that whilst it is “beyond our province even to speculate” as to “how much of what Christians
and non-Christians despise in them and denounce is due to what they have endured during
the two thousand years of expiation of their unparalleled crime,” it was apparent that “their
sufferings have not improved them.”44 Other articles and editorials in the Catholic Herald also
combined references to “pharisaically dishonest action,” “haters of the Christian name” and
“a denial of the Divinity of Christ,” with stereotypes of Jewish greed, cowardice, cunning,
secrecy, treachery and the myth of a Judeo-Masonic conspiracy.45 The paper later complained
\PI\2M_[PIL][ML\PMQZQVÆ]MVKM\WPI^MIUW^QMThe King of Kings !UWLQÅML[W\PI\
“A Jewish Episode,” Notes and Comments, Catholic Herald, 14 November 1914, 2.
“The Jew and the World Ferment,” +I\PWTQK0MZITL14 June 1919, 6 and “Jewry,” +I\PWTQK0MZITL26 June 1920,
11. The paper later argued that even if their “worst characteristics” can be traced back to their sufferings, “it may
be said that they were not persecuted without reason.” “An Israelite without Guile,” Catholic Herald, 17 August 1929,
4. Even the bars of a prison cell did not prevent Charles Diamond making such claims. “Jewry,” signed “C.D.”, was
published whilst Diamond was serving time in Pentonville.
45
See for example “The Jewish Question,” Catholic Herald, 13 September 1919, 6; “The Jew Danger,” Notes and
Comments, Catholic Herald, 11 August 1917, 8; “The Jewish Question,” Notes and Comments, Catholic Herald, 25
May 1918, 2.
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ZM[XWV[QJQTQ\aNWZ\PMU]ZLMZWN +PZQ[\_I[KWVÅVML\W\PM:WUIVI]\PWZQ\QM[IVL+IQIXPI[
the High Priest, rather than “the Jewish race as a whole.” This was, the Catholic Herald
[]OOM[\MLIOZW[[NIT[QÅKI\QWVWN \PM¹PQ[\WZQKITZMKWZLº46
The Tablet also contained articles which referred to the Pharisees and Christ-Killers,
though less frequently and with a measure of ambivalence which was absent from the
Catholic Herald. For example, an article in 1920 about pogroms in Poland deplored the
violence that had been perpetrated against the Jews, but suggested that the problem was
partly the result of a “Jewish population which has not assimilated with the Polish people,
but perpetuates in itself an archaic polity, curious customs, and as meticulous an observance
of its religious ordinances as that of the Pharisees 2,000 years ago. It is a foreign body in the
very heart of the State, an Oriental civilization hitherto racially insoluble.”47 A review in the
Tablet of Herford’s What the World Owes to the Pharisees (1919), deprecated the Pharisees in
traditional terms – their rejection of Christ and “unworthy conception of God” – suggesting
that the “fundamental lie of Pharisaism” was that the “oral tradition” had “Divine authority.”
This lie, the reviewer continued, separated the Pharisees from the “earlier Old Testament
religion.” The reviewer concluded by linking the Pharisees with Zionism. He stated that “at
the present time, when Zionism is so much in the air, one cannot but feel anxious as to what
this Pharisaism, still so dominant among the Jews, is likely to produce, should they acquire
political ascendancy in Palestine.”48
Articles in other English Catholic periodicals linked critiques of Zionism to the rejection
and murder of Christ. For example, according to an article in The Month, the periodical of
the British Jesuit society, it would be intolerable for the Jews to be “encouraged to overrun”
the Holy Land. Donald Attwater, an English Catholic author and journalist, listed a number
of reasons, but foremost was the religious. He stated that the Jews were once “the Chosen
people,” but as a result of their role in Christ’s “shameful death,” they have become “the
accursed people.” It is, he suggested, one thing to forgive the Jews (though he pointed out
that “neither the Jews as a people, nor their religious leaders, have ever made manifestation
of any repentance for their crime”), but forgiveness does not entail a remission of their
sentence. The “punishment of this race,” Attwater concluded, was “exile from the Promised
Land.”49<PMUa\PWN \PM+PZQ[\3QTTMZ[WVKMIOIQVR][\QÅML\PMQZZML]K\QWVQV[\I\][NZWUI
chosen people to a wandering witness people. Attwater’s narrative about the rejection of
Christ was far from atypical of English Catholic constructions of the Zionist Menace. For
example, Cardinal Archbishop Bourne, the head of the English Catholic hierarchy from
1903 to 1935, provides another example. He stated in a speech to the Catholic Truth Society
in September 1921 that it would be “a gross outrage to the whole sense of Christianity were
these sacred lands and the Holy Places which have been wrested from the hands of the
46
¹2M_Q[P+]TXIJQTQ\aNWZ\PM+Z]KQÅ`QWVº6W\M[IVL+WUUMV\[Catholic Herald, 14 January 1928, 8 and “To
Please the Jews,” Catholic Herald, 21 January 1928, 8.
47
“The Poles and the Jews,” Topics of the Day, Tablet, 17 July 1920, 72–73.
48
“Pharisaism,” review of What the World Owes to the Pharisees, by R. Travers Herford, Tablet, 27 December 1919,
861. R. Travers Herford was a Unitarian minister and a recognised scholar of rabbinic literature. What the World
Owes to the Pharisees (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1919), contained the text of a lecture he delivered to the
Jewish Historical Society of England. The lecture expressed admiration for Judaism as a living religion.
49
Donald Attwater, “Religious Conditions in Palestine,” Month, CXLVIII (October 1926), 354. Attwater was an
author and journalist. He worked with Herbert Thurston on the revised edition of Alban Butler’s 4Q^M[WN \PM;IQV\[
(see footnote 82).
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QVÅLMTJa\PM[WTLQMZ[WN -VOTIVL\WJMXTIKMLVW_]VLMZ\PMLWUQVI\QWVWN \PW[M_PWPI^M
rejected the name of Christ.”50 Shortly after Bourne’s speech, the Catholic Herald explained
\PI\BQWVQ[UKW]TLVM^MZJMIR][\I[XQZI\QWVI[¹\PM[IKZQÅKMWN +PZQ[\LM[QZMLJaIXMWXTM
that declared itself responsible for itself and for its children, before God, and before man,
constitutes an enormous prescription of right before history, and before civilisation (which
be it remembered, is Christian).”51
There is only scant evidence upon which to speculate about the effect that these myths
about the Pharisee and the Christ-Killer, repeated in sermons and pastoral letters, and
incorporated into constructions of the Jew in English Catholic newspapers, had on the socalled “ordinary” lay Catholic.52 Though anecdotal, oral testimony has been found that
reinforces the suggestion that these myths did have at least some impact on “ordinary”
Catholics during the 1910s and 1920s. For example, Mary Brady, a Catholic from Salford,
admitted in her recollections that she used to shove and shout at Jews. She stated that “we
always thought they killed our Lord you know. Who killed Christ we used to shout.”53 David
Freedman, a correspondent for the Jewish Chronicle whose parents immigrated from Lithuania
and Poland, remembered encountering “antisemitism” as a boy. He recalled that this was
often from boys his own age, “mostly from Catholic schools,” such as St. Chad’s. They would
shout taunts such as: “dirty Jew, who killed Christ? You killed Christ.”54 Harold Jenner, an
English Catholic from Manchester and former pupil of St. Chad’s, stated that he remembered
Jewish lads blaspheming Christ and taking His name in vain. According to Jenner,
in those days, the feeling between the Christians and Jews were still present underneath, religious
feelings, because if we had an argument, they’d start blaspheming at Christ. Some of them would.
And we resented this, the Christian lads.

Jenner also expressed a profound fear of being set upon and killed when entering a Jew’s
house. He stated that he was “frightened actually, as a child, was always frightened to go in
the Jew’s house, because I used to hear these tales about Christian children being, you know,

50
-`\ZIK\[NZWU*W]ZVM¼[[XMMKPZMXWZ\MLQV^IZQW][VM_[XIXMZ[KIVJMNW]VLQVÅTM*W!+IZLQVIT*W]ZVM
Papers: Palestine 1919–1925, Westminster Diocesan Archives, London. A transcript of the speech can be found in
“The Zionist Peril,” Universe, 7 October 1921, 12.
51
“A Catholic View of Zionism: Why the Jews have no claim to the Holy Land,” Catholic Herald, 15 October
1921, 3. Other English Catholic constructions of the Zionist Menace are examined in Mayers, “From ‘the Pharisee’
to ‘the Zionist Menace,’ ” ch.5.
52
The use of the term “ordinary” in this study does not indicate the antonym of eccentric, peculiar or special.
¹7ZLQVIZaºQ[][MLQVI[QUQTIZ_Ia\W\PI\MUXTWaMLJa8I]T<PWUX[WVQMI[I[QOVQÅMZ\WQVLQKI\M\PMZMO]TIZ
individuals whose views have rarely been recorded for posterity. They are the often forgotten actors within myth
and history. Paul Thompson, <PM-L_IZLQIV["<PM:MUISQVOWN *ZQ\Q[P;WKQM\a(1975; repr., Chicago: Academy Chicago
Publishers, 1985), 14–15, passim.
53
Mary Brady, birth date: 1902, transcript (recorded in early 1970s), Interview id: 138, in Paul Thompson and
T. Lummis, .IUQTa4QNMIVL?WZS-`XMZQMVKM*MNWZM!   ·!CKWUX]\MZÅTME\P-LQ\QWV, Colchester, Essex: UK
Data Archive [distributor], May 2009. SN:2000. The transcripts from this collection can be accessed via the UK
,I\I)ZKPQ^MIVL-KWVWUQKIVL;WKQIT,I\I;MZ^QKM_MJ[Q\M["P\\X"___LI\IIZKPQ^MIK]SIVLP\\X"___
esds.ac.uk (registration may be required). Mary Brady’s recollections relate to hanging around streets with “lads”
and causing mischief as a teenager, probably during the First World War (but possibly shortly before or after).
54
David Freeman, birth date: 1901, audio tape (recorded 1977), MJM: J85, Manchester Jewish Museum. As his
recollection was of taunts from schoolboys of his own age (probably aged 9–14), the likely date range for these
memories was the years leading up to the First World War and possibly into the early years of the war (circa
1910–1915).
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you’ve heard about them, about them being garrotted.”55 The continued presence in English
Catholic discourse of the myths about Jews murdering innocent Christian child is examined
in the following section.

<PM:Q\]IT5]ZLMZMZIVL\PM;WZKMZMZ
The ritual murder accusation was a medieval development of the Christ-Killer myth.
Usually the accusation involved the murder of a Christian child, an innocent martyr and
symbolic stand in for Jesus.56 In some cases it was even suggested that the child was nailed to
a cross in mockery or reenactment of the original crime. The ritual murder myth did not
disappear with the conclusion of the Middle Ages. In 1899, as the primary events of the
Dreyfus Affair were drawing to a close, another drama was just beginning. In April 1899, in
\PM+bMKP\W_VWN 8WTVIIaW]VO_WUIV)VMïSI0Zâ]bW^n_I[U]ZLMZMLIVLL]UXMLQV
a section of the town inhabited by poor Jews. A destitute Jew, Leopold Hilsner, was accused
WN PI^QVOU]ZLMZML)VMïSI)KKWZLQVO\W\PMQVLQK\UMV\\PMJWLa¹PILJMMVKWUXTM\MTa
bled” and “the traces of blood found under the body did not correspond to the amount of
JTWWLWVM_W]TLM`XMK\\WÅVLº57<PMQUXTQKI\QWV_I[\PI\)VMïSI_I[U]ZLMZMLQVWZLMZ
to obtain as much of her blood as possible. Scientists and so-called experts in Jewish ritual
murder were called in to examine the evidence and express their opinion on whether the
murder was committed for religious ritual purposes. The trial of Hilsner became a concern
for Jewry as a whole as it was not just Hilsner but Jews in general who were once again
accused de facto of practising ritual murder.58
1V ! 0MZJMZ\<P]Z[\WVI_MTTZM[XMK\ML2M[]Q\[KPWTIZIVLXZWTQÅKI]\PWZW]\TQVMLPQ[
views about the likely development of the ritual murder accusation in two works.59 He
published an article on ritual murder in the Month and discussed the accusation in a book he
edited on Saint Hugh, the Bishop of Lincoln.60 The article and book were written a year
before the Hilsner Affair. According to Thurston, the article was prompted by the publication
of two works which accused the Jews of ritual murder: 4M[ 2]QN[ LM^IV\ T¼-OTQ[M M\ T¼0Q[\WQZM
55
Harold Jenner, birth date: circa 1910, audio tape (recorded 1976), MJM: J131, Manchester Jewish Museum. It
Q[LQNÅK]T\\WM`IK\TaLI\M\PM[MZMKWTTMK\QWV[*I[MLWVLI\M[UMV\QWVMLQVPQ[\M[\QUWVaIVL\PMNIK\\PI\\PMa[MMU
\WQVKT]LMPQ[ILWTM[KMV\KPQTLPWWLNMIZ[WN MV\MZQVOI2M_Q[PPW][MIVLPQ[UMUWZQM[I[ITILWN ÅOP\QVO2M_[W^MZ
their alleged blaspheming of Christ, they probably relate to an interval stretching from circa 1916 to the mid-1920s.
56
The victim was not always a child. In the case of the Hilsner Affair, the victim was a young woman (aged 19).
57
Records for the Hilsner trial (held at the Central Archives in Prague), cited by František C ĉervinka, “The
Hilsner Affair,” in Alan Dundes, ed., <PM*TWWL4QJMT4MOMVL (Madison, Wis.: University of Wisconsin Press, 1991),
142.
58
A good examination of the Hilsner Affair can be found in Cĉervinka, “The Hilsner Affair,” 135–161.
59
0MZJMZ\ <P]Z[\WV  ·!! _I[ I KWV[MZ^I\Q^M ÅO]ZM _Q\PQV \PM +P]ZKP _PW PIL I LQ^MZ[M ZIVOM WN 
interests, including saints’ lives, the ritual murder accusation, Freemasonry, spiritualism and poltergeist phenomena.
According to Mary Heimann, Thurston published over a dozen books and nearly 800 articles. He was a respected
scholar who was often cited by Catholics and Jews (including Chief Rabbi Hermann Adler), as an authority on the
ritual murder accusation. For more on Thurston, see Joseph Crehan, Father Thurston: A memoir with a bibliography of his
writings (London: Sheed and Ward, 1952); Mary Heimann, “Herbert Thurston,” in H. C. G. Matthew and Brian
Harrison, eds., Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, vol. 54 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 728–729; Who
?I[?PW!!·!, 1352.
60
Herbert Thurston, “Anti-Semitism and the Charge of Ritual Murder,” Month, XCI ( June 1898); Herbert
Thurston, <PM4QNMWN ;IQV\0]OPWN 4QVKWTV (London: Burns and Oates, 1898). Saint Hugh, the Bishop of Lincoln,
should not be confused with Little Saint Hugh of Lincoln, the “child martyr.”
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(1897) by Father Constant and the peculiarly named book by Richard Francis Burton, The
2M_\PM/QX[aIVL-T1[TIU (1898).61 Thurston refuted, at length, the charge that the Jews were
required by rituals in their religion to murder Christian children and to use their blood for
religious purposes. However, he suggested that Jews had, on occasion, murdered innocent
Christian children in “WLQ]UÅLMQ” and that it would have been “a matter of comparatively
little moment” if Father Constant had “regarded these alleged murders as isolated and
unauthorised outbreaks of fanaticism, reprobated with horror by the higher and better
feeling of educated Israelites.”62 In his appendix to <PM4QNMWN ;IQV\0]OPWN 4QVKWTV Thurston
referred to an account in the Hebrew chronicles of Rabbi Joseph Ben Joshua Ben Meir, as
evidence that “in some cases murders were undoubtedly committed by Jews.”63 The account
in the chronicles does refer to the murder of a Christian child by an insane Jew. According to
the account, on the 7th day of Adar in the year 4957 (1197 CE), “a Hebrew, a foolish man,
met a Gentile girl and slaughtered her and cast her into the midst of a well, before the face
of the sun, for he raved with madness.”64 This was presumably intended by Thurston as
evidence that Jews could murder in WLQ]U ÅLMQ, but the chronicles seem only to depict a
spontaneous and motiveless murder by a crazed individual who happened to be Jewish.
There is no indication that the girl had been murdered because she was Christian let alone
as a consequence of WLQ]UÅLMQ. But for a turn of fate the victim may well have been Jewish.
Murder in WLQ]UÅLMQwas not the only explanation Thurston provided for the murder of
Christian children. The other possible explanation was that the blood was required for
Jewish sorcery. In his notes to <PM4QNMWN ;IQV\0]OPWN 4QVKWTVThurston stated that he was
“inclined . . . to adopt a suggestion,” made in a review in the Academy, that “the use of
human blood taken from some innocent victim, really did enter into the magic spells of the
professors of the black art.”65 He found this explanation to be compatible with what St. John
Chrysostom had said about “magicians who are said to decoy children to their houses and
cut their throats.”66 “Sorcery,” Thurston continued, “was practiced amongst the Jews as it
was practiced among Christians, and if Christian writers can be trusted, a great deal more
so. It is quite possible that some individual Jewish sorcerers may at all periods have combined
61
Thurston, “Anti-Semitism and the Charge of Ritual Murder,” 562–563. For an examination of Richard
Burton and the controversies surrounding <PM2M_\PM/QX[aIVL-T1[TIU, see Holmes, Anti-Semitism in British Society,
49-62 and Geoffrey Alderman and Colin Holmes, “The Burton Book,” 2W]ZVITWN \PM:WaIT)[QI\QK;WKQM\aWN /ZMI\
*ZQ\IQV  1ZMTIVL, Series 3, 18, no.1 (2008), 1-13. Burton was an explorer, soldier and author. His wife, Isabel
Arundell, was a Catholic from an aristocratic family. Arundell claimed that Burton converted to Catholicism and
ZMKMQ^MLÅVITZQ\M[WVPQ[LMI\PJML0W_M^MZIKKWZLQVO\WPQ[NZQMVL[IVLNIUQTa)Z]VLMTNIJZQKI\ML\PMKWV^MZ[QWV
See Dane Kennedy, <PM 0QOPTa +Q^QTQbML 5IV" :QKPIZL *]Z\WV IVL \PM >QK\WZQIV ?WZTL (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 2005), 84, 251–259.
62
Thurston, “Anti-Semitism and the Charge of Ritual Murder,” 567, 569.
63
Thurston, <PM4QNMWN ;IQV\0]OP, 609. Thurston went on to observe that “a very vindictive spirit against the
Christian breathes in the pages of some of the mediaeval Jewish Chronicles. The tone is quite the tone of Shylock,
and we can well conceive that a Jew who thought he could avenge himself with impunity upon some solitary
Christian, whether child or adult, might perhaps have felt little scruple in doing so” (610).
64
 <PM+PZWVQKTM[WN :IJJQ2W[MXP*MV2W[P]I*MV5MQZ, vol. I, trans. C.H.F. Bialloblotzky (London: Richard Bentley,
1835), 219.
65
Thurston, <PM4QNMWN ;IQV\0]OP, 286-287; a review in the Academy did suggest that the blood of a murdered
innocent was sometimes used in sorcery and that “the charge of ritual murder” may have sprung from the
reputation that Jews had for “magic arts” rather than from a hatred of Judaism. “St. William of Norwich,” review
of <PM4QNMIVL5QZIKTM[WN ;\?QTTQIUWN 6WZ_QKP, by A. Jessopp and M. R. James, eds., )KILMUa27 February 1897,
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Thurston, <PM4QNMWN ;IQV\0]OP, 287n1.
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this very evil magic with their religious beliefs.” According to Thurston, “Judaism as a system
[emphasis mine] can certainly not be held responsible for these outrages. None the less, it is
^MZa LQNÅK]T\ \W _IQ^M I_Ia \PM M^QLMVKM WN  [WUM 2M_Q[P KWUXTQKQ\a QV []KP U]ZLMZ[ Ja
declaring them all to be the fabrication of popular prejudice.”67
Each issue of the Tablet contained a section, Topics of the Day, which consisted of an
article on a subject of topical interest. On 25 November 1899, the topic of interest was the
“ritual murder” charge. The article, written in response to the Hilsner affair, did denounce
“the sort of blind and fanatical hatred which demands the persecution of the Jew as though
that were part of the duty of a Christian.” Nevertheless, whilst ostensibly defending Jews
from the ritual murder accusation, the same piece had no problem with what it called “a
XWTQ\QKITIVLMKWVWUQKITKWVÆQK\ºIOIQV[\\PM2M_[_PQKP¹QVXIZ\QK]TIZKW]V\ZQM[WZLQ[\ZQK\[
UIaJMR][\QÅIJTMMVW]OPº1\[]OOM[\ML\PI\VWWVMQ[TQSMTa\WKWUXTIQVQN ¹QV\PQ[WZ\PI\
country Jewish attempts to squeeze Christians out of a particular industry are met by
organized resistance, or if strenuous opposition is offered to an attempt in whatever country,
to obtain exclusive control of the Press or the money market. If in parts of France or Austria
or Russia the Jews so conduct themselves as to invite economic or political reprisals they have
only themselves to blame.” The Tablet thus seemed to reject a particularly unsavoury form of
medieval hostility, the ritual murder accusation, whilst endorsing social-economic stereotypes
about Jewish greed. More importantly, the article’s ostensible rejection of the ritual murder
accusation was far from unequivocal. Closely following Herbert Thurston’s narrative, the
article stated that “an entire disbelief in the ritual-murder calumny is quite consistent with
the admission that in a few individual cases Christian children may have been murdered by
Jews, and even murdered QVWLQ]UÅLMQQMbecause they were Christians.” The Tablet reasoned
that it was likely that some Jews had murdered innocent Christian children as a result of
being “stung to madness” by the “tyrannous oppression under which they laboured.” The
Tablet cited as an example the same account from the chronicles of Rabbi Joseph Ben Joshua
Ben Meir that Thurston had cited the previous year. The Tablet stated that “there are certain
forms of homicidal mania in which the very knowledge that Jews were suspected of such
deeds would supply just the determining cause for an act of blood if the lunatic chanced to
ÅVLPQU[MTN ITWVM_Q\PPQ[WXXWZ\]VQ\aº¹1V[]KPIKI[Mº\PMXIXMZKWV\QV]ML¹_MKW]TL
quite believe that this same knowledge might produce the enactment of the very horrors –
KZ]KQÅ`QWV JTMMLQVO \W LMI\P WZ _PI\ VW\ · _PQKP _MZM QUXZM[[ML [W ^Q^QLTa ]XWV \PM
maniac’s brain.” The fact that the chronicles by Rabbi Joseph did not specify or imply that
the girl was killed because she was a Christian, only that she was a Christian, and nothing
[]OOM[\ML\PMKZQUM_I[XZMUMLQ\I\MLQV^WT^MLKZ]KQÅ`QWVWZJTMMLQVO\WLMI\P[MMU[\W
have been dismissed as irrelevant detail. The paper concluded that “in any case it is quite
easy to conceive how innocent children may sometimes have suffered outrage from the Jews
precisely on account of their Christianity, and in such instances they may have been
honoured locally as martyrs.”68

67
Ibid, 286–287. There is a tradition of Jewish magic, but it contains none of the diabolic sorcery described in
these myths. See Joshua Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and Superstition (1939; repr., Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2004) and Hermann L. Strack, <PM2M_IVL0]UIV;IKZQÅKM"0]UIV*TWWLIVL2M_Q[P:Q\]IT, trans.
Henry Blanchamp, 8th ed. (New York: Bloch, [1909]).
68
“The Jews and Ritual Murders,” Topics of the Day, <IJTM\ 25 November 1899, 841.
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Another ritual murder accusation began in 1911. Mendel Beilis, a Ukrainian Jew, was
accused of murdering a thirteen year old Christian child for ritual purposes in a cave just
W]\[QLM3QM^0M_I[QVKIZKMZI\ML\WZ\]ZMLIVLQV\MZZWOI\MLIVLÅVITTaJZW]OP\\W\ZQITQV
September 1913. Though Eastern Orthodox Christianity was generally hostile to Roman
Catholicism, the accusation received the backing of a Roman Catholic priest, Father
Pranaitis, and much of the European Catholic press. A number of articles in the Catholic
press informed readers in gruesome detail of numerous supposed ritual murders of Christian
children by Jews. 4I+Q^QT\o+I\\WTQKI, a Catholic periodical constitutionally connected to the
Vatican, published two articles which set out to present “medical opinion” to the effect that
“death was brought about in three stages: the boy was stabbed in such a manner that all his
JTWWLKW]TLJMKWTTMK\MLPM_I[\WZ\]ZMLIVLÅVITTaPQ[PMIZ\_I[XQMZKMLº<PQ[ITTMOML
evidence was held to indicate “ritual murder, which only Jews could perpetrate, since it
required long experience.”69 As a supposed “expert on Judaism,” Father Pranaitis was
present during the trial to support the accusation that the Jews murdered Christians in order
to obtain their blood for rituals commanded by Jewish law.70
The Tablet published an article in its Topics of the Day in response to the Beilis trial. The
article vehemently denounced the ritual murder accusation. This time, unlike during the
Hilsner Affair, the Tablet did not blame Jews for provoking the incident through attempts to
dominate the press or money markets. It did however once again suggest that in the past
some Jews had been responsible for the murder of innocent Christian children, not for
religious ritual reasons, but as a result of WLQ]UÅLMQ. According to the article, even if “little
Simon of Trent, Andrew of Rinn, Hugh of Lincoln, and other such child martyrs were
canonized, this approval of solemn cultus does not in the least touch the question of ritual
U]ZLMZº<PMIZ\QKTMKTIZQÅML\PI\¹\PM+P]ZKPUQOP\ZMKWOVQbM\PI\\PM[MKPQTLZMV_MZMX]\
to death by Jews QVWLQ]UÅLMQ, and therefore truly martyred, without in any way pronouncing
that such a practice had its foundation in the ritual of the Jewish religion.” A distinction was
thus again maintained between ritual murder sanctioned by Judaism and murder by Jews in
WLQ]UÅLMQ. The article then went on to clarify that in any case none of these child martyrs
had received “any proper canonization,” though it acknowledged that two of them had
¹JMMV JMI\QÅML Ja 8IXIT LMKZMM[º71 A similar point was made back in 1898 by Herbert
Thurston. According to Thurston, in at least two cases – Simon of Trent and William of
:QVV·\PMKPQTLUIZ\aZ[_MZMOZIV\ML¹IVMY]QXWTTMV\JMI\QÅKI\QWVº_PQKPNMTT[PWZ\WN ¹I
NWZUITJMI\QÅKI\QWVºJMQVOWVTaI¹KWVLQ\QWVITIXXZW^ITºZI\PMZ\PIVIVIXXZW^ITJI[MLWV
“the infallible authority of the Church.”72 The theological distinction between “equipollent”
IVL¹NWZUITºJMI\QÅKI\QWVQ[VW\MV\QZMTaKTMIZIVLXMZPIX[UWZMQUXWZ\IV\TaQ\Q[]VTQSMTa
that the distinction would have been widely understood or appreciated by many “ordinary”
2M_[IVL¹WZLQVIZaº+I\PWTQK[,M[XQ\M\PM¹MY]QXWTTMV\ºVI\]ZMWN \PMJMI\QÅKI\QWV;QUWV

69
“Jewish Trickery and Papal Documents – Apropos of a Recent Trial,” +Q^QT\o+I\\WTQKI, 11 and 25 April 1914,
cited by Charlotte Klein, “Damascus to Kiev: Civiltà Cattolica on Ritual Murder,” <PM?QMVMZ4QJZIZa*]TTM\QV27
(1974), 24. For a discussion of the Beilis trial and its reception in Catholic periodicals in Europe, see David I.
Kertzer, <PM8WXM[)OIQV[\\PM2M_["<PM>I\QKIV¼[:WTMQV\PM:Q[MWN 5WLMZV)V\Q;MUQ\Q[U (New York: Vintage Books,
2002), 227–236.
70
Klein, “Civiltà Cattolica on Ritual Murder,” 24.
71
“Cardinal Bourne and the Ritual Murder Accusation,” Topics of the Day,<IJTM\ 25 October 1913, 641.
72
Thurston, “Anti-Semitism and the Charge of Ritual Murder,” 569.
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WN <ZMV\_I[VM^MZ\PMTM[[ZMKWZLMLQV\PMWNÅKQIT:WUIV+I\PWTQK5IZ\aZWTWOa_PMZMPM
remained until after the Second Vatican Council.
Herbert Thurston also wrote an article about ritual murder in response to the Beilis trial.73
Thurston and the Tablet were once again largely in agreement in terms of the distinction
made between religious ritual murder and murder in WLQ]UÅLMQWhilst Thurston stated that
“the immolation of Christian children is in no way sanctioned by the Jewish religion as a system
[emphasis mine],” he nevertheless reasoned that “considering the incredible and brutal
oppression to which the Jews were commonly subjected from the tenth century onwards, it
seems extremely likely that in a few isolated instances some half-crazy Israelite may have
welcomed the opportunity of venting his spite upon a defenceless Christian child or girl.” In
other words, murder in WLQ]UÅLMQrather than murder for religious purposes. Thurston again
referred to the Hebrew chronicles of Rabbi Joseph Ben Joshua Ben Meir as evidence that at
least one such case “did actually happen.” As he had in 1898, Thurston also argued that
another possible explanation for the emergence of the accusation that Jews murdered
Christian children was Jewish Sorcery. He pointed out that during Pesach:
WVM WN  \PM XZIK\QKM[ _PQKP [\WWL ITUW[\ ÅZ[\ QV QUXWZ\IVKM QV \PM UQVL WN  \PM TM[[ ML]KI\ML
Hebrews was the preparation of the Mazzoth or cakes of unleavened bread. These were often
preserved with veneration and used medically and, it is probable, magically. Further, we know
that magic was much employed among the Jews, and on the other hand the use of blood was so
NZMY]MV\ QV ITT UIOQKIT ZQ\M[ \PI\ Q\ Q[ LQNÅK]T\ \W []XXW[M \PI\ \PM 2M_[ KIV PI^M M[KIXML \PM
infection.74

Thurston concluded, “not that the Jews really made use of Christian blood for liturgical
CMUXPI[Q[UQVMEX]ZXW[M[J]\\PI\\PMQLMIWN Q\[MUXTWaUMV\_I[[]NÅKQMV\TaNIUQTQIZ\W
lead to the belief that in these cakes, which the Jews were known to treat with superstitious
reverence, there must be some latent magical power, such as blood might be supposed to
impart.” Thurston implied that this was how the ritual murder accusation established itself.
In an ostensibly balanced but fallacious argument – of the kind that suggests that in any
KWVÆQK\\PMZMIZMNI]T\[WVJW\P[QLM[·<P]Z[\WV[\I\ML\PI\"
WVKMIJMTQMN \PI\\PM2M_[[IKZQÅKML+PZQ[\QIVKPQTLZMVQVWZLMZ\W][M\PMQZJTWWLQV\PMmazzoth,
was established and propagated abroad, it would be impossible to eradicate it from the popular
mind. Nay, it seems even probable that such beliefs exercised a sort of hypnotic effect upon the
victims themselves, in such sort that they also came to think and possibly even to do, in a few
isolated cases, the very things of which they were suspected.75

In other words, because they were suspected of using Christian blood in sorcery, some of
“the victims” of the accusation – i.e. the Jews – started to do so. Referring to the Spanish
inquisition trial for the murder of MT [IV\W6Q}WLMTI/]IZLQIThurston concluded that the
ZMKWZL[ QVLQKI\M \PI\ \PM IKK][I\QWV _I[ VW\ KWVKMZVML _Q\P ¹ZQ\]IT [IKZQÅKMº QM IV
accusation against Judaism), but “with the procuring of blood for Jewish magical purposes by
taking the life of a Christian child” (i.e. an accusation against “superstitious Jews” who
JMTQM^MLQV\PMMNÅKIKaWN UIOQK<P]Z[\WVIKSVW_TMLOML\PI\[KPWTIZ[PI^MIZO]ML\PI\
“the confessions elicited from the accused were worthless” because of the “diabolical
73
74
75

Herbert Thurston, “The Ritual Murder Trial at Kieff,” Month, CXXII (November 1913).
Ibid, 511–513.
Ibid, 512.
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ingenuity of their torturers.” Thurston however concluded that this was not the case. He
stated that “after a careful study of the records, we have come round to the opinion of Mr.
Rafael Sabatini in his recently-published volume on Torquemada. We believe that in this
particular trial the admissions made in the examinations before the Inquisition were faithfully
reported, and in substance, accurate as to the facts.”76
A similar equivocation can be detected in a speech by Father Joseph Bampton, a Jesuit
colleague and friend of Herbert Thurston, at a meeting about the ritual murder accusation
organised by the English Zionist Federation in October 1913.77 Bampton’s speech was
quoted in the Jewish Chronicle and the Tablet. Bampton stated that before coming to the
meeting he had consulted with “an expert in these matters, my friend Father Thurston,” and
\PI\PM\P][NMT\¹NWZ\QÅMLJaPQ[I]\PWZQ\aº*IUX\WVM`XZM[[ML¹KWUXTM\MQVKZML]TQ\aºI\
\PM ¹ZQ\]IT U]ZLMZ KPIZOMº J]\ TQSM <P]Z[\WV PM [MMUML \W VIZZW_Ta LMÅVM Q\ I[ \PM
accusation that Jews murder Christians in compliance with their religious rites. Whilst
Bampton acknowledged that “no such rite exists,” he nevertheless stated that “there can be
no question that at different times and in different places throughout the Christian era
Christian children have been put to death by members of the Jewish race out of hatred for
Christianity, and that such children are venerated as child martyrs, and that veneration is
approved by the Catholic Church.” Bampton implied that these children were murdered not
by orthodox Jews, but by “a parcel of fanatics” that happened to be Jewish. This should not,
he suggested, be taken as “evidence of any precept of the Jewish law or any accordance with
any Jewish rite.” He stated, presumably in mitigation, that “I suppose Jews have murdered
Christians and Christians have murdered Jews at different times, but because Christians
have murdered Jews, we have never heard of any charges of ritual murder brought against
Christians.”78 According to the account in the Tablet*IUX\WVKTIZQÅML\PI\
we must remember that the accusation we are concerned with and the one we are here to protest
against is a charge of ritual murder, i.e., of murder of Christians by Jews, committed in compliance
with some precept or ritual observance of the Jewish law [emphasis mine]. We are not here to declare that
no Christians, whether children or adults, have ever been murdered by Jews out of hatred to the
Christian faith, any more than we are here to declare that no Jews have ever been murdered by
Christians out of hatred to the Jewish faith.79

Bampton’s equivocal defence, as reported in both newspapers, sounds balanced on the
surface.80 However, it is problematic for at least three reasons. Firstly, he suggested that Jews

76
Ibid, 512–513. Rafael Sabatini (1875–1950) argued that the child was murdered, not as “an instance of Jewish
ZQ\]ITU]ZLMZºJ]\NWZ\PMX]ZXW[MWN M`\ZIK\QVOPQ[PMIZ\\W][MQVI2M_Q[PMVKPIV\UMV\<PMKZ]KQÅ`QWV_I[
unnecessary to the enchantment, but was nevertheless done, Sabatini suggested, merely “in derision and vituperation
of the Passion of Jesus Christ.” Sabatini therefore argued that the child was murdered both in WLQ]UÅLMQ and for
magical purposes. Rafael Sabatini, <WZY]MUILIIVL\PM;XIVQ[P1VY]Q[Q\QWV(1913; repr., Thirsk, North Yorkshire: House
WN  ;\ZI\][   ;IJI\QVQ _I[ I XZWTQÅK I]\PWZ WN  VW^MT[ [PWZ\ [\WZQM[ IVL VWVÅK\QWV 0Q[ UW\PMZ _I[
English, his father Italian, and he spent most of his life in England.
77
Joseph Bampton (1854–1933?) was the rector of Farm Street Church (the home of the British Jesuits) and
Beaumont College. See +I\PWTQK?PW¼[?PWAMIZ*WWS! (London: Burns Oates & Washbourne, 1933), 16.
78
“Beilis: Great Protest Meeting in London,” Jewish Chronicle, 31 October 1913, 29.
79
“The Ritual Murder Charge: Protest Meeting in London,” Tablet, 1 November 1913, 692.
80
Bampton’s formulation was of a type summed up by Anthony Julius (whilst discussing anti-Jewish passages by
G. K. Chesterton): “a nicely balanced formulation, one that appeals to a kind of fair-to-both-sides, ‘six of one, half
a dozen of the other’, sentiment.” Julius, Trials of the Diaspora, 422.
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had murdered Christian children and Christians had murdered Jews, but he never suggested
that Jewish children had been murdered, let alone in the diabolic manner traditionally
associated with accusations of murder in WLQ]UÅLMQQM_Q\PKZ]KQÅ`QWVWZJTWWLLZIQVQVO
Secondly, the Christian children, allegedly murdered out of “hatred for Christianity,”
became the subject of veneration as Bampton acknowledged, and thus acquired theological
[QOVQÅKIVKM<PM[M_MZM\PMZMNWZMVW\U]ZLMZ[WZIKK][I\QWV[WN U]ZLMZ[QVIU]VLIVMWZ
conventional sense. The medieval narratives which arose about these “murders” helped to
reinforce the resilient image of the diabolic Jew in traditional Christian myths. Thirdly,
Bampton made the relationship between Jews and Christians sound very bilateral, with Jews
oppressing Christians as much as Christians oppressed Jews, but this does not correspond to
the power dynamic that existed in Christian Europe.
Whereas the Rome based Catholic newspaper, 4I+Q^QT\o+I\\WTQKI, produced unequivocal
articles cataloguing cases of ritual murder, arguing that the Jews not only killed innocent
Christian children out of WLQ]UÅLMQbut also because they needed to consume their blood to
satisfy religious commandments,81 it seems plausible that the equivocation of Thurston and
*IUX\WVZMÆMK\MLIOMV]QVMLM[QZM\WLMNMVL2]LIQ[UZI\PMZ\PIVITT2M_[NZWU\PMKPIZOM
of ritual murder. No doubt they felt they had to develop a defence which on the one hand
demonstrated religious tolerance and on the other hand did not challenge already existing
child-martyr cults. It is possible that they would have been less equivocal if the cults and
shrines of the child martyr saints had not existed. On the other hand, Thurston felt little
compunction about using the ritual murder accusation to balance out certain Protestant
anti-Catholic myths in a way that suggests he did believe the accusation had supporting
evidence. He stated in an article published in 1894 (and republished in 1902), that “the
evidence for the Jewish murder of Christian children is simply overwhelming beside any
evidence which ever has been adduced or is ever likely to be adduced for the walling-up of
nuns. In the former case we have at least full details of names, place, and time, we have
judicial inquiries, we have the record of contemporary documents, we have the testimony of
witnesses on oath.”82
;QOVQÅKIV\Ta\PMJewish Chronicle expressed its appreciation for many of these equivocal
refutations of the ritual murder charge. The Jewish Chronicle lavished praise on Father
Thurston’s June 1898 article for its “enlightened effort to nail the abominable falsehoods
that pass current amongst anti-Jews to the counter.” It neglected to mention that Thurston
had suggested that some Jews had murdered innocent Christian children in WLQ]UÅLMQ83 The
Jewish Chronicle also applauded – and very selectively quoted from – the article which

See Klein, “Civiltà Cattolica on Ritual Murder.”
Herbert Thurston, “Mr. Rider Haggard and the Immuring of Nuns,” Month, LXXX ( January 1894), 15. This
was republished in Herbert Thurston, “The Myth of the Walled-up Nun,” in Publications of the Catholic Truth Society,
XXI (London: Catholic Truth Society, 1902), 2-3. In the 1920s and 1930s, Thurston led a project to revise Alban
Butler’s 4Q^M[WN \PM;IQV\[. The revised entries for Little St Hugh of Lincoln, St Simon of Trent and St William of
Norwich equivocally defended the Jews, suggesting that Jewish “maniacs” or “necromancers” may have killed
Christian children, possibly to satisfy “some magical rite” or out of “hatred for their religion,” and possibly involving
¹KZ]KQÅ`QWVIVLUWKSMZaWN \PMXI[[QWVWN +PZQ[\ºJ]\VW\I[XIZ\WN IVa¹2M_Q[PZQ\]ITºWZ¹OMVMZITXZIK\QKMº
Herbert Thurston and Norah Leeson, eds., <PM 4Q^M[ WN  \PM ;IQV\[, 2nd ed., vol. III (London, Burns Oates &
Washbourne, 1931), 388–389; Herbert Thurston and Donald Attwater, eds., <PM4Q^M[WN \PM;IQV\[, 2nd ed., vol. VI
(London, Burns Oates & Washbourne, 1931), 208.
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“A Catholic Protest against Anti-Semitism,” 2M_Q[P+PZWVQKTM 17 June 1898, 17–18.
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appeared in the Tablet in November 1899.84 It similarly praised the speech by Father Bampton
in October 1913.85 Chief Rabbi Hermann Adler wrote a letter to Thurston on 10 June 1898
to thank him for his article.86 He also recommended Thurston’s “scholarly article” in a letter
to the <IJTM\87 Israel Abrahams seems to have been the only English Jew who noticed that
Thurston only “half-heartedly” defended Jews from the charge of ritual murder.88 Despite
the thanks that the equivocal defences by Thurston, Bampton and the Tablet elicited from the
Jewish Chronicle and the Chief Rabbi, only a thin line separated them from the more overtly
polemical uses of the ritual murder myth by other English Catholics, such as Montague
Summers and the Chesterton brothers.
Cecil Chesterton, like his close friend Hilaire Belloc and his brother G. K. Chesterton,
frequently discussed the Jew in his newspaper articles.89 Cecil drew upon the myth of the
ritual murder as part of his wider construction of Jewish villainy and foreignness. In 1914, in
the New Witness, in response to the Beilis Affair, he characterised Russian pogroms as
something horrible, but also something to be understood as part of an ongoing “bitter
historic quarrel between [Israel Zangwill’s] own people and the people of Russia.” The
evidence, he argued, points to a “savage religious and racial quarrel.” He suggested that it
was sometimes the “naturally kindly” Russians who were “led to perpetrate the atrocities,”
and sometimes it was the “equally embittered” Jews, who, “when they got a chance of
retaliating, would be equally savage.” Referring to the Beilis affair, he stated that:
An impartial observer, unconnected with either nation, may reasonably inquire why, if we are
asked to believe Russians do abominable things to Jewish children, we should at the same time be

84
“The English Catholic Press and the Blood Accusation,” 2M_Q[P+PZWVQKTM 1 December 1899, 12 and “English
Catholics and the Blood Accusation,” 2M_Q[P+PZWVQKTM1 December 1899, 16–17.
85
According to the correspondent for the Jewish Chronicle, Father Bampton “held the audience spell-bound while
he explained the consistent attitude of denunciation of his church of the foul and monstrous charge which had
from time to time been brought against the Jewish people” (26). The correspondent did not mention the equivocation
in Bampton’s speech. However, whilst Bampton’s speech implied that Jewish “fanatics” had murdered Christian
KPQTLZMV\PM[XMMKPM[Ja\PMXZM[QLMV\WN \PM-VOTQ[PBQWVQ[\.MLMZI\QWV;QZ.ZIVKQ[5WV\MÅWZMIVL\PM+PQMN 
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an “obscure sect” (28). “Beilis: Great Protest Meeting in London,” Jewish Chronicle, 31 October 1913, 26, 28, 30.
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Hermann Adler to Herbert Thurston, 10 June 1898, in Crehan, Father Thurston, 102.
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Hermann Adler, Letters to the Editor, <IJTM\ 24 February 1900, 295.
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Israel Abrahams, “Saint Hugh of Lincoln,” Jewish Chronicle, 12 August 1898, 17.
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/3+PM[\MZ\WV ·!_I[IRW]ZVITQ[\IVLXZWTQÅKI]\PWZWN XWMU[VW^MT[[PWZ\[\WZQM[\ZI^MTJWWS[IVL
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asked to regard it as incredible . . . that Jews do abominable things to Russian children – at Kieff,
for instance.

Cecil Chesterton also revived the host desecration myth. He stated that “the Jews may or
may not have insulted the Host, as was alleged. I do not know.” “But,” he continued, “I do
know that they wanted to; because I know what a religion means, and therefore what a
religious quarrel means.”90 This insight into what he considered expected conduct in a
“religious quarrel” – and his belief that Jews would care about the destruction of host wafers,
_PQKPPI^MIXTIKMQV+PZQ[\QIVUa\P[J]\PWTLVW[QOVQÅKIVKMQV2]LIQ[U·Q[ZM^MITQVOWN 
his polemical mind-set. Israel Zangwill, a prominent Anglo-Jewish author and playwright,
countered Cecil Chesterton’s accusation by stating that following his logic we should have to
accept that if hooligans throttle Quakers then Quakers must also be throttling hooligans.
Furthermore, he argued, it is incredible that Jews would murder a Christian child for ritual
purposes when no such rite has ever been found in Jewish texts.91 In response Cecil
Chesterton stated that “as to ‘ritual murder’, Mr. Zangwill, of course, knows that no sane
man has ever suggested that [ritual murder] was a ‘rite’ of the Jewish Church any more than
pogroms are rites of the Greek Orthodox Church.” He then proceeded to clarify that what he
and others had suggested, is that “there may be ferocious secret societies among the Russian
Jews,” and that “such societies may sanctify very horrible revenges with a religious ritual.”92
Cecil’s brother, G. K. Chesterton, also incorporated the ritual murder myth into his
construction of the Jew. He argued that members of the “Hebrew race” had engaged in the
murder of children. In the Everlasting Man (1925), he stated that:
The Hebrew prophets were perpetually protesting against the Hebrew race relapsing into idolatry
that involved such a war upon children; and it is probable enough that this abominable apostasy
from the God of Israel has occasionally appeared in Israel since, in the form of what is called
ritual murder; not of course of any representative of the religion of Judaism, but by individual
and irresponsible diabolists who did happen to be Jews.93

Herbert Thurston was not alone in suggesting that one explanation for the ritual murder
accusation was Jewish sorcery. Montague Summers, an idiosyncratic Catholic clergyman
90
Cecil Chesterton, “Israel and ‘The Melting Pot,’ ” New Witness, 5 March 1914, 566-567; Cecil Chesterton, “A
Letter from Mr. Zangwill,” New Witness, 12 March 1914, 593.
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Israel Zangwill to the editor of the New Witness (Cecil Chesterton), in Cecil Chesterton, “A Letter from Mr.
Zangwill,” 593.
92
Cecil Chesterton, “A Letter from Mr. Zangwill,” 594.
93
G. K. Chesterton, The Everlasting Man (London: Hodder and Stoughton, [1925]), 136. Whilst this seems to
have been the only occasion that Chesterton claimed that “diabolist” Jews engaged in ritual murder, constructions
WN \PMLQIJWTQK2M_LQLIT[WIXXMIZQVPQ[ÅK\QWV.WZM`IUXTMQV¹<PM,]MTWN ,Z0QZ[KPº!\PM2M_,Z
0QZ[KP+WTWVMT,]JW[KQ[UWLMTTMLWVILQIJWTQKKWUXW[Q\MWN 2]LI[1[KIZQW\+IX\IQV,ZMaN][,Z2MSaTTIVL5Z
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PMZW0QZ[KP[]KKMML[QVPQ[KWUXTM`[KPMUM\WJM^QTQÅML^QVLQKI\MLIVLPMZITLMLI[IPMZW)\\PMKWVKT][QWVWN 
the story, he is seen by Father Brown’s assistant, half way through his metamorphosis from Colonel Dubosc to Dr.
Hirsch. His face with its “framework of rank red hair” looked like “Judas laughing horribly and surrounded by
KIXMZQVOÆIUM[WN PMTTº/3+PM[\MZ\WV¹<PM,]MTWN ,Z0QZ[KPºQV/3+PM[\MZ\WVThe Complete Father
Brown Stories (1914; repr., London: Wordsworth Classics, 2006), 224. This short story is examined in Cheyette,
+WV[\Z]K\QWV[WN ¹\PM2M_ºQV-VOTQ[P4Q\MZI\]ZMIVL;WKQM\a!·!<PMÅVITQUIOMWN 0QZ[KP,]JW[KQ[ZMUQVQ[KMV\WN 
a “devil-worshipper” that Chesterton claimed he once knew, with “long, ironical face . . . and red hair,” and when
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PMTWWSMLTQSMIÅMVL[\IZQVOLW_VQV\W\PMÆIUQVOXQ\º/3+PM[\MZ\WV¹<PM,QIJWTQ[\ºDaily News, 9 November
1907, 6.
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and once a popular author with interests in witchcraft and demonology, provides another
example, though unlike Herbert Thurston, Summers made no pretence of even equivocally
defending Jews.94 He claimed in The History of Witchcraft and Demonology (1926) that the Jews
were persecuted during the Middle Ages not because of their religion, but as a result of their
“practice of the dark and hideous traditions of Hebrew magic.” According to Summers,
“closely connected with these ancient sorceries” were a whole series of “ritual murders”
committed by “certain rabbis.” “In many cases,” he concluded, “the evidence is quite
conclusive that the body, and especially the blood of the victim, was used for magical
purposes.”95 Cohn stated in 1975 that some of the basic contentions in The History of
Witchcraft “continue to be taken seriously by some historians down to the present day.”96 One
might hope that the assertions in The History of Witchcraft are no longer taken too seriously,
J]\_PI\KIVJM[IQL_Q\P[WUMKWVÅLMVKMQ[\PI\\PMZMQ[[\QTTIUIZSM\NWZ\PM^WT]UM1\PI[
been republished many times since 1926 and was recently reissued by Routledge in
November 2009.97

The Jewish Antichrist
The Christian foundation myth, being protean, evolved over time, as did the role of the Jews
within it. Paul’s second epistle to the community at Thessalonica warned that the second
coming of Christ will be preceded by the appearance of “the man of sin” who will work
false miracles and exalt himself over God, setting himself up in God’s Temple, all in
accordance with the plans of Satan (2 Thess 2:1–17). The “man of sin” was subsequently
TQVSML\W\PM)V\QKPZQ[\UMV\QWVMLQV2WPV¼[ÅZ[\IVL[MKWVL-XQ[\TM2WPV" "
2WPV">IZQW][LQIJWTQKÅO]ZM[NZWU\PM*WWSWN ,IVQMTIVL\PM*WWSWN :M^MTI\QWVPI^M
also been interpreted as relating to the Antichrist. These allusions to a diabolic character
_MZMÆM[PMLW]\W^MZ\QUM1\_I[XMZPIX[QVM^Q\IJTM\PI\\PM2M_[ITZMILaSMa^QTTIQV[QV
Christian myths, and the Antichrist, would coalesce into a new mythological role, “the Jewish
)V\QKPZQ[\º_PW[MIZZQ^IT_W]TLUIZS\PMJMOQVVQVOWN IVIXWKITaX\QKKWVÆQK\<PMMIZTa
Church Fathers increasingly linked the prophesied Antichrist with the Jews.98 The Antichrist,
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Jews, 155; and Norman Cohn, -]ZWXM¼[1VVMZ,MUWV["<PM,MUWVQ[I\QWVWN +PZQ[\QIV[QV5MLQM^IT+PZQ[\MVLWU (1975; repr.,
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– obsessed by thoughts of the Devil, perpetually ferreting out Satan’s servants whether in past epochs or in the
contemporary world.” (160).
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they declared, would be a Jew and would be worshipped by the Jews as their messiah.99
According to Norman Cohn, these constructions of the Jew were “revived and integrated
into a whole new demonology” during the Middle Ages. Cohn stated that “from the time of
\PMÅZ[\KZ][ILMWV_IZL[2M_[_MZMXZM[MV\MLI[KPQTLZMVWN \PM,M^QTIOMV\[MUXTWaMLJa
Satan for the express purpose of combating Christianity.”100
During the Middle Ages, Satan and a host of demons were pivotal to explanations of
important world events. The Antichrist was regarded as an authentic manifestation of evil,
who would lead Satan’s forces in a war against the followers of Christ shortly before the
Second Coming. The Antichrist was thus intertwined with millenarian expectations of the
establishment of the Kingdom of God on Earth. As Trachtenberg observes, in the modern
era the Antichrist myth may be “easily dismissed as pure fantasy, merely another of the
NIJ]TW][UW\QN[\PI\MV\MZ\IQVML\PM5QLLTM)OM[_Q\PW]\M`MZ\QVOIVaUWUMV\W][QVÆ]MVKM
upon the thought and action of the common people.” However, as Trachtenberg rightly
concludes, the Antichrist was considered “a terrifying reality.”101 The arrival of the Antichrist,
I[ +WPV WJ[MZ^ML _I[ KWV[QLMZML VW UMZM ¹XPIV\I[a IJW]\ [WUM ZMUW\M IVL QVLMÅVQ\M
future but a prophecy which was infallible and which at almost any given moment was felt to
JMWV\PMXWQV\WN N]TÅTUMV\º102 Momentous events, such as “the Turks” advancing into the
heart of Europe, the Crusades and the Black Death, were interpreted as signs that the
Antichrist or Lawless One was in the world.
For some English Catholics in the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century, Satan and
the Antichrist were more than just narrative artefacts from the Middle Ages. Satan and a
host of malign spirits were often described as very real agents responsible for a number of
\PM_WZTL¼[_WM[IVLÅOP\QVO\PM+P]ZKPNWZ\PM[W]T[WN UMV103 The Antichrist was invoked
by English Catholic newspapers to explain modern developments, such as the collapse of
the Papal States, the massacre of Catholics in Mexico and the rise of Bolshevism. The
Antichrist was a resilient theme which was by no means dependent on the presence of the
Jew. For example, a popular English Catholic newspaper, the Universe, contained two articles
in 1914, one in June and the other in November, which revolved around the Antichrist.
According to the June article, the arrival of the Lawless One was part of “the history of the
everlasting unseen war of spiritual forces, repeating itself with cyclic fury.” The paper
suggested that “the forces of evil have ranged themselves in most furious onslaught on
humanity.” Every degenerate anti-Christian and anti-Church impulse of modern society,
such as the vulgarisation of speech and deterioration of manners, “unbridled sensuous
indulgence” and “resurgent women, who renounce the sacredness of home” and the
eruption of hatred and the anti-Christian revolution, can be traced, the article suggested, to
the spirit of “lawlessness” and the “dethronement of Christ in the hearts of men, and the
See Norman Cohn, Warrant for Genocide (1967; repr., London: Serif, 1996), 48.
Ibid, 26. For a good introduction to the Jewish Antichrist myth, see Trachtenberg, The Devil and the Jews, 32–
43. For an introduction to millenarian expectations of a battle between the forces of Christ and the Antichrist, see
Norman Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millennium (1957; repr., London: Pimlico, 1993).
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erection of the throne of Satan.” The article reasoned that the “cultus of evil spirits” and an
increasing interest in “fortune-telling,” “crystal-gazing,” “necromancy,” “astrology” and
“overt devil-worship” were “portents of evil,” “symptoms of minds diseased” and evidence
that the “Lawless One is abroad.”104 Referring to anti-Catholic atrocities occurring in
Mexico, the destruction of Catholic property, the desecration of alters and sacred vestments
and the massacring of the sick and wounded, the November article argued that the “spirit of
Antichrist is, indeed, ranging the earth.” According to the article, the malice in Mexico and
elsewhere reveals a hatred of God “beyond the power and limits of mere human malice.”
The article stated that “those who believe in the presence of unseen forces that surround us
and enter the currents of human action, are compelled to see in all these revelations the
manifestation of the ‘the mystery of iniquity.’ ” “The ‘Man of Sin’ openly proclaims himself,”
the article reasoned, and “the spirit of Antichrist in its hideous malignity unmasks itself in
Mexico, as it did in Portugal and in France.”105 This piece prompted a number of letters to
the Universe which debated the nature of the Antichrist.106 The Tablet was also not immune to
this millenarian vocabulary. An editorial in the paper observed that whilst “Modernists will
smile at us as hopelessly old-fashioned, we do not hesitate to say that the prevailing evils are
not wholly to be explained as by-products of the Great War. There is something Satanic
about it all.” The paper concluded that the “present struggle between Christ and AntiChrist” had been accurately prophesised by Cardinal Newman and that Catholics should
pray that the “Prince of the Heavenly Host will be with us in this day of battle.”107
Whilst English Catholic narratives about the Antichrist did not necessitate the presence of
\PM2M_\PM\_WLQLWVWKKI[QWVÅZUTaKWITM[KM+IVWV?QTTQIU*IZZaI[MVQWZKTMZQK_Q\PQV
\PM-VOTQ[P+I\PWTQKPQMZIZKPaIVLIXZWTQÅKI]\PWZLM^MTWXMLIKWUXTM`KWV[\Z]K\QWVWN 
the Jew which drew upon stereotypes of Jewish usury, capitalism, Bolshevism and secrecy
and myths about a Judeo-Masonic conspiracy.108 Barry also incorporated the myth of the
Jewish Antichrist into this construction as a core component. The Jewish Antichrist myth
[MZ^MLU]KP\PM[IUMN]VK\QWVI[\PM+PZQ[\3QTTMZVIZZI\Q^M1\_I[][MLI[IR][\QÅKI\QWVNWZ
treating Jews as a menace to Christian civilisation that needed to be kept under control.
Barry’s incorporation of the Jewish Antichrist into his construction of the Jew was
QVÆ]MVKMLJa0MVZa5IVVQVO¼[NWZU]TI\QWVWN \PQ[\ZILQ\QWVITVIZZI\Q^M5IVVQVOIT[WPIL
I XZWNW]VL QVÆ]MVKM WV W\PMZ -VOTQ[P +I\PWTQK[ []KP I[ 0QTIQZM *MTTWK IVL +IZLQVIT
>I]OPIV 1\ Q[ \P][ QV[\Z]K\Q^M \W ÅZ[\ M`IUQVM 5IVVQVO¼[ ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV WN  \PM 2M_Q[P
Antichrist even though it was constructed a little early to be considered the late nineteenth
“The Lawless One,” Universe, 19 June 1914, 8.
“Antichrist in Mexico,” Universe, 20 November 1914, 6.
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century. Manning discussed the arrival of the Antichrist in a series of lectures delivered in
1861. These were published in 1862, a time when most of the Papal States had been seized
by the :Q[WZOQUMV\W.109 The collapse of the Papal States was often blamed on Jews and
Freemasons. At this time Father Manning, who had converted to Catholicism in 1850 and
was advancing rapidly within the Church, was it seems quite willing to accept the Jew as a
scapegoat for this catastrophe. Whilst he later adopted more positive stereotypes of the Jews,
he nevertheless republished these lectures verbatim with a new preface in 1880. By this time
PM _I[ +IZLQVIT )ZKPJQ[PWX WN  ?M[\UQV[\MZ IVL \P][ \PM WNÅKQIT PMIL WN  \PM -VOTQ[P
Catholic hierarchy.110 Manning explained in these lectures that whilst it may “run counter to
the popular spirit of these times,” for someone who believes in revelation, it is inconsistent to
try to explain contemporary history without taking prophecy and the Divine will into
consideration.111 “The theory, that politics and religion have different spheres,” Manning
argued, “is an illusion and a snare.”112 Manning stated that it is a “master-stroke of deceit”
to attempt to allay fears by dismissing the Antichrist as a mere “spirit or system” of the times
rather than “a person.” The “prophecies of Revelation,” he explained, describe the
Antichrist with “the attributes of a person” and “to deny the personality of Antichrist, is
therefore to deny the plain testimony of Holy Scripture.”113 Manning informed his audience
that the “[Church] Fathers believed that Antichrist will be of the Jewish race.” He stated that
such was the belief of “St. Irenaeus,” “St. Jerome,” “St. Hippolytus,” “St. Ambrose” and
“many others.” He concluded that they were probably correct considering that “the
Antichrist will come to deceive the Jews, according to the prophecy of our Lord.”114 Manning
M`XTIQVML\PI\_PQT[\\PM)V\QKPZQ[\_QTTI\ÅZ[\XZM\MVL\WJMTQM^MQV\PM2M_Q[PTI_[PM_QTT
only do this “in dissimulation.” Afterwards he will “reject the law of Moses, and will deny
the true God who gave it.” The Antichrist will be received by the Jews because they are still
awaiting the coming of their messiah and “they have prepared themselves for delusion by
KZ]KQNaQVO\PM\Z]M5M[[QI[º1\Q[VW\¹LQNÅK]T\\W]VLMZ[\IVLPW_\PW[M_PWPI^MTW[\\PM
true and divine idea of the Messias may accept a false,” Manning stated, and that “being
dazzled by the greatness of political and military successes,” they will pay that honour to the
Antichrist that “Christians pay to the true Messias.” The Antichrist, Manning argued, will
be “a temporal deliverer, the restorer of their temporal power; or, in other words, a political
and military prince.”115 Manning explained that the only thing that will hinder the arrival of
the Antichrist is “Christendom and its head,” as “the lawless one” has no “antagonist on
earth more direct than the Vicar of Jesus Christ.”116

Henry Manning, <PM<MUXWZIT8W_MZWN \PM>QKIZWN 2M[][+PZQ[\, 2nd ed. (London: Burns & Lambert, 1862).
)N\MZ OZIL]I\QVO NZWU 7`NWZL _Q\P ÅZ[\ KTI[[ PWVW]Z[ 5IVVQVO   · ! ÅZ[\ \]ZVML \W \PM +WTWVQIT
7NÅKMNWZMUXTWaUMV\JMNWZMLMKQLQVO\PI\PQ[^WKI\QWVTIa_Q\PQV\PM)VOTQKIV+P]ZKP)\ÅZ[\PM_I[IKWUUQ\\ML
Anglican, believing that the Church of England was a branch of the Catholic Church. He later decided that this
was not the case and converted to Roman Catholicism in 1851. He rose rapidly through the ranks and was elected
Archbishop in 1865 and Cardinal in 1875. Manning was a fervent advocate of Ultramontanism and one of the
strongest supporters of papal infallibility during the First Vatican Council.
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Cardinal Manning later expressed admiration for the communal solidarity and
organisation of the Jews and raised his voice in defence of Jews on a number of occasions.
In an address delivered at a meeting organised by the Lord Mayor of London in 1882,
Manning condemned the persecution of Jews in Russia and praised the virtues of Jews in
-VOTIVL .ZIVKM IVL /MZUIVa 5IVVQVO I[SML ¹NWZ ]XZQOP\VM[[ NWZ ZMÅVMUMV\ NWZ
generosity, for charity, for all the graces and virtues that adorn humanity where will be found
examples brighter or more true of human excellence than in this Hebrew race”?117 Manning
lamented the ritual murder accusations, on which subject he corresponded with Chief Rabbi
Herman Adler. He was presented with an illuminated address of thanks by the Chief Rabbi
and frequently praised by the Jewish Chronicle. Considering the support that Manning
provided the Jewish community in the late nineteenth century, it seems strange that he
embraced the Jewish Antichrist myth. In this, Manning followed a not uncommon precedent
of excoriating the Jew theologically whilst defending Jews socially. After addressing the
question of papal infallibility at the First Vatican Council (1868-1870), Manning became less
concerned with theological problems and more focused on the social needs of English
Catholics.118 This change in focus may explain why his acceptance of the Jewish Antichrist
myth was subsequently accompanied by an admiration for Jewish communal organisation.
For example, he argued that Jews were doing more for their working girls in the East End of
London than Catholics were doing for their own struggling poor.119 He also stated, in a letter
written to Sir John Simon in 1890, that the Jews are:
a race with a sacred history of nearly four thousand years; at present without a parallel, dispersed
QV ITT TIVL[ _Q\P IV QUXMZQ[PIJTM XMZ[WVIT QLMV\Q\a Q[WTI\ML IVL KPIVOMTM[[ OZMI\Ta INÆQK\ML
without home or fatherland; visibly reserved for a future of signal mercy. . . . any man who does
not believe in their future must be a careless reader, not only of the old Jewish Scriptures, but even
of our own.120

Though this portrayal was not overtly negative like constructions of the Jewish Antichrist, it
was still an essentialistic and patronising image of a “changeless” mythologized people.
In a four part article published in the Catholic Times in 1920,121 William Barry, like Manning
before him, expressed his fears that “the end of an age is upon us, and we are not ready.”122
Like Manning, Barry had a “highly coloured vision of history as the unfolding of the will of
God.”123 Barry argued that the “long-drawn anti-Christian movement, centuries old,” was
poised to defeat Christendom having been “quickened by victory after victory.” Barry cited
Manning at length and blended his own impressions of the arrival of the Jewish Antichrist
with those found in Manning’s lectures. Closely following Manning’s lectures, Barry also
asserted that the Antichrist would be Jewish, an arch-medium, a protector of the Jews who
would be worshipped by them as their messiah. Barry stated that it is clear from “St. Paul’s
117
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doctrine” and what “St. John and the Fathers have left us concerning the Antichrist,” that
the question of the Jew’s role in the fate of Europe will be, as Manning argued, the “most
vital and most decisive of all.”124 Manning was concerned that it might “appear strange to
attach much importance to any event the sphere of which seems to be the Jewish race.”125
The state of affairs in the present day, Barry suggested, should overcome any such temptation
to dismiss Manning’s prophetic warning. The years, he argued, are “bringing Antichrist
nearer,” and many voices other than Manning’s now announce his approach “to the City of
/WLº ¹)TT \PM XWZ\MV\[º *IZZa KWVKT]LML ¹PI^M JMMV N]TÅTTML QV :][[QI VW\ \W [Ia
elsewhere.”126
According to Barry and Manning, there are only two agencies in the history of the
modern world that are independent of and more powerful than any of the nations, and
these are mutually antagonistic: “the Jewish people” and “the universal Church.”127 Drawing
upon the stereotype of the Smart Jew, Barry stated that “the Catholic spirit and the Hebrew
OMVQ][ºPI^MJMMVTWKSMLQV]VMVLQVOKWVÆQK\I[IZM[]T\WN ¹1[ZIMT¼[ZMRMK\QWVWN \PM/W[XMTº
The oppression of Paul and his fellow Christians was just the beginning. “Israel,” he
QVNWZUMLPQ[ZMILMZ[¹LQL[]ZMTaN]TÅT\PMXZWXPM\[_PMVQ\OI^MJQZ\P\W+PZQ[\º1\Q[LWQVO
so yet again, Barry concluded, but this time it is paving the way not for Christ but for the
Antichrist. Following Manning, he suggested that only the “remnant of the Christian
society” can hold back the “antichristian power.” Barry did not however hold much hope for
the coming battle, for he believed that the Christian remnant had been torn apart by the
:MNWZUI\QWV IVL \PI\ \PM 8ZW\M[\IV\[ PIL LM[MZ\ML \PM JI\\TMÅMTL128 Manning’s so-called
prophetic warning was not the only one that Barry listened to. He also detected “prophecies”
and “forecasts” about the Jews in the works of Benjamin Disraeli,129 Édouard Drumont,
Peter Kropotkin and Friedrich Nietzsche.130 According to Nietzsche, one of Barry’s supposed
prophets, “that the Jews could, if they wanted . . . quite literally rule over Europe, is certain;
that they are not planning and working towards that is equally certain.”131 Alluding to this
XI[[IOM*IZZa[\I\ML\PI\¹IKKWZLQVO\W6QM\b[KPM\PM2M_[\PQZ\aÅ^MaMIZ[IOWKW]TLPI^M
seized the supremacy over Europe. They did not want it then, he believed. They surely want
it now.”132
Barry returned to the Antichrist a few years later. Again referring to scriptural teaching
about “the ‘Man of Sin’ ” and Manning’s interpretation of prophecy, he concluded that the
events in Russia, the triumph of atheism over Christianity, demonstrate that the Antichrist is
“now in the world.” Barry observed that the Church Fathers predicted “the persistence of
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Israel though scattered among all peoples” and “their enmity to the Church, their certain
rise to power in Christendom, and their strange alliance with the ‘Man of Sin,’ who will,
however, be himself a Jew, though most likely a renegade from his faith and tribe.” According
to Barry, this was an amazing “stroke of divination,” which has been “accomplished in
Russia to the letter.” Karl Marx, Barry suggested, was “the false prophet of the Apocalypse,”
and Lenin, “a monster of blood and impiety.” “Lenin,” Barry suggested, “is an unspeakable
murderer, a usurper of all public rights, God’s enemy, man’s oppressor.” In other words,
Lenin was the Antichrist and Marx was his evangelist. According to Barry, Cardinal Manning
regarded “the Revolution,” “the evil elements in emancipated Judaism” and “the assailants
of Papal Rome,” to be “associated in a common Unholy Alliance.” Barry concluded that
¹PQ[\WZa R][\QÅM[ \PM NWZMKI[\ _PQKP PM UILM WN  I KWUQVO )V\QKPZQ[\ VW_ TWWUQVO TIZOM
upon our Christian inheritance.”133
The Jewish Antichrist was a less prominent theme in the English Catholic discourse than
the Pharisee and the Christ-Killer. References to the Antichrist, the Lawless One, the Man
of Sin, princes of darkness, Satan, servants of the Devil and other malign spirits, were quite
common in English Catholic newspapers, but in most cases these were discussed without
mentioning Jews. Manning and Barry’s formulation of the Jewish Antichrist myth was
however endorsed and adopted by the Month. An editorial in the Month approved of Barry’s
“notable article.” According to the Month, “in Soviet Russia Manning’s prophecy has actually
been realised.” The editorial stated that “Antichrist, in the person of those apostate Jews, is
already in power” and “Marx, another apostate Jew, is his evangelist, and Christianity,
especially the Catholicism of Rome, is the object of his bitterest hatred.”134 The Jewish
Antichrist was also a theme in English Catholic constructions of the Luciferian Freemason.

<PM4]KQNMZQIV.ZMMUI[WV
The Diana Vaughan hoax was a long-running anti-Masonic episode which came to its
dramatic conclusion in 1897. In 1885, Léo Taxil (formerly Marie Joseph Gabriel Antoine
Jogand-Pagès), a French writer, lapsed Catholic and expelled Freemason, started to invent
elaborate stories about devil worship and sinister rituals in certain Masonic lodges. Taxil
wrote a series of fanciful anti-Masonic works such as 4¼)V\uKPZQ[\W]T¼WZQOQVMLMTINZIVKUItWVVMZQM
(the Antichrist and the origins of Freemasonry). Taxil pretended to be a repentant Catholic.
Among the admirers of his writings were the Bishops of Grenoble, Montpellier, Coutances
and Port-Louis and the editors of 4I+ZWQ`, 4»=VQ^MZ[, and 4I+Q^QT\o+I\\WTQKI.135 There were
also reports that Taxil had a personal meeting with Leo XIII in 1887.136<PW]OPQ\Q[LQNÅK]T\
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to verify whether this meeting really occurred, Leo XIII certainly expressed a similar if less
KWTW]ZN]TIV\QXI\Pa\W_IZL[\PM.ZMMUI[WV[QVWNÅKQITLWK]UMV\[137
1V\PM ![<I`QTKZIN\ML\PMUMUWQZ[WN ,QIVI>I]OPIVIÅK\Q\QW][NMUITMIXW[\I\M
from “Palladian” Freemasonry whom he claimed to know and represent (the 5uUWQZM[L¼]VM
Ex-Palladiste).138 He also wrote 4M,QIJTMI]@1@ e[QvKTM under the pseudonym of Dr Bataille.
These works contained elaborate tales about a circle of Satanic Freemasonry, the so-called
Palladian lodges, which had supposedly been set up by Albert Pike.139 The tales included
bizarre accounts of host desecration, magical rites which employed “the skulls” of “martyred
missionaries” and the literal manifestations of Lucifer, Asmodeus and a number of other
demons.140 In August 1895, the Tablet stated that “much attention has recently been called to
the doings of the various sects of Freemasons abroad by the sudden conversion of one of
their high priestesses, Miss Diana Vaughan, ex-Grand Mistress of the Luciferians or
Palladians.” Taking the 5uUWQZM[L¼]VM-`8ITTILQ[\Mat face value, the Tablet reported that prior
to converting to Catholicism, Diana had tried, unsuccessfully, to set up a reformed sect of
Palladium Freemasonry, because despite “the strange perversion of mind” which had led
her to “the worship of Lucifer,” she was not blind to the “degrading character of the rites
practised by her fellow-worshippers.”141 In 1896, Arthur Waite published a study, Devil
?WZ[PQXQV.ZIVKMWZ\PM9]M[\QWVWN 4]KQNMZ, which refuted the myth of the existence of “Palladian”
Freemasonry.142 The Tablet responded in October with an equivocal endorsement of his
MNNWZ\[<PMXIXMZÅZ[\ZM[XWVLML\WPQ[ZMN]\I\QWVQVIJWWSZM^QM_<PMTablet concluded
that Devil Worship in France is a “clever but not convincing book of an honourable opponent.”
According to the book review, Waite succeeded in casting some doubt upon the lady herself,
Miss Diana Vaughan, but not the evidence of Satanism in Masonic lodges. The paper
Case,” Times, 21 April 1897, 6. A transcript of Taxil’s speech, along with interjections from the audience, was
recorded in 4M.ZWVLM]Z 25 April 1897. The speech outlined the efforts Taxil adopted to integrate himself into the
Church (including false confessions), his audience with the pope, details of the letters of encouragement he received
from Catholic newspapers and bishops, the pseudonyms he adopted and the volunteers who assisted him in his
hoax. An English translation is provided in Alain Bernheim, A. William Samii and Eric Serejski, “The Confession
of Léo Taxil,” 0MZMLWU"<ZIV[IK\QWV[WN \PM;KW\\Q[P:Q\M:M[MIZKP;WKQM\a, 5 (1996), 137–168. See also Wilson, 1LMWTWOaIVL
Experience, 578n380.
137
On 20 April 1884, Leo XIII promulgated an encyclical, “Humanum Genus,” which condemned Freemasonry.
This can be accessed via the Vatican website, www.vatican.va. In 1902, Leo sent out an apostolic letter, “Annum
Ingressi.” The apostolic letter declared that the very purpose of Freemasonry is to “urge war against God and
against His Church.” The letter stated that Freemasonry embraces in its “vast net almost all the nations, and allying
Q\[MTN _Q\PW\PMZ[MK\[_PQKPQ\[M\[QVUW\QWVJaUMIV[WN PQLLMV[\ZQVO[ÅZ[\I\\ZIK\QVOIVLSMMXQVOQ\[PWTLWVQ\[
members by means of the advantages which it secures to them, binding governments to its purposes, now by
promises, now by threats, this sect has succeeded in permeating all classes of society.” It stated that Freemasonry is
¹ÅTTML _Q\P \PM [XQZQ\ WN  ;I\IV _PW    SVW_[ PW_ WV WKKI[QWV \W \ZIV[NWZU PQU[MTN  QV\W IV IVOMT WN  TQOP\º
.ZMMUI[WVZa\P][X]\[NWZ_IZL¹IP]UIVQ\IZQIVXZWOZIUUMºJ]\QVZMITQ\aQ\¹[IKZQÅKM[M^MZa\PQVO\WQ\[[MK\IZQIV
designs.” Leo XIII, “Annum Ingressi,” 18 March 1902. A copy of this apostolic letter can be found in the Leeds
diocesan archives: Apostolic Letter of His Holiness Pope Leo XIII, 1902, Acta Ecclesiae Loïdensis, vol. XII, Leeds
Diocesan Archives.
138
,QIVI>I]OPIV_I[\PMVIUMWN <I`QT¼[[MKZM\IZaI[[Q[\IV\
139
Albert Pike was a prominent lodge master in American Freemasonry.
140
See Arthur Edward Waite, ,M^QT?WZ[PQXQV.ZIVKMWZ\PM9]M[\QWVWN 4]KQNMZ(London: George Redway, 1896), 67,
104–109, 144–156, passim.
141
“The Anti-Masonic Congress,” Tablet, 17 August 1895, 250–251.
142
Waite, Devil Worship in France. Waite was a lapsed Catholic with an interest in mysticism. He was a member of
the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn. He became a Freemason in 1901. R. A. Gilbert, “The Masonic Career
of A.E. Waite,” Ars Quatuor Coronatorum, 99 (1986), 88–93.
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remained “profoundly convinced of the strict justice of the Church’s attitude towards
Masonry, strongly persuaded that there is an inner Masonry whose workings are unknown to
the general run of Masons,” and “that Satanism is practised under circumstances at least
pointing to Masonic association.” “The net result,” the review concluded, “is that we should
ZMKMQ^MITTM^QLMVKMI[\W8ITTILQIVUI[WVZa_Q\PKI]\QWVIVL[][XMVLIÅVITR]LOMUMV\
until we have exacted evidence as irrefragable as the nature of the case admits.”143 A week
later, the Tablet reported that the Anti-Masonic Congress144 had set up a “special committee”
to deal with the “burning questions” relating to Diana Vaughan. On the one hand the report
acknowledged that the “fantastic and legendary accretions” in the “writings published under
the pseudonym of ‘Diana Vaughan’” may have “unduly discredited” some of the more
[WJMZZMÆMK\QWV[WV\PMIV\QZMTQOQW][PW[\QTQ\aIVL¹LMUWVWTI\ZaºWN .ZMMUI[WVZa0W_M^MZ
the report went on to state:
That there is in France a sect devoted to the worship of Lucifer, as the champion of rebellious
humanity, is, we believe, a well-attested fact, and the propagation of this diabolical creed has been
ascribed by M. Taxil and M. Ricoux to an inner ring of the Masonic body called Palladic
Masonry.

The report then referred back to the review of Devil Worship in France which appeared in the
previous issue of the Tablet, stating that “we reviewed in these columns last week the work in
which Mr. Waite, on behalf of Masonry, traverses and impugns these statements, but without
any conclusive refutation of their general drift.” Referring to Waite’s volume, the Tablet
concluded that in attempting to refute the evidence of a connection between Satanic sects
and Freemasonry, “the Scotch verdict of ‘Not proven’ is . . . the most favourable that can be
registered on his review of the situation.”145 The editor of the Tablet was, it seems, reluctant
to dismiss the core accusations of Satanic Freemasonry found in 5uUWQZM[L¼]VM-`8ITTILQ[\M
and 4M,QIJTMI]@1@ e[QvKTM;QOVQÅKIV\Ta,QIVI>I]OPIV_I[VW\\PMWVTaQ\MUWV\PMIOMVLI
at the Anti-Masonic Congress. The role played by the Jews in the Masonic movement was
also discussed at the Congress. One speaker claimed that the “leading spirits of the craft
were Hebrews” and that as Freemasonry is entirely in the hands of the Jews, “Anti-Semitism
_I[\PMUW[\MNÅKIKQW][_MIXWV_Q\P_PQKP\WKW]V\MZIK\Q\[XMZVQKQW][MNNMK\[º¹.WZ\PQ[
reason,” the speaker continued, “all true Catholics should support the Anti-Jewish
crusade.”146
143
“Devil Worship in France,” review of ,M^QT?WZ[PQXQV.ZIVKMWZ\PM9]M[\QWVWN 4]KQNMZ, by Arthur Edward Waite,
Tablet, 3 October 1896, 529–530. Citing passages from this review in the Tablet, R. A. Gilbert concluded that Waite’s
book was “well received, even by the Catholic press.” R. A. Gilbert, “Introduction,” in Arthur Edward Waite, Devil
?WZ[PQXQV.ZIVKM_Q\P,QIVI>I]OPIVIVL\PM9]M[\QWVWN 5WLMZV8ITTILQ[U(Boston: Weiser Books, 2003), xxi (see also
pages 301–302).
144
The Anti-Masonic Congress was an annual gathering inaugurated in 1895 to enable Catholics from different
countries to meet and rally their forces against the threat of Freemasonry. “The Anti-Masonic Congress,” Tablet, 17
August 1895, 250–251. The Anti-Masonic Congress was still debating the existence of a conspiracy to destroy all
nations and found a universal Masonic republic in their place in 1912. It was suggested that Freemasons planned to
break down national identities by replacing all other languages with Esperanto. “Esperanto and Freemasonry,”
Catholic Herald, 13 April 1912, 7.
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Report of the Anti-Masonic Congress,” Tablet, 10 October 1896, 565–566. Arthur Waite discussed the AntiMasonic Congress and its consideration of Diana Vaughan’s memoirs in “Diana Vaughan and the Question of
Modern Palladism,” n.d., Item A699 (PAL) WAI fol., pp.52–60, Library and Museum of Freemasonry, London.
This manuscript was a supplement to Waite’s ,M^QT?WZ[PQXQV.ZIVKMWZ\PM9]M[\QWVWN 4]KQNMZ(1896).
146
“The Anti-Masonic Congress,” Jewish Chronicle, 9 October 1896, 17.
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As the Tablet was sympathetic to the myth of Palladian Freemasonry, it unsurprising
became the main forum in England for individuals to share their views about the Diana
Vaughan Affair.147 Diana Vaughan had some fervent admirers. One reader, Herbert Jones, a
member of the Canons Regular of the Lateran,148 expressed his admiration for the “nobleminded lady who has left the Satanic Society.”149 According to Jones, those who doubt the
existence of Miss Vaughan and “talk of deception in the matter are themselves the real
dupes of Jew Masons.” He cited a letter from the Bishop of Grenoble which stated that
Nathan, Freidel and other prominent Freemasons have been “sent about to cast discredit on
Miss Vaughan’s damaging attack on masonry.” According to Jones, Nathan is an English Jew
and the “present Grand Master of French and Italian Freemasonry,”150 whilst “Freidel, the
other Masonic deceiver, . . . has been very busy spreading the report that Diana Vaughan is
a nonentity.” Jones also stated that “it is well known in Holland that ... a certain M. Rosen,
in reality a spy of the Italian Archmason Lemmi, has been visiting many Dutch ecclesiastics
and repeating to them that Diana Vaughan is a myth.” Jones claimed that Rosen “pretends
to be a convert from Masonry,” but in reality he is a “Jewish Rabbi and a leading mason.”
Jones lamented that there are “credulous Catholic journalists” who are being convinced by
these Freemasons that Diana Vaughan does not exist. “It is,” he concluded, “a Masonic plot
to cast discredit on the damaging revelations of Masonic devilry revealed by Diana
Vaughan.”151 Another reader of the Tablet, Francis Merrick Wyndham, a convert from
Anglicanism who went on to become Canon of Westminster Cathedral, sent many letters to
the Tablet contributing “evidence” of Diana Vaughan’s existence.152 He also published a
booklet in the same year containing extracts from Masonic texts to demonstrate that a
person from any religion, including “a Jew or a Mohammedan,” can be admitted to
Freemasonry just as long as they believe in the Great Architect of the Universe. He stated
that it logically follows that “a Luciferian or a Satanist” can be admitted to Freemasonry, just
as long as he accepts that “Lucifer or Satan is the Great Architect of the Universe.”153 In
response to an announcement that Diana Vaughan would soon make a public appearance,
another Catholic advocate of the lady expressed hope that when she appears, sceptical
journalists will not continue to “attack a defenceless woman” but rather “give her a fair
hearing.”154
+ZML]TQ\aW^MZ,QIVI>I]OPIV¼[ZM^MTI\QWV[_I[VW\KWVÅVML\W\PMXIOM[WN \PMTablet.
147
For letters discussing Diana Vaughan and Palladian Freemasonry, see: Tablet, Letters to the Editor: 24 October
1896, 660–661; 2 January 1897, 21–23; 9 January 1897, 64–65; 16 January 1897, 102; 23 January 1897, 138–139;
20 February 1897, 299; 6 March 1897, 379; 10 April 1897, 577; 17 April 1897, 617–618; 24 April 1897, 657.
148
A Roman Catholic religious order based in Rome but with a presence in England.
149
Herbert Jones, Letters to the Editor, Tablet, 10 April 1897, 577.
150
Jones probably had Ernesto Nathan in mind, who was Jewish and a Freemason. He became mayor of Rome
in 1907.
151
Herbert Jones, Letters to the Editor, Tablet, 23 January 1897, 138–139.
152
Francis M. Wyndham, Letters to the Editor, Tablet: 2 January 1897, 21–22; 16 January 1897, 102; 23 January
1897, 139; 20 February 1897, 299; 10 April 1897, 577. Francis Merrick Wyndham was born into an illustrious
NIUQTa0M_I[\PM[WVWN +WTWVMT+PIZTM[?aVLPIU\PMZL*IZWV4MKWVÅMTLIVL-TQbIJM\P;KW\\LI]OP\MZWN 
the 4th Lord Polwarth. Wyndham took Anglican Orders but converted to Roman Catholicism in 1868. He was
ordained priest of the Congregation of Oblates of St Charles in 1871, was elected Superior of the Bayswater
Community in 1891 and was appointed Canon of Westminster in 1909. See F. C. Burnand, ed., +I\PWTQK?PW¼[?PW
AMIZ*WWS! (London: Burns & Oates, 1915), 478.
153
Francis M. Wyndham, Anti-Masonic Catechism of Freemasonry (London: Washbourne, 1897), 5–7.
154
Archibald J. Dunn, Letters to the Editor, Tablet, 6 March 1897, 379.
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Baroness Mary Elizabeth Herbert, a close friend and associate of Cardinal Archbishop
Vaughan, wrote a review article in the ,]JTQV:M^QM_ about two books by Domenico Margiotta
on the subject of Freemasonry and the worship of Lucifer.155 Margiotta was one of Léo
Taxil’s “auxiliary” assistants.156 Herbert announced that “in spite of the superhuman efforts
to conceal their proceedings made by the freemasons throughout the world,” the “true
nature” of Freemasonry is becoming known through the revelations of former members “of
the sect.” She accepted Margiotta’s claims that Adriano Lemmi, a prominent Italian
Freemason, was a convicted thief, a secret Jew convert and a Satanist schismatic (Margiotta
claimed that a rift existed in Freemasonry between the Palladian “Luciferians” and the
Satanic schismatics). She also accepted at face value his lengthy discussion of Diana
Vaughan’s “noble and generous character” and her consistent refusal to “profane a
consecrated Host,” even though this was, according to Margiotta, insisted upon by “the
order.”157
On 19 April 1897, a large audience, consisting largely of Catholics and Freemasons,
OI\PMZMLQV\PMI]LQ\WZQ]UWN \PM;WKQu\u/uWOZIXPQY]MQV8IZQ[QVWZLMZ\WÅVITTaUMM\
Diana Vaughan. The audience was consequently stunned when Taxil rather than Diana
Vaughan appeared on the stage and announced that the whole tale of Palladian Freemasonry
was a hoax. Diana Vaughan, the illusive ex-Grand Mistress of the Luciferians, did not exist.
Taxil thanked the Catholic bishops and editors who had encouraged his exposés of Satanic
Freemasonry.158 The reaction of English Catholics was mixed. Some were embarrassed
about the credulity of their fellows. Two weeks before the hoax was confessed, an anonymous
book reviewer in the Month stated that he found it “quite inexplicable” that in England,
“Catholics should be found to swallow down any extravagant and prurient absurdity which
M. Léo Taxil may choose to invite them to believe about Freemasonry.” The reviewer found
it humiliating that “respected ecclesiastics” defend such absurdities in “our public journals.”159
155
5IZa-TQbIJM\P0MZJMZ\\PM*IZWVM[[0MZJMZ\WN 4MI_I[IV-VOTQ[P+I\PWTQKXPQTIV\PZWXQ[\IVLIXZWTQÅK
author of religious books and pamphlets. She converted from Anglicanism to Catholicism in 1866, largely under
\PMQVÆ]MVKMWN +IZLQVIT5IVVQVO;PMIT[WJMKIUMIKTW[MNZQMVLWN +IZLQVIT>I]OPIV;PM_I[\PMNWZMUW[\
benefactor to Vaughan’s project to create the Foreign Missionary College at Mill Hill. See Robert O’Neil, Cardinal
0MZJMZ\>I]OPIV")ZKPJQ[PWXWN ?M[\UQV[\MZ*Q[PWXWN ;ITNWZL.W]VLMZWN \PM5QTT0QTT5Q[[QWVIZQM[(Tunbridge Wells, Kent:
Burns & Oates, 1995), 158–162, 174–176, passim.
156
Taxil described Margiotta as an “unexpected auxiliary” rather than an “accomplice,” because in the
beginning he was “one of the hoaxed.” According to Taxil, when Margiotta realised his mistake, he decided to play
along and “declare himself an accomplice,” rather than be ridiculed as “a blind volunteer.” Bernheim, Samii and
Serejski, “The Confession of Léo Taxil,” Heredom, 159.
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Mary Elizabeth Herbert, review of )LZQIVW4MUUQ";]XZMUM0MILWN \PM.ZMMUI[WV[ and 4M8ITTILQ[UM#7Z\PM?WZ[PQX
WN 4]KQNMZ, both books by Domenico Margiotta, ,]JTQV:M^QM_, CXVIII ( January 1896), 192–201.
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See Bernheim, Samii and Serejski, “The Confession of Léo Taxil,” Heredom, 137–168.
159
“The Diana Vaughan Hoax,” review of 4I.QVL¼]VM5a[\QÅKI\QWV, by Eugène Portalié, Month, LXXXIX (April
1897), 442. The reviewer pointed to claims in Diana Vaughan’s memories about the arrival of the Antichrist and
the election of a Pope who would renounce Christ for Lucifer. He wrote a long letter to the Tablet on 13 April 1897
in response to letters by Francis Wyndham and Herbert Jones. Wyndham and Jones had accused him of not reading
Diana Vaughan’s memoirs carefully, as the references to the Antichrist in her memoirs were not her views but those
of “the Palladists.” For the two letters, see Letters to the Editor, Tablet, 10 April 1897, 577. The reviewer explained
that he had focused on the Antichrist myth because being a familiar Christian narrative it was easy to discuss
succinctly. He went on to summarise and dismiss some of the more absurd narratives about so-called Palladian
Freemasonry, such as “the birth story of Sophia Walder, begotten and suckled by a devil,” “the embracing of the
chaste Diana by the beautiful demon Asmodeus,” “the profanation of hosts” and “the blasphemous parodies of
Masses and devotions.” Reviewer, Letters to the Editor, Tablet, 17 April 1897, 617–618. The Tablet later acknowledged
“the sagacity” which led to the Month seeing through the hoax. Notes, Tablet, 24 April 1897, 648.
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Herbert Thurston was no friend to Freemasonry.160 Nevertheless, in 1898, as part of an
article which discussed the ritual murder accusation, he stated that the “Diana Vaughan
episode” was a “pitiable exposure of credulity.” He concluded that the end of the antiMasonic episode, the “disappearance into thin air of the impalpable ‘luciferians,’” seems
only to have “added new zest to the pursuit of the unquestionably very real and substantial
Israelites.”161 Other Catholics were angry. The Tablet directed its anger at Taxil.162 The
Universe also focused on the “discreditable” actions of Taxil, regarding it as no surprise that
he only “narrowly escaped personal chastisement at the hands of his dupes.”163 Conversely,
the Paris correspondent for the Catholic Herald vented his frustration on the credulous
Catholics who had lapped up the “ridiculous and grotesque stories” about Palladian
Freemasonry and the Catholic newspapers that swallowed the alleged revelations as if they
were gospel. The correspondent reported that every absurd story about Diana Vaughan was
raised “to the height of a dogma” and Catholics who refused to accept them had been
branded as “a traitor to the Church and perhaps nearly a Freemason, too.”164
After Taxil’s announcement, narratives about Palladian and Satanic Freemasonry largely
faded from English Catholic discourse.165 They did not however completely disappear.
Colonel James Ratton, an English Catholic, retired army doctor and author, helped to keep
them alive for a little while longer.166 In 1901, he published @:Ia[ QV .ZMMUI[WVZa. This
repeated traditional stereotypes about the anti-Christian nature of Freemasonry and its
alleged war against the Church. It repeatedly emphasised Jewish involvement in Freemasonry
and informed readers that the Jews killed Christ and have clung onto their “anti-Christian”
160
Herbert Thurston published a number of articles and books which were highly critical of Freemasonry,
though they were written without the hysterical diabolisation of some of his contemporaries. His main concerns
seem to have been that Freemasonry was deistic, secretive, revolutionary, conspiratorial, anti-Christian, anti-clerical
and anti-Catholic. See for example Herbert Thurston, Freemasonry (London: Catholic Truth Society, 1921); Herbert
Thurston, “The Popes and Freemasonry,” Topics of the Day,<IJTM\ 27 January 1923, 108; Herbert Thurston, “The
Church’s International Enemy,” Month, CXLVIII (November 1926), 385–397; Herbert Thurston, No Popery: Chapters
on Anti-Papal Prejudice (London: Sheed and Ward, 1930), 55–86. His criticisms were mainly directed at “continental”
Freemasonry. However, he observed that whilst English Freemasonry was “convivial,” “philanthropic” and not
driven by an anti-clerical animus, when it came to the practices of their continental brethren, they were only slightly
less culpable as they simply “shrugged their shoulders and looked another way.” Thurston, “The Popes and
Freemasonry,” 108.
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Thurston, “Anti-Semitism,” 562. Thurston wrote a letter to the Tablet in January 1897, the nature of which
suggested that he already believed the Diana Vaughan revelations were “an exploded myth.” Herbert Thurston,
Letters to the Editor, Tablet, 2 January 1897, 22–23.
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Notes, Tablet, 24 April 1897, 648; “The End of a Deception,” News from France, Tablet, 24 April 1897, 656.
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“The Diana Vaughan Case,” Universe, 24 April 1897, 4.
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Paris Correspondent, Our Paris Letter, Catholic Herald, 30 April 1897, 4.
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<PW]OP IZ\QKTM[ IJW]\ \PM QVÆ]MVKM WN  ;I\IV IVL )V\QKPZQ[\ M[XMKQITTa QV :][[QI IVL 5M`QKW J]\ IT[W QV
modernist and spiritualist movements in the West, continued to be quite common in English Catholic periodicals.
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Ratton was by no means considered eccentric. He published a number of books on diverse, not exclusively
religious subjects. Several of his books were however concerned with the Antichrist and the apocalypse. The Catholic
?PW¼[?PW observed that Ratton had “made a special study of the Apocalypse, and is the author of several wellconsidered works.” F. C. Burnand, ed., +I\PWTQK?PW¼[?PWAMIZ*WWS! (London: Burns & Oates, 1908), 335.
During the early years of the twentieth century, Ratton accepted the myth of the Jewish Antichrist. Ratton’s views
IJW]\\PM)V\QKPZQ[\IVL\PMIXWKITaX[MLQLPW_M^MZKPIVOM[QOVQÅKIV\Ta[WUM\QUMJM\_MMV!IVL!0M
still referred to the Jews’ rejection of Christ, but he no longer believed in the Jewish Antichrist. He argued that Nero
was the Antichrist prophesised by Daniel, and that all subsequent millenarian traditions of the Antichrist are based
on the exegetical writings of St. Irenaeus (which he suggests were faulty). James Ratton, Antichrist: An Historical
:M^QM_ (London: Burns and Oates, 1917); James Ratton, “Antichrist,” Letters to the Editor, Universe, 4 December
1914, 4.
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principles and ideals ever since.167 According to Ratton, these ideals include “the expectation
of another Messiah, who, we know, will be Antichrist.” He argued that Freemasonry is
Satanic and that “the Bnai-Bérith,” whose goal he suggested was to dominate all forms of
Freemasonry and re-establish King Solomon’s Temple, is a branch of Jewish Freemasonry
closed to non-Jews with the exception of visits by the “Inspectors General of the
Palladium.”168 Ratton added new material when he republished @:Ia[ in 1904. He argued
that Zionism is of interest because it has been prophesised that when the Jews return to
Jerusalem, “anti-Christ will appear in their midst.” According to Ratton, Freemasonry,
guided by the Jews, is preparing to move its headquarters to Jerusalem, and when the “BnaiBérith” joins them, “then will anti-Christ appear in alliance with the Sovereign Pontiff of
Freemasonry, and incite the international Masonic forces to persecute the Church in such
fashion as has never been before.”169 Montague Summers, an eccentric convert to
Catholicism, continued to argue that Albert Pike, the alleged founder of Palladian
Freemasonry, had been the Grand Master of “societies practising Satanism.”170 Father
Cahill, an Irish Jesuit, argued in Freemasonry and the Anti-Christian Movement (1929), that
Freemasonry is associated with occultism, Satanism, the Antichrist, Judaism, Jewish rites, the
Cabala and a Judaeo-Masonic anti-Christian movement.171 He concluded that the Diana
Vaughan hoax was probably a plot to discredit the “reliable evidence” that Freemasonry is
associated with Satanism.172 According to the Catholic Times, Father Cahill, unlike prominent
Freemasons, does not expect readers to accept “even a single point” from his book on faith,
for he “proves everything.”173

Conclusion
The scriptural authority of the New Testament has given the myths about the Pharisee and
the Christ-Killer a highly resilient quality. The most prominent source of these myths in
English Catholic discourse during the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century were the
sermons, pastoral letters and public addresses of priests, bishops and archbishops. Hostility
towards contemporary Jews was probably not intended by most of the authors of these
public addresses. The Christ-Killer and the Pharisee often served as caricatures to represent
everything reprobate, obsolete, non-Christian or anti-Christian. They were thus convenient
symbols which could be drawn upon to contrast with Christian virtues and illustrate nonChristian vices.174 However, whilst many of the authors of the sermons and pastoral letters
XZWJIJTa PIL JQJTQKIT ÅO]ZM[ QV UQVL ZI\PMZ \PIV KWV\MUXWZIZa 2M_[ \PMZM _I[ IV
James Ratton [A. Cowan, pseud.], @:Ia[QV.ZMMUI[WVZa4WVLWV"-NÅVOPIU?QT[WV!XI[[QU
Ibid, 104–123.
James Ratton [A. Cowan, pseud.], @:Ia[QV.ZMMUI[WVZaZM^Q[MLMLQ\QWV4WVLWV"-NÅVOPIU?QT[WV!
309–310, 346–350. Though published using a pseudonym, Ratton took credit for @:Ia[QV.ZMMUI[WVZa in Ratton,
Antichrist, v.
170
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essentialistic quality to these representations and it seems likely that in many cases little
consideration was given to any such distinction. In some cases the sermons were framed in
such a way as to generalise Jewish villainy to the “Jewish race”, past and present. Furthermore,
certain authors, such as the Chesterton brothers, William Barry and Charles Diamond, were
happy to combine the Jewish diabolist from traditional Christian myths with modern
stereotypes of Jewish villains in order to create their own distinctive constructions of the
Jew.175
The Pharisee and the Christ-Killer were not the only representations of the mythologized
Jew in English Catholic discourse. The Antichrist, Man of Sin or Lawless One, was described
as a very real and very frightening individual rather than merely a symbol or spirit of the
times and he was called upon to explain a number of contemporary evils. The Antichrist
was often invoked independently of representations of the Jew. Whilst the Jewish Antichrist
was a relatively rare representation of the Jew, it was found in the narratives of some
prominent individuals, including Father Henry Manning (subsequently Cardinal Archbishop
of the English hierarchy) and Canon William Barry. Barry wrote numerous articles about
the Jews and the Jewish problem. Citing Manning’s lectures as if they were prophetic
forecasts, Barry combined the myth of the Jewish Antichrist with contemporary stereotypes
of Jewish greed, secrecy, disloyalty, Bolshevism and anti-Christian hostility, to produce a
construction of the Jew that was second only to constructions by the Catholic Herald for the
multiplicity of its themes. The Month supported Barry’s construction of the Jewish Antichrist,
suggesting that he was already in power in Russia and that Marx had been his evangelist.
Freemasons, like the Jews, were also associated with the prophecy of the Antichrist. They
were also accused of devil worship and Satanic practices. The Tablet equivocated about the
[XMKQÅK[WN \PM,QIVI>I]OPIVZM^MTI\QWV[J]\Q\ZMUIQVML¹XZWNW]VLTaKWV^QVKMLº\PI\IV
inner circle of highly secretive Satanic Freemasonry existed. However, whilst these
accusations of literal diabolism were found in letters and articles appearing in The Tablet and
,]JTQV:M^QM_during the Diana Vaughan Affair, they were relatively rare after it was revealed
to be a hoax. The embarrassment of the Diana Vaughan episode may explain why The
Protocols of the Elders of Zion, when it appeared in England, was almost totally ignored by the
-VOTQ[P+I\PWTQKXZM[[<PMZM_I[PW_M^MZTQ\\TMZMXZQM^MQV\PM^QTQÅKI\QWVWN .ZMMUI[WVZa
QV \PM -VOTQ[P +I\PWTQK LQ[KW]Z[M .ZMMUI[WV[ KWV\QV]ML \W JM ^QTQÅML J]\ \PM UIQV
accusations in the early twentieth century became provoking social unrest, inciting revolution,
supporting Bolshevism, anti-clericalism, anti-Christianity, secrecy and plundering the
Church in France, rather than Satanism (though accusations of Satanism by no means
entirely disappeared). Many of these accusations and stereotypes were shared with the Jews.
Constructions of the Jews and the Freemasons were often linked in a Jewish-Freemason
camarilla, alliance or conspiracy. In some cases the Jews and the Freemasons were accused
of waging a campaign to exonerate Alfred Dreyfus irrespective of his guilt or innocence, and
exploiting the Dreyfus Affair to destroy the army and the Church.176
175
Modern stereotypes of the Jew in English Catholic discourse by these authors are examined in Mayers,
“From ‘the Pharisee’ to ‘the Zionist Menace,’ ” ch.3.
176
For a more thorough examination of constructions of the Jewish-Masonic camarilla in the English Catholic
discourse, including an examination of the Dreyfus Affair and its aftermath, constructions of the Jew and the
Freemason by the Catholic Federation, and responses to the Protocols of the Elders of Zion, see Mayers, “From ‘the
Pharisee’ to ‘the Zionist Menace,’ ” ch.4.
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One of the more troublesome myths that survived into the twentieth century, albeit often
with some adaptation, was the ritual murder accusation. This accusation resulted in trials,
convictions and massacres. Some prominent Catholic periodicals in Italy and France, most
notably +Q^QT\o +I\\WTQKI,177 but also 4¼=VQ\I +I\\WTQKI,178 4¼=VQ^MZ[,179 7[[MZ^I\WZM :WUIVW180 and
Osservatore Cattolico,181 embraced the myth of the Jewish ritual murder. As far as the editors of
+Q^QT\o +I\\WTQKI were concerned, the Jews murdered innocent Christian children to satisfy
religious commandments. Conversely, English Catholic reformulations of the accusation
were usually divorced from criticisms of Judaism as a religion. Though sometimes presented
using polemical language and sometimes ostensibly as a defence of Jews, it was common in
either case to argue that the Jews had murdered innocent Christian children, with all the
XIZIXPMZVITQI WN  KZ]KQÅ`QWV IVL JTWWL LZIQVQVO J]\ \PI\ \PQ[ _I[ VMQ\PMZ [IVK\QWVML Ja
Judaism nor necessitated by Jewish rituals. It was usually argued that such murders were the
result of the WLQ]UÅLMQ of fanatical Jews or that they had been committed by superstitious
2M_[ _PW JMTQM^ML QV \PM MNÅKIKa WN  QVVWKMV\ +PZQ[\QIV JTWWL NWZ UIOQKIT X]ZXW[M[ <PM
myth of Jewish ritual murder did not cease to exist, but it survived by adapting itself (thus
demonstrating the resilient but protean nature of the myth). The Ritual Murderer thus
underwent a partial metamorphosis into alternative representations, such as the Fanatical
Murderer and the Jewish Sorcerer. Despite a willingness to exonerate Judaism “as a system”
from the charge of sanctioning the murder of Christians, it was, it seems, impossible to
abandon the myth that the Jews had murdered innocent Christian children in various
diabolic ways, in some cases in reenactment or mockery of the Passion.
It seems clear that representations of the Jew in the late nineteenth- and early twentiethcentury were not always modern in character. In the case of the English Catholic discourse,
they were often pre-modern or anti-modern. Many existing studies of English antisemitism
argue that by the late nineteenth century, constructions of the Jew based on traditional
Christian myths had largely, though not entirely, been replaced by modern socio-political
and racial forms of antisemitism. This study however demonstrates that traditional religious
myths about the Jews continued to thrive and function in the English Catholic discourse.
<PMQZKWV\QV]MLM`Q[\MVKM_I[VW\KWVÅVML\WIPIVLN]TWN VIZZI\Q^MIZ\MNIK\[NZWUIJaOWVM
era. The Jew was thus mythologized as the Pharisee, Christ-Killer, fanatical murderer,
sorcerer and Antichrist. The Jew (and the Jewish Antichrist) was portrayed in conjunction
with the Freemason, who was diabolized as a servant of Lucifer or Satan. In some cases the
language used to describe the Jew and the Freemason drew upon a vocabulary which
suggested an apocalyptic war between the forces of good and evil.
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IMAGINING FIN-DE-SIÈCLE ANGLO-JEWISH MINORITY
SUB-GENRES: PROTO-FEMINIST VISIONS OF RELIGIOUS
REFORM IN “WEST END” LONDON IN AMY LEVY’S REUBEN
SACHS AND LILY MONTAGU’S NAOMI’S EXODUS
Luke Devine*
ABSTRACT: Amy Levy (1861–1889) was an Anglo-Jewish author, poet, essayist, and translator of
_WZS[_PQTM4QTa5WV\IO] ·!_I[IXZWTQÅK_ZQ\MZIVL\PMNW]VLMZWN 4QJMZIT2]LIQ[UQV
-VOTIVL,M[XQ\M\PMQZLQNNMZQVOJIKSOZW]VL[4M^aIVL5WV\IO]XZWL]KMLVW^MT[\PI\KWV^MZOMQV
their portrayals of how a religion of “ritual,” Reform Judaism, failed to meet the needs of a Jewish
KWUU]VQ\aUWZMIVLUWZMMY]I\QVOUWZITQ\a_Q\PXMZ[WVIT[XQZQ\]ITQ\a1VLMML)Ua4M^a¼[VW^MT
Reuben Sachs
Q[IKZQ\QY]MWN \PMZMKMV\TaNW]VLML)VOTW:MNWZUKWVOZMOI\QWV;QUQTIZTa4QTa
Montagu’s Naomi’s Exodus!M`XIVL[WV+TI]LM5WV\MÅWZM¼[\PMWTWOaWN 4QJMZIT2]LIQ[U\PI\_I[
Q\[MTN IZM[XWV[M\W\PM[\IOVI\QWVWN )VOTW:MNWZUQ[U1V\PM[MVW^MT[\PMZMTQOQW][LQ[KW]Z[MPQVOM[
WVKWUXIZIJTMXWZ\ZIaIT[WN \PM?M[\-VL2M_Q[PKWUU]VQ\aQV4WVLWV<PQ[M[[Ia_QTTNWZ\PMÅZ[\
\QUMKWVVMK\\PM_WZS[WN 4M^aIVL5WV\IO]1V\PMXZWKM[[_M_QTTM`IUQVM\PM_Ia[QV_PQKP\PMa
I\\MUX\ML \W LMIT _Q\P \PM TI\M VQVM\MMV\PKMV\]Za XZM[[]ZM[ WV )VOTW2]LIQ[U \W I[[QUQTI\M \PM
ZMTQOQW][ XZQUIZQTa -^IVOMTQKIT VWZU[ WN  8ZW\M[\IV\ K]T\]ZM IVL \W ILLZM[[ \PM KWVKMZV[ WN  I
KWUU]VQ\a\PI\_I[ZMILQVO\PMQLMITQ[\QKXWM\ZaWN \PM:WUIV\QK[IVL\PMVW^MT[WN +PIZTM[,QKSMV[
and George Eliot, among others.

)Ua4M^a · !_I[IV)VOTW2M_Q[PXWM\M[[IaQ[\IVL\ZIV[TI\WZWN _WZS[JWZVQV
+TIXPIU4WVLWV_PQTM4QTa5WV\IO] ·!_I[IXZWTQÅKI]\PWZIVL\PMNW]VLMZ
WN 4QJMZIT2]LIQ[UQV-VOTIVL4M^a¼[JQWOZIXPQKITIVLTQ\MZIZaZMX]\I\QWVQ[K]ZZMV\TaQV\PM
XZWKM[[WN JMQVOZM[\WZMLJa[KPWTIZ[WN NMUQVQ[\IVLUQVWZQ\aTQ\MZI\]ZMIKZW[[IZIVOMWN 
LQ[KQXTQVM[<PQ[XZWKM[[PI[JMMVUILMITT\PMUWZMLQNÅK]T\OQ^MV\PMLM[\Z]K\QWVWN PMZ
XMZ[WVITXIXMZ[NWTTW_QVOPMZ]VM`XTIQVML[]QKQLM1VLMML_PI\UISM[4M^aQV\MZM[\QVO\W
K]ZZMV\ PQ[\WZQIV[ IVL KZQ\QK[ _WZSQVO QV \PM ÅMTL[ WN  )VOTW2M_Q[P IVL NMUQVQ[\ TQ\MZIZa
KZQ\QKQ[U Q[ \PM _Ia QV _PQKP KWV\MUXWZIZa Q[[]M[ KWV^MZOM QV \PM 4M^a KWZX][ +aV\PQI
;KPMQVJMZOZQOP\TaIZO]M[\PI\¹4M^a¼[KZQ\QKITZM[]ZZMK\QWVQ[IT[WTQVSML\W\PMNIK\\PI\[W
UIVa WN  \PM Q[[]M[ [PM ILLZM[[M[ QV PMZ _ZQ\QVO [XMIS \W KWVKMZV[ WN  \PM KWV\MUXWZIZa
KZQ\QKIT UWUMV\º1 *a KWV\ZI[\ 4QTa 5WV\IO] _I[ QV^WT^ML QV \PM NW]VLI\QWV WN  4QJMZIT
2]LIQ[UQV-VOTIVL;PM_I[\PMÅZ[\_WUIV\WUQVQ[\MZ\WI[aVIOWO]MQV-VOTIVLIVLQV
! [PMJMKIUM\PMÅZ[\\WXZMIKPI[MZUWV5WV\IO]¼[TQ\]ZOaPrayers for Jewish Working
Girls _I[ \PM ÅZ[\ 4QJMZIT 2M_Q[P XZIaMZJWWS2 ,M[XQ\M \PMQZ LQNNMZMVKM[ JW\P 4M^a IVL
 4MK\]ZMZWN 0Q[\WZaI\\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN ?WZKM[\MZ-UIQT"TLM^QVM(_WZKIK]S
1
+aV\PQI;KPMQVJMZOWomen’s Poetry and Religion in Victorian England: Jewish Identity and Christian Culture+IUJZQLOM"
+IUJZQLOM=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZM[[!
2
-ZQK+WVZILLily H. Montagu: Prophet of a Living Judaism (New York: National Federation of Temple Sisterhoods,
1953), 49-50. See Lily Montagu, Prayers for Jewish Working Girls (London: Wertheimer, Lea & Co., 1895).
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5WV\IO]XZWL]KMLVW^MT[\PI\KWV^MZOMQV\PMQZXWZ\ZIaIT[WN PW_IZMTQOQWVWN ¹ZQ\]ITº
VIUMTa:MNWZU2]LIQ[U[QUQTIZ\WMQOP\MMV\PIVLVQVM\MMV\PKMV\]Za)VOTQKIVQ[UNIQTML
\WUMM\\PMVMML[WN IKWUU]VQ\aUWZMIVLUWZMMY]I\QVOUWZITQ\a_Q\PQVVMZ[XQZQ\]ITQ\a
Reform Judaism in England, rather than nurturing the spiritual and religious needs of its
KWVOZMOIV\[NMLIVLNW[\MZMLIK]T\]ZMWN UI\MZQITQ[UQV\PM?M[\-VL
Indeed, Amy Levy’s novel Reuben Sachs
Q[IKZQ\QY]MWN \PMZMKMV\TaNW]VLML)VOTW
:MNWZUKWVOZMOI\QWVI\=XXMZ*MZSMTMa;\ZMM\4WVLWV;QUQTIZTa4QTa5WV\IO]¼[Naomi’s
Exodus ! LM^MTWX[ IVL M`XIVL[ WV +TI]LM 5WV\MÅWZM¼[ \PMWTWOa WN  4QJMZIT 2]LIQ[U
\PI\_I[Q\[MTN IZM[XWV[M\W\PMKWV[MZ^I\Q[UIVL[\IOVI\QWVWN )VOTW:MNWZUQ[U1V\PM[M
VW^MT[ \PM ZMTQOQW][ LQ[KW]Z[M PQVOM[ WV KWUXIZIJTM XWZ\ZIaIT[ WN  \PM ?M[\ -VL 2M_Q[P
KWUU]VQ\a QV 4WVLWV <PM[M VW^MT[ M`IUQVM IVL KZQ\QY]M \PM I]\PWZ[¼ MV^Q[IOML
KWUU]VQ\QM[IVLVMOW\QI\M\PMUMIV[WN [XQZQ\]IT\ZIV[NWZUI\QWV\PZW]OPIVITa[M[WN \PM
NIQT]ZM WN  :MNWZU 2]LIQ[U IVL \PM IK\Q^I\QWV WN  \PMWTWOQKIT LQ[KW]Z[M KMV\ZML WV \PM
+PZQ[\QIV-^IVOMTQKITVW\QWVWN \PMZMLMUX\Q^M_WUIV1V\PQ[ZMILQVOWN Reuben Sachs and
Naomi’s Exodus1_QTTNWZ\PMÅZ[\\QUMKWVVMK\\PM_WZS[WN 4M^aIVL5WV\IO]<PQ[_QTT
QVKT]LMIVM`IUQVI\QWVWN \PMQZZM[XWV[M[\W\PMQ[[]M[WN IKK]T\]ZI\QWVIVL[MK]TIZQbI\QWV
IVL \PMQZ KZQ\QY]M WN  \PM M[\ZIVOMUMV\ WN  NMUITM [XQZQ\]ITQ\a IVL \PM M`KM[[Q^M TQUQ\[ WV
_WUMV¼[[]JRMK\Q^MIOMVKa1V\PMXZWKM[[_M_QTTM`XTWZM\PM_Ia[QV_PQKP\PMaI\\MUX\ML
\W\IKSTM\PMTI\MVQVM\MMV\PKMV\]ZaXZM[[]ZM[WV)VOTW2]LIQ[U\WI[[QUQTI\M\PMZMTQOQW][
XZMLWUQVIV\Ta-^IVOMTQKITVWZU[WN 8ZW\M[\IV\K]T\]ZMIVL\WILLZM[[\PMKWVKMZV[WN I
KWUU]VQ\a\PI\_I[ZMILQVO\PMQLMITQ[\QKXWM\ZaWN \PM:WUIV\QK[IVL\PMVW^MT[WN +PIZTM[
,QKSMV[/MWZOM-TQW\IVL)V\PWVa<ZWTTWXM
4QTa5WV\IO]QVKWV\ZI[\\W)Ua4M^a_I[XIZ\WN IZMNWZUI\Q^MWZOIVQ[I\QWV·4QJMZIT
2]LIQ[U·\PI\PILXZW\WNMUQVQ[\I[XQZI\QWV[I\Q\[^MZaKWZM1\_I[QVI[XMMKPI\\PM?M[\
4WVLWV :MNWZU ;aVIOWO]M WV .MJZ]IZa   ! \PI\ +TI]LM 5WV\MÅWZM MV^Q[IOML I
XZWOZM[[Q^M4QJMZIT2]LIQ[UQV-VOTIVL31V\PMVM_2]LIQ[U\WJMI¹OWWLº2M__I[\WJM
IXZWL]K\Q^MKQ\QbMVIVL\WTMILIVPWVM[\IVLZQOP\MW][TQNM<PMIXXTQKI\QWVWN ZQ\]ITIVL
\PM\ZILQ\QWVITWJ[MZ^IVKM[_W]TLJMXMZ[WVITTa[]JRMK\Q^MIVLLMXMVLMV\WV\PMQVLQ^QL]IT
IVL \PMQZ KWV[KQMVKM ZI\PMZ \PIV JMQVO JI[ML WV halakhah or the Torah. Thus, progressive
4QJMZIT2]LIQ[U_W]TLMVKW]ZIOMUWZITKWVL]K\IVL\PMI[[QUQTI\QWVWN \PMPW[\K]T\]ZMQV
\PMXTIKMWN 2M_Q[P[XMKQÅKQ\a)KKWZLQVO\W5WV\IO]
Judaism is the hallowing of existing ideals, and ideals shift from generation to generation. A
ZMTQOQWV _PQKP ZM[\[ WV KWV[KQMVKM Q[ I ZWJ][\ ZMTQOQWV IVL UISM[ I []XZMUM LMUIVL WV ITT
P]UIVNIK]T\QM[1\KTIQU[\PMPQOPM[\TQNMNZWUQ\[LM^W\MM[<PMKTW[MKWVVMK\QWVJM\_MMVZMTQOQWV
IVLTQNMQ[KTMIZTa\PMQLMIT_PQKPITTK]T\[MUXPI[Q[M4

1V\PMWTWOQKIT\MZU[QVLQ^QL]IT[_MZMKWV[QLMZMLVW\WVTaXIZ\WN IKWUU]VQ\aJ]\IJTM\W
XMZ[WVITTaKWUU]VM_Q\P\PMLQ^QVM_PM\PMZI\PWUMWZQV\PM[aVIOWO]M.]Z\PMZUWZM
5WV\MÅWZMKWUUQ\\ML4QJMZIT2]LIQ[U\W\PMMY]ITQbI\QWVWN \PM[M`M[5WV\IO]\WWS]X
IVLLM^MTWXML\PQ[\PMWZM\QKITUIV\TM_Q\POZMI\MIZVM[\VM[[Ja\ZIV[NWZUQVO\PMLIQTaTQ^M[
WN \PM2M_Q[P_WUMVWN PMZ?M[\+MV\ZIT+T]JIVLPMZKWVOZMOI\QWV5<PZW]OPPMZINÆ]MV\
]XXMZKTI[[ NIUQTa KWVVMK\QWV[ \W \PM )VOTW2M_Q[P MTQ\M IVL NZQMVL[PQX _Q\P 5WV\MÅWZM
3
4
5

Jewish Chronicle.MJZ]IZa !!·
Lily Montagu, Thoughts on Judaism (London: R. Brimley Johnson, 1904), 4.
Luke Devine, Lily Montagu’s Shekhinah8Q[KI\I_Ia"/WZOQI[8ZM[[·
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5WV\IO]KW]TLZMTaWVUWZITÅVIVKQITXWTQ\QKITIVLQV\MTTMK\]IT[]XXWZ\<PQ[Q[VW\\W[Ia
\PI\ 5WV\IO] _I[ ]VKWVKMZVML IJW]\ UWVMa 1VLMML 5WV\IO]¼[ KWUUQ\UMV\ \W \PM
4QJMZIT2M_Q[PKI][MTML\WM[\ZIVOMUMV\NZWUPMZ[\ZQK\Ta7Z\PWLW`NI\PMZ;IU]MT5WV\IO]
_IZVML\PI\PQ[LI]OP\MZ¼[QVPMZQ\IVKM_W]TLJMNWZNMQ\MLQN [PMKWV\QV]ML\WXZWUW\M\PM
religious movement. He was duly ignored.6 Montagu was more at home with the workingKTI[[IVL[WKQITTaLQ[IL^IV\IOMLOQZT[WN PMZ+T]JI[[PM_W]TLTI\MZILUQ\"¹1TMIZVMLIJW]\
UIVaPWUM\ZIOMLQM[IVLM[XMKQITTaWN \PM\ZIOMLaWN ]VN]TÅTTMLI[XQZI\QWV;WUIVaWN Ua
OQZT[PIL_IV\ML\WJM[WUM\PQVOLQNNMZMV\IVL\WIKPQM^MKMZ\IQVX]ZXW[M[_PQKP[MMUML\W
JMLMVQML\PMUR][\\PZW]OP\PMPIZLVM[[WN KQZK]U[\IVKM[º5WV\IO]IT_Ia[¹NMT\LMMXTa
UW^MLJaIVaMNNWZ\I\[WKQITIUMTQWZI\QWVM[XMKQITTa_PMVJI[MLWVILMÅVQ\MTaZMTQOQW][
foundation.”7
7V \PM W\PMZ PIVL )Ua 4M^a¼[ ]XXMZUQLLTMKTI[[ IKK]T\]ZI\ML JIKSOZW]VL LQL VW\
INNWZLPMZIKKM[[\W)VOTW2M_Za¼[KWUU]VITQV\MTTMK\]ITÅVIVKQITWZXWTQ\QKITTMILMZ[PQX
This is despite her father’s friendship with the editor of the Jewish Chronicle_PQKPTML\WPMZ
XZWL]KQVOI[MZQM[WN M[[Ia[NWZ\PMXIXMZ8-^MVOQ^MV4M^a¼[I[[WKQI\QWV_Q\PVWV2M_Q[P
QV\MTTMK\]IT[ PMZ ZM[MIZKP I\ \PM *ZQ\Q[P 5][M]U IVL PMZ UMUJMZ[PQX WN  ^IZQW][ NZMM
\PQVSQVOIVLJWPMUQIVKT]J[IVLI[_M_QTT[MMPMZLQ[IXXWQV\UMV\_Q\P\PMKWV[MZ^I\Q[U
of Anglo-Reformism, she was never part of any organised movement geared towards
\ZIV[NWZUQVO KWV\MUXWZIVMW][ 2]LIQ[U =VTQSM 4QTa 5WV\IO] 4M^a _I[ VW\ I X]JTQK
[XMISMZWZKWVÅLMV\WZI\WZ1VNIK\4M^aXW[[M[[MLIKKWZLQVO\WIKWV\MUXWZIZaI¹LMTQKI\M
TQ\\TM 7ZQMV\IT NIKM LZMIUaº9 ;PM _I[ XTIO]ML Ja M`KM[[Q^M [PaVM[[10 as well as a list of
UMLQKITIQTUMV\[\PI\QVKT]LMLIV`QM\aLMXZM[[QWVVM]ZITOQILMINVM[[IJ[KM[[M[IVLMaM
QVNMK\QWV[111VKWV\ZI[\5WV\IO]_I[IJTM\WW^MZKWUMIVMIZTaKPQTLPWWLQTTVM[[IVLI
[XQZQ\]IT KZQ[Q[ ;PM JMTQM^ML PMZ[MTN  LM[\QVML \W ZM^Q\ITQbM \ZILQ\QWVIT 2M_Q[P \PMWTWOa
M\PQK[ IVLZQ\]IT IVL [M\ IJW]\ ZMNWZUQVO IVL ZMQV^QOWZI\QVO )VOTW2M_Za 5WV\IO] _W]TL
KWVNM[[QVZM\ZW[XMK\¹1NMT\KWUXMTTMLJaI[\ZWVOLM[QZM\WNW]VLIUW^MUMV\\WZM^Q\ITQ[M
2]LIQ[UIVLZMSQVLTM\PMIVKQMV\TQOP\[[W\PI\\PM[M[PW]TLKI[\IOTW_W^MZ\PM_PWTMWN TQNM
for all time.”124M^a¼[IK\Q^Q[UQN _MKIVKITTQ\\PI\[QUQTIZ\WUIVa)VOTW2M_Q[P_WUMV
_ZQ\MZ[WN \PMXMZQWL_I[KWVÅVML\W\PM_ZQ\\MV_WZL)KKWZLQVO\W5QKPIMT/ITKPQV[Sa
¹?WUMV _ZQ\MZ[ \P][ ][ML \PM VW^MT \W IZO]M VW\ WVTa NWZ _WUMV¼[ MUIVKQXI\QWV QV \PM
2M_Q[P_WZTLJ]\NWZ2M_Q[PMUIVKQXI\QWVQV\PM>QK\WZQIV_WZTLº13 Furthermore, Levy’s
MTMUMV\IZa IVL ]VQ^MZ[Q\a ML]KI\QWV _I[ [MK]TIZ+PZQ[\QIV ;QUQTIZ \W \PM UIRWZQ\a WN 
2M_Q[P_WUMVQV\PMXMZQWL[PM_I[NWZUITTaXZWPQJQ\MLNZWU\PM[\]LaIVLQV\MZXZM\I\QWV
WN \PM[IKZML\M`\[WN \ZILQ\QWVIT2]LIQ[UIVLQV[\MILZMTQIV\WVPMZZMILQVOIVLZM[MIZKPI\
\PM*ZQ\Q[P5][M]U1VNIK\4M^a_I[XW\MV\QITTaUWZMNIUQTQIZ_Q\P+PZQ[\QIVQ\aIVL\PM
3QVO2IUM[*QJTM\PIV[PM_I[_Q\P\PMZIJJQVQK\M`\[14
Devine, Lily Montagu’s Shekhinah, 2.
Lily Montagu, The Faith of a Jewish Woman (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1943), 11, 19.
8
Christine Pullen, The Woman Who Dared: A Biography of Amy Levy (Kingston: Kingston University Press, 2010), 129.
9
Katherine Tynan, Memories-LQVJ]ZOP"<PM-LQVJ]ZOP8ZM[[!
10
Sharona Levy, “Amy Levy: The Woman and Her Writings” (Ph.D. Diss., Oxford University, 1989), 16.
11
4QVLI0]V\*MKSUIVAmy Levy: Her Life and Letters (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2000), 92, 127, 203.
12
Montagu, The Faith, 27.
13
5QKPIMT/ITKPQV[SaThe Origin of the Modern Jewish Woman Writer: Romance and Reform in Victorian England (Detroit:
Wayne State University Press, 1996), 36.
14
Luke Devine, From Anglo-First-Wave towards American Second-Wave Jewish Feminism: Negotiating with Jewish Feminist
Theology and its Communities in the Writing of Amy Levy8Q[KI\I_Ia"/WZOQI[8ZM[[
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+WV^MZ[MTa4QTa5WV\IO]_I[ML]KI\MLJa\PM:M^MZMVL;QUMWV;QVOMZ5QVQ[\MZWN \PM
6M_ ?M[\ -VL ;aVIOWO]M IVL QV[\Z]K\ML QV +PZQ[\QIV IVL 2M_Q[P \PMWTWOa Ja +TI]LM
5WV\MÅWZMIUWVOW\PMZ[;QVOMZQV\ZWL]KML\PMaW]VO5WV\IO]\W\PM0MJZM_XZWXPM\[
<PMaZMO]TIZTaLQ[K][[ML\PMXZWXPM\[QVLMX\PI[_MTTI[\PM¹QLMIT[WN 2]LIQ[UºIVLPW_
\PMa KW]TL JM \ZIV[NWZUML QV\W [WKQIT [MZ^QKM 5WV\IO] _I[ ITTW_ML \W KPWW[M PMZ W_V
KW]Z[MWN ML]KI\QWV_PQKP_I[[]XXTMUMV\MLJaV]UMZW][\]\WZ[IVLM`\MV[Q^MZMILQVOWV
[WKQITXPQTW[WXPa155WV\IO]_I[JTM[[ML_Q\PVI\]ZITWZI\WZa[SQTT[IVL_I[IJTM\WLZI_WV
\PM [MTNJMTQMN  WN  LQ^QVM UQ[[QWV IVL WV \PM ZM[W]ZKM[ WN  \PM )VOTW2M_Q[P MTQ\M <PM[M
ZM[W]ZKM[MNNMK\Q^MTaK][PQWVMLPMZNZWU\PMZMITQ\QM[WN IV\Q;MUQ\Q[U*aKWUXIZQ[WV)Ua
4M^a_I[XTIO]ML_Q\P[MTNLW]J\IVLKWVN][QWVZMOIZLQVOPMZ2M_Q[PQLMV\Q\a1VLMML4M^a
_I[ UIZOQVITQbML Ja \PW[M IZW]VL PMZ ;PM _W]TL IT_Ia[ JM I 2M_ IUWVO +PZQ[\QIV
IKY]IQV\IVKM[_PWUIQV\IQVMLXZQ^I\MIV\Q;MUQ\QKXZMR]LQKM[*]\I[IKPQTLTM[[]VUIZZQML
QVLMXMVLMV\6M_?WUIV[PM_I[ITQMVI\MLJa\PM)VOTW2M_Q[PKWUU]VQ\a-^MV\PW]OP
ZMTQOQW][ WJ[MZ^IVKM _I[ JMKWUQVO [XWZILQK 2]LIQ[U \ZILQ\QWVITTa XTIKM[ MUXPI[Q[ WV
UIZZQIOMIVL\PMNIUQTa5IZZQIOMKZMI\M[\PMVMKM[[IZaMV^QZWVUMV\NWZ\PMN]TÅTUMV\WN 
the mitzvah of peru urevu¹JMNZ]Q\N]TIVLU]T\QXTaº5WZM[W4M^a_I[[XQZQ\]ITTaITQMVI\MLJa
the religious institutions of her day.16)KKWZLQVO\W1^M\I2][W^I4M^a_I[IV¹)VOTW2M_Q[P
UQLLTMKTI[[_WUIVTQ^QVOQV\PMQVKZMI[QVOTaIV\Q;MUQ\QK4WVLWVWN \PM [4M^a¼[
TQNM IVL _WZS QTT][\ZI\M[ \PM Z]\PTM[[ [XTQ\\QVO WN  »\PM W]\[QLMZ[¼ NZWU \PM [MTNLMKTIZML
privileged insiders.”17 <P][ _M KIV [MM PW_ Naomi’s Exodus _W]TL KWUM \W MUXPI[QbM
]VQ^MZ[ITQ[\QK XMZ[XMK\Q^M[ IVL WXMVVM[[ \W K]T\]ZIT M`KPIVOM JM\_MMV +PZQ[\QIVQ\a IVL
2]LIQ[U OQ^MV 5WV\IO]¼[ [PMT\MZML KPQTLPWWL .WZ 4M^a PW_M^MZ JMQVO ML]KI\ML QV
+PZQ[\QIV[WKQM\aIVL\PMM`XMZQMVKMWN IV\Q;MUQ\Q[UPW_M^MZKI[]ITUILMPMZ[KMX\QKIT
WN  2M_Q[P MUIVKQXI\QWV IVL \PM M`\MV\ WN  IKK]T\]ZI\QWV ;PM _W]TL Y]M[\QWV PMZ W_V
QLMV\Q\a KWV\ZQJ]\QVO \W I KZQ\QY]M WN  +PZQ[\QIV TQ\MZIZa IVL \PMWTWOQKIT PMOMUWVa QV PMZ
XWM\ZaIVLIKZQ\QKITIKKW]V\WN \PM2M_Q[PMUIVKQXI\QWVQVReuben Sachs.18
Reuben Sachs and Naomi’s ExodusIZM]VLMZXQVVMLJa\PMITQMVI\QWVWN _WUMV¼[[XQZQ\]ITQ\a
QV \PM [aVIOWO]M IVL \PM TQUQ\[ WV _WUMV¼[ []JRMK\Q^M IVL QV\MTTMK\]IT IOMVKa QV \PM
KWUU]VQ\a *W\P VW^MT[ IZM KZQ\QKIT IVITa[M[ WN  \PM )VOTW2M_Q[P UIZQ\IT MKWVWUa \PM
TMOITQ[UWN \ZILQ\QWVIT2]LIQ[U)VOTW2M_Za¼[QVIJQTQ\a\WUWLMZVQbMQ\[K]T\]ZITXPQTQ[\QVQ[U
Q\[ [TW_VM[[ \W I[[QUQTI\M \PM ZMTQOQW][ VWZU[ WN  \PM PW[\ K]T\]ZM Q\[ XPa[QKIT IVL UWZIT
degeneration, and its “oriental” treatment of women. Like Amy Levy, Lily Montagu reserved
XIZ\QK]TIZ[KWZVNWZ?M[\-VL2M_[XIZ\QK]TIZTa\PW[M_Q\PTQ\\TMKWVVMK\QWV\WZMTQOQWV;PM
_W]TLKTIQUQV¹;XQZQ\]IT8W[[QJQTQ\QM[WN 2]LIQ[U<W,Iaº\PI\"
<PM ZIKQIT 2M_ LM^W\ML \W [MTN[MMSQVO IVL W[\MV\I\QWV IVL IZZWOIV\ WN  PQ[ ZIKM IT\PW]OP
LM[\Q\]\M WN  [XQZQ\]IT NIQ\P Q[ QVLMML LM[MZ^QVO WN  M^MZa [KWZV 0Q[ 2]LIQ[U Q[ VW\ WN  PQ[ W_V
[MMSQVO IVL PM KWV[MY]MV\Ta UISM[ VW [IKZQÅKM \W NWTTW_ Q\# PM KPMZQ[PM[ I UI\MZQITQ[\QK QLMIT
_PQKP\PZMI\MV[\PMPQOPM[\OWWLWN W]ZIOM19

Montagu, The Faith, 11.
See Devine, From Anglo-First-Wave.
17
Iveta Jusova, The New Woman and the Empire+WT]UJ]["7PQW;\I\M=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZM[[
18
6ILQI >ITUIV ¹;MUQ\Q[U IVL +ZQ\QKQ[U" >QK\WZQIV )VOTW2M_Q[P 4Q\MZIZa 0Q[\WZaº Victorian Literature and
Culture 27 (1999), 239.
19
4QTa 5WV\IO]¹;XQZQ\]IT8W[[QJQTQ\QM[WN 2]LIQ[U<WLIaºJewish Quarterly Review 11 (1899), 230.
15
16
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*a KWV\ZI[\ 4M^a PIL TQ\\TM SVW_TMLOM WN WZ KWV\IK\ _Q\P \PM -I[\ -VL WN  4WVLWV .WZ
4M^a )VOTW:MNWZUQ[U _I[ [\IOVIV\ J]\ _PQTM [PM _I[ IJTM \W W]\TQVM \PM LaVIUQK[ WN 
OMVLMZ ITQMVI\QWV IVL \PM VMKM[[Q\a WN  KWUU]VIT \ZIV[NWZUI\QWV [PM _I[ VW\ IJTM \W
\ZIV[TI\M\PQ[QV\WZMNWZUI\Q^MLQ[KW]Z[M201V[\MIL5WV\IO]JMTQM^MLPMZUQ[[QWVXZMLM[\QVML
IVL[XQZQ\]ITM^MV\ZIV[KMVLMV\IT;PMMV^Q[IOMLKWUU]VITZMNWZUIVL]VTQSM4M^a_I[
_MTTXTIKML\WQUXTMUMV\Q\
<PMIKK]T\]ZI\ML]XXMZUQLLTMKTI[[4M^aNIUQTa_MZMUMUJMZ[WN \PMZMKMV\TaNW]VLML
:MNWZU KWVOZMOI\QWV \PM ?M[\ 4WVLWV ;aVIOWO]M WN  *ZQ\Q[P 2M_[ I JZMISI_Ia
KWVOZMOI\QWV WN  \PM *M^Q[ 5IZS[ ;aVIOWO]M :MNWZU 2]LIQ[U QV -VOTIVL _I[ NZWU \PM
W]\[M\ KWV[MZ^I\Q^M <PM [aVIOWO]M QUUMLQI\MTa JMKIUM IV MVKTI^M NWZ \PW[M _MTT\WLW
)VOTW2M_[]VIJTMWZ]V_QTTQVO\WIKKWUUWLI\M\PMQZIVOTQKQbMLTQNM[\aTM[QVKT]LQVO\PMQZ
MUXTWaUMV\KWUUQ\UMV\[[WKQITPIJQ\[IVLKWVVMK\QWV[_Q\P\PMVWV2M_Q[P_WZTL\W\PM
ZMTQOQW][ KWUUQ\UMV\[ WN  7Z\PWLW` 2]LIQ[U )Ua 4M^a _I[ I KPQTL WN  \PM XWTQ\QKIT
MUIVKQXI\QWVWN )VOTW2M_Za\PI\_I[XIZ\QITTaKWUXTM\MLQV  Q\Q[_WZ\PVW\QVO\PI\I
V]UJMZ WN  UQVQ[\MZQIT WNÅKM[ KWV\QV]ML \W XZMKT]LM 2M_[ ;PM _I[ [KPWWTML QV +PZQ[\QIV
[WKQM\aÅZ[\I\\PM*ZQOP\WV0QOP;KPWWT/QZT[¼8]JTQK,Ia;KPWWT<Z][\;PM\PMVJMKIUM
\PM ÅZ[\ 2M_Q[P _WUIV \W I\\MVL 6M_VPIU +WTTMOM +IUJZQLOM IT\PW]OP NWZ ZMI[WV[
]VSVW_V[PMLQLVW\ÅVQ[PPMZLMOZMM1VPMZW_VTQNM\QUM4M^a_I[IZM[XMK\MLI]\PWZIVL
XWM\1V PMZÅZ[\XWM\ZaIV\PWTWOaXantippe and Other Verse_I[X]JTQ[PML1V I
[MKWVL XWM\Za IV\PWTWOa NWTTW_ML IVL QV 
 ITWVO _Q\P Reuben Sachs 4M^a X]JTQ[PML
Romance of a Shop. Miss Meredith_MV\QV\WXZQV\\PMNWTTW_QVOaMIZITWVO_Q\P\PMÅVITXWM\Za
anthology, A London Plane-Tree and Other Verse4M^aKWUXTM\ML\PMÅVITIV\PWTWOaQV\PM_MMS[
JMNWZM[PMKWUUQ\\ML[]QKQLMJaKPIZKWITI[XPa`QI\QWV<PZW]OPW]\PMZTQNM4M^aUIQV\IQVML
QVNWZUIT TQVS[ _Q\P UIVa VWV2M_Q[P [WKQIT KWUUMV\I\WZ[ _ZQ\MZ[ IVL QV\MTTMK\]IT[ 0MZ
NZQMVL[QVKT]LML7[KIZ?QTLM/MWZOM*MZVIZL;PI_0I^MTWKS-TTQ[3IZT8MIZ[WV-TMIVWZ
5IZ`\PMLI]OP\MZWN 3IZT5IZ`*MI\ZQKM?MJJVuM8W\\MZ,WTTQM:ILNWZLIVL7TQ^M
;KPZMQVMZ1VPMZW_VUQVLIVLQV\PMMaM[WN PMZKWV\MUXWZIZQM[PW_M^MZ4M^a_I[IV
W]\[QLMZUIZSMLJaPMZ2M_Q[PQLMV\Q\a;PM_I[I2M_Q[P_WUIVWXMZI\QVOQV+PZQ[\QIVIVL
[MK]TIZKQZKTM[\PI\KWV\QV]ML\WJMPW[\QTMM^MVIV\Q;MUQ\QK_PM\PMZQVX]JTQKWZQVXZQ^I\M
in their analyses and personal opinions of Anglo-Jews.
Reuben SachsKWV\IQV[^IZQW][KWUXTM`[\ZIVL[[]JXTW\[IVL]VLMZTaQVO[WKQIT,IZ_QVQ[\
:MNWZUQ[\ IVL XZW\WNMUQVQ[\ XMZ[XMK\Q^M[ \PI\ IZM WXMV \W I V]UJMZ WN  QV\MZXZM\I\QWV[
<PM VW^MT KIZQKI\]ZM[ I[[QUQTI\ML )VOTW2M_Za¼[ []XXW[ML XPa[QKIT LMOMVMZIKa IVL
UI\MZQITQ[\ K]T\]ZM <PM ]XXMZUQLLTMKTI[[ 2M_Q[P KWUU]VQ\a Q[ XWZ\ZIaML I[ UWZITTa
^IK]W][K]T\]ZITTaJIKS_IZLIVLXPa[QKITTaZMX]T[Q^M1VLM[KZQJQVO\PM?M[\-VLMVKTI^M
\PMKPIZIK\MZ4MW4M]VQOMZKWVNM[[M[\PI\¹_MIZMUI\MZQITQ[\[\WW]ZÅVOMZ[¼MVL[º;QUQTIZTa
:M]JMV;IKP[\PMMXWVaUW][VIUM[ISMZMUQVL[\PI\¹<PQ[Q[IUI\MZQITIOMIUI\MZQITQ[\
KW]V\Zaº1V\PMVW^MT\ZILQ\QWVIT2]LIQ[U¹Q[\PMZMTQOQWVWN UI\MZQITQ[U<PMKWZVIVL\PM
_QVMIVL\PMWQT#\PMU]T\QXTQKI\QWVWN \PM[MML#\PMKWVY]M[\WN \PMPW[\QTM\ZQJM[·\PM[M
PI^MIT_Ia[PILUWZMI\\ZIK\QWVNWZ][\PIV\PMPIZXIVLKZW_VWN I[XQZQ\]ITQbMLM`Q[\MVKMº
4MWTIUMV\[)VOTW2M_Za¼[ÅVIVKQITI^IZQKM"
)PTWWSI\][_PMZMMT[MLWaW][MM[]KPMIOMZVM[[\W\ISMIL^IV\IOM#[]KP[QKSMVQVOPQLMW][
OZMML#[]KPKZ]MTZMUWZ[MTM[[[\ZQ^QVONWZXW_MZIVLQUXWZ\IVKM#[]KPM^MZIK\Q^MM^MZP]VOZa
20

Devine, From Anglo-First-Wave, 4.
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^IVQ\a\PI\U][\JMNMLI\IVaKW[\';\MMXML\W\PMTQX[QV[WZLQLVM[[I[_MPI^MITTJMMVNZWU\PM
KZILTMPW_Q[Q\XW[[QJTM\PI\IVaWVMIUWVO][JaIVaMNNWZ\WN PQ[W_VKIV_QXMWNN NZWUPQ[
[W]T\PMPMZMLQ\IZa[\IQV'21

4MWQ[KWV^QVKML\PI\)VOTW2M_ZaQ[LM[\QVMLNWZ¹LQ[QV\MOZI\QWVºIVL¹IJ[WZX\QWVºQV\W\PM
+PZQ[\QIV PW[\ K]T\]ZM <PM KWUU]VQ\a¼[ UWZIT LMOMVMZIKa Q[ UIVQNM[\ML QV Q\[ ZM^WT\QVO
XPa[QKIT \ZIQ\[ <PZW]OPW]\ Reuben Sachs \PM KPIZIK\MZ[ IZM LM[KZQJML I[ ¹[ITTW_º ¹XITMº
¹TQNMTM[[º¹LIZSº¹_ZQVSTMLº¹JTIKSMaMLº¹JTIKSPIQZMLºIVL_Q\P¹aMTTW_ºNMI\]ZM[·
! !5WZM[W:M]JMV¼[UMV\ITIVLXPa[QWTWOQKITIQTUMV\[I[
_MTT I[ \PW[M WN  \PM UIRWZQ\a WN  KPIZIK\MZ[ IZM I KI[M QV XWQV\ 1VLMML QV\MZVITQ[QVO
KWV\MUXWZIZa UMLQKIT LQ[KW]Z[M[ IJW]\ 2M_Q[P [][KMX\QJQTQ\a \W VMZ^W][ LQ[MI[M[ ]XXMZ
UQLLTMKTI[[)VOTW2M_ZaQ[ÅO]ZMLI[W^MZTaXZWVM\WVM]ZI[\PMVQIIVLPa[\MZQI:M]JMV¼[
M^MV\]ITLMI\PQ[JWZVW]\WN VMZ^W][¹M`PI][\QWVº"
1\_I[IKI[MWN W^MZ_WZSWN W^MZ[\ZIQVWN VMZ^W][JZMISLW_V[IQL\PMLWK\WZ[#VWLW]J\I
[MI^WaIOM_W]TL[M\PQUZQOP\IOIQVJ]\PMU][\JMKIZMN]TWN PQU[MTN QV\PMN]\]ZM
¹5WZM\PIVPITN UaVMZ^W][XI\QMV\[IZMZMKZ]Q\MLNZWU\PMZIVS[WN \PM2M_[º[IQL\PMOZMI\
XPa[QKQIV_PW:M]JMVKWV[]T\ML¹AW]XIa\PMXMVIT\aWN \WWPQOPIKQ^QTQbI\QWVº

<PMM`KMX\QWV\W4M^a¼[K]T\]ZMWN PMZMLQ\IZaLMOMVMZI\QWV¹\PMQTTUILM[WV[IVLLI]OP\MZ[
WN ;PMUºIVL\PMZIUXIV\UI\MZQITQ[UWN \PMKWUU]VQ\aQ[2]LQ\P9]Q`IVW\PMJMI]\QN]T
PMZWQVM_PWQ[WN VWJTM;MXPIZLQKIVKM[\Za;PMQ[QV\MTTMK\]ITTaIVLXPa[QKITTa[]XMZQWZ\W
\PMW\PMZIKK]T\]ZI\ML)VOTW2M_[WN \PMVW^MT_PW_MIZM\WI[[]UMIZMWN )[PSMVIbQ[\WKS
<PMQLMIWN ;MXPIZLQKZIKQITPMOMUWVa_I[XWX]TIZ\PZW]OPW]\-]ZWXMI\\PMÅVLM
[QvKTM2]LQ\PQ[LM[KMVLMLNZWU¹INIUQTaWN 8WZ\]O]M[MUMZKPIV\[\PMvieille noblesse of the
2M_Q[P KWUU]VQ\aº  ;PM XW[[M[[M[ ]VIKSVW_TMLOML TW^M NWZ :M]JMV IT\PW]OP PM Q[
KWUUQ\\ML\W\PMX]Z[]Q\WN XWTQ\QKITXW_MZ\PI\_QTT]T\QUI\MTaTMIL\WPQ[]V\QUMTaLMI\P
<PQ[Q[LM[XQ\M\PMNIK\\PI\:M]JMV¹SVM_JaVW_\PI\PM_I[QVTW^M_Q\P2]LQ\P9]Q`IVWº
<PZW]OPI,IZ_QVQ[\XMZ[XMK\Q^M\PMZMILMZQ[I_IZM\PI\2]LQ\PKW]TLPI^MZMLMMUML
:M]JMV¼[LMOMVMZI\Q^MIVKM[\Za¹?Q\PPMZJMI]\aPMZPMIT\PIVLPMZIQZWN JZMMLQVO[]ZMTa
[PM_I[OWWLMVW]OPIVLUWZM\PIVOWWLMVW]OPNWZ[]KPIUIVI[:M]JMV;IKP[PQ[
MVWZUW][ XZM\MV[QWV[ IVL \PW[M WN  PQ[ NIUQTa WV PQ[ JMPITN  VW\_Q\P[\IVLQVO'º ·
1V[\MIL2]LQ\P[]KK]UJ[\W\PMUI\MZQITQ[\QUX]T[M\PI\PI[JMMVMVNWZKMLJaPMZILWX\ML
NIUQTa<PMaPI^MTQ\\TMQV\MZM[\QVJQWTWOQKITKWVKMZV[22<P][2]LQ\PUIZZQM[INIT[MKWV^MZ\
\W 2]LIQ[U _PW Q[ UMZMTa [MMSQVO [WKQIT IL^IVKMUMV\ <PM LMOMVMZI\Q^M I[ _MTT I[ \PM
ZMOMVMZI\Q^MI[XMK\[\PI\]VLMZXQV\PMVW^MTIKKWZLQVO\W6ILQI>ITUIV\IXQV\WVW\QWV[
WN  ;MXPIZLQK PMOMUWVa LQ[[MUQVI\ML Ja *MVRIUQV ,Q[ZIMTQ /ZIKM )O]QTIZ IVL 2M_Q[P
IV\PZWXWTWOQ[\[_PWMY]I\ML\PM;MXPIZLQU_Q\P¹)ZaIVQ[Uº.WZ>ITUIV4M^a¼[PMZWQVMQ[
¹I XIZIOWV WN  LQOVQÅML ZIKQIT XZQLM IVL WXMVVM[[ \W QV\MTTMK\]IT QVY]QZa IVL K]T\]ZIT
QV\MOZI\QWVº<PMLWWUMLZWUIVKMJM\_MMV2]LQ\PIVL:M]JMVQUXTQM[\PI\\PMXZWOZM[[WN 
KQ^QTQbI\QWV[]J^MZ\[\PMWXMZI\QWVWN ,IZ_QVQIVVI\]ZIT[MTMK\QWV23
21
Amy Levy, Reuben Sachs: A Sketch4WVLWV"5IKUQTTIV
· ;]J[MY]MV\ZMNMZMVKM[_QTTJMOQ^MVQV
the text.
22
-UUI.ZIVKQ[¹;WKQITQ[\.MUQVQ[UIVL;M`]IT1V[\QVK\"-TMIVWZ5IZ`IVL)Ua4M^aºQVEleanor Marx (1855–
1898): Life, Work, Contacts, ed. John Stokes (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2000), 122.
23
Nadia Valman, The Jewess in Nineteenth-Century British Culture +IUJZQLOM"+IUJZQLOM=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZM[[
183-84.
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<PMIV\QUI\MZQITQ[\QKMTMUMV\[WN Reuben SachsIZMJW]VL]XQVTI\MVQVM\MMV\PKMV\]Za
KZQ\QKQ[U[ UILM Ja \PM )VOTW2M_Q[P XZM[[ IVL ZMTQOQW][ TMILMZ[ \PI\ ]XXMZUQLLTMKTI[[
2]LIQ[U _I[ QV UWZIT LMKTQVM L]M \W Q\[ ]VJZQLTML ÅVIVKQIT I^IZQKM24 )KKWZLQVO \W <WLL
-VLMTUIV¹5W[\UQLLTMKTI[[2M_[I\\PM\QUM_MZMVW\_MTTML]KI\MLWZQVKTQVML\W\ISMIV
QV\MZM[\ QV IZ\ TQ\MZI\]ZM WZ [KQMVKM    )UWVO W\PMZ[ \PM :M^ ;QUMWV [QVOMZ WN  \PM
*Ia[_I\MZ ;aVIOWO]M    \PW]OP\ \PM KWUU]VQ\a _I[ »NIZ \WW U]KP ILLQK\ML \W KIZL
XTIaQVO I[ \PM WVM ]VNIQTQVO ZM[W]ZKM \W SQTT \PM LMUWV WN  MVV]Qº25 Indeed, throughout
Reuben Sachs \PM LMKWZ ZM^MIT[ \PM M`\MV\ WN  UI\MZQITQ[\ _WZTLTa K]T\]ZM" ¹XT][P W\\WUIV[
[\IUXML ^MT^M\ \IJTM[ IVL W\PMZ 8PQTQ[\QVM [XTMVLW]Z[º IJW]VL ¹<PM OZMI\ ^]TOIZ W^MZ
LMKWZI\ML ZWWU _Q\P Q\[ OIZQ[P TQOP\[ Q\[ [\QÆQVO N]UM[ WN  OI[º IVL \PM ¹WTLNI[PQWVML
[XTMVLW]Z[WN \PMLZI_QVOZWWU_PMZMKIZLXTIaQVO_MV\WVº! IZMKMV\ZIT<PM
_WUMVIZMKWUUQ\\ML\W\ZIV[Q\WZa[MTN[MZ^QVOX]Z[]Q\[¹*Ia[_I\MZVWLLML\W5IQLI>ITM
IVL ;W]\P 3MV[QVO\WV \WWS *Ia[_I\MZ Ja \PM PIVL    TW^M WN  OW[[QX CKW]TLE PI^M NZMM
XTIaº-^MVUWZM:M]JMV;IKP[Q[QUJ]ML_Q\PIKY]Q[Q\Q^MVM[[¹.ZWUPQ[KZILTMPMPIL
QUJQJML \PM KZMML \PI\ Q\ Q[ VWJTM IVL LM[QZIJTM \W PI^M M^MZa\PQVO JM\\MZ \PIV aW]Z
VMQOPJW]Z#NZWU\PMÅZ[\PILJMMVQUXZM[[MLWVPQU\PM[IKZMLL]\aWN LWQVO\PM^MZaJM[\
NWZaW]Z[MTN º<PMVW^MT¼[KPIZIK\MZ[IZMJW]VLJa¹UI\MZQITIL^IV\IOM#\PQVO[
\PI\ aW] KW]TL \W]KP IVL [MM IVL \ITS IJW]\º <PQ[ KW^M\W][VM[[ OZIL]ITTa QVNMK\[ 2]LQ\P
9]Q`IVW IVL JMKWUM[ \PM ¹]V[XWSMV OW[XMTº WN  PMZ TQNM  <PM ZQ[S WN  UIZZaQVO NWZ
UWVMaI[Q[\PM]VNWZ\]VI\MKI[M_Q\P2]LQ\PW^MZ[]Q\IJTMZIKQITXZMNMZMVKM_I[M^MZXZM[MV\
QVTI\MVQVM\MMV\PKMV\]ZaLQ[KW]Z[M:M^MITQVOZMILQVOWN .ZIVKQ[/IT\WVIVLPQ[_WZSWV
hereditary, Reuben Sachs QUXTQM[ \PI\ \PM QUXMZI\Q^M WN  ZIKM _QTT JMKWUM I[[WKQI\ML _Q\P
¹KPQMN ZMTQOQW][WJTQOI\QWV[º26
1VLMML QV \PM VW^MT 2]LQ\P 9]Q`IVW¼[ ZMXZM[[QWV Q[ I XZWL]K\ VW\ WVTa WN  \PM ]XXMZ
UQLLTMKTI[[UQTQM]\PI\[]XXZM[[M[PMZXMZ[WVITTQJMZ\a[PMQ[IT[W[XQZQ\]ITTaM[\ZIVOMLJa
\PM :MNWZU 2]LIQ[U WN  \PM ?M[\ 4WVLWV ;aVIOWO]M :MÆMK\QVO +PZQ[\QIV -^IVOMTQKIT
KZQ\QKQ[U[ WN  \ZILQ\QWVIT 2]LIQ[U I[ TMOITQ[\QK27 2]LQ\P¼[ KWVOZMOI\QWVIT WJ[MZ^IVKM Q[
KPIZIK\MZQbMLJaWJMLQMVKMZI\PMZ\PIVQVVMZXQM\a"
2]LQ\P9]Q`IVW_MV\\PZW]OPPMZLM^W\QWV[]XPMTLJa\PI\[MV[MWN Å\VM[[WN WJMLQMVKM\WTI_
IVLWZLMZ_PQKPKPIZIK\MZQbMLPMZM^MZaIK\QWV
*]\Q\KIVVW\JM[IQL\PI\PMZZMTQOQWVPILIVa[\ZWVOPWTLW^MZPMZ#[PMIKKMX\MLQ\]V\PQVSQVOTa
<PM[M XZIaMZ[ ZMIL [W LQTQOMV\Ta QV I TIVO]IOM C0MJZM_E WN  _PQKP PMZ SVW_TMLOM _I[
M`KMMLQVOTaQUXMZNMK\\PM[MZMQ\MZI\MLXZIQ[M[WN IVI][\MZM\ZQJITLMQ\a\PM[MM`XZM[[QWV[WN I
PWXM_PW[MKWV[]UUI\QWV_I[VMQ\PMZLM[QZMLVWZM`XMK\ML_PI\KWVVMK\QWVKW]TL\PMaPI^M
_Q\P\PMXMZ[WVITVMML[\PMP]UIVTWVOQVO[WN \PQ[\W]KPQVOTaQOVWZIV\IVLTQUQ\MLKZMI\]ZM'
(92–93)

?PMV ZMIL QV \PM KWV\M`\ WN  KWV\MUXWZIVMW][ :MNWZU 2]LIQ[U IVL Q\[ KWV[MZ^I\Q^M
IXXZWIKP\W\PM¹?WUIV9]M[\QWVº\PMVW^MTZM^MIT[)Ua4M^a¼[W_VLQ[[I\Q[NIK\QWV\PI\
\PMXZW\WNMUQVQ[\XZWXW[IT[WN \PMKTI[[QKIT/MZUIV:MNWZUMZ[PILVW\JMMVMVIK\MLJa\PM
Valman, The Jewess, 175-76.
<WLL-VLMTUIV¹<PM.ZIVSI][WN 4WVLWV");\]LaWN :ILQKIT)[[QUQTI\QWV ·!ºJewish History 8:12 (1994), 131.
26
.ZIVKQ[/IT\WV¹0MZMLQ\IZa1UXZW^MUMV\ºFraser’s Magazine #4I]ZI>WZIKPMS¹5M[UMZQ[\[IVL
7\PMZ5MLLTMZ[";WKQIT,IZ_QVQ[U,MOMVMZI\QWVIVL-]OMVQK[QV<ZQTJaºVictorian Literature and Culture 37 (2009),
209.
27
Valman, The Jewess, 191.
24
25
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)VOTW:MNWZU[aVIOWO]M)\\PM:MNWZU+WVNMZMVKMWN  PMTLQV.ZIVSN]Z\/MZUIVa
:IJJQ,I^QL-QVPWZV_PW_W]TLTI\MZJMKWUMITMILMZWN \PM:MNWZUUW^MUMV\QV\PM
=VQ\ML ;\I\M[ ITWVO _Q\P ;IU]MT )LTMZ IVL ) )LTMZ LQ[K][[ML [M^MZIT ZILQKIT XZWXW[IT[
_Q\PZMOIZL[\W\PM¹?WUIV9]M[\QWVº<PM[M_MZMZMXZQV\MLQVI[Q`XWQV\ZM[WT]\QWVNWZ
\PM *ZM[TI]KWVNMZMVKM-QVPWZV[]OOM[\ML\PI\_WUMVKW]TLJMWJTQOI\ML\WXMZNWZU
\PM \QUMJW]VL mitzvot ZM[MZ^ML NWZ UMV \PI\ _WUMV KW]TL NWZU I minyan, that women
[PW]TLJMOQ^MVTMOITQVLMXMVLMVKMQVLQ^WZKM\PI\\PMIOMWN ZMTQOQW][UIRWZQ\a[PW]TLJM
\PQZ\MMVNWZJW\P[M`M[IVL\PI\\PMOMVLMZM`KT][QWVIZaUWZVQVOXZIaMZL]ZQVO_PQKP\PM
UITMKWVOZMOIV\[\PIVS/WLNWZVW\PI^QVOJMMVUILMI_WUIV[PW]TLJMIJWTQ[PML<PM
XZWXW[IT[ PW_M^MZ _MZM VM^MZ MVIK\ML QV -VOTIVL28 The Anglo-Reformers were merely
KWVKMZVML_Q\PUISQVO\PM[aVIOWO]MIKKM[[QJTM\W)VOTW2M_[IVLVW\_Q\P_QLMZIVOQVO
ZMNWZU[ 1V NIK\ :MNWZU 2]LIQ[U _I[ I ZM[XWV[M \W +PZQ[\QIV -^IVOMTQKIT KZQ\QKQ[U[ WN 
2]LIQ[U I[ ZQ\]ITQ[\QK IVL LM^WQL WN  [XQZQ\]ITQ\a 1VLMML ,I^QL .MTLUIV PI[ IZO]ML \PI\
+PZQ[\QIV -^IVOMTQKITQ[U _I[ I [QOVQÅKIV\ QVÆ]MVKM WV )VOTW:MNWZUQ[U29 Similarly,
,IVQMT4IVO\WVKWV\MVL[\PI\\PMKPIZOMWN \PM¹+PZQ[\QIVQ[I\QWVºWN :MNWZU2]LIQ[UQ[I
KWV^QVKQVOWVM30
:MNWZU2]LIQ[UQV-VOTIVL_I[\PMXZWL]K\WN IVM`KT][Q^MMTQ\M<PM[WKQITJIKSOZW]VL
of the Reformers who instituted the West London Reform Synagogue was made up, in the
UIQV WN  )VOTW2M_Za¼[ ]XXMZKTI[[ IZQ[\WKZIKa <PM KWVOZMOIV\[ _MZM XZMLWUQVIV\Ta
XZWNM[[QWVIT[WZZQKPJ][QVM[[UMVTQ^QVOQV\PMNI[PQWVIJTM?M[\-VL<PQ[KTW[MSVQ\MTQ\M
_I[JW]VL\WOM\PMZJaQV\MZ\_QVMLJ][QVM[[IVLNIUQTaKWVVMK\QWV[<PM\_MV\aUMUJMZ[
WN \PM*M^Q[5IZS[KWVOZMOI\QWV_PW[QOVML]XNWZ\PMQVQ\QITZMNWZU[QVKT]LML\MVNZWU\PM
5WKI\\INIUQTa\_WNZWU\PM0MVZQY]M[NIUQTa\PZMMNZWU\PM5WV\MÅWZMNIUQTaIVL\PZMM
NZWU\PM/WTL[UQL[<PM?M[\4WVLWV;aVIOWO]MPILILQ[\QVK\Ta]XXMZIVL]XXMZUQLLTM
KTI[[KPIZIK\MZIVL\PMXZQKMWN [MI\[I[QV\PM7Z\PWLW`KWUU]VQ\a_I[MVW]OP\WM`KT]LM
M^MV\PMUQLLTMKTI[[M[31 In Reuben Sachs, it is only “old” Solomon who is interested in the
XZIaMZ[# \PM W\PMZ KPIZIK\MZ[ IZM VW\ [XQZQ\]ITTa INNMK\ML ;QUQTIZTa 5WV\IO]M +WPMV
¹JMTWVOML\W\PI\ZIXQLTaL_QVLTQVO[MK\QWVWN \PM+WUU]VQ\a_PQKPI\\IKPM[QUXWZ\IVKM
\W\PMWJ[MZ^I\QWVWN \PM5W[IQKIVL:IJJQVQKITTI_[QV^IZQW][UQV]\MXWQV\[º"
0M_I[XZW]L0MI^MVSVW_[_PaWN PQ[XMZ[WVITIXXMIZIVKMPQ[UMV\ITY]ITQ\QM[IVLPQ[[M`#
\PQ[ TI[\ \W IV M^MV OZMI\MZ M`\MV\ \PIV UW[\ UMV WN  PQ[ ZIKM _Q\P _PWU XZQLM WN  [M` Q[ I
KPIZIK\MZQ[\QKY]ITQ\a
“Blessed art Thou O Lord my God, who hast not made me a woman.”
No prayer goes up from the synagogue with greater fervour than this. (48–49, 108, 110)

1V\PMVW^MT4M^aLM[KZQJM[\PM,IaWN )\WVMUMV\WZ¹.I[\,Iaº_Q\PI[MV[MWN QZWVaI[
UIVa WN  \PM KWVOZMOIV\[ PI^M JZMISNI[\ML 1\ Q[ WVTa ¹X]JTQK WXQVQWVº \PI\ NWZKM[ ¹TI`º
)VOTW2M_[\WI\\MVL\PM:MNWZU;aVIOWO]MWV=XXMZ*MZSMTMa;\ZMM\_Q\PQ\[¹[QUXTQÅML
[MZ^QKM\PMJMI]\QN]TU][QKIVLW\PMZQVVW^I\QWV[º  JZW]OP\IJW]\UMZMTa\WJZQVO
28
:Q^-TTMV8ZMTT¹<PM,QTMUUIWN ?WUMV¼[-Y]ITQ\aQV\PM0Q[\WZaWN :MNWZU2]LIQ[UºJudaism 30:4 (Fall
! ·#,M^QVM From Anglo-First-Wave#,M^QVMLily Montagu’s Shekhinah, 42–43.
29
David Feldman, Englishmen and Jews: Social Relations and Political Culture, 1840–1914 (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1994), 62–63.
30
,IVQMT4IVO\WV¹)9]M[\QWVWN *IKSJWVM"+WV\ZI[\QVO+PZQ[\QIV1VÆ]MVKM[=XWV\PM7ZQOQV[WN :MNWZU
IVL4QJMZIT2]LIQ[UQV-VOTIVLºMelilah 3 (2004), 47.
31
;\MXPMV;PIZW\¹:MNWZUIVL4QJMZIT2]LIQ[UQV4WVLWV" ·!ºJewish Social Studies";]UUMZ
Fall 1979), 213–14.
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\PM:MNWZUKWVOZMOI\QWVQVTQVM_Q\P8ZW\M[\IV\[\aTM[WN _WZ[PQX-[\PMZ3WPV\PIT_PW
refuses to attend synagogue, reveals her own spiritual alienation (internalising the sexist
UWZVQVOJMVMLQK\QWV"¹?PMV1_I[ITQ\\TMOQZTITQ\\TMOQZTWN MQOP\aMIZ[WTL1_ZW\M
QVUaXZIaMZJWWS"»+]Z[MLIZ\<PW]74WZLUa/WL?PWPI[\PIL\PMKZ]MT\a\WUISM
me a woman.’ And I have gone on saying that prayer all my life – the only one” (193).
)T\MZVI\Q^MTa\PW[MKWVOZMOIV\[_Q\P\ZILQ\QWVITQ[\JIKSOZW]VL[IZW][MZM[MV\UMV\I[Q[\PM
KI[M_Q\P)LMTIQLM;IKP[IVL\PM¹LZMILN]Tº;IU]MT;IKP[M[_PWIZMLMMUML¹IZMUIZSIJTM
[]Z^Q^ITº   1V NIK\ )VOTW:MNWZUQ[U _Q\P Q\[ KWV[MZ^I\Q^M UWLQÅKI\QWV[ _I[ TQ\\TM
LQNNMZMV\\W\PM\ZILQ\QWVITKWVOZMOI\QWV\PI\PILIT[WZM[XWVLML\W\PMQVÆ]MVKMIVLKZQ\QY]M
TM^MTTMLJa\PM+PZQ[\QIV-^IVOMTQKIT[IOIQV[\2]LIQ[U)KKWZLQVO\W;\MXPMV;PIZW\ZMNWZU[
IVLQVVW^I\QWV[Ja\PM7Z\PWLW`[aVIOWO]M[IK\]ITTaUILM\PMLMVWUQVI\QWV[UWZMITQSM
The Jewish Chronicle WJ[MZ^ML \PI\ \PMZM _I[ TQ\\TM \W LQNNMZMV\QI\M \PM TMILMZ[PQX WN  MQ\PMZ
KIUXI[\PMaIK\MLQV]VQ[WVNWZ\PM*WIZLWN /]IZLQIV[\PM*WIZLWN ,MX]\QM[IVL\PM
2M_Q[P:MTQOQW][-L]KI\QWV*WIZL:MNWZUIVL7Z\PWLW`UMUJMZ[I\\MVLMLMIKPW\PMZ¼[
[aVIOWO]M[NWZKMZMUWVQM[IVLUQVQ[\MZ[XMZNWZUML\PM[IUMZWTM[IVLUIQV\IQVML^QZ\]ITTa
\PM[IUMJMTQMN[325WZMW^MZ\PM7Z\PWLW`[aVIOWO]M[TQSM\PM:MNWZUKWVOZMOI\QWV[\WWS
WV \PM +P]ZKP UWLMT ;aVIOWO]M[ JMKIUM TIZOMZ ZIJJQ[ LZM[[ML TQSM +PZQ[\QIV KTMZOa
KWVOZMOI\QWV[ QV\ZWL]KML KPWQZ[ \PMZM _MZM [MZUWV[ QV -VOTQ[P ZI\PMZ \PIV QV 0MJZM_
MTIJWZI\MX]TXQ\[IVL\PM][MWN Y]QV\M[[MV\QITTa8ZW\M[\IV\\Q\TM[[]KPI[_IZLMVO]IZLQIV
ZM^MZMVLIVL^M[\Za_MZMQV\ZWL]KML33<PMTMILMZ[PQXWN JW\PLMVWUQVI\QWV[_I[UILM]X
WN  \PM )VOTW2M_Q[P MTQ\M _PW KWV\QV]ML \W UIQV\IQV KTW[M [WKQIT \QM[34 ;QOVQÅKIV\Ta \PM
:MNWZUXZIaMZJWWSQVKT]LMLWVTaUQVWZIT\MZI\QWV[IVL\PM_MIZQVOWN XZIaMZ[PI_T[IVL
XPaTIK\MZQM[ KWV\QV]ML +MZ\IQVTa QV \PM  [ IVL  ![ :MNWZU 2]LIQ[U _I[ ]VIJTM \W
OMVMZI\M IVa [QbIJTM LMNMK\QWV NZWU \PM 7Z\PWLW` KWUU]VQ\a 6W W\PMZ :MNWZU
KWVOZMOI\QWV[ _MZM NW]VLML QV 4WVLWV I\ \PM \QUM )[ ,I^QL .MTLUIV VW\M[ ¹1V ITT J]\
\PMQZ LMKQ[QWV \W LQ[XMV[M _Q\P [WUM K][\WUIZa PWTQLIa[ \PM LWK\ZQVIT QVVW^I\QWV[ WN 
:MNWZU2]LIQ[UQV*ZQ\IQV_MZMVW\IJTaUWLMZI\Mº35
As we have seen, Amy Levy’s Reuben Sachs portrays West End Anglo-Jewry as a materialist,
K]T\]ZITTaZM\ZWOZM[[Q^M[WKQM\a\PI\LMVQM[_WUMVQV\MTTMK\]ITIVL[XQZQ\]IT[]JRMK\Q^Q\a<PM
KWUU]VQ\aQ[QVUWZITIVLXPa[QKITLMKTQVMIVLQ[M^MVWV\PMJZQVSWN [WKQITIJ[WZX\QWV
QV\W\PMPW[\K]T\]ZM4M^a¼[ZM[XWV[M\W\PM-^IVOMTQKITKZQ\QY]MWN 2]LIQ[UQ[NZIUMLIZW]VL
\PMQVIJQTQ\aWN KWV\MUXWZIVMW][)VOTW:MNWZU2]LIQ[U\WQUXTMUMV\\PMZILQKITXZWXW[IT[
WN KTI[[QKIT:MNWZUQ[U;XMKQÅKITTa)VOTW2M_Za¼[LM\MZQWZI\QWVQ[TQVSML\WQ\[[MK]TIZQ[I\QWV
IVL \PM MZILQKI\QWV WN  \PM ^Q\IT JQVLQVO IVL O]QLQVO NWZKM WN  \ZILQ\QWVIT 2]LIQ[U 1V \PM
IJ[MVKMWN ¹UMIVQVON]TºZMTQOQW][M`XMZQMVKMIXMZKMQ^ML[XQZQ\]IT^WQLPILJMMVKZMI\ML
\PI\_W]TLM^MV\]ITTaJMÅTTMLJa4QTa5WV\IO]¼[4QJMZIT2]LIQ[U
1VLMMLI[)Ua4M^a_I[ITQMVI\MLJa\PM:MNWZU2]LIQ[UWN \PMXMZQWL4QTa5WV\IO]
_I[ MY]ITTa [XQZQ\]ITTa IVL QV\MTTMK\]ITTa M[\ZIVOML Ja \PM 7Z\PWLW` KWUU]VQ\a WN  PMZ
KPQTLPWWLIVL\PM[\ZQK\]XJZQVOQVOM^MVOQ^MV\PMQZ]XXMZKTI[[INÆ]MV\[\I\][MVNWZKMLJa
PMZ \ZILQ\QWVITQ[\ NI\PMZ 5WV\IO] _I[ VM^MZ KWV^QVKML WN  \PM [XQZQ\]IT ^ITQLQ\a WN  \PM
\ZILQ\QWVITZQ\]ITQVMQ\PMZ\PM:MNWZUWZ7Z\PWLW`KWUU]VQ\QM[;PMMVRWaML\PMNM[\Q^IT[
32
33
34
35

;PIZW\¹:MNWZUIVL4QJMZITº
5QKPIMT0QT\WVThe Christian Effect on Jewish Life (London: SCM Press Ltd, 1994), 142–45.
;PIZW\¹:MNWZUIVL4QJMZITº·· 
Feldman, Englishmen#,M^QVMLily Montagu’s Shekhinah, 45–46.
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IVL\PMWJ[MZ^IVKM[J]\\PMa[MMUMLTMOITQ[\QK·ZQ\]ITNWZZQ\]IT¼[[ISM·ZI\PMZ\PIVJMQVO
[XQZQ\]ITQ[\QKWZXZWUW\QVOQVVMZ[IVK\Q\akavannah1VNIK\5WV\IO]KW]TLVW\ZMTI\MIVa
\aXM WN  [XQZQ\]IT M`XMZQMVKM _Q\P \PM 7Z\PWLW` TQ\]ZOa [aVIOWO]M WZ \PM UMIOZM
KWUUIVLUMV\[ I[[QOVML \W _WUMV nerot, challah, and niddah). She was distraught that
\ZILQ\QWVIT2]LIQ[UPILVW\OQ^MV2M_Q[P_WUMVZWTM[IXXTQKIJTM\W\PMQZ-^IVOMTQKITLMÅVML
[\I\][ I[ UWZIT IVL [XQZQ\]IT ZMLMMUMZ[ .WTTW_QVO I [XQZQ\]IT KZQ[Q[ 5WV\IO] JMKIUM IV
IK\Q^Q[\[WKQIT_WZSMZIVL\PMWTWOQIV;PM_I[\PMI]\PWZWN V]UMZW][UWVWOZIXP[M[[Ia[
novels, sermons, liturgies, and letters for the Liberal Jewish Monthly, the Jewish Quarterly Review,
IVL I[ XIZ\ WN  \PM 8IXMZ[ NWZ 2M_Q[P 8MWXTM [MZQM[ 5WV\IO] IT[W PMTL TMK\]ZM[ UILM
V]UMZW][ [XMMKPM[ LMTQ^MZML XZIaMZ[ IVL TML [aVIOWO]M [MZ^QKM[ <PQ[ Q[ VW\ \W [Ia \PI\
+TI]LM 5WV\MÅWZM LQL VW\ \PMWZQbM \PM XPQTW[WXPQKIT \PMWTWOQKIT IVL QV\MTTMK\]IT
]VLMZXQVVQVO[WN \PMUW^MUMV\:I\PMZQ\_I[5WV\IO]_PWQVQ\QI\MLQ\[QVKMX\QWV_PMV
[PM JMOIV \PM XZWKM[[ WN  [W]VLQVO W]\ []XXWZ\MZ[ IUWVO \PM )VOTW2M_Q[P [WKQIT IVL
ZMTQOQW][MTQ\M1VLMML5WV\IO]ZMKITTML\PI\Q\_I[5WV\MÅWZM_PWIOZMML\WPMTXPMZQV
\PMX]Z[]Q\WN PMZ¹JQOIL^MV\]ZMº36
Naomi’s ExodusKWV\IQV[I]\WJQWOZIXPQKITMTMUMV\[IVL\MTT[\PMÅK\QWVIT[\WZaWN 6IWUQ
;I]T_PWQ[IaW]VO2M_Q[POQZTM[\ZIVOMLI[4QTa5WV\IO]_I[Ja\PMTMOITQ[UWN \ZILQ\QWVIT
ritual. The novel, similar to Reuben SachsQV\MZVITQbM[\PMKWV\MUXWZIVMW][-^IVOMTQKITK]T\
WN  \Z]M _WUIVPWWL \PI\ QV^M[\[ _WUMV _Q\P UWZIT IVL [XQZQ\]IT Y]ITQ\QM[ \PI\ IZM JM[\
IXXTQML QV \PM [MZ^QKM WN  W\PMZ[ LWUM[\QKITTa IVL \PZW]OP ^WT]V\MMZ XPQTIV\PZWXa 1V \PM
UQL>QK\WZQIV XMZQWL \PM 8ZW\M[\IV\MUXPI[Q[ WV _WUMV¼[ QVPMZMV\ LWUM[\QK ^QZ\]M[ _I[
\ZIV[NWZUMLQV\W\PMK]T\WN LWUM[\QKQ\a1VLMML_WUMV_MZM\PW]OP\\WMVLW_\PMPWUM
_Q\P [XQZQ\]IT IVL \ZIV[KMVLMV\IT Y]ITQ\QM[ <PM TI\M VQVM\MMV\PKMV\]Za K]T\ WN  \Z]M
_WUIVPWWL_I[IXZWL]K\WNJ]\QVTQVM_Q\P\PMQLMWTWOaWN [MXIZI\M[XPMZM[\PMLQ^Q[QWV
WN \PMLWUM[\QKIVLX]JTQK[XPMZM[IKKWZLQVO\WOMVLMZ_Q\P_WUMVI[[QOVML\W\PMPWUM
+WV\MUXWZIVMW][ +PZQ[\QIV -^IVOMTQKITQ[U QLMITQ[ML _WUMV _PW \PZW]OP \PMQZ VI\]ZIT
I\\ZQJ]\M[WN UWZITX]ZQ\a\WTMZIVKMSQVLVM[[\MVLMZVM[[IVLKWUXI[[QWVKW]TLI[M\PQKIT
XZW\MK\WZ[ IVL JMQVO \PMU[MT^M[ XZW\MK\ML ][PMZ QV \PM UWZIT ZMOMVMZI\QWV WN  [WKQM\a
)KKWZLQVO\W7TQ^M*IVS[\PMK]T\WN \Z]M_WUIVPWWL\PMQLMIWN NMUITM[]XMZQWZQ\aIVL
\PM¹NMUQVQbI\QWVWN ZMTQOQWVºJMKIUM_QLMTaMVLWZ[MLKWVKMX\[Ja\PMÅVLM[QvKTM37 Banks
IZO]M[\PI\¹<PMK]T\WN LWUM[\QKQ\aJMKIUM\ZIV[NWZUMLQV\W\PMQLMITWN NMUITM[]XMZQWZQ\a
IVL\PMLWK\ZQVMWN [MXIZI\M[XPMZM[QV\W\PMI\\MUX\MLQV^I[QWVWN \PMUI[K]TQVM_WZTLVW\
[QUXTa Ja _WUMV J]\ XW\MV\QITTa M^MV UWZM ZM^WT]\QWVIZa QV Q\[ QUXIK\ Ja _WUIVTa
values.”38<PM[MQLMI[XMVM\ZI\ML\PM)VOTW2M_Q[PKWUU]VQ\a391VLMML6IWUQQ[IVM\PQKIT
IVLZMOMVMZI\Q^MXIZILQOUVW\VMKM[[IZQTaNWZZMTQOQW][ZMNWZUper seJ]\NWZ\PMQVN][QWVWN 
\ZILQ\QWVITZQ\]IT_Q\PQVVMZXQM\aZMVM_ML[XQZQ\]ITQ\aIVLKWV\MUXWZIZaZMTM^IVKM1V\PM
VW^MT6IWUQ_PWTQSM5WV\IO]M`XMZQMVKM[I\aXMWN [XQZQ\]ITKZQ[Q[WN NIQ\PMUJIZS[WVI
36
Montagu, The Faith #,IVQMT4IVO\WV+TI]LM5WV\MÅWZM"0Q[4QNMIVL<PW]OP\4WVLWV">ITTMV\QVM5Q\KPMTT
2002), 77.
37
<PM¹NMUQVQbI\QWVºWN ZMTQOQWVZMNMZ[\W\PMOZW_QVOV]UJMZWN _WUMVXIZ\QKQXI\QVOQV+PZQ[\QIVZQ\]ITIVL
+P]ZKPIK\Q^Q\QM[I[_MTTI[\PMKWUXI[[QWVI\MMUXPI[Q[WV\PMNWZOQ^MVM[[WN ITW^QVO/WLQVKWUXIZQ[WV\W\PM
QLMIWN IVITTMVKWUXI[[QVOR]LOM1V\PM2M_Q[PKWUU]VQ\aIT[WXIZ\QK]TIZTaQV\PM:MNWZU;aVIOWO]M_WUMV
WN\MVW]\V]UJMZML\PMUITM_WZ[PQXXMZ[
38
Olive Banks, Faces of Feminism: A Study of Feminism as a Social Movement7`NWZL"*I[QT*TIKS_MTT! ·
85–86, 89–91.
39
Devine, Lily Montagu’s Shekhinah, 31–32.
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ZMLMUX\Q^MRW]ZVMaIVLQV\PMXZWKM[[TMIZV[\W]VLMZ[\IVLIVLIXXZMKQI\M\PMVI\]ZMWN 
¹\Z]Mº]VQ^MZ[ITZMTQOQWV6IWUQQ[QV^QOWZI\MLJaPMZ[XQZQ\]ITI[[WKQI\QWV_Q\P\PMIVKM[\ZIT
faith and the ties of inherited memory:
6IWUQ PIL JMPQVL PMZ\PMZIKQITXZQLMWN  PMZIVKM[\WZ[<PMXMZ[Q[\MV\LWOOML\MVIKQ\a_Q\P
_PQKP \PMa C 2M_[E PIL KT]VO \W \PMQZ ZMTQOQW][ QVPMZQ\IVKM M^MV LMQNaQVO Q\[ KI[QVO[ QV \PMQZ
XI[[QWVI\M bMIT# \PM ÅMZa RMITW][a _Q\P _PQKP \PMa PIL KPMZQ[PML \PMQZ Q[WTI\QWV IUWVO ITT \PM
XMWXTM[WN \PMMIZ\P#\PM[M[MMUML[]LLMVTa\WUISM\PMQZQVÆ]MVKMNMT\WV\PMOQZT;PMPILJMMV
JWZV I 2M_M[[ IVL VW [XQZQ\]IT aMIZVQVO[ VW LQ[KWV\MV\ VW ZMUWZ[M KW]TL ZWJ PMZ WN  \PQ[
JQZ\PZQOP\ -^MV \PW]OP [PM PIL VW ]VLMZ[\IVLQVO WN  \PM IVKQMV\ ZMTQOQWV QV [XQ\M WN  ITT PMZ
ZMKMV\[MTNY]M[\QWVQVO[IVLUQ[OQ^QVO[IXI[[QWVI\MLM^W\QWVWN 2]LIQ[U_I[QVLMTQJTa[\IUXML
QV PMZ JTWWL 1\ WVTa ZMY]QZML PMZ I]V\¼[ Y]M[\QWV M`XZM[[ML I[ Q\ _I[ _Q\P [][XQKQWV IVL
IXXZMPMV[QWV \W ÅTT PMZ PMIZ\ _Q\P QV\MV[M IVOMZ \PI\ PMZ TWaIT\a PIL JMMV KPITTMVOML AM\
UQVOTML_Q\P\PQ[IVOMZ_I[INMMTQVOWN IK]\MXIQVNWZ6IWUQPIL[]LLMVTaJMKWUMKWV[KQW][
\PI\QV\PQ[PWUM_PQKP_I[[WLMIZ\WPMZ[PMKW]TLVM^MZIOIQVJMPIXXa40

.WTTW_QVOPMZ[XQZQ\]ITRW]ZVMaWN I_ISMVQVO6IWUQQ[IJTM\WZM\]ZV\W\PMZQOQLTa7Z\PWLW`
PW][MWN PMZI]V\_PW¹N]TTaIXXZMKQI\ML\PMZQOP\MW][VM[[WN PMZZQOQLTaWZ\PWLW`TQNMIVL
ZMTQ[PML\PMKWUNWZ\IJTMKMZ\IQV\a\PI\Q\PILJZW]OP\PMZXZW[XMZQ\aº`6IWUQQ[VW_IJTM
\WMVRWa\PM;PIJJI\KMTMJZI\QWV[_Q\PZMVM_MLIXXZMKQI\QWVNWZ\PMQZQVVMZ[IVK\Q\a"
<PMZM_I[\PMPQOPLZM[[MZ_Q\PQ\[ZW_[WN XTI\M[IVLLQ[PM[[PQVQVOI[JZQOP\TaI[\PMaLQLWV
\PI\;IJJI\PM^M·VW_[WNIZLQ[\IV\·_PMV2IKWJPILKWUM\WKMTMJZI\M\PMIVVQ^MZ[IZaWN \PMQZ
MVOIOMUMV\*]\\PMXZW[IQKIXXTQKI\QWVWN PW\_I\MZKW]TLVM^MZPI^MOQ^MV\PMU\PM[XTMVLW]Z
_Q\P_PQKP\W6IWUQ¼[\QZMLMaM[\PMa[MMUMLMVLW_MLWV\PQ[M^MVQVOWN PMZPWUMKWUQVO<PM
NIUQTQIZ;IJJI\PKIVLTM[\WWIXXMIZML[\ZIVOMTa]VNIUQTQIZ\WVQOP\<PMOTW__PQKP\PMa\PZM_
WV\PM[XW\TM[[\IJTMKTW\P[MMUMLXW[[M[[ML_Q\PIUa[\MZQW][[IVK\Q\a_PQKP6IWUQPILVM^MZ
VW\QKMLJMNWZM!·!

1\ Q[ \PM ]V\PQVSQVO VI\]ZM WN  KWV\MUXWZIVMW][ ZMTQOQWV \PI\ ZMY]QZM[ ZMQV^QOWZI\QVO _Q\P
ZMVM_ML [XQZQ\]IT QUXM\][ 5WZMW^MZ \PZW]OP XMZ[WVIT KWUU]VQWV _Q\P /WL 6IWUQ
KWUM[\W]VLMZ[\IVLI[XMZ4QJMZIT\PMWTWOa\PI\\PMLQ^QVMKIVJMM`XMZQMVKMLQVM^MZaLIa
TQNMIVL\PI\XMZ[WVITNIQ\PQ[KWUXI\QJTM_Q\PUWLMZVLIQTaTQ^QVO
6IWUQ;I]T¼[[XQZQ\]ITKZQ[Q[MVIJTM[PMZ\WLM^MTWXIXMZ[WVITTa[]JRMK\Q^MIVLQUUIVMV\
ZMTI\QWV[PQX _Q\P \PM LMQ\a \PZW]OP _PQKP [PM Q[ IJTM \W KITT W]\ \W \PM LQ^QVM QV XQW][
moments of need:
¹7P/WL_PI\[PITT1LW'7P/WLPMTXUMº
<PI\_I[\PMÅZ[\XZIaMZ6IWUQ;I]TPILM^MZUILM
)TUW[\QUUMLQI\MTaPMZ\ZW]JTML[XQZQ\[MMUML[WUM_PI\[WW\PML<PM\MV[QWVWVPMZNMMTQVO[
_I[ZMTQM^MLI[[PMOI^MPMZ[MTN ]X\W\PM8W_MZVW\PMZ[MTN WN _PQKP[PM_I[JMKWUQVOKWV[KQW][
;PMTIaNWZI_PWTMPW]ZPITN _ISQVOPITN[TMMXQVOQVKWUU]VQWV_Q\PPMZ/WL

6IWUQQ[I\ÅZ[\]VKWUNWZ\IJTM_Q\PXMZ[WVITIVLXZQ^I\MKWUU]VQWVJ]\TI\MZQV\PMVW^MT
Q[IJTM\WZMVM_PMZXTMI[NWZKW[UQKLQZMK\QWV\PI\_QTT]VMIZ\P¹C\EPMX]ZQ\aWN PMZ[W]T\PM
[\ZMVO\PWN Q\[VWJQTQ\aº"
)N\MZI\QUMPMZPMILTMIVML]XIOIQV[\\PMQZWVTMOWN \PMJML[\MILIVLPMZTQX[U]ZU]ZML
¹/WL /WL ?PI\[PITT1LW·/WLº'
40

text.

Lily Montagu, Naomi’s Exodus4WVLWV"<.Q[PMZ=V_QV!·;]J[MY]MV\KQ\I\QWV[_QTTJMOQ^MVQV
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<PMXZIaMZ_I[[XWSMVQV]\\MZM`PI][\QWVWN [XQZQ\#\PM[W]TZMITQbMLQ\[_MISVM[[IVLKW]TLVW
TWVOMZÅVLZM[\_Q\PQVQ\[MTN1\\PZM_Q\[MTN WV\PM/WL_Q\PW]\NWZPMTXQVQ\[[WZMVMML)VL\PM
PMTX_I[OQ^MV6IWUQ_I[U]KP\WW\QZML\WSVW_PW_[PMZMI[WVMLWZ_PM\PMZ[PMZMI[WVMLI\
ITT1\[MMUMLI[QN [PM[VI\KPMLNZWU\PMQVUW[\LMX\P[WN PMZJMQVO\PMTW^MNIQ\PIVLPWXM
_PQKP[PMPILXTIV\ML\PMZMNWZ+TMUMV\IVL_Q\P\PI\KZa\W/WL\PZM_\PMUI\0Q[NMM\)VL
0MIKKMX\ML\PMU

6IWUQ Q[ I aW]VO _WUIV ]X[M\ IVL KWVN][ML Ja \PM JZMIS]X WN  PMZ ZMTI\QWV[PQX _Q\P
+TMUMV\5IZS[4QTa5WV\IO]XMZPIX[MV^Q[IOM[+TMUMV\I[+TI]LM5WV\MÅWZM1VLMML
6IWUQ¹LIZML\WTW^M\PQ[OZMI\KTM^MZUIVIVL[QVKMPQ[QVLQNNMZMVKMKW]TLVW\[\QÆMPMZ
NMMTQVOQ\[PW]TLI\TMI[\VW\LQ[OZIKMPQUº !*]\Q\Q[¹\PM/WLWN TW^M?PWOI^M\PQ[
OQZT\PMXW_MZWN TW^QVOM^MV_PQTM0M_Q\PLZM_\PMP]UIVWJRMK\WN PMZTW^MKIUMQV\W
PMZPMIZ\IVLOI^MPMZKW]ZIOMº1\Q[\PQ[QUUIVMVKM\PI\_W]TLJMKWUMKMV\ZIT\W
4QJMZIT2]LIQ[U¹<PM/WL\W?PWU[PMPILIXXMITMLQVPMZ\MZZQJTMTWVMTQVM[[\PI\
/WLQV0Q[QVÅVQ\MXQ\aPILTMLPMZQV\WKWUU]VQWV_Q\P0QUAM[PIXXQVM[[UMIV\NZMM
development, and straining towards God she would grow in godliness” (196). With the
KWUXTM\QWVWN 6IWUQ¼[[XQZQ\]ITRW]ZVMa_MIZM\WTL\PI\¹\PMKPQTLPILOWVMNWZM^MZIVLQV
PMZ[\MILPILKWUMIaW]VO_WUIV_Q[MIVLOMV\TMº!
6IWUQ;I]T¼[PWUMQ[I¹TQ\\TM/PM\\W[PWXºJ]\\PMQUXTQKI\QWVQ[\PI\\PMaLWVW\TQ^MQV
the “EastºWN \PMKQ\a!4QTa5WV\IO]Q[MV^Q[IOQVO\PMZMKMV\QUUQOZIV\[6IWUQQ[
WVM WN  \PMU# PMZ UW\PMZ LQML QV 8WTIVL `QQ )[ I ZMTQOQW][ UQVQ[\MZ IVL [WKQIT _WZSMZ
5WV\IO]_MTKWUML\PMVM_IZZQ^IT[\WPMZ?M[\+MV\ZIT2M_Q[P/QZT[¼+T]JIVLLMNMVLML
\PMQUUQOZIV\[¼ZQOP\[\W\PMXZM[[JaIXXMITQVO\W-VOTIVL¼[¹XI[[QWVNWZTQJMZ\aº1VLMML
5WV\IO]JMOIV[WKQIT_WZSQV\PMMIZTa ![41;PM_I[IK]\MTaI_IZMWN \PM[WKQITIVL
ZMTQOQW][LQNNMZMVKM[JM\_MMV\PM-I[\IVL?M[\-VL[WN )VOTW2M_Q[P4WVLWV"
<PM¹-I[\-VL2M_º_PW[MZMTQOQWVQ[^QOWZW][QV[XQ\MWN Q\[LMNWZUQ\QM[PI[VWKWVÅLMVKMQV\PM
[PILW_aNIQ\PWN \PM¹?M[\-VL2M_ºIVLZMN][M[\WJM\I]OP\Ja¹?M[\-VLºUM\PWL[-`IUQVQVO
\PQ[LQ[\Z][\1ÅVL\PI\Q\IZQ[M[NZWU\PMZMKWOVQ\QWVWN \PMLQ[[QUQTIZQ\aQV\PM\_WZMTQOQWV[<PM
¹-I[\-VL2M_ºQ[LM\MZUQVML\WNWTTW_\PM_WZ[PQXWN PQ[NI\PMZ[IVL[X]ZV[\PMÆIKKQLZMTQOQWV
WN PQ[¹?M[\-VLºJZW\PMZ[<W\PMXQW][¹-I[\-VL2M_ºZMTQOQWVQ[WJMLQMVKMOTWZQÅMLQV\WI
K]T\#NWZPQU/WLM`Q[\[I[IR][\4I_OQ^MZZMILa\WNWZOQ^MIVLPMTX\PW[M_PWWJMa\PM4I_
LMTQ^MZMLJaPQU\WPQ[XMWXTM\PZW]OPPQ[[MZ^IV\5W[M[IVLPI^QVOUQ[NWZ\]VMIVLNIQT]ZMQV
ZM[MZ^MNWZ\PMZMJMTTQW][IVLQVLQNNMZMV\42

-KPWQVO )Ua 4M^a 5WV\IO] _I[ KWV^QVKML \PI\ \PM ?M[\ -VL 2M_[ _MZM VW\ [XQZQ\]ITTa
UW\Q^I\ML 1V[\MIL \PMa _MZM UMZMTa INÅTQI\ML \W I 2M_Q[P LMVWUQVI\QWV JMKI][M Q\ _I[
KWV[QLMZML ZM[XMK\IJTM QV VWV2M_Q[P [WKQM\a <PM[M ZMTQOQWVQ[\[ _MZM KWVKMZVML _Q\P \PM
TMVO\PWN  \PM [MZ^QKM ZI\PMZ\PIV Q\[ [IVK\Q\a I[ 2]LIQ[U PIL VW QVÆ]MVKM W^MZ \PMQZLIQTa
TQ^M[ )KKWZLQVO \W 5WV\IO] \PM[M )VOTW2M_[ MQ\PMZ LM\MZQWZI\M QV\W ¹UI\MZQITQ[Uº WZ
QV[\QOI\M ZMTQOQW][ ]VLMZ[\IVLQVO[ WN  \PMQZ W_V KPWW[QVO I KZQ\QKQ[U WN  \PM QV\MZXZM\Q^M
[]JRMK\Q^MVI\]ZMWN :MNWZU\PMWTWOa<PMQZZMTQOQW[Q\aQ[IJW]\XMZ[WVITKWV^MVQMVKMM^MV
\PW]OP\PMaUIaQUIOQVMI¹ZM^Q^MLIVLMVVWJTQVO2]LIQ[Uº43

41
42
43

Devine, Lily Montagu’s Shekhinah, 60, 63.
5WV\IO]¹;XQZQ\]IT8W[[QJQTQ\QM[º· 
5WV\IO]¹;XQZQ\]IT8W[[QJQTQ\QM[º ·
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4QTa5WV\IO]TQSM)Ua4M^a_I[KZQ\QKITWN ITTMOML)VOTW2M_Q[PK]T\]ZITXPQTQ[\QVQ[UIVL
QVMX\Q\]LM QV[]TIZQ\a IVL \ZQJITQ[U 6IWUQ ;I]T¼[ KWUU]VQ\a [QUQTIZ \W 4M^a¼[ ]XXMZ
UQLLTMKTI[[MVKTI^MQ[QV_IZLTWWSQVOIVLVIZZW_UQVLML5Z[;I]T6IWUQ¼[I]V\QVPMZ
QOVWZIVKM Q[ _ZWVOTa KWV^QVKML \PI\ [PM PI[ KWV^MZ\ML ;PM \PZMI\MV[ ¹1 \MTT aW] \PI\
;KPQKS[M[PI^MOW\PWTLWN W]Z6IWUQIVLIZMTMILQVOPMZJa\PMVW[MIVLQN aW]LWV¼\X]\
I[\WX\W\PQ[J][QVM[[1_QTT º5Z[;I]TQ[KWV^QVKML\PI\6IWUQQ[TW[\NWZM^MZ"¹Ua6IWUQQ[
VM^MZ · VM^MZ I 5M[P]UUILI[ Q[ [PM'º 5WZMW^MZ 6IWUQ Q[ I[PIUML WN  \PM [PW_QVM[[
UI\MZQITQ[U IVL M^MV ^]TOIZQ\a WN  PMZ KWUXIVQWV[ ;PM Q[ TWI\PML \W JM I[[WKQI\ML _Q\P
them:
.WZ\PMÅZ[\\QUM6IWUQ_I[I[PIUMLWN PMZKWUXIVQWV[;PMPILVW\JMNWZMVW\QKML\PI\\PM
UMV¼[LZM[[_I[[PW_a\PI\\PMOQZT[¼PI\[_MZMWJRMK\QWVIJTM\PI\\PMaPILITTJMMV\ITSQVOU]KP
\WW TW]LTa IVL I\\ZIK\QVO I OZMI\ LMIT WN  ^]TOIZ I\\MV\QWV    <PI\ aW]VO TILa _I[ MVRWaQVO
PMZ[MTN QUUMV[MTa;PM_I[LZM[[MLQVI\IQTWZUILMKW[\]UM_Q\POWTLJ]\\WV[;PM_WZM_PQ\M
[PWM[IVL[\WKSQVO[IVLITIZOMPI\_Q\PNMI\PMZ[LMKWZI\MLPMZPIQZ_PQKP_I[TWW[MTaLZM[[ML
IJW]\PMZMIZ[ ·!

<PMOZW]XWN NZQMVL[UW^MY]QKSTa\PZW]OP\PMXITIKMIVLQ\[OITTMZaI[\PM¹XQK\]ZM[JWZML
them.” What is more, the novel is underpinned, similar to Reuben SachsJa\PMTIKSWN IOMVKa
I[[QOVML\W_WUMV6IWUQQ[[]JRMK\\WPMZ[]Q\WZ2IKWJ5IVV_PWQ[IJTM\WKI[\QOI\MPMZ
I[PM[MM[Å\<PMUMZM[\WN QV[]JWZLQVI\QWVZM[]T\[QVPQ[QZM0M_IZV[¹AW]¼^MUILMINWWT
WN UMaW]VOTILaAW]¼LJM\\MZTWWSW]\º·*]\\PMVW^MTQ[XZQUIZQTaKWVKMZVML_Q\P
\PM]VQ^MZ[ITQ\aWN ¹\Z]MºZMTQOQWV.ZWU\PMW]\[M\IVL\W\PMÅVQ[PNaomi’s ExodusNWK][M[
WV 7Z\PWLW` I\\MV\QWV \W ZQ\]IT IVL WJ[MZ^IVKM W^MZ IVL IJW^M QVVMZXQM\a <PM IV\Q
ZQ\]ITQ[UXMZ[XMK\Q^MQ[-^IVOMTQKITQVÆ]MVKMLIVL[M\[]XIKWV\ZI[\_Q\P\PMWXMVVM[[\W
K]T\]ZIT M`KPIVOM \PZW]OP _PQKP 6IWUQ UIQV\IQV[ I NZQMVL[PQX _Q\P \PM +PZQ[\QIV 5Z[
.QVKP1V\PMWXMVQVO[KMVM_MZMILWN 5Z[;I]T¼[KTW[MI\\MV\QWV\WZQ\]IT"
<PM SQ\KPMV I\ \PM JIKS WN  I [UITT KPIVLTMZ¼[ [PWX QV I 2M_Q[P Y]IZ\MZ WN  ?M[\ 4WVLWV _I[
LMKSMLQV ITTQ\[ ;IJJI\PM^MJZQOP\VM[[ <PMZW_ WN XTI\M[K]X[[I]KMZ[IVLLQ[PM[[XMKQITTa
XZM[MZ^MLWV\PMPQOPLZM[[MZW]\[QLM\PMZMOQWVWN JZMILKZ]UJ[NZWUWVM8I[[W^MZ[MI[WV\W\PM
VM`\PILIVITUW[\IOOZM[[Q^MTa[PQVQVOIXXMIZIVKM<PM\IJTM_I[[XZMIL_Q\PI[XW\TM[[Ta_PQ\M
KTW\PIVLJ]ZLMVML_Q\PKWTLNZQMLÅ[P[TQKML,]\KPPMZZQVOKWNNMMIVLJZMILIVLJ]\\MZ<_W
KIVLTM[[\WWLWV\PM\IJTMIVL5Z[;I]TU]UJTQVOI0MJZM_JTM[[QVO_I[IXXTaQVOIUI\KP\W
light them. (ix)

+WV^MZ[MTa6IWUQ¼[NZQMVL[PQX_Q\P5Z[.QVKP[]OOM[\[]VQ^MZ[ITQ\aK]T\]ZM\PMIM[\PM\QKIT
XPQTIV\PZWXQK ZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a IVL ZMTQOQW][ I_ISMVQVO   QV KWV\ZI[\ \W \PM TMOITQ[U IVL
XIZ\QK]TIZQ\a WN  \ZILQ\QWVIT 2]LIQ[U 6IWUQ Q[ QV[XQZML IVL _QTT M^MV\]ITTa \ISM ]X [WKQIT
[MZ^QKMJaJMKWUQVOIV]Z[M"¹AM[PIXXQVM[[UMIV\[MZ^QKM0I^QVOWVKMZMITQ[ML\PM
M`Q[\MVKMWN /WL_Q\PQVIVL_Q\PW]\PMZ[PM_W]TLVM^MZIOIQVTW[MPQU;PM_W]TLÅVL
0QUQV\PMZQ\]ITK][\WU[WN PMZXMWXTMQV\PM[UITTL]\QM[WN PMZLIQTaTQNMQVPMZVMQOPJW]Z[
QV\PM_WZTLIZW]VLPMZº!·!<PMKTW[MWN \PMVW^MTZM^MIT[6IWUQ¼[ZMMVOIOMUMV\
_Q\P\PM\ZILQ\QWVIVLPMZIJQTQ\a\W\ISM]XXMZ[WVITXZIaMZ_Q\PQVN][MLkavannah.
)[_MPI^M[MMV4QTa5WV\IO]¼[VW^MTQLMITQ[M[6IWUQ;I]TZM[WVIV\WN 2]LQ\P9]Q`IVW
IVLPMZXW\MV\QIT\WZMLMMU_PQTMKI[\QOI\QVO\PMKWUU]VQ\aKWUXIZIJTM\W)Ua4M^aQV
PMZIVITa[Q[WN ]XXMZUQLLTMKTI[[)VOTW2M_Za4QSM4M^a¼[Reuben Sachs, and its envisioning
WN ?M[\-VL2M_[\PMZMQ[TWVOQVONWZZMKWVVMK\QWV1VLMML6IWUQM^MV\]ITTaZM\]ZV[\W\PM
7Z\PWLW` PWUM WN  PMZ I]V\ IVL 2]LQ\P _PW Q[ QV M`QTM UIZZQML \W \PM KWV^MZ\ *MZ\QM
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4MM0IZZQ[WVTIUMV\[¹0MZXMWXTM·WPPMZXMWXTM ·\WJMJIKSWVKMUWZMIUWVO\PMU 
?PMV ITT _I[ [IQL [PM PIL JMMV [W PIXXa \PMZMº   *W\P VW^MT[ PI^M QV ^IZaQVO
LQUMV[QWV[ZMLMUX\Q^MKWVKT][QWV[6IWUQQ[IJTM\WIXXZMKQI\M\PM[IVK\Q\aIVLVMKM[[Q\a
WN \ZILQ\QWVITZQ\]ITIVLXZIaMZIVL\PMVMKM[[Q\aWN NIQ\PQVLIQTaTQNM_PQTM2]LQ\PQ[XZMOVIV\
IVLPMZKPQTL_QTTJM2M_Q[P"
<PM_Ia[WN RWaIVL\PM_Ia[WN [WZZW_IZMUIVa#IVLPQLLMVI_IaQV\PMLMX\P[WN 2]LQ\P¼[TQNM
·\PW]OPI[aM\[PMSVW_[Q\VW\·Q[\PMOMZUWN IVW\PMZTQNM_PQKP[PITTY]QKSMVOZW_IVLKWUM
NWZ\PI\TI[\;PITTJZQVO_Q\PQ\VWLW]J\XIQVIVL[WZZW_IVL\MIZ[#J]\[PITTJZQVOIT[WPWXMIVL
RWaIVL\PMY]QKSMVQVOWN X]ZXW[M·

1V[]UJW\PReuben Sachs and Naomi’s ExodusZM[XWVL\W\PMVMML[WN I[WKQM\aUWZMIVL
UWZMMY]I\QVOUWZITQ\a_Q\P[XQZQ\]ITMUW\QWVITIVL[MV\QUMV\ITNMMTQVO[<PMQUXIK\WN 
+PZQ[\QIV-^IVOMTQKITQ[UQ[M^QLMV\<PMILWX\QWVWN :MNWZU2]LIQ[UIVLQ\[NIQT]ZM_I[
XMZKMQ^MLJa[WUM-^IVOMTQKIT[I[I[\MX\W_IZL[\PMMUJZIKQVOWN +PZQ[\QIVQ\a5WV\IO]
and Levy intended their novels to respond to the impending “threat.” Levy did so through a
KZQ\QKITIKKW]V\WN :MNWZU2]LIQ[UIVLQ\[ITTMOMLNW[\MZQVOWN UI\MZQITQ[\K]T\]ZM5WV\IO]
M`XIVLML WV +TI]LM 5WV\MÅWZM¼[ \PMWTWOa WN  4QJMZIT 2]LIQ[U _PQTM I\ \PM [IUM \QUM
MT]KQLI\QVO[QUQTIZKZQ\QKQ[U[WN IKK]T\]ZI\ML?M[\-VL)VOTW2M_Za5WZMW^MZ[PMILWX\[
\PM TIVO]IOM WN  +PZQ[\QIV -^IVOMTQKITQ[U IVL VW\QWV[ WN  +PZQ[\QIV ]VQ^MZ[ITQ\a \W
LMUWV[\ZI\M\PI\)VOTW2M_[KIVIT[WJM[XQZQ\]ITIVLXZWOZM[[Q^M_Q\PW]\PI^QVO\WKWV^MZ\
<PMPMZWQVM[WN \PM[MVW^MT[N]TÅT-^IVOMTQKITVW\QWV[WN [XQZQ\]ITZMOMVMZI\QWVIVLNMUITM
superiority. In different ways they express spiritual alienation and its remedies. When read
ITWVO[QLM 5WV\IO]¼[ VW^MT 4M^a¼[ KZQ\QY]M WN  :MNWZU 2]LIQ[U [MMU[ XZWXPM\QK
=VNWZ\]VI\MTaPW_M^MZ4M^aPILITZMILaKWUUQ\\ML[]QKQLMXZQWZ\W\PMWV[M\WN 4QJMZIT
Judaism in England.
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‘A CONSTRUCTIVE FORM OF HELP’:
VOCATIONAL TRAINING AS A FORM OF REHABILITATION
OF JEWISH REFUGEES IN GREAT BRITAIN, 1939–1948
Katarzyna Person*
)*;<:)+<"7V!5Ia!\PM]VKWVLQ\QWVIT[]ZZMVLMZWN /MZUIVa[QOVQÅML\PMMVLWN ?WZTL
War II in Europe. One of the greatest challenges faced by the international community was the fate of
the refugees, those people who for various reasons could not or did not want to return to their pre-war
PWUMTIVL)VM[XMKQITTa[QOVQÅKIV\XTIKM_Q\PQV\PQ[KI\MOWZa_I[\ISMVJa\PM0WTWKI][\[]Z^Q^WZ[·
the last remnants of the ten million strong pre-war Eastern and Central European Jewish community.
<PMZMTQMN MNNWZ\]VLMZ\ISMVQVPMTXQVO\PQ[OZW]XJaUQL!V]UJMZQVOIZW]VLXMWXTM
_I[I\I[SWN ]VXZMKMLMV\ML[KITMIVLLQNÅK]T\a)UWVO\PMKPITTMVOM[WN \PI\\QUM\PMML]KI\QWVWN 
children and adolescents was of particular importance. Military authorities, non-governmental
WZOIVQbI\QWV[JW\P2M_Q[PIVLVWV2M_Q[PIVLÅVITTa\PM[]Z^Q^WZ[ITTLM^W\ML\PMU[MT^M[\WPMTXQVO
those who lost their childhood and youth in concentration camps, forced labour and in hiding. This
article will discuss this issue through the case-study of the Organization for Rehabilitation and Training
7:<IVLQ\[]VLMZ\ISQVO[IUWVO2M_Q[PZMN]OMM[QV/ZMI\*ZQ\IQV

7:<_I[[M\]XQV:][[QIQV;\8M\MZ[J]ZOQV I[\PM;WKQM\aNWZ\PM8ZWUW\QWVWN <ZILM[
and Agriculture among the Jews in Russia, a philanthropic organization designed to assist
2M_Q[PIZ\Q[IV[_WZSMZ[IVLKWWXMZI\Q^M[JaXZW^QLQVO\PMU_Q\PKPMIXKZMLQ\IVLM[\IJTQ[PQVO
vocational schools.1 After World War I, ORT expanded into Eastern Central Europe, France
IVL /MZUIVa IVL Ja \PM UQL![ LM[XQ\M OZW_QVO IV\Q2M_Q[P TMOQ[TI\QWV[ WZOIVQbML I
KWUXZMPMV[Q^MVM\_WZSWN \ZILM[KPWWT[ZM[XWVLQVO\W\PMVMML[WN \PM2M_Q[PKWUU]VQ\a
<PM *ZQ\Q[P JZIVKP WN  7:< [M\ ]X QV ! NWK][ML NWZ \PM ÅZ[\ aMIZ[ WN  Q\[ M`Q[\MVKM WV
N]VLZIQ[QVOIVLXZWXIOIVLI<PQ[[Q\]I\QWVKPIVOMLIJZ]X\TaWV!)]O][\!!\_WLIa[
JMNWZM \PM W]\JZMIS WN  ?WZTL ?IZ 11 I[  \MMVIOM [\]LMV\[ IVL [M^MV \MIKPMZ[ NZWU \PM
ORT school in Berlin left Charlottenburg Station on a train heading for London.
<PM [KPWWT QV *MZTQV 8ZQ^I\M RLQ[KPM 4MPZIV[\IT\ NZ PIVL_MZSTQKPM ]VL OM_MZJTQKPM
Ausbildung auswanderungswilliger Juden der ORT Berlin), located at Siemensstrasse 15,
_I[WVMWN 7:<¼[UW[\[QOVQÅKIV\]VLMZ\ISQVO[QV\PMQV\MZ_IZXMZQWLIVLIUIRWZKMV\ZM
offering vocational training to Jewish youth.<PM[KPWWT_I[WXMVMLQV!I[IVIV[_MZ\W
 )_IZLML PMZ 8P, QV PQ[\WZa I\ :WaIT 0WTTW_Ia =VQ^MZ[Q\a WN  4WVLWV QV  -UIQT" 3I\IZbaVI
XMZ[WV(TQ^MZP]TIK]S
1
On the history of ORT see Leon Shapiro, The History of ORT: A Jewish Movement for Social Change6M_AWZS"
;KPWKSMV*WWS[! IVL2IKS:ILMZBy the Skill of Their Hands/MVM^I"?WZTL7:<!1_W]TLTQSM\W\PIVS
Rachel Bracha and colleagues from the World ORT Archive in London for their help with gathering material for
this article.

For more on the ORT school in Berlin, see Monica Lowenberg, “The Education of the Cologne Jawne
Gymnasium Children and the Berlin ORT School Boys in Germany and England”, German-speaking Exiles in Great
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the rapidly escalating anti-Semitic Nazi policy limiting educational opportunities for young
German Jews.3 The Nazi authorities allowed for it to open on the understanding that it
_W]TL\ZIQVWVTa2M_[_PW_MZMXTIVVQVO\WMUQOZI\MIVLKW]TLKWVÅZU\PI\QVWZLMZ\W
[INMO]IZL Q\[ MY]QXUMV\ NZWU KWVÅ[KI\QWV ITT UIKPQVMZa IVL \WWT[ ][ML QV \PM [KPWWT
WNÅKQITTa_W]TLJMTWVO\W\PM*ZQ\Q[P7:<=VLMZ\PMXZW\MK\QWVWN \PM*ZQ\Q[P/W^MZVUMV\
the school remained the only Jewish institution which functioned unaffected by the
3ZQ[\ITTVIKP\IVLQVLMMLJaTI\M! PILMVZWTTML[\]LMV\[WNNMZQVOaMIZKW]Z[M[\W
ILWTM[KMV\[ IOML  \W  IVL  UWV\P \ZIQVQVO KW]Z[M[ \W IL]T\ [\]LMV\[ AM\ _Q\P \PM
persecution intensifying and the spectre of war looming on the horizon, the leadership of
the school decided to ensure the safety of the students by relocating to Great Britain. After
VMOW\QI\QWV[ _Q\P \PM *ZQ\Q[P 5QVQ[\Za NWZ 4IJW]Z IVL \PM 0WUM 7NÅKM I[ _MTT I[ \PM
Gestapo, it was agreed to move the school, together with all its equipment, to Leeds. The
transfer, carried out by Colonel J.H. Levey of British ORT, was prepared by ORT together
with OSE (Oeuvre de Secours aux Enfants – the Organization to Save the Children). As
ITZMILa UMV\QWVML \PM ÅZ[\ OZW]X WN  [\]LMV\[ _Q\PW]\ \PM MY]QXUMV\ _PQKP I\ \PM TI[\
UWUMV\_I[KWVÅ[KI\MLJa\PM6IbQ[TMN\*MZTQVWV!)]O][\<PM[MKWVLOZW]XPMILML
by the director of the school, Werner Simon, was scheduled to leave on 3 September 1939.
Neither Simon, nor the boys, ever made it out of Berlin. Almost all of them were later
murdered in the Holocaust.
<PM\MMVIOMJWa[_PWZMIKPML4WVLWVWV\PMW]\JZMISWN \PM_IZKW]TLVW\PI^M
anticipated the fate that awaited their families left behind in Germany. Most of those who
were in the transport recalled their relocation as a great adventure. It is clear however that
parents saying their goodbyes at the station and those who welcomed them in Great Britain
were fully aware of the gravity of the situation and, as one of the boys remembered, the
group was met in London by weeping Jewish women from the East End.4 As the school in
4MML[ _I[ VW\ aM\ XZMXIZML NWZ \PMQZ ZMKMX\QWV \PM JWa[ IVL \PMQZ \MIKPMZ[ _MZM ÅZ[\
accommodated in the Kitchener reception camp at Sandwich, Kent, which housed about
/MZUIVIVL)][\ZQIVZMN]OMM[)TZMILaQV6W^MUJMZPW_M^MZ\PMÅZ[\OZW]X_I[
\ZIV[NMZZML\W4MML[7:<¼[TMIÆM\».ZWU,M[XIQZ\W0WXM")+WV[\Z]K\Q^M.WZUWN 0MTX¼
LM^W\ML\W\PM_WZSWN \PM<MKPVQKIT-VOQVMMZQVO;KPWWTQV4MML[ZMKITTMLQ\[JMOQVVQVO["
)\MKPVQKIT[KPWWT[PW]TLÅZ[\JMXTIVVMLIVL\PMVKWV[\Z]K\ML1V\PMKI[MWN \PM7:<[KPWWT
there was no time, no money, and no material available for such a project. After a long and
IZL]W][[MIZKP\PMUW[\[]Q\IJTMJ]QTLQVO\PI\KW]TLJMNW]VL_Q\PIÆWWZIZMIWN IJW]\
square feet, was rented. It is situated about a mile from the residential hostels. Tools, equipment,
and machinery were purchased, and the students, under the guidance of the instructors (all from
*MZTQVQV[\ITTML\PMUIKPQVMZaKWVVMK\MLQ\_Q\P\PMMTMK\ZQKXW_MZ[]XXTaIVLUILMITTÅ\\QVO[
XW[[QJTMQV\PM_WZS[PWXWN \PM[KPWWT<PM[\]LMV\[WN \PMXT]UJQVOIVL[IVQ\IZa[MK\QWVWN \PM
[KPWWTMZMK\MLTI^I\WZQM[_I[PPW][M[M\KIVL_Q\PQVI[PWZ\\QUM\PM[KPWWT_I[I\_WZS5

Britain: The Yearbook of the Research Centre for German and Austrian Exile Studies)U[\MZLIU#)\TIV\I/)":WLWXQ
 · 
3
For more on this, see Solomon Colodner, Jewish Education in Germany under the Nazis6M_AWZS"2M_Q[P-L]KI\QWV
Committee Press, 1964).
4
?WZTL7:<)ZKPQ^M?7),I0IV[?.]\\MZQV\MZ^QM_MLJa;IZIP3I^IVI]OP Memories of ORT
Old Boys 5IZKP
5
?7),IThe ORT and OSE. From despair to hope: a constructive form of help·
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<PM [KPWWT JMOIV N]VK\QWVQVO N]TT \QUM QV ,MKMUJMZ !! 1\ _I[ LQ^QLML QV\W Å^M
LMXIZ\UMV\["  ?MTLQVO <]ZVQVO IVL .Q\\QVO  ;IVQ\IZa -VOQVMMZQVO  -TMK\ZQKIT
Engineering, (4) Mechanical Engineering, (5) Carpentry and Joinery. There was also a
UIZSM\OIZLMVQVO[MK\QWV_PQKPWZOIVQbML[Q`UWV\PKW]Z[M[]VLMZ\PM[]XMZ^Q[QWVWN IV
agricultural director from Palestine. All lessons in school were to be conducted in English,
M^MV \PW]OP I[ WVM WN  \PM [\]LMV\[ ZMUIZSML WV TMI^QVO \PM [KPWWT »I[ \PM 5I[\MZ[ IZM
ZMITTa\WWJ][aIVLWTL\PMaKIVVW\JMM`XMK\ML\WXQKS]X\PMTIVO]IOMI[MI[QTaI[aW]VO
people.’6 7VM LIa WN  \PM Å^M LIa [KPWWT _MMS _I[ ITTW\\ML \W \PMWZM\QKIT KTI[[M[ QV
mathematics and science. More advanced students also attended classes in the Leeds School
of Technology.
Students who arrived from Berlin, referred to as the ‘old boys’, continued the studies
which they had begun in Germany, but in time the school also began admitting new students,
JW\P OQZT[ IVL JWa[ IOML ÅN\MMV \W MQOP\MMV <PM[M _MZM UIQVTa \MMVIOM ZMN]OMM[ NZWU
Eastern and Central Europe who arrived as part of the Kindertransport. The majority of
[\]LMV\[ZM[QLMLQVWVMWN Å^MPW[\MT[QV\PM[KPWWT^QKQVQ\aMIKPPW][QVO\W[\]LMV\[
and staff members of the school. In charge of each hostel was a hostel master responsible
for the discipline and conduct of the students. There were two to six students in each room
[TMMXQVOWVJ]VSJML[_Q\PIZWWUTMILMZZM[XWV[QJTMNWZZ]TM[IVLZMO]TI\QWV[JMQVOKIZZQML
out. The school was run by its director, Colonel Levey, with military precision. Students
_WSM]XI\IUQV\PM_QV\MZIVLKTI[[M[TI[\MLNZWU IU\QTTXUIVL
IOIQVNZWUXU\QTTXU)TT[\]LMV\[PIL\WJMJIKSQV\PMQZZWWU[JaXU
Most equipment in the school was constructed by the students, who also did all the
ZMLMKWZI\QWV QV \PM J]QTLQVO IVL \WWS \]ZV[ KTMIVQVO \PM [KPWWT XZMUQ[M[ WV ;]VLIa
mornings.8
The school had a decidedly Jewish character. It was closed on all Jewish holidays and on
;IJJI\PIVLITTNWWL[MZ^ML_I[[\ZQK\TaSW[PMZ0W_M^MZI[\PM7:<JWWSTM\UILMKTMIZ
the institution was ‘a Technical School and not a religious educational establishment’9 and
students were free to carry out whatever religious observance they wished. Attendance in the
synagogue was not compulsory and while students were able to participate in Jewish
education classes, these were also not compulsory. There was no religious instruction held in
the hostels. At the same time, the small group of Orthodox students from among the school
community was given full support in religious observance and allowed to build a small
synagogue on the school’s premises.11
There is no doubt that the leadership of the school placed great importance on the wellbeing of the students. Students were provided with facilities to practice indoor and outdoor
[XWZ\[# \PMZM _I[ I [\]LMV\ \PMI\ZM WZKPM[\ZI IVL I KPWQZ I [\]La KQZKTM IVL I LMJI\QVO
?7),I!Letters from past and present students of the ORT technical engineering school, Leeds, 5.
The transfer of refugee Jewish children from Nazi Germany and German-annexed territories to Great Britain
JM\_MMV! IVL!\PMKindertransport) has recently been a subject of numerous monographs. For a general
IKKW]V\[MM5IZS2WVI\PIV0IZZQ[IVL,MJWZIP7XXMVPMQUMZInto the Arms of the Strangers: Stories of the Kindertransport
4WVLWV" *TWWU[J]Za  ;MM IT[W Shofar: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Jewish Studies " C;XMKQIT 1[[]M"
¹3QVLMZ\ZIV[XWZ\M! !·:M[K]MIVL1V\MOZI\QWVºE
8
?7),IThe ORT and OSE, 9.
9
?7),IThe ORT and OSE, 11.

?7),IThe ORT and OSE, 11.
11
,I!Letters from past and present students of the ORT technical engineering school, Leeds, 4.
6
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society. Lectures and concerts were also arranged ‘as far as war conditions permitted.’ Yet,
even with the best will and dedication of ORT teachers and counsellors, not all problems
faced by young refugees could be solved.
The main issue troubling boys in Leeds was the fate of their families left behind in
Germany.13;WUMZMÆMK\QWVWN \PMQZM`XMZQMVKM[KIVJMNW]VLQVIKWTTMK\QWVWN TM\\MZ[NZWU
NWZUMZ[\]LMV\[X]JTQ[PMLJa7:<QV!_PMZMWVMJWaZMUIZS[\PI\»NWZ\PMÅZ[\\QUM
since I left Austria, I was able to feel and enjoy the comforts of a real home,’14 while another
ZMNMZ[\WINMUITM7:<MUXTWaMM\ZMI\QVO\PMJWa[»TQSMIUW\PMZ¼15 The boys were allowed
to send one letter a month to their real families, but with the progress of the war even such
communication became impossible. One of the boys recalled: ‘Communication with our
XIZMV\[JMKIUM^MZa[KIZKMIVLLQNÅK]T\?M_ZW\M^QI\PM:ML+ZW[[WZ\PZW]OPZMTI\Q^M[QV
\PM=;)WZ;W]\P)UMZQKICE1\PQVSQ\_I[WVTaIN\MZNW]ZWZ[Q`UWV\P[\PI\_MUQ[[ML
our parents very badly, but as war developed in earnest we had to tell ourselves that millions
of others were in no better position.’16
The boys in Leeds were also seriously affected by the way that the Anglo-Jewish
organizations perceived the attitude towards refugees prevalent in British society at the time,
M[XMKQITTa \W_IZL[ \PW[M NZWU /MZUIV[XMISQVO KW]V\ZQM[ 1V MIKP ZWWU WN  M^MZa PW[\MT
[\]LMV\[ KW]TL ÅVL I XZQV\ML KWXa WN  Z]TM[ IVL ZMO]TI\QWV[ XZMXIZML Ja \PM *WIZL WN 
Deputies of British Jews and the German Jewish Aid Committee, which they were to follow
or else face immediate expulsion from the school. A copy of these rules, preserved in the
ORT Archive, reveals the everyday reality of life for Jewish refugees in wartime Great
Britain. Students were above all encouraged to avoid any actions that might stir anti-refugee
emotions from both the authorities and the wider population of the city. Boys were
informed: ‘DO NOTHING at any time to arouse the slightest hostility, and do not attract
I\\MV\QWVCE6M^MZ[XMIS/MZUIVQV\PM[\ZMM\[[W\PI\aW]KIVJMPMIZL<ZaVW\\W
[XMIS/MZUIVI\ITTQN aW]KIVPMTXQ\IVLQN IVa[XMIS^MZaY]QM\TaCE,WVW\PI^MIVa
conversations in trains, cars, or buses. Do not, at any time in the streets, discuss the war
situation.’18 The rules underlined that Britain was not to be perceived as a place of permanent
settlement and that students were to consider themselves to be temporary guests in Leeds.
After arrival the boys automatically became ‘enemy aliens’ – refugees from states with
which Britain was at war – and as such were examined by the Aliens Tribunal set up at the
W]\JZMISWN \PM_IZ-^MV\PW]OPTQSM\PM^I[\UIRWZQ\aWN \PM ZMN]OMM[[KZMMVML
they were categorized as no threat to the state, the boys were reminded in the opening
paragraph of the rules and regulations: ‘Although you have all passed the Tribunal, you are,
in the eyes of the Leeds Christian people, members of an enemy country at war with
?7),IThe ORT and OSE, 11.
For more on that see Ute Benz, “Traumatization through Separation: Loss of Family and Home as Childhood
Catastrophe”, Shofar" ·!!
14
?7),I!Letters from past and present students, 
15
?7),I!Letters from past and present students,
16
?7),I.]\\MZMemories of ORT Old Boys.

7V \PM »QV^Q[QJQTQ\a¼ WN  /MZUIV[XMISQVO ZMN]OMM[ QV /ZMI\ *ZQ\IQV [MM <WVa 3][PVMZ 3I\PIZQVM 3VW`
Refugees in an Age of Genocide: Global, National and Local Perspectives during the Twentieth Century 4WVLWV" .ZIVS +I[[
!!!·;MMIT[W+TI]LQI+]ZQW¹,QM.Z[WZOMXWTQ\QSLM[:MN]OMM+PQTLZMV¼[5W^MUMV\"-QV1V[\Z]UMV\
LMZ1V\MOZI\QWVLM]\[KPRLQ[KPMZ.TKP\TQVO[SQVLMZQVLMZJZQ\Q[KPM/M[MTT[KPIN\ºJahrbuch für Antisemitismusforschung
 · 
18
?7),IJRegulations of the Leeds ORT Technical and Engineering School.
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-VOTIVL¼ <PM [Q\]I\QWV LM\MZQWZI\ML N]Z\PMZ QV \PM [XZQVO WN  ! _PMV QV \PM XIVQK
following the invasion of France, Winston Churchill ordered the mass internment of all
ZMN]OMM[ )UWVO \PM _QLMZ [WKQM\a \PM NMIZ WN  XW\MV\QIT [XQM[ · »ÅN\P KWT]UVQ[\[¼ IVL \PM
»MVMUaQVW]ZUQL[\¼·JWZLMZMLWVUI[[Pa[\MZQI*a2]VM!IZW]VLZMN]OMM[PIL
JMMVLM\IQVML_MZM[PQXXMLWNN \WKIUX[QVZMUW\MIZMI[WN +IVILIIVL)][\ZITQI
IUWVO\PMUIJW]\JWa[NZWU\PM7:<[KPWWTQV4MML[[WUMWN _PWUTW[\\PMQZTQ^M[
after SS ‘Arandora Star’, heading for Canada with a transport of German and Italian
QV\MZVMM[_I[[]VSJaI/MZUIV=JWI\WV2]Ta!19 Even boys who were not interned
[\QTTPIL\WKWUXTa_Q\P\PM»TQUQ\MLQV\MZVUMV\UMI[]ZM[¼_PQKPIN\MZ5Ia!_MZM\W
JMIXXTQML\WMVMUaITQMV[JM\_MMV\PMIOM[WN IVL.WZM`IUXTM[\]LMV\[W^MZ
had to report to the Leeds Police for permission to change their address.
As a large portion of the school maintenance was paid by the American Joint Distribution
Committee, the school in Leeds lost its funding after the United States entered the war in
1941 and as a result was closed down. Those of the boys who were already trained found
jobs and while some were interned as enemy aliens, others went on to serve in the British
armed forces, and fought with them in the later stages of the war.
?MLWVW\SVW_PW_U]KPQVNWZUI\QWVIJW]\\PMM^MV\[\PI\_MZM\ISQVOXTIKMQV-]ZWXM
at the time reached the boys who were training in Leeds. There is no doubt, however, that
the school’s leadership had a relatively clear picture of the Holocaust since, alongside other
ZMTQMN  IVL _MTNIZM WZOIVQbI\QWV[ 7:<¼[ IK\Q^Q[\[ KWV\QV]ML \PMQZ _WZS QV \PM 2M_Q[P
KWUU]VQ\QM[IN\MZ\PMW]\JZMISWN \PM_IZ<PM[KPWWTQV*MZTQVN]VK\QWVML]V\QT2]VM
1943, when SS squads occupied its premises and ordered the deportation of almost all
students to Auschwitz. The school’s director, Werner Simon, who masterminded the
relocation of the boys to Leeds, was deported to Theresienstadt, and from there to Auschwitz
in October 1944, where he was murdered. ORT courses were also being conducted in a
number of Eastern European ghettos. The two ghettos where ORT was the most active
were Warsaw in Poland and Kovno in Lithuania, where they contributed to the idea of
»ZM[K]M \PZW]OP _WZS¼ · \PI\ Q[ ]\QTQbQVO _WZS XZWRMK\[ \W UISM I[ UIVa 2M_[ I[ XW[[QJTM
indispensable to the German war economy, thus delaying the destruction of the ghettos.
<PM_WZS[PWX[QV?IZ[I_KWV\QV]ML\W_WZS]V\QTXUWV )XZQT!\PMTI[\LIa
before the heroic but doomed Warsaw Ghetto Uprising started, and the ghetto ceased to
exist. Simultaneously, ORT courses for refugees were being established in the countries
_PMZM 2M_[ _MZM NWZKML \W ÆMM" QV \PM QV\MZVUMV\ KIUX[ QV .ZIVKM IVL IUWVO 2M_Q[P
ZMN]OMM[QV;_Q\bMZTIVL;PIVOPIQ+]JIIVL6M_AWZS
<PM[MKWVLXPI[MWN *ZQ\Q[P7:<¼[_WZS_Q\P2M_Q[PZMN]OMM[JMOIVI\\PMMVLWN ?WZTL
War II with vocational courses, which were organized in Displaced Persons (DP) camps in
Germany, Austria and Italy. ;\ZIQOP\ IN\MZ TQJMZI\QWV I PIVLN]T WN ^M\MZIV 7:< _WZSMZ[
19
?7),I.]\\MZMemories of ORT Old Boys. For more on the internment of Jewish refugees in Great
Britain and the ‘Arandora Star’, see, for example, Bernard Wasserstein, Britain and the Jews of Europe 1939–1945
4WVLWV"4MQKM[\MZ=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZM[[!!! ! 7V\PMQLMWTWOQKITNIK\WZ[JMPQVL!ITQMVQV\MZVUMV\[MM
<WVa3][PVMZ¹+T]JTIVL+ZQKSM\<M[\[IVL)TQMV1V\MZVUMV\!!·!ºQV,+M[IZIVQ):WJQV23][PVMZ
eds., The Internment of Aliens in Twentieth Century Britain4WVLWV".ZIVS+I[[!!!·

?7),IThe ORT and OSE, 

.WZUWZMWV7:<¼[_IZ\QUM_WZS[MM:ILMZBy the Skill of Their Hands·

.WZUWZMWV7:<¼[_WZSQV,8KIUX[[MM;IZIP3I^IVI]OPORT, The Second World War and the Rehabilitation
of Holocaust Survivors4WVLWV">ITTMV\QVM5Q\KPMTT 
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_PW_MZMQV\PMKIUXI\4IVL[JMZOVMIZ,IKPI]M[\IJTQ[PML\PMÅZ[\^WKI\QWVITKW]Z[MQV
\PM)UMZQKIVWKK]XI\QWVITbWVMWN /MZUIVa1V,MKMUJMZ!\PMÅZ[\\ZIQVQVOKMV\ZMQV
the British Zone was instituted at Bergen-Belsen by another group of former ORT instructors.
Machines and equipment were brought in. Hundreds of instructors were recruited from
among surviving ORT personnel, DP engineers, educators and craftsmen. Classes and
_WZS[PWX[_MZM[M\]X_PMZM^MZ\PMZM_MZMOZW]X[WN []Z^Q^WZ[IVLJa\PMMVLWN !7:<
PIL JMKWUM I VM\_WZS WN  W^MZ  KW]Z[M[ TWKI\ML QV \PM ,8 KIUX[ WN  -]ZWXM 
people were enrolled that year, almost one-tenth of the DP population of the time. 934
\MIKPMZ[\I]OP\UWZM\PIVÅN\a\ZILM[QVKT]LQVOUM\ITUIKPQVQVO[PWMUISQVOIVLKIZXMV\Za
– traditional Jewish trades – but also automobile motor repairing, dental mechanics, millinery
LM[QOVQVO \aXM[M\\QVO OWTL[UQ\PQVO _I\KP ZMXIQZQVO IVL []KP ZMTI\Q^MTa KWUXTM` ÅMTL[ I[
WX\QK[IVL[]Z^MaQVO7:<¼[_WZS_I[IT[WKWVL]K\MLIUWVO[]Z^Q^WZ[W]\[QLM,8KIUX[
both in Eastern and Western Europe. In Great Britain ORT ran three projects: a training
farm, a training ship where maritime classes were conducted, and a trade school in London.
<PMÅZ[\XZWRMK\7:<¼[\ZIQVQVONIZU_I[[M\]XQV7K\WJMZ!QV*MLNWZL[PQZM1\
NWTTW_ML \PM WZOIVQbI\QWVIT NZIUM_WZS WN  IOZQK]T\]ZIT \ZIQVQVO NIZU[ Hachsharot), usually
associated with socialist Zionist youth groups and provided vocational training aimed
directly at preparation for emigration and the establishment of kibbutzim in Palestine. Their
OWIT _I[ \W KZMI\M \PM ÅZ[\ OMVMZI\QWV WN  2M_Q[P NIZUMZ[ _PW _W]TL JM ZMILa \W XZMXIZM
Palestine for settlement. The Goldington ORT centre was established in association with a
Zionist group Hechalutz B’Anglia and provided practical training in general farming, poultry
SMMXQVOIVLUIZSM\OIZLMVQVO;M\]X_Q\PQV\PMNIZU_I[IT[WIV7:<_WZS[PWX_PMZM
students learned to do their own repairs of farming equipment. The training course lasted
two years, and due to limited facilities was based on the premise of short, three to four
month courses, enabling pupils to get training in various branches of agriculture. The
XZIK\QKITKW]Z[M_I[[]XXTMUMV\MLJaVQVMPW]Z[WN \PMWZM\QKITKTI[[M[I_MMSIVLILLQ\QWVIT
lectures in general science. There is no doubt that as in similar establishments in DP camps,
\PM ML]KI\QWVIT \I[S _I[ \ISMV ^MZa [MZQW][Ta ;\]LMV\[ I\\MVLML ^IZQW][ M`\ZIK]ZZQK]TIZ
KTI[[M[IVLTMK\]ZM[.WZM`IUXTM\W_IZL[\PMMVLWN !\PMaPILITMK\]ZMWZOIVQbMLNWZ
them at the Institute of Animal Pathology at Cambridge University. Aside from vocational
training, all students at Goldington received classes in general topics, with a clear focus on
Jewish studies. The curriculum included English and Hebrew language, mathematics,
general science, Jewish history and, according to ORT materials, ‘such cultural activities as
Oneg Shabath, discussions of current affairs, music lessons, excursions, social gatherings
etc.’7:<¼[]VLMZ\ISQVOQV/WTLQVO\WV_I[[\ZWVOTaQVÆ]MVKMLJa\PMNIK\\PI\]VTQSM\PM
4MML[ JWa[ \PM aW]\P QV /WTLQVO\WV KIUM NZWU I _QLM ^IZQM\a WN  JIKSOZW]VL[ JW\P QV
terms of previous education as well as wartime experiences. Among them were both Nazi
camp survivors, youth who arrived in Great Britain as part of the Kindertransport and
young British Jews. <PMQZ [KPWWTQVO _I[ \PMZMNWZM I ^MZa KWUXTM` ]VLMZ\ISQVO WN\MV

For more on such training see, for example, Yehudit Baumel, Kibbutz Buchenwald: Survivors and Pioneers (New
*Z]V[_QKS62":]\OMZ[=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZM[[!!

?7),NORT Weekly Summary11"

?7),NORT Weekly Summary I:38, 5.

See, for example, the story of David Jedwab from the Kindertransport, in Susan Kleinman and Chana
5W[PMV[SI¹+TI[[I[I.IK\WZQV\PM;WKQIT)LIX\I\QWVWN \PM3QVLMZ\ZIV[XWZ\3QVLMZºShofar " ·
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[TW_MLLW_VJa[\]LMV\[¼TIVO]IOMLQNÅK]T\QM[I[_MTTI[I[PWZ\IOMWN KWV\ZIK\_WZSIVL
material.
)[WN ,MKMUJMZ!\PMZM_MZM[M^MV\MMVX]XQT[MVZWTTMLQV/WTLQVO\WV"[Q`\ZIQVQVOQV
mechanics and eleven in agriculture. Twenty-three others who were preparing to resettle to
Palestine did not attend regular classes, but only received partial training and were engaged
QV_WZSJW\PQVIVLW]\[QLM\PMKMV\ZM)[OZW]X[WN [\]LMV\[TMN\\PMa_MZMQUUMLQI\MTa
ZMXTIKML_Q\PVM_\ZIQVMM[)[IZM[]T\QV!ITWVMIT\WOM\PMZ[Q`[\]LMV\[_MZM\ZIQVMLQV
poultry farming, three in cow-shed maintenance, two in rabbit rearing, four in gardening,
Å^MWV\PM\ZIK\WZIVLIOZQK]T\]ZITUIKPQVM[\PZMMWV\PM\Z]KS\_MT^MQV\PMÅMTL[IVL
agricultural machines and three in administration and management.! Six ORT employees
ZIVKTI[[M["Å^MQV[\Z]K\WZ[IVLWVM[]XMZ^Q[WZ
Another form of training aimed directly at preparing students for future life in Palestine
_I[\ZIQVQVOaW]VOUMVNWZKIZMMZ[I[UMZKPIV\VI^aWNÅKMZ[IVLVI^QOI\WZ[7:<¼[5IZQVM
Training Scheme was set up in agreement with its subsidiary, the Jewish Marine League, in
1946 with the aim of supplying the growing merchant army of the Yishuv (the Jewish
QVPIJQ\IV\[WN 8ITM[\QVM]VLMZ\PM*ZQ\Q[PUIVLI\M_Q\PY]ITQÅML[MIWNÅKMZ[<CZIQVQVOE
;CPQXE»2W[MXP0MZ\b¼\PM[PQX][MLNWZ\PM\ZIQVQVO[KPMUM_I[J]QT\QV!I[ILM[\ZWaMZ
IVL_I[WZQOQVITTaKITTML»<PM+]\\a;IZS¼*M\_MMV!IVL!!Q\JMTWVOML\W\PM,]SM
WN ?M[\UQV[\MZIVL[MZ^MLI[I».TWI\QVO/QV8ITIKM¼,]ZQVO?WZTL?IZ11Q\_I[\ISMVW^MZ
Ja\PM:WaIT6I^aIVLMUXTWaMLÅZ[\I[IVIV\Q[]JUIZQVM^M[[MTIVLTI\MZI[I[]JUIZQVM
escort out of the Holy Loch base. After the war, the ship was acquired by ORT, and converted
into a training ship capable of accommodating sixty boys. It was renamed the ‘Joseph Hertz’,
in memory of the chief rabbi of the British Commonwealth between 1913 and 1946 and
moored off Grays, Essex. Describing the training on board the ‘Joseph Hertz’, ORT
Chronicle reported:
<PM LQZMK\WZ WN  \PM [KPWWT IVL KWUUIVLQVO WNÅKMZ WN  \PM »2W[MXP 0MZ\b¼ Q[ +IX\IQV
N.F. Israel D.S.C., who has made several cruises around the world and who distinguished himself
QV\PMTI[\_IZQV\PM8IKQÅKIVL\PM*I\\TMWN \PM)\TIV\QKI[_MTTI[QV\PMQV^I[QWVWN -]ZWXM
Lately, the boat went on a rather extensive voyage in the course of which the pupils proved
\PMU[MT^M[Å\NWZITT\PMPIZL[PQX[WN I[IQTWZ¼[IVLLQ^MZ¼[TQNMIVLWJ[MZ^ML\PM[\ZQK\M[\LQ[KQXTQVM31

Most of the students on the TS ‘Joseph Hertz’ were aged sixteen to eighteen. They were
ITTLQ[XTIKMLXMZ[WV[UIQVTaKWVKMV\ZI\QWVIVLTIJW]ZKIUX[[]Z^Q^WZ[<PMÅZ[\QV\ISMWN 
twenty-one boys included seventeen former inmates of the Bergen-Belsen. During their
training the boys wore Royal Navy uniforms with a Star of David badge attached to their
[TMM^M[<PM[KPMUMXZW^MLPQOPTa[]KKM[[N]TIVLIV]UJMZWN Y]ITQÅMLWNÅKMZ[_MZM\ZIQVML
on board. Many of them ultimately left for Israel where they served both in the merchant
navy and later in the newly created Israeli navy.
<PM\PQZL]VLMZ\ISQVO\PM7:<[KPWWTI\:WTIVL?IaQV3MV[QVO\WVQV4WVLWV
opened in July 1946 in order to train young refugees – former inmates of the concentration
camps in Germany – who were lodged in London hostels for refugees. The majority of


!

31

?7),NORT Weekly Summary11"
?7),NORT Weekly Summary11"
?7),NORT Weekly Summary I:38, 4.
?7),NORT Weekly Summary11"
?7),IChronicle ORT (ORT Union Geneva), 18.
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[\]LMV\[KIUMWZQOQVITTaNZWU-I[\MZVIVL+MV\ZIT-]ZWXMIVL_MZMIOMLJM\_MMVÅN\MMV
IVL\_MV\aÅ^M1V\PMÅZ[\aMIZ[\]LMV\[_MZMOQ^MVITTZW]VLMVOQVMMZQVO\ZIQVQVOIVLQV
the second they received specialized tuition in a particular branch of technology. The
[XMKQITQbI\QWV[WNNMZMLQVKT]LMLOMVMZITMVOQVMMZQVO\WWTUISQVOMTMK\ZQKIT_WZS_WWL_WZS
IVLZILQW\MKPVWTWOa)LZM[[UISQVO[MK\QWV_I[WXMVMLNWZ\PMOQZT[)KKWZLQVO\WIV7:<
X]JTQKI\QWV \PM LQZMK\WZ WN  \PM [KPWWT 5Z[ ?QTSQV[WV _I[ IJTM VW\ WVTa \W O]QLM \PM
\ZIQVMM[QV\PMQZ_WZSJ]\IT[W\WPMTX\PMU\WIKY]QZMI_WZSQVOSVW_TMLOMWN \PM-VOTQ[P
TIVO]IOM »\PM TIKS WN  _PQKP _I[ I OZMI\ PQVLZIVKM \W \PM ]VLMZ[\IVLQVO WN  -VOTQ[P
UMI[]ZMUMV\[ IVL \MKPVQKIT \MZU[ IVL _W]TL PI^M JMMV I [MZQW][ WJ[\IKTM QV ÅVLQVO
MUXTWaUMV\CE·INIK\_PQKPOQ^M[MVKW]ZIOMUMV\\W\PMZMN]OMMOQZT[\PMU[MT^M[_PWI\
ÅZ[\NW]VLQ\[WUM_PI\LQNÅK]T\\WILIX\\PMU[MT^M[\W\PMKWVLQ\QWV[WN IKW]V\ZaNWZUMZTa
Y]Q\M]VSVW_V\W\PMU¼ Aside from technical training, students also attended classes in
general education subjects such as mathematics and history as well as in English. On
ÅVQ[PQVO\PM[KPWWT\PMa_MZMXZW^QLML_Q\PI[M\WN \WWT[\WXZIK\QKM\PMQZ\ZILM)TWVO[QLM
full time projects, the school also ran refresher courses for students whose studies were
interrupted by the war or those who used to practice their trade before the war. There were
IT[W [PWZ\QV\MV[Q^MKW]Z[M[ NWZ[\]LMV\[XZMXIZQVONWZMUQOZI\QWV 1V 7K\WJMZ! \PMZM
_MZMÅN\a[M^MV[\]LMV\[MVZWTTMLQV\PM[KPWWT"NWZ\aMQOP\JWa[IVLVQVMOQZT[,]ZQVO\PI\
UWV\PNW]Z\MMV[\]LMV\[TMN\\PM[KPWWTIVLÅN\MMVVM_WVM[_MZMIKKMX\ML33 Throughout its
M`Q[\MVKM\PM3MV[QVO\WV;KPWWT\ZIQVMLIZW]VL[\]LMV\[34
)TT WN  7:<¼[ ]VLMZ\ISQVO[ _MZM \W JM WVTa \MUXWZIZa UMI[]ZM[ IQUML I\ MVIJTQVO
refugees to immediately begin to support themselves in a country in which they should
M^MV\]ITTa[M\\TM<ZIQVQVOWV\PM<;»2W[MXP0MZ\b¼_I[\MZUQVI\MLWV7K\WJMZ!
IN\MZLQNÅK]T\QM[QVÅVLQVOVM_\ZIQVMM[IVLRWJ[WVUMZKPIV\[PQX[NWZNWZMQOV2M_Q[PJWa[
proved to be impossible to overcome, and Commander Israel gave up his position. The
Kensington School in it initial form was closed in July 1949 when it was decided that the vast
majority of refugees had already found employment in industries. From August 1949 the
London centre was reopened at Belsize Lane in Hampstead in order to conduct evening
classes, mainly in tailoring, for older refugees. The school ceased operating in April 1954.
The activities of the Goldington training centre also gradually declined after the
establishment of the state of Israel, even though it continued (in a much-reduced form) until
\PMMIZTa![)[5WVQKI4W_MVJMZOXWQV\MLW]\QVILQ[K][[QWVWN \PMTQ^M[WN NWZUMZ
7:<[\]LMV\[_PM\PMZNWZÅVIVKQITZMI[WV[WZTIKSWN Y]ITQÅKI\QWV[IKKM[[\W]VQ^MZ[Q\a
and thus liberal professions, remained out of reach for the majority of ORT graduates.
Their vocational training allowed them, however, to secure employment amidst the
]VKMZ\IQV\QM[WN \PMXW[\_IZaMIZ[IVLUIVaWN \PMaW]VOZMN]OMM[NW]VL_WZSQVKWUUMZKM
retailing, industry and engineering.35
<PW]OP \PM QUUMLQI\M XW[Q\Q^M ZM[]T\[ WN  _WZS ]VLMZ\ISMV Ja 7:< IUWVO 2M_Q[P
refugees were clear, its approach towards young Holocaust survivors was not free from
KWV\ZW^MZ[a7:<TQSMUIVa2M_Q[PIVLVWV2M_Q[PXPQTIV\PZWXQKWZOIVQ[I\QWV[WXMZI\QVOI\
?7),IBritish ORT Annual Report 1946 and 1947·
?7).Report on the ORT activities August 1946–July 1947, 4.
34
?7),IBritish ORT Second Post-War Report 1948–1949
35
Lowenberg, “The Education of the Cologne Jawne Gymnasium Children and the Berlin ORT School Boys”,
!!
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the time, believed that in order to overcome the trauma of the Holocaust their students had
\WJMQUUMZ[MLQVI?M[\MZV2M_Q[PKWUU]VQ\a1VIZMXWZ\NZWUQ\[_WZSQV/WTLQVO\WV
ORT observed:
1\U][\JMZMUMUJMZML\PI\_MNIKML\PMLQNÅK]T\\I[SWN N][QVO\_WMV\QZMTaLQNNMZMV\OZW]X[WN 
XMWXTM#\PMaW]\POZW]XWN JWa[IVL\PMOQZT[NZWU\PMKIUX[IVL\PMHehalutz group consisting
of Anglo-Jewish youth and the continental youth who came over from the continent before the
war. The fundamental idea of this scheme was the belief that it is vital for this type of youth who
have suffered the horrors of the concentration camps, to live together with other Jewish youth and
not to be isolated in closed societies amongst themselves. This scheme has gained the praise of
many people and has proved to be successful. During this time the common life between the
OZW]X[ PI[ ZM[]T\ML M^MV\]ITTa QV \PM M[\IJTQ[PUMV\ WN  WVM [WKQIT OZW]X \W \PM JMVMÅ\ WN  JW\P
sides.36

<PQ[^QM_[\WWLQVKTMIZKWV\ZI[\\W\PMWNÅKQITXWTQKaWN \PMBQWVQ[\TMILMZ[PQXWN 0WTWKI][\
survivors, who claimed that the place of young people who were not yet granted permission
\WOW\W8ITM[\QVMWZLQLVW\aM\]VLMZ\ISM\PQ[RW]ZVMa\PZW]OPQTTMOITKPIVVMT[_I[_Q\P
their own people in the camps. Contrary to the Jewish organizations in the West, DPs often
JMTQM^ML \PI\ \PM JM[\ _Ia NWZ ILWTM[KMV\[ IVL KPQTLZMV \W XZWKM[[ \ZI]UI _I[ \W _WZS
through their experiences. As Margarete Myers Feinstein explained:
:MUIQVQVO_Q\PW\PMZ[]Z^Q^WZ[XZW^QLML\PMKPQTLZMV_Q\PWXXWZ\]VQ\QM[\W_WZS\PZW]OP\PMQZ
past experiences. They did not stand out as oddities as they would in a normal environment. In
\PM ,8 KIUX[ []Z^Q^WZ[ \ITSML IJW]\ \PMQZ M`XMZQMVKM[ ITUW[\ QVKM[[IV\Ta IVL \PMa _ZW\M IVL
performed plays about the ghettos, the partisans, and the concentration camps. DP’s poetry,
U][QKIVLIZ\_WZSML\PZW]OP\PMPWZZWZ[WN \PM0WTWKI][\1V,8[KPWWT[\PMa_MZMVW\\PM
only children who were too old for their grade level, and survivor teachers understood their
outbursts, their silences, their difference. Group bonding between child survivors facilitated their
adaptation to post-war life. The Belsen Committee wisely recognized that the children could best
_WZS\PZW]OP\PMQZQ[[]M[VW\Q[WTI\MLQVIKWUNWZ\IJTM*ZQ\Q[PPWUMJ]\QV\PMLQNÅK]T\KWVLQ\QWV[
WN XW[\_IZ/MZUIVa_PMZM\PMa_MZM\WOM\PMZ_Q\PW\PMZ[_PW[PIZML\PMQZJIKSOZW]VLIVL
their language.

)[IZM[]T\WN \PQ[QV!\PM,8TMILMZ[PQXZMRMK\ML\PMWNNMZWN ^Q[I[NWZ2M_Q[P
children and adolescents, which were lobbied for by the British-Jewish agencies. DPs believed
\PI\ \PM KPQTLZMV _W]TL ÅVL ILR][\UMV\ \W TQNM QV -VOTIVL \WW LQNÅK]T\ R][\QNaQVO \PMQZ
decision with the experiences of children who arrived there as part of the Kindertransport.38 To
explain its stance, the Central Committee of Liberated Jews in Bavaria passed a resolution in
7K\WJMZ![\I\QVO\PI\»\PMaPI^MVWKWVÅLMVKMQV\PMQV\MV\QWV[IVLPW[XQ\ITQ\aWN \PM
Public of Great Britain who wish to accept Jewish children from the camps, and that they
protest strongly against sending the children to England. The meeting instructs the Central
Committee to ensure that not one single child should, under any circumstances, be allowed

?7),NORT Weekly Summary I:38, 5
Margarete Myers Feinstein, Holocaust Survivors in Postwar Germany 1945–1957 (Cambridge: Cambridge
=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZM[[7V\PMKWVÆQK\W^MZ\PMQLMIWN aW]VO0WTWKI][\[]Z^Q^WZ[»_WZSQVO\PZW]OP¼\PMQZ
traumatic experiences, see also Boaz Cohen, “The Children’s Voice: Postwar Collection of Testimonies from Child
Survivors of the Holocaust”, Holocaust and Genocide Studies"·!
38
<PM[M IZM N]Z\PMZ LQ[K][[ML QV 1ZQ[ /][SM Trauma and Attachment in the Kindertransport Context: German-Jewish
Children Refugees’ Accounts of Displacement and Acculturation in Britain6M_KI[\TM"+IUJZQLOM;KPWTIZ[!
36
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to emigrate to any other country than to the only possible haven for them – Palestine.’39 In
the end, only children with immediate family members in England were allowed to leave the
camps.
)\\PM[IUM\QUMaW]VOXMWXTM\PMU[MT^M[WN\MVUILMQVLMXMVLMV\LMKQ[QWV[\W\ISM]X
the opportunities of British entry visas, even if it went against the opinion of the Zionist
leadership. It can be assumed that the majority of those who came to England saw it as a way
WN ZMIKPQVO8ITM[\QVMIVLQ\_I[8ITM[\QVM\PI\\PMa_W]TLX]\I[\PMQZÅVITLM[\QVI\QWV_PMV
ÅTTQVO QV \PM LWK]UMV\[ ]XWV MV\MZQVO *ZQ\IQV In reality however, by the time of the
establishment of the state of Israel in 1948, the majority was rooted strongly enough in
*ZQ\IQV\WLMKQLM\WZMUIQV\PMZM<PMNMIZ[WN ,8I]\PWZQ\QM[_MZM\PMZMNWZMR][\QÅMLAM\
\PMZMQ[VWZMI[WV\WJMTQM^M\PI\I\\MVLIVKMQV^WKI\QWVITKW]Z[M[PILIVMOI\Q^MQVÆ]MVKM
on the young people’s Jewish identity.41 On the contrary, it can be claimed that collective
living within a Jewish environment provided adolescent survivors with a sense of belonging
and re-enforced their Jewish identity. As a result, the vocational schools were not only
MY]QXXQVO[\]LMV\[_Q\PVM_[SQTT[J]\IJW^MITT_Q\P\PMKWVÅLMVKM\WQUIOQVMIN]\]ZMQV
which they could use them. Discussing the role played by the vocational courses in the life of
the DP community, Samuel Gringauz, President of the Congress of Liberated Jews in
the U.S. Zone, explained: ‘The importance of these schools is not explained by the fact that
they supplied valuable vocational training to thousands of uprooted people. The importance
of the school centers in the fact that they gave a valuable ideology to thousands of young
XMWXTM# \PI\ \PMa PMTXML \PW][IVL[ WN  aW]VO XMWXTM QV I PMZWQK [MTNI[[MZ\QWV# \PI\ \PMa
created the spirit admired by the whole world’. This sense of hope that was instilled in those
_PWTW[\\PMQZKPQTLPWWLIVLaW]\PQV\PM0WTWKI][\ITWVMUISM[\PM^WKI\QWVITKW]Z[M[NWZ
2M_Q[PZMN]OMM[PW_M^MZJZQMÆa\PMaUIaPI^MTI[\MLWVMWN \PM[QOVQÅKIV\]VLMZ\ISQVO[QV
the educational history of Europe immediately after the end of World War II.
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A MULTIFACETED NUPTIAL BLESSING: THE USE OF
RUTH 4:11–12 WITHIN MEDIEVAL HEBREW EPITHALAMIA
Avi Shmidman*

ABSTRACT: When bestowing poetic blessings upon newly married couples, the medieval
0MJZM_ XWM\[ WN\MV IL^IVKM IVITWOQM[ \W JQJTQKIT ÅO]ZM[ QVLQKI\QVO \PMQZ _Q[P \PI\ \PM
couple should merit the good fortune of, for instance, the forefathers Abraham, Isaac and
2IKWJWZWN TI\MZJQJTQKITÅO]ZM[[]KPI[5W[M[BQXXWZIP8PQVMPI[WZ0IVVIP<PMUW[\
common analogy offered, however, is that of the matriarchs Rachel and Leah, as per Boaz’s
nuptial blessing from Ruth 4:11: “May the Lord make the woman who is coming into your
house like Rachel and Leah, both of whom build up the House of Israel!” In this study, the
usage of this recurring motif throughout medieval Hebrew epithalamia will be considered,
[WI[\WLMUWV[\ZI\MQ\[ZWTMI[INWKITXWQV\WN XWM\QKKZMI\Q^Q\a

The medieval Hebrew poets composed hundreds of epithalamia, celebrating nuptial
occasions within the Israelite nation, while offering blessings on behalf of the newly married
KW]XTM[15IVaWN \PM[MJTM[[QVO[KMV\MZ]XWVKWUXIZQ[WV[_Q\PJQJTQKITÅO]ZM[.WZQV[\IVKM
one anonymous Palestinian poet writes: ʬʖ˗ʔˎ˂ʒʸˎʕ ʺʍ ʑʰˇʩʑʠ˗ʍ ʭʒʫʸʍ ʡʕ ˒ʭʒʸʍʦʲʕ (ozrem uvarkhem ke’ish
nitbarekh bakkol, “assist them and bless them as he who was blessed in all things”),2 praying
\PI\\PMJZQLMIVLOZWWU[PW]TLUMZQ\\PMJTM[[QVO[WN )JZIPIU;QUQTIZTa\PM8ITM[\QVQIV
 4MK\]ZMZQV\PM,MXIZ\UMV\WN 4Q\MZI\]ZMWN \PM2M_Q[P8MWXTMI\*IZ1TIV=VQ^MZ[Q\a-UIQT"I^Q[PUQLUIV(
JQ]IKQT1_W]TLTQSM\W\PIVSUaKWTTMIO]M,Z<b^Q6W^QKSNWZPQ[QV[QOP\N]TKWUUMV\[WVIVMIZTQMZLZIN\WN \PQ[
XIXMZ)LLQ\QWVITTa1_W]TLTQSM\WM`XZM[[UaOZI\Q\]LM\W\PMNWTTW_QVOQV[\Q\]\QWV[NWZ\PM][MWN \PMQZUIV][KZQX\
catalogs and collections: The Ezra Fleischer Institute for the Research of Hebrew Poetry in the Genizah; the
)KILMUaWN \PM0MJZM_4IVO]IOM#\PM1V[\Q\]\MWN 5QKZWÅTUML0MJZM_5IV][KZQX\[WN \PM2M_Q[P6I\QWVITIVL
=VQ^MZ[Q\a4QJZIZaQV2MZ][ITMU#IVL\PM.ZQMLJMZO/MVQbIP8ZWRMK\<ZIV[TI\QWV[WN [KZQX\]ZM_Q\PQV\PQ[XIXMZ
NWTTW_\PM28;\ZIV[TI\QWVWN !<ZIV[TQ\MZI\QWV[NWTTW_\PMOMVMZITO]QLMTQVM[NWZ0MJZM_IVL;MUQ\QKTIVO]IOM[
[XMKQÅMLQV\PMEncyclopaedia JudaicaVLML^!?PMZMZMTM^IV\KQ\I\QWV[WN XWMU[IZMIKKWUXIVQMLJa\PMQZ
KWZZM[XWVLQVOQVLM`V]UJMZI[XMZ1[ZIMT,I^QL[WVThesaurus of Mediaeval Hebrew Poetry, 4 vols (New York: Jewish
<PMWTWOQKIT ;MUQVIZa !·  0MJZM_ .QVITTa I VW\M ZMOIZLQVO Ua ][M WN  \PM \MZU ¹MXQ\PITIUQIº"
M\aUWTWOQKITTa IV MXQ\PITIUQ]U Q[ I [WVO QV\MVLML [XMKQÅKITTa NWZ \PM JZQLIT KPIUJMZ JI[ML WV \PM /ZMMS
“θ"λαµοσ”); however, following modern English usage (see The Oxford English DictionaryVLML[^¹MXQ\PITIUQ]Uº
\PM\MZU_QTTJM][MLPMZMQV\WZMNMZ\WV]X\QITXWMU[QVOMVMZIT
1
For a chronological survey of Hebrew epithalamia through the ages, see Meir Bar-Ilan, Ateret H.atanim (Ramat
/IV"[MTNX]JTQ[PML.WZILLQ\QWVIT[\]LQM[WN UMLQM^IT0MJZM_MXQ\PITIUQI[MM;P]TIUQ\-TQb]Z¹)T8Qaa]\M
Hatanim ve-Haftarat Hatanim”, Masekhet 1 (2002), 63–74, and Ephraim Hazan, “Shirei ha-H.atuna le-Rabi Yehuda
Halevi”, Dukhan!·
2
From the grace-after-meals poem ʤʕ̆ʔʫʍʥʯʕʺʧʕ ʕˢʸʍ ˉʑ
ʔ ʠ (isharta h.atan vekhallah), intended for recital at the conclusion of
a wedding meal; see Avi Shmidman, The Poetic Versions of the Grace after Meals from the Cairo Genizah: A Critical Edition,
8P, <PM[Q[ :IUI\/IV" *IZ1TIV =VQ^MZ[Q\a ! 0MJZM_   ¹0M _PW _I[ JTM[[ML QV ITT \PQVO[º Q[ I
ZMNMZMVKM\W)JZIPIUJI[ML]XWV/MV""ʬʖ˗ʔˎʭʕʤʸʕ ʡʍ ˋʺʓʠ˂ʔʸˎʒ ʕʩʍʩʔʥ (vadonai berakh et Avraham bakkol, “and the Lord
PILJTM[[ML)JZIPIUQVITT\PQVO[º
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poet Pinh as adduces a comparison to Isaac and Rebecca: ʯʕʺˎʕ ʩʑʧʠʒʤˢʍ ʤʕʷʡʍ ʸʑ ʫʍ ˒ʷʕʧʶʍʑʩʫʍ ˒ (ukheyiz.h.ak
ukherivka tehe h. ibbatan¹IVLUIa\PMQZTW^MJMI[\PI\WN 1[IIKIVL:MJMKKIº3 And in a third
ʔ ʲʷʔʡʠʎ ʓʰ˗ʍ ʯʕʺʧʕ ʧʔʮˈʑ
ʍ ʩ ( yismah. h.atan kene’evak
poem, Jacob appears at the point of comparison: ʸˈʭʑ
im sar¹UIa\PMOZWWUZMRWQKMI[PM_PW_ZM[\TML_Q\PIUQVQ[\MZQVOIVOMTº4 Beyond the
NWZMNI\PMZ[ _M ÅVL KWUXIZQ[WV[ \W UIVa W\PMZ ILLQ\QWVIT ÅO]ZM[ QVKT]LQVO \PM [WV[ WN 
2IKWJ5W[M[BQXXWZIP8PQVMPI[0IVVIP-TSIVIP;IU]MT5WZLMKIQ-[\PMZIVLUWZM
0W_M^MZJaNIZ\PMUW[\KWUUWVKWUXIZQ[WVQ[\W\PMUI\ZQIZKP[:IKPMTIVL4MIP<PM
][MWN \PQ[KWUXIZQ[WV_Q\PQVIV]X\QIT[M\\QVOÅVL[Q\[ZWW\[QV\PM*QJTMQ\[MTNQV\PMJTM[[QVO
offered to Boaz by the elders of the town (Ruth 4:11–12):
All the people at the gate and the elders answered, “We
are witnesses. May the Lord make the woman who is
coming into your house like Rachel and Leah, both of
whom build up the House of Israel! Prosper in
Ephrathah and perpetuate your name in Bethlehem!
And may your house be like the house of Perez whom
Tamar bore to Judah – through the offspring which the
Lord will give you by this young woman.”

ʺʓʠʕʩʍʩʯʒˢʑʩʭʩʑʣʲʒ ʭʩʑʰʷʒ ʍ˓ʤʔ ʍʥʸʔʲˉʔ
ʔ ˎʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʭʕʲʤʕ ʬʕ˗˒ʸʍʮʠʖ˕ʔʥ
ʭʓʤʩʒˢ ʍ̌ ˒ʰʕˎʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ʬʒʧʸʕ ˗ʍ˃ʓʺʩʒˎʬʓʠʤˌʕˎʤʔ ʤˉʑ
ʕ ʠʤʕ
ʺʩʒʡˎʍ ʭ ǯ ʠʕʸʷʍ ˒ʤʕʺʸʕ ʴʍ ʠʓ ˎʍ ʬʑʩʧʔ ʤˈʏ
ʒ ʲʔʥʬʒʠʸʕ ˈʑ
ʍ ʩ ʺʩʒˎ ʺʓʠ
ʤʕʣ˒ʤʩʑʬ ʸʕʮʺʕ ʤʕʣʬʍʕʩ ʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʵʓʸ ʓ̋ ʺʩʒʡ˗ʍ ˃ʍʺʩʒʡ ʩʑʤʩʑʥ :ʭʓʧʬʕ

ʺʠʖ˓ʔʤʤʕʸʲʏ ʔ̊ʔʤʯʑʮ˃ʍʬʕʩʍʩʯʒˢʑʩʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʲʔʸʓ˓ʤʔ ʯʑʮ

This verse effectively established a biblical paradigm for the blessing of a bride and
OZWWU IVL Q\[ QUXIK\ ]XWV UMLQM^IT 0MJZM_ MXQ\PITIUQI _I[ KWV[QLMZIJTM <PM
comparison to Rachel and Leah recurs again and again throughout medieval Hebrew
epithalamia from all centers of Hebrew poetic activity, including Palestine, Babylonia, Italy,
;XIQVIVL)[PSMVIb
Notably, as we shall see, the impact of the verse transcends the liturgical/paraliturgical
boundary; appropriations of the verse occur within epithalamia composed for a diverse
IZZIaWN XWM\QK[M\\QVO[?Q\PZMOIZL\W[aVIOWO]MXWM\Za_MÅVL\PM^MZ[MQVKWZXWZI\MLQV
poetry intended for the Sabbath following a wedding (Shabbat h.atan), both within strictly
liturgical compositions such as qedushtaot (poems recited as part of the amidah prayer), as well
as within reshutXWMU[ZMKQ\MLXZQWZ\WKITTQVO\PMOZWWU\W\PM<WZIP7]\[QLM\PM[aVIOWO]M
\PM ^MZ[M ÅVL[ M`XZM[[QWV QV UIVa OZIKMIN\MZUMIT[ XWMU[ QV\MVLML NWZ ZMKQ\IT I\ \PM
conclusion of nuptial meals, as well as within various free-standing zemirot (songs) and
pizmonimZMNZIQVXWMU[LM^WQLWN IVa[XMKQÅKTQ\]ZOQKITKWV\M`\
<WJM[]ZMZMK]ZZQVOUW\QN[IZMWN\MVXZWVM\WNWZUITQbI\QWV?PMVIUW\QN Q[[WKWUUWV
that it is simply included as a matter of course, its effect within the poetry may be severely
UQVQUQbML6M^MZ\PMTM[[I[]Z^MaWN UMLQM^IT0MJZM_MXQ\PITIUQILMUWV[\ZI\M[\PI\\PM

3
From the grace-after-meals poem ʯʔˢʧʔ ʺʍ ˢʑ ʠ (a… tith.attan) for wedding meals; see Shulamit Elizur, The Liturgical
Poems of Rabbi Pinh.as Ha-Kohen [Hebrew] ( Jerusalem: World Union of Jewish Studies, The David Moses and Amalia
:W[MV.W]VLI\QWV!
4
From the grace-after-meals poem ʤʕʸ˒ʣʏʤˎʔ ʸˉʔ
ʒ ʩʠʏ ʬʑʩʧʔ ʺ ʓ̌ ʠʒ (eshet h.ayil ayasher bahadurah) for wedding meals; see
Shmidman, Grace after Meals!¹0M_PW_ZM[\TML_Q\PIUQVQ[\MZQVOIVOMTºZMNMZ[\W2IKWJJI[ML]XWV/MV
""ˣ˙ʑʲˇʩʑʠʷʒʡˌʒ˕ʔʥ (vayye’avek ish immo¹I[PM_ZM[\TML_Q\PPQUºIVL\PMUQLZI[PQK\ZILQ\QWV_PQKPM`XTIQV[\PI\
Q\_I[-[I]¼[UQVQ[\MZQVOIVOMT_PW_ZM[\TML_Q\PPQU/MVM[Q[:IJJI"

Transliteration: vayyomeru kol ha’am asher basha’ar vehazzekenim edim yitten adonai et ha’ishah habba’ah el beitekha kerah.el
ukhele’ah asher banu sheteihem et beit yisra’el va’aseh h.ayil be’efratah ukera shem bevet lah.em: vihi veitkha keveit perez. asher yaledah
tamar lihudah min hazzera asher yitten adonai lekha min hanna‘arah hazzot.
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poets responded successfully to this challenge, creatively integrating the Rachel-and-Leah
KWUXIZQ[WVQVVM_IVLQVVW^I\Q^M_Ia[JZMI\PQVOVM_TQNMQV\W\PQ[WTLUW\QN

[2]
In many instances, in their reuse of the biblical comparison to Rachel and Leah, the
UMLQM^IT0MJZM_XWM\[QVKWZXWZI\ML\PMWZQOQVITJTM[[QVONWZU]TI\QWVNZWU:]\P"·
)[ IV QVQ\QIT M`IUXTM 1 [PITT KQ\M I NM_ [\IVbI[ NZWU IV MXQ\PITIUQ]U I]\PWZML Ja \PM
Spanish poet Yosef ibn Abitur: 6



May God make the woman who is coming into
your house like Rachel and Leah
[Refrain:]
Regarding procreation and proliferation
May she be upright like the house of Perez
whom Tamar bore to Judah
May God, exalted above all Gods, give strength
to the bride
As with Rachel and Leah, both of whom built up
the house of Israel
[Refrain: “Regarding procreation. . .”]
May He bless the work of your hand,
and strengthen your goodness
May your wife be like a fruitful vine
within your house
[Refrain: “Regarding procreation. . .”]

ʤˌʕˎʤʔ ʤˡʑ
ʕʝ ʠʤʕ ʺʓʠʕʩʍʩʯʒˢʑʩʠʕʰ
7
ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ʬʒʧʸʕ ˗ʍ ˃ʓʺʩʒˎʬʓʠ
ʤʕʣ˒ʮʏʲʵʓʸ ʓ̋ʺʩʒʡ˗ʍ ʤʕʩʡʍ ʸʑ ʍʥʤʕʩʸʍ ʴʑ ˒

8
>ʤʕʣ˒ʤʍʩ@ʑʬʸʕʮˢʕ ʤʕʣʬʍʕʩʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ

ʬʒʠʬʕ˗ʬʔʲʭʕʸʬʒʠʤʕ̆ʔ˗ʵʒ̇ˋʍʩ
ʬʒʠʸʕ ˈʑ
ʍ ʩʺʩʒˎʺʓʠʯʓʤʩʒˢ ʍ̌ ˒ʰʕˎʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ʬʒʧʸʕ ˗ʍ
9
ʤʩʸʴʥ

˂ʕʺʡʕ ˣʨʭʩʑʶʲʏʔʩ˂ʕʣʕʩʤˈʏ
ʒ ʲʮʔ ˂ʒʸʡʕʍʩ
˃ʓʺʩʒˎʩʒʺ˗ʍ ʸʍ ʔʩˎʍ ʤʘʕʩʸʑ ˣ˝ʯʓʴʢʓ˗ʍ ˃ʍˢ ʍ̌ ʠʓ
10
ʤʩʸʴʥ




8ZQUI NIKQM \PM M`\MVLML ^MZJI\QU KQ\I\QWV[ WN  :]\P "· QV TQVM[    IVL 
UQOP\[MMUTIKSQVOQVWZQOQVITQ\a6M^MZ\PMTM[[I[]ZXZQ[MQ[QV[\WZMNWZ\PMZMILMZ_PWPI[
XZQWZ SVW_TMLOM WN  \PM ^MZ[M[ )[ I ZM[]T\ WN  \PM ZM[\Z]K\]ZQVO WN  \PM Y]W\M QV \PM ÅZ[\
two lines, a natural rhyme emerges within the biblical formulation: ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ʤˌʕˎʤʔ
(habba’ah/ukhele’ah <PQ[ MNNMK\ Q[ WJ[K]ZML _Q\PQV \PM JQJTQKIT \M`\ JMKI][M IKKWZLQVO \W
the syntactic structure of the verse, enforced by the accompanying cantillation marks, it
ʕ ʠʤʕ (ha’ishah) that ends the prior syntactic unit, not ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ (ukhele’ah11
is the word ʤˉʑ
6
From the reshut ʩʑʰʺʕ ʧʏ ˂ʔʸˣʡʍʩ ( yevorakh h.atani), intended for recital on a Shabbat h.atan, when the groom is called to
the Torah; see Ezra Fleischer, “Behinot beshirato shel rabi yosef ibn abitur”, Asufot! !<PM\M`\KQ\MLPMZM
LQNNMZ[[TQOP\TaNZWU.TMQ[KPMZ¼[\M`\JI[ML]XWVIVQV[XMK\QWVWN \PMWZQOQVITUIV][KZQX\5[+IUJZQLOM=VQ^MZ[Q\a
4QJZIZa<IaTWZ;KPMKP\MZ3IVLQVIKKWZLIVKM_Q\P\PMZMILQVO[WN \PM0Q[\WZQKIT,QK\QWVIZaXZWRMK\WN \PM
)KILMUaWN \PM0MJZM_4IVO]IOM
7
Transliteration: na yitten adonai et ha’ishah habba’ah / el beitekha kerah.el ukhele’ah.
8
Transliteration (refrain):]ÅZaIP^MZQ^aIPSM^MQ\XMZMb. amudah / asher yaledah tamar lihudah.
9
Transliteration: ye’ammez. kallah el ram al kol el / kerah.MT]SPMTM¼IPI[PMZJIV][PM\MQPMVM\JMQ\aQ[ZI¼MT]ÅZaIP°CZMNZIQVE
10
Transliteration: yevarekh ma’aseh yadakh ya‘az.QU \W^I\ISP  M[P\MSPI SMOMNMV XWZQaaIP JMaIZSM\MQ JMQ\MSPI  ]ÅZaIP°
CZMNZIQVE
11
 )KKWZLQVO\WUMLQM^IT0MJZM_ZPaUMVWZU[MY]Q^ITMVKaWN IN]TT[aTTIJTMQ[ZMY]QZML\WNWZUIZPaUM#\P][
ʤˉʑ
ʕ ʠ (ishah) and ʤˌʒʬ (le’ah_W]TLVW\KWV[\Q\]\MI^ITQLZPaUM:MOIZLQVOUMLQM^ITZPaUMVWZU[[MM"*MVRIUQV
0Z][PW^[SQ¹<PM5IRWZ;a[\MU[WN 0MJZM_:PaUMNZWU\PM8Qa]\\W\PM8ZM[MV\,Ia),·!")V-[[Ia
on Basic Concepts”, Hasifrut!!·!
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Nonetheless, by use of poetic enjambment, the poet is able to repackage the verse as a poetic
KW]XTM\12
5WZMW^MZQ\Q[_WZ\PPQOPTQOP\QVOPW_\PMM`\MV[Q^MY]W\M[NZWU:]\PINNMK\\PM[XMMKP
[Q\]I\QWVWN \PMXWMUI[I_PWTM13<PMV]X\QITJTM[[QVOQV:]\P"MV\IQT[I^MZa[XMKQÅK
speech situation, in which a blessing is offered to the groom, about\PMJZQLM<PMKWUXIZQ[WV
\W :IKPMT IVL 4MIP Q[ IXXTQML [XMKQÅKITTa \W \PM JZQLM _PQTM \PM W^MZIZKPQVO JTM[[QVO Q[
LQZMK\MLQV\PM[MKWVLXMZ[WV\W_IZL[\PMOZWWU)VLQVLMML_Q\PQV\PQ[XWMUVW\WVTa
does the verse citation continue to function in this vein, but the additional material added by
\PMXWM\M`XIVL[]XWV\PM[IUM[XMMKP[Q\]I\QWV1VTQVM\PMXWM\¼[_WZL[ʬʒʠʬʕ˗ʬʔʲʭʕʸʬʒʠ
ʤʕ̆ʔ˗ʵʒ̇ˋʍʩ ( ye’ammez. kallah el ram al kol el¹5Ia/WLM`IT\MLIJW^MITT/WL[OQ^M[\ZMVO\P\W
\PMJZQLMºMKPW\PMJTM[[QVOWN ¹5Ia/WLUISM\PM_WUIVºNZWU\PM^MZ[M<PMXWM\
LWM[VW\ILLZM[[/WLLQZMK\TaJ]\ZI\PMZ_PQTMILLZM[[QVO\PMOZWWUM`XZM[[M[PQ[PWXM
\PI\/WL[PW]TLJTM[[\PMJZQLM;QUQTIZTaQV\PM[]J[MY]MV\[\IVbI\PMXWM\KWV\QV]M[\W
address the groom in the second person (“the work of your hand”, “your goodness”),
KWVKT]LQVO \PM [\IVbI _Q\P IVW\PMZ LQZMK\ JQJTQKIT Y]W\M \PQ[ \QUM NZWU 8[ITU[  "
_PQKPIT[WUI\KPM[\PM[XMMKP[Q\]I\QWVWN :]\P"14 Thus, the direction of the poem as
I_PWTMKIVJM[MMVI[IVW]\OZW_\PWN \PMWZQOQVITJQJTQKIT[KMVMNZWU:]\P
In other instances, in contrast, poets integrate the original blessing formula, yet they
M[KIXMQ\[XIZ\QK]TIZ[XMMKP[Q\]I\QWVJaKW]KPQVOQ\_Q\PQVITIZOMZNZIUM_WZS.WZQV[\IVKM
one unpublished epithalamium from a Cairo Genizah fragment opens with the following
stanza:
Rejoice with the groom, without calamity or
misfortune
And say, with an elevated and joyous soul:
May the Lord make the woman who is coming into your house
like Rachel and Leah

ʤˌˣˇʍʥʣˣˇʠ˄ʍˎʯʕʺʧʕ ʡʓ ˒ʹʩˈʑ
ʤˌʕ̆ ʲʑ ʯˣˈˈˇʓ
ʕ ʴʓʰʡʍ ˒ʸʍ̇ ʠʑ ʍʥ
16
ʤˌʒʬʍʥʬʒʧʸʕ ˗ʍ ˃ʓʺʩʒˎʬʓʠʤˌʕʡʤ ʘʕ̌ ʠʑ ʕʩʍʩʯʒˢʑʩ

In this stanza, the poet calls upon his audience to bless the groom with Ruth’s nuptial
JTM[[QVO <W ][M )][\QV¼[ [XMMKP IK\ \MZUQVWTWOa QV :]\P " \PM JTM[[QVO KWUXZQ[M[ IV
illocutionary act of offering a blessing to the groom, whereas here the poet’s words form a
perlocutionary act, causing the audience to perform the illocutionary act of offering a

12
 <PQ[\MKPVQY]MQ[IT[WNW]VLQV\PMXWMUˣːʍʱʧʔ ʍʥˣʺʕʰ˒ʮʎʠˎʓ ʬʒʠ (el be’emunato veh.asdo) by the Babylonian poet Joseph
)T*IZILIVQ LQ[K][[ML I\ TMVO\P JMTW_ QV [MK\QWV CE I[ _MTT I[ QV \PM zulat poem ʸʔʤʖʨʩʒʸʮʍ ʠʑ ˒ʴʕʩ ( yafu imrei tohar)
composed by the Spanish poet Isaac ibn Giyyat, and intended for recital on a shabbat h.atan (see: Yonah David, The
Poems of Rabbi Isaac ibn GhiyyatC0MJZM_#2MZ][ITMU")P¼[PI^8]JTQ[PQVO0W][M! E1JV)JQ\]ZXZMKMLML
QJV/QaaI\J]\Q\Q[XW[[QJTM\PI\PMTMIZVML\PM\MKPVQY]MNZWU)T*IZILIVQ#[MMJMTW_VW\M
13
Regarding the term “speech situation” and its use in the analysis of medieval Hebrew poetry, see Tzvi Novick,
“Praying with the Bible: Speech Situation in the Qedushta’ot of Yannai and Bar Megas”, Masoret Hapiyyut 4 (2008),
·!
14
 <PQ[[XMMKP[Q\]I\QWVQ[IT[WUIQV\IQVMLQV\PM\_W[]J[MY]MV\[\IVbI[0W_M^MZQ\[PW]TLJMVW\ML\PI\\PM
^MZaÅZ[\[\IVbIWN \PMXWMUQ[VW\ILLZM[[MLLQZMK\Ta\W\PMOZWWUJ]\ZI\PMZZMNMZ[\W\PMOZWWUQV\PM\PQZL
XMZ[WV

This poem is structured as a pizmon ZMNZIQVXWMU IVL LWM[ VW\ IXXMIZ \W JM QV\MVLML NWZ IVa [XMKQÅK
TQ\]ZOQKIT[M\\QVO1\Q[NW]VLQV5[2M_Q[P<PMWTWOQKIT;MUQVIZa)LTMZ+WTTMK\QWV-6)!N
16
Transliteration: sisu veh.atan belo shod vesho’ah / ve’immeru benefesh sason illa’ah / yitten adonai ishah ba’ah el beitekha
kerah.el vele’ah.
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JTM[[QVO\W\PMOZWWU17 Although the net effect is the same – that is, in either case, the end
ZM[]T\Q[\PI\\PMJTM[[QVOQ[KWVNMZZML]XWV\PMOZWWU·\PMM`\ZITIaMZNZMM[\PMXWM\NZWU
the shackles of the original speech situation, allowing him to phrase the surrounding lines
NZWUPQ[KPW[MVXMZ[XMK\Q^MM^MVI[PMY]W\M[:]\P¼[JTM[[QVOQVN]TT
) [QUQTIZ \MKPVQY]M Q[ ][ML Ja AMP]LI 0ITM^Q QV PQ[ QVKWZXWZI\QWV WN  \PM ¹PW][M WN 
Perez” analogy from Ruth 4:12:18
All, please, exalt God, and to my beloved reply:
“Groom, may your house be like the house of Perez”

˒ʰʏʲʩʑʣˣːʬʓʠʍʥʬʒʠʬʕ ˒ʬʍːˏʔʠʕʰ
ʵʓʸ ʕ̋ʺʩʒʡˣʮʍ˗˃ʍʺʩʒʡʩʑʤʍʩʯʕʺʧʕ

19

0MZM\WW0ITM^QXZMNIKM[\PMJQJTQKITJTM[[QVO_Q\PIKITT\WPQ[I]LQMVKM\WXZWVW]VKMQ\
This case is particularly striking because the poem is of the reshut lekaddish genre; that is, it
_I[QV\MVLMLNWZZMKQ\ITQUUMLQI\MTaXZQWZ\W\PM3ILLQ[P6WZUITTaQVIXWMUWN \PQ[[WZ\
\PMXWM\KITT[]XWV\PMKWVOZMOI\QWV\WZQ[MIVL[IVK\QNa/WL¼[VIUMQV\PM]XKWUQVOXZIaMZ
Thus, by including the groom’s blessing from Ruth 4:12 inside an appeal to the congregation,
the poet has adapted the speech situation of the nuptial blessing to match the speech situation
WN \PMXWM\QKOMVZM<PMMVLZM[]T\I[-XPZIQU0IbIVPI[XZM^QW][TaPQOPTQOP\MLQ[Y]Q\M
astonishing: the congregation, on the verge of pronouncing praise to God, is instead
QV[\Z]K\ML\WLQZMK\Q\[JTM[[QVO[\W_IZL[\PMOZWWU20
.QVITTaQVWVMIVWVaUW][8ITM[\QVQIVXWMU_MÅVL\PM^MZ[MKW]KPML_Q\PQVIXZIaMZ\W
God:21
Sadness remove from their hearts
Deprive not their souls from gladness of heart
Proclaim for them happiness and joy
Delight them with the blessing of the ten people

ʤʕʸʩʑʱʤʕ ʭʕˎʬʘʑ ʮʑ ʯˣʰʕʮ
ʤʕʸʱʘʒ ʧʔ ʺʘʍ ʬˋʡʒʬʡ˒˔ʑʮʭ ʕ̌ ʴʍ ʔʰ
ʤʕʸˈʔ
ʘʒ ʡʺʘʍ ʭʕʺˣʠʤʕʧʮʍ ˈʍ
ʑ ʥʯˣˈˈʕ
22
ʤʕʸʹʏ
ʞʕ ʲʭʩ ʑ̌ ʕʰʠʏ ʺʘʫʔ ʸʍ ʡʑ ˎʍ ʭʒʰʣʘʍ ʲʔ

As it is written, “All the people at the gate and the elders
ʭʩʑʰʷʒ ʍ˓ʤʔ ʍʥ ʸʔʲˉʔ
ʔ ˎ ʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʭʕʲʤʕ ʬʕ˗ ˒ʸʍʮʠʖ˕ʔʥ ʡ˒ʺʕ˗˗ʔ
answered, ‘We are witnesses. May the Lord make the
ʬʒʧʸʕ ˗ʍ ˃ʓʺʩʒˎ ʬʓʠ ʤˌʕˎʤʔ ʤˉʑ
ʕ ʠʤʕ ʺʓʠ ʕʩʍʩ ʯʒˢʑʩ ʭʩʑʣʲʒ
woman who is coming into your house like Rachel and
ʤˈʏ
ʒ ʲʔʥ ʬʒʠʸʕ ˈʑ
ʍ ʩ ʺʩʒˎ ʺʓʠ ʭʓʤʩʒˢ ʍ̌ ˒ʰʕˎ ʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒
Leah, both of whom build up the House of Israel! Prosper
23
ʭʓʧʬʕ ʺʩʒʡˎʍ ʭ ǯ ʠʕʸʷʍ ˒ʤʕʺʸʕ ʴʍ ʠʓ ˎʍ ʬʑʩʧʔ
in Ephrathah and perpetuate your name in Bethlehem!’ ”

17
John Langshaw Austin, How to Do Things with Words 7`NWZL" 7`NWZL =VQ^MZ[Q\a 8ZM[[ ! ! ·!
Admittedly, it is possible to view the original blessing in Ruth 4:11 as a perlocutionary act supplicating God to bless
the bride; if so, the poetic stanza cited here contains a perlocutionary act whose goal is to cause the audience to
JTM[[\PMOZWWU_Q\PI[\I\MUMV\\PI\Q\[MTN MNNMK\[IN]Z\PMZXMZTWK]\QWVIZaIK\^Q[o^Q[\PM,Q^QVM
18
From the poem ʵʓʸʲʓ ʭ˒ʸʩʑʰʫʍ ˣˉʔʤʣˣʡʍ˗ʬʔːʢʍʑʩ ( yigdal kevod hashokhni rum erez.; Davidson, Yod 198), a reshut poem
intended for recital prior to kaddish on the days of Hanukkah, in the presence of a groom; see Dov Jarden, The
Liturgical Poetry of Rabbi Yehuda Halevi^WT[ 2MZ][ITMU"[MTN X]JTQ[PML! · 0MJZM_1>"! 
19
Transliteration: na gaddelu la’el ve’el dodi anu / h.atan yehi veitkha kemo veit parez. .
20
Hazan, Shirei ha-H.atuna 
21
From the grace-after-meals poem ˒ʱʍʸˌʍʺʑʰʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʭʩʑʱ˒ʸʏʠ (arusim asher nit’arsuNWZJM\ZW\PITUMIT[;MM;PUQLUIV
Grace after Meals
22
Transliteration: manon millibbam hasirah / nafsham mittuv lev al teh.asserah / sason vesimh.ah otam tevassera / addenem
bevirkat anashim asarah.
23
Transliteration: kakkatuv vayyomeru kol ha’am asher basha’ar vehazekenim edim yitten adonai et ha’ishah haba’ah el beitekha
kerah.el ukhele’ah asher banu shetteihem et beit yisra’el va’aseh h.ayil be’efratah ukera shem beveit lah.em.
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To be sure, in this case the verse is not incorporated within the poem itself, but rather it is
KQ\ML[]J[MY]MV\TaI[IXZWWN\M`\24 Within the stanza Ruth’s blessing is only hinted at, via the
ʞʕ ʲʭʩ ʑ̌ ʕʰʠʏ ʺʘʫʔ ʸʍ ʡʑ ˎʍ (bevirkat anashim asarah, “with the blessing of the ten people”), which
phrase ʤʕʸʹʏ
refers back to Ruth 4:2: ʸʩʑʲʤʕ ʩʒʰʷʍ ʑ˓ʮʑ ʭʩ ʑ̌ ʕʰʠʏ ʤʕʸ ʕ̌ ʲʏ ʧʔ˟ʑ˕ʔʥ (vayyikkah. asarah anashim mizziknei ha’ir,
¹<PMVC*WIbE\WWS\MVMTLMZ[WN \PM\W_Vº<P][QV[\MILWN IXXZWXZQI\QVO:]\P¼[JTM[[QVO
into the present situation, the poet references it as a prior historical event, supplicating God
to bless the newly married couple with the same blessing that was conferred upon Boaz and
:]\P

[3]
1V\PMXZM^QW][[MK\QWV_MM`IUQVMLIV]UJMZWN QV[\IVKM[QV_PQKP\PMXWM\[KTM^MZTaIT\MZ
\PM [XMMKP [Q\]I\QWV WN  \PM V]X\QIT JTM[[QVO NZWU :]\P " 6M^MZ\PMTM[[ QV \PMQZ
incorporation of the comparison to Rachel and Leah, they all maintain the basic framework
WN \PMWZQOQVIT^MZ[MQV_PQKP\PMKWUXIZQ[WVQ[IXXTQML[XMKQÅKITTa\W\PMJZQLM1VW\PMZ
cases, in contrast, the poets abstract the model of the matriarch comparison without its
W^MZIZKPQVO JTM[[QVO NWZU]TI ITTW_QVO \PMU \W ZMLQZMK\ Q\[ QUXWZ\ .WZ QV[\IVKM QV \PM
following anonymous grace-after-meals poem, the comparison is applied to both bride and
groom:
He shall make them renowned and famous,
and he shall shield them from all disease,
and they shall rejoice together in happiness,
forever, like Rachel and Leah.

ʤʕ̆ ʤʑ ʺʍ ʬʑʍʥʭ ǯ ʬʍ ʺʩ ʑ̌ ʕʩˣʮʕʬ
ʤʕʬʧʏ ʮʔ ʬʕ˗ʮʑ ʭʒʸʮʍ ʍ̌ ʑʩʍʥ
ʤʕʬʩʑʢˎʍ ʣʔʧʔʩ˒ʧʍʮˈʑ
ʍ ʩʍʥ
26
ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ʬʒʧʸʕ ˗ʍ ʧʔʶʒʰ

By omitting reference to the preceding phrase within the verse (˃ʓʺʩʒˎʬʓʠʤˌʕˎʤʔ ʤˉʑ
ʕ ʠʤʕ ʺʓʠʕʩʍʩʯʒˢʑʩ ,
yitten adonai et ha’isha habba’ah el beitehah, “May the Lord make the woman who is coming into
aW]ZPW][Mº\PMXWM\Q[IJTM\WM`XIVL\PMZIVOMWN \PMKWUXIZQ[WV\WQVKT]LMJW\PJZQLM
IVLOZWWU6M^MZ\PMTM[[Q\[PW]TLJMVW\ML\PI\\PMXWM\LWM[VW\LQ[ZMOIZL\PMKWV\QV]I\QWV
of the verse; the phrase ʤʕ̆ ʤʑ ʺʍ ʬʑʍʥʭ ǯ ʬʍ (leshem velitehillah¹ZMVW_VMLIVLNIUW][ºQV\PMÅZ[\
line of the stanza echoes the phrase ʭ ǯ ʠʕʸʷʍ ˒ (ukera shem, “and perpetuate your name”) from
\PM KWV\QV]I\QWV WN  \PM ^MZ[M <P][ \PM XWM\ UIQV\IQV[ I KTMIZ KWVVMK\QWV \W :]\P "
_PQTMI\\PM[IUM\QUMZMXPZI[QVO\PMJTM[[QVOQVWZLMZ\W[PQN\Q\[IXXTQKI\QWV
Similarly, the 7th century poet Qallir applies the analogy to the collective home of both
bride and groom in the following lines:27

24
Many Palestinian poems conclude with the citation of one or more verses, termed a ʭʩʑʷ˒ʱʍ̋ʺʓʸ ʓ̌ ʸʍ ʔ̌ (sharsheret
pesukim, “verse chain”); regarding this phenomenon see Shulamit Elizur, “The Chains of Verses in the Qedushta
and the Ancient Benediction”, Tarbiz ·0MJZM_

This poem, which begins ʭʩʑʮʬʕ ˣʲʸ˒ʶʍʬ˂ʒʸʡʕ ʠʏ (avarekh lez.ur olamim), was intended for recital at the conclusion of a
shabbat h.atan meal; see Shmidman, Grace after Meals 
26
Transliteration: lamo yashit leshem velitehillah / veyishmerem mikkol mah.alah / veyismeh.u yah.ad begilah / nez.ah. kerah.el
ukhele’ah.
27
 <PM[MTQVM[IZMM`KMZX\MLNZWU\PM9ITTQZQIVqedushta ʭʩʑʸ˒ʲʍʰʺʔʡʤʏ ˋ (ahavat ne’urim), intended for recital during the
morning amidah prayer on a Shabbat h.atan; see Ezra Fleischer, Hebrew Liturgical Poetry in the Middle Ages ( Jerusalem:
The Magnes Press, 200720MJZM_
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As a planted stock shall they be raised
Blessed with seed like Rachel and Leah

ʤˌʩˊʔ
ʑ ʤʬʍ ʭʕʺˣʠʭʩʑʲʩʑʨʍʰʺʔ̊ʔ˗
ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ʬʒʧʸʕ ˗ʍ ʲʔʸʓʦˎʍ ˂ʒʸˎʕ ʺʍ ʤʑ ʬʍ

28

Here, too, the Rachel-and-Leah comparison is abstracted and reapplied to both bride and
OZWWU)LLQ\QWVITTaI[QV\PMXZM^QW][M`IUXTM\PMKWV\QV]I\QWVWN :]\P¼[JTM[[QVOLWM[
[\QTT QUXIK\ ]XWV \PM XWM\Za# 9ITTQZ¼[ M`XTQKQ\ ][M WN  \PM _WZL ʲʔʸʓʦ (zera, “seed”) was likely
QVÆ]MVKMLJa\PMIXXMIZIVKMWN \PM_WZLQV:]\P"6M^MZ\PMTM[[Q\[PW]TLJMVW\ML\PI\
\PM\MZUZMKMQ^M[I[QOVQÅKIV\UM\IXPWZQKITJWW[\_Q\PQV\PMXWMU_PMZMQ\Q[M`XIVLML\W
a ʭʩʑʲʩʑʨʍʰʺʔ̊ʔ˗ (kannat neti’im¹XTIV\ML[\WKSº
A Palestinian poet by the name of Yehudah29 employs an alternative method in order to
WNNMZ JTM[[QVO[ \W JW\P JZQLM IVL OZWWU <PQ[ XWM\ IXXTQM[ \PM UI\ZQIZKPIT KWUXIZQ[WV
[XMKQÅKITTa \W \PM JZQLM I[ QV \PM WZQOQVIT ^MZ[M 0W_M^MZ PM KWUXTMUMV\[ Q\ _Q\P I
KWZZM[XWVLQVOJTM[[QVONWZ\PMOZWWUKWUXIZQVO\PMOZWWU\W\PMXI\ZQIZKP2IKWJ<PM\_W
R]`\IXW[ML[\IVbI[ZMILI[NWTTW_["30
The groom shall rejoice and be happy
Over the lot that he has been given
[… …] shall not end
And he shall succeed with sons like the mild man31
And the bride shall be happy and rejoice
Over the portion in which she has been included
She shall raise tribes as a planted grapevine
She should be as Rachel and Leah,
famous and renowned

ʯʕʺʧʕ ʧʔʮ ʍ̌ ʑʩʍʥʬʒʢʕʩ
ʯʕˢʩʑʰˣʬʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʷʓʬʧʒ ʍʥʤʕʰʮʘʕ ˎʔ
ʭʔˢʑʩʠ˄>@
32
ʭʕˢˇʩʑʠ˗ʍ ʭʩʑʰʡʕ ˎʍ ʔʧʩʑʬʶʍʔʩʍʥ
ʤʕ̆ʔ˗ʬʒʢʺʕ ʍʥˈʩˈʕ
ʑ ʺʍʥ
ʤʕʬʬʕ ʫʍ ʑʰˣˎʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʬʕʸˣˏʔˎ
ʤʕʬ˒ʺ ʍ̌ ʯʓʴʢʓ˗ʍ ʣʩʑʮʲʏ ˢʔ ʭʩʑʬʢʕːʍ
33
ʤʕ̆ʩʑʤʺʍ ʬʑʍʥʭ ǯ ʬʍ ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ʬʒʧʸʕ ˗ʍ ʺˣʩʎʤ

<P][\PMXWM\ZM\IQV[\PMJQJTQKITUWLMTWN :]\P¼[V]X\QITJTM[[QVOaM\M`\MVL[Q\_Q\P
Rachel and Leah’s corresponding patriarch, in order to present complementary blessings to
JZQLMIVLOZWWU34
) XIZITTMT [PQN\ QV \PM WXXW[Q\M LQZMK\QWV WKK]Z[ QV I XWMU Ja AMP]LIP 0ITM^Q <PM
starting point for the poem is the formulation of Ruth 4:12: ʵʓʸ ʓ̋ʺʩʒʡ˗ʍ ˃ʍʺʩʒʡʩʑʤʩʑʥ (vihi veitkha
keveit perez. ¹IVLUIaaW]ZPW][MJMTQSM\PMPW][MWN 8MZMbº_PQKPIXXTQM[[XMKQÅKITTa\W
\PMOZWWU0ITM^QUISM[WVM[TQOP\UWZXPWTWOQKITILR][\UMV\KPIVOQVO˃ʍʺʩʒʡ (veitkha, “your
Transliteration: kannat neti’im otam lehassi’ah / lehitbarekh bezera kerah.el ukhele’ah
The poem discussed herein is signed with an acrostic of “Yehudah”; however, there are a number of distinct
8ITM[\QVQIVXWM\[Ja\PMVIUMWN AMP]LIP[MM"?W]\2IK^IV*MSS]UHebrew Poetry from Late Antiquity (Leiden:
*ZQTT!! `^·`^QIVL\PMXWMUKIVVW\JMI[KZQJML\WIVa[QVOTMWVMWN \PMU_Q\PIVaLMOZMMWN KMZ\IQV\a
30
 <PM[M[\IVbI[IZMM`KMZX\MLNZWU\PMXWMUʤʕʡʡʕ ʸʍ ʮʒ ʬ˒ʢʕːʬʒʠ˂ʒʸʡʕ ʠʏ (avarekh el dagul me’rvavah), a grace-after-meals
poem intended for recital at a meal celebrating the signing of the wedding contract (ketubbah;MM;PUQLUIVGrace
after Meals
31
 <PMXPZI[M¹UQTLUIVºQ[IVIV\WVWUI[QINWZ2IKWJJI[ML]XWV/MV"
32
Transliteration: yagel veyismah. h.atan / bammana veh.elek asher lo nittan / [… …] lo yittam / veyaz.li’ah. bevanim ke’ish tam.
33
Transliteration: vetasis vetagel kallah / baggoral asher bo nikhlalah / degalim ta‘amid kegefen shetulah / heyot kerah.el
ukhele’ah leshem velitehillah.
34
Indeed, the two blessings are parallel in content as well; in each of the stanzas, the poet uses the comparison
[XMKQÅKITTaZMOIZLQVO\PMJMIZQVOIVLZMIZQVOWN \PMVM`\OMVMZI\QWV+W]XTMLKWUXIZQ[WV[\W:IKPMT4MIPIVL
Jacob are found in a number of additional poems as well, situated within a longer series of comparisons to multiple
JQJTQKITÅO]ZM[#[]KPKI[M[_QTTJMM`IUQVMLJMTW_QV[MK\QWVCE
28
29
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[singular] house”) to ʭʕʺʩʒʡ (veitam ¹\PMQZ PW][Mº \P][ M`XIVLQVO \PM OZWWU¼[ JTM[[QVO \W
both halves of the couple:
Their seed shall be established like the sun’s light
And so should their house be like the house of Perez

ˇʓʮ ʓ̌ ʸˣʠʍ˗ʭʕʲʸʍ ʔʦʩʑʤʍʩʯʥʖʫʕʰ
ʵʓʸ ʕ̋ʺʩʒʡ˗ʍ ʭʕʺʩʒʡʤʓʩʤʍ ʑʩʭʔˏ

36

[4]
Other poets distance themselves even further from the biblical formulation of Ruth 4:11,
M`XZM[[QVO\PMIVKQMV\:IKPMT4MIPKWUXIZQ[WVQVVM_\MZU[.WZQV[\IVKMI8ITM[\QVQIV
poet named Tuvia offers the following blessing to the bride:37
Pure lass, entering the canopy
Fairest of women
Of proper lineage and well-versed in modesty
May her fountain be blessed as Rachel and Zilpah

ʤʕ̋ʥʗʧʬʍ ʤʕʱʍʰʫʍ ʑ̊ʔʤʤʕʸˣʤʍʨ
ʤʕʴʕʩʭʩ ʑ̌ ʕ̊ʔˎʠʩʑʤʍʥ
ʤʕʴʬʘʕ ʥʗʠʮʍ ʺ˒ʲʩʑʰʶʍ ʭʩʑʸ ǯ ˗ʍ ʺʔˎ
38
ʤʕ̋ ʬʍʑʦʍʥʬʒʧʸʕ ˗ʍ ˑʕʸˣʷʍʮ˂ʔʸˣʡʍʩ

0MZM []ZXZQ[QVOTa \PM UIQLUW\PMZ BQTXIP \ISM[ \PM XTIKM WN  \PM UI\ZQIZKP 4MIP
completing the rhyme with ʤʴʥʧ (h.uppah¹_MLLQVOKIVWXaº<WJM[]ZMBQTXIP_I[4MIP¼[
UIQL[MZ^IV\/MV!"IVLWV\PQ[JI[Q[_MKIV^QM_BQTXIP¼[IXXMIZIVKMPMZM[QUXTa
I[ I UM\WVaUW][ ZMNMZMVKM \W 4MIP PMZ[MTN 6M^MZ\PMTM[[ \PM PQOPTa QZZMO]TIZ UM\WVaUa
[MZ^M[\WJZMIS\PMUWVW\WVaWN \PMKWUUWV¹:IKPMTIVL4MIPºXPZI[M39
In another case, Qallir makes the comparison to Rachel and Leah without mentioning
either of them by name: ˒ʧʩʑʸʴʍʔʩʺˣʩʕʧʠʏ ʩʒˢ ʍ̌ ˗ʑ ʭʩʑʡʬʕ ˒ʬ (lulavim ke’shtei ah.ayot yafrih.u, “may the palm
JZIVKPM[JTW[[WUNZWU\PMUI[_Q\P\PM\_W[Q[\MZ[º40 Apparently, Qallir’s audience was
ITZMILaY]Q\MNIUQTQIZ_Q\P\PMKWUUWV][MWN \PMKWUXIZQ[WV\W:IKPMTIVL4MIP_Q\PQV
V]X\QIT JTM[[QVO[ []KP \PI\ \PM [QUXTM UMV\QWV WN  ¹\_W [Q[\MZ[º []NÅKML 1VLMML []KP IV
I]LQMVKM_W]TLXZM[]UIJTaPI^MIXXZMKQI\ML\PMVW^MT\aWN \PMUWZM[]J\TMZMNMZMVKM
;WUMÅ^MP]VLZMLaMIZ[TI\MZQV;XIQVAMP]LI0ITM^QIXXMIT[\W\PM[IUMUI\ZQIZKPIT
comparison in an even more subtle fashion, in an epithalamium which opens with the
following stanza:41

From the epithalamium ʷʒʴʤʕ ʯʔʮʍʦʩʒʮˣˢʭʔʮʍʦʩʑʸ˒ʶ (z.uri zemam tomei zeman hafek; Davidson, Z.adi 243), intended for
ZMKQ\ITI\I_MLLQVOKIVWXa;MM2IZLMVYehuda Halevi1>"!!
36
Transliteration: nakhon yehi zar’am ke’or shemesh / gam yiheyeh veitam keveit parez..
37
 .ZWUINZIOUMV\IZaOZIKMIN\MZUMIT[XWMUNWZI_MLLQVOUMIT\PMM`\IV\XIZ\WN _PQKPJMOQV[ʺˣʰʕˎʺˣˎʔʸ
(rabbot banot); see Shmidman, Grace after Meals
38
Transliteration: tehorah hannikhnesah leh.uppah / vehi bannashim yafah / bat kesherim z.eni’ut me’ullafah / yevorakh mekorah
kerah.el vezilpa.
39
Interestingly, in her article on Leah in the Jewish WomenMVKaKTWXMLQI8ZWN<QS^I.ZaUMZ3MV[SaVW\M["¹1V
Israelite tradition, the maid-mothers were forgotten, but Rachel and Leah were remembered” (Frymer-Kensky,
<QS^I¹4MIP"*QJTMºJewish Women: A Comprehensive Historical Encyclopedia2M_Q[P?WUMV¼[)ZKPQ^MP\\X"R_IWZO
MVKaKTWXMLQIIZ\QKTMTMIPJQJTM)KKM[[ML7K\WJMZ#QVLMUWV[\ZI\QVO\PQ[XWQV\[PMVW\M[\PMM`KT][Q^M
UMV\QWVWN :IKPMTIVL4MIP_Q\PQV:]\P¼[JTM[[QVOAM\I\TMI[\QV\PQ[XWMU\PMUIQLUW\PMZBQTXIPLWM[ZMKMQ^M
PMZL]M_Q\PQV\PQ[^MZa[IUMV]X\QITJTM[[QVO
40
From the grace-after-meals poem ʭʩʑʢ˒ʰʏʲˢʔ ˎʔ ʤʕʡʤʏ ˋ (ahavah batta’anugim), intended for recital at the conclusion of a
Shabbat h.atan meal; see Shmidman, Grace after Meals :MOIZLQVO\PMXWMU¼[9ITTQZQIVI]\PWZ[PQX[MMQJQL!·
41
Jarden, Yehuda Halevi1>"! ,I^QL[WVShin#\PQ[V]X\QITXWMULWM[VW\IXXMIZ\WPI^MJMMV_ZQ\\MV
NWZI[XMKQÅKTQ\]ZOQKIT[M\\QVO
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O youth, enjoy yourself while you are
young
And pluck the fruit of your happiness
You and the wife of your youth
Who is coming into your house

˃ʓʺ˒ʣʍʬʔʩˎʍ ʸ˒ʧʕˎʧʔʮˈʍ
˃ʓʺʧʕ ʮʍ ˈʩʑ
ʑ ʸ ʍ̋ʤʒʸʠʎ ʓʥ

˃ʩʓʸ˒ʲʍʰʺ ʓ̌ ʠʒ ʍʥʤʕˢˋ
42
˃ʓʺʩʒˎʬʓʠʤˌʕˎʤʔ


1V\PM[MTQVM[0ITM^QLWM[VW\M`XTQKQ\TaIL^IVKMIVIVITWOaJM\_MMV\PMJZQLMIVLIVa
JQJTQKITÅO]ZM[0W_M^MZQVPQ[IXXMIT\W\PMOZWWU0ITM^QZMNMZ[\W\PMJZQLMI[˃ʓʺʩʒˎʬʓʠʤˌʕˎʤʔ
(habba’ah el beitekha¹C[PME_PWQ[KWUQVOQV\WaW]ZPW][Mº·ILQZMK\Y]W\MNZWU:]\P"
<PM ;XIVQ[P 0MJZM_ XWM\[ _MZM SVW_V NWZ \PMQZ ][M WN  I \MKPVQY]M \MZUML ʡʩʑʧʸʍ ʮʔ ʵ˒ˎ ʑ̌
(shibbuz. marh.iv¹JZWILMVQVOQV\MZ\M`\]ITIXXZWXZQI\QWVºQV_PQKPIY]W\MNZWUWVMXIZ\WN 
I^MZ[M[MZ^M[\WJZQVOIVILLQ\QWVITXIZ\WN \PM^MZ[M\WJMIZ]XWV\PMXWMU43 In this light,
Halevi’s use of the phrase ˃ʓʺʩʒˎʬʓʠʤˌʕˎʤʔ  (habba’ah el beitekha) from Ruth 4:11 may well have
been intended to invoke the conventional Rachel-and-Leah comparison from the
KWV\QV]I\QWV WN  \PM ^MZ[M <P][ I\ \PM MVL WN  \PM LIa 0ITM^Q ILL]KM[ \PM [IUM JQJTQKIT
KWUXIZQ[WV ][ML Ja [W UIVa W\PMZ XWM\[ JMNWZM PQU aM\ PM I^WQL[ \PM ][]IT M`XTQKQ\
NWZU]TI\QWV[]NÅKQVO_Q\PWVTaIPQV\NWZ\PMQV\MZ\M`\]ITTa[MV[Q\Q^MZMILMZ
Finally, in two poems the comparisons of Ruth 4:11–12 are shifted out of their blessing
KWV\M`\IVL][MLQV[\MIL\WZMNMZ\W\PMXZM[MV\WZ\PMXI[\.WZQV[\IVKMQVWVM)[PSMVIbQ
ʍ ʰʯʒʧʍʥ (veh.en nase’ah / me’od na’ah /
XWMU_MÅVL\PMNWTTW_QVOTQVM"ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ʬʒʧʸʕ ˗ʍ ʤˌʕʰʣʖʠʍʮʤˌˈʕ
kerah.el ukhele’ah ¹IVL [PM PI[ NW]VL NI^WZ IVL [PM Q[ M`KMMLQVOTa XZM\\a TQSM :IKPMT IVL
4MIPº44 Here, Rachel and Leah serve as models of the bride’s current beauty, in contrast
_Q\P\PMQZ][MQV:]\P"_PMZM\PMaUWLMT\PMJZQLM¼[N]\]ZMÆW]ZQ[PQVONIUQTa
;QUQTIZTaQVIVMXQ\PITIUQ]UNW]VLQVI+IQZW/MVQbIPUIV][KZQX\_MÅVL\PMNWTTW_QVO
lines:
And God has commanded that you should be
blessed like the sons of Perez
That Tamar birthed,
And may there be blessings in the land

ʵʓʸʴʕ ʩʒʰʡʍ ˗ʑ ˂ʒʸʡʕ ʬʍ ˂ʕʺˣʠʸʔʮˌʕʩʍʩʔʥ
ʵʓʸˌʕʤʡʓʸʷʓ ˎʍ ʤʕʫʸʕ ʡʍ ʩʑʤʺʍ ˒ʸʕʮʺʕ ʤʕʣʬʍʕʩʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ

46

1V[\MIL WN  WNNMZQVO I JTM[[QVO NWZ \PM N]\]ZM \PM XWM\ KWVÅLMV\Ta [\I\M[ \PI\ I ,Q^QVM
JTM[[QVOPI[ITZMILaJMMV[MK]ZMLNWZ\PMOZWWU1V\Z]\P\PMXWM\Q[UW[\TQSMTa[QUXTa][QVO
\PMZPM\WZQKIT\MKPVQY]MWN \PM¹XZWXPM\QKXI[\ºQV_PQKP\PMXI[\\MV[MQV][ML\WKWV^Ma
[\ZWVOKWVÅLMVKMZMOIZLQVOIN]\]ZMW]\KWUM#QVMNNMK\\PMV\PQ[XWMUQ[QVNIK\WNNMZQVOI
JTM[[QVONWZ\PMN]\]ZM6M^MZ\PMTM[[\PMQVKWZXWZI\QWVWN \PMKWUXIZQ[WVNZWU:]\P"
into the prophetic past results in a remarkable departure from the original biblical
NWZU]TI\QWV
Transliteration: semah. bah.ur beyaldutekha / ve’ere peri simh.atekha / attah ve’eshet ne’urekha / habba’ah el beitekha.
 :MOIZLQVO\PQ[XWM\QK\MKPVQY]M[MM";P]TIUQ\-TQb]ZHebrew Poetry in Spain in the Middle Ages, 3 vols (Tel Aviv:
<PM7XMV=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 1[ZIMT111"·!
44
 ;QUWV0]Z_Q\bMLMahzor Vitri^WT[6]ZMUJMZO"2*]TSI!11"

From the poem ʥʩʕʰ ʕ̋˂ʕʬʸʒʠʕʩ ( ya’er lakh panav), bearing the acrostic ʳʱʥʩ ( yosef ); see Shraga Abramson, “Q’roboth
for the Bridegroom”, Tarbiz  !  0MJZM_ <PM XWMU LWM[ VW\ KWV\IQV IVa QVLQKI\QWV WN  I [XMKQÅK
TQ\]ZOQKIT[M\\QVO
46
Transliteration: vadonai amar otakh levarekh kivnei farez. / asher yaledah tamar utehi verakha bekerev ha’arez..
42

43
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CE
1V \PM XWMU[ M`IUQVML \P][ NIZ \PM XWM\[ PI^M ZMTI\ML \W \PM JZQLM IVL OZWWU ^QI
KWUXIZQ[WV[\W:IKPMTIVL4MIPIVL\W\PMPW][MWN 8MZM\bI[XMZ:]\P"·1VW\PMZ
XWMU[ PW_M^MZ _M ÅVL I NIZ UWZM M`\MVLML [MZQM[ WN  KWUXIZQ[WV[ JI[ML ]XWV 2M_Q[P
JQJTQKITÅO]ZM[\PZW]OPW]\\PMIOM[
)[ IV M`IUXTM WN  \PQ[ XPMVWUMVWV 1 [PITT KQ\M PMZM QV Q\[ MV\QZM\a I XZM^QW][Ta
unpublished epithalamium from a Cairo Geniza manuscript:47
May the groom be dressed with splendor like Abraham
May the bride be blessed as Sarah was blessed
The two of them are blessed

ʯʕʺʧʕ ˗ʍ ˇʔˎʬʍ ʥʗʩʭʕʤʸʕ ʡʍ ˋʍ˗ʸʓʣʩʓʠ
ʤʕ̆ʔ˗˂ʔʸˣʡʍˢʤʕʸˈʍ
ʕ ˗ʤʕʫ˒ʸʍˎ
48
ʭʩʑʫ˒ʸʍˎʭʓʤʩʒʰ ʍ̌

May the greatness of the groom be as the strength of Isaac
May the bride be remembered as Rebecca was remembered
The two of them are blessed

ʯʕʺʧʕ ʺʘʬʔ ʥʗʣˏʍʷʕʧʶʍʑʩ˗ʍ ʸʓʡʢʘʓ
ʤʕ̆ʔ˗ˇˣʸʍʣʩʘʺʑ ʤʕʷʡʍ ʸʑ ˗ʍ ʤ ʕ̌ ˒ʸʍː
49
ʭʩʑʫ˒ʸʍˎʭʓʤʩʒʰ ʍ̌

May the splendor of the groom be as that of Jacob
And like Rachel and Leah shall be the bride
The two of them are blessed

ʡʖʷʏʲʔʩ˗ʍ ʩʒʥʤʎ ʓʩʯʕʺʧʕ ʺʔʸʣʍ ʤʔ
ʤʕʺ ʍ̆ʔ˗ʩʒʥʤʎ ˢʓ ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ʬʒʧʸʕ ʫʍ ˒

>ʭʩʑʫ˒@ʸʍˎʭʓʤʩʒʰ ʍ̌

May the radiance of the groom be as that of Joseph
May the piety of the bride be like that of Asenath
The two of them are blessed

ʳʒʱˣʩʍ˗ʩʒʥʤʎ ʓʩʤʕʰʺʍ ʧʔ ːʍ ˑʩʒʥʩʑʦ
ʺʔʰʱʍ ˌʍ˗ʩʒʥʤʎ ʓʩʤʕ̆ʔ˗ʺ˒ʣʩʑʱʧʏ

>ʭʩʑʫ˒ʸʍˎʭʓʤʩʒʰ ʍ̌ @

May the goodness of the groom be as that of Judah
May the affection of the bride be as that of Tamar
The two of them are blessed

ʤʕʣ˒ʤʩʑ˗ʩʥʒʥʤʎ ʓʩʤʕʰʺʍ ʧʔ ːʍ ˑʒʡ˒ʨ
ʸʕʮʺʕ ˗ʍ ʩʥʒʥʤʎ ˢʓ >ʤ@ʕ̆ʔ˗ʺ˒ʣʩʑʣʍʩ

>ʭʩʑʫ˒ʸʍˎʭʓʤʩ@ʒʰ ʍ̌

Your glory, groom, shall be as that of Moses
The heart of the bride shall be like that of Zipporah
The two of them are blessed

>ʤ ʓ̌ @ʖʮʍ˗ʩʥʒʥʤʎ ʓʩʯʕʺʧʕ ˂ʕʣˣʡʍ˗
ʤʕʸˣ˝ʩʑʶ˗ʍ ʩʥʒʥʤʎ ʓʩʤʕʺʬʘʍ ʫʔ ʣʘʍ ˑʔˎʩʑʬ

>ʭʩʑʫ˒ʸ@ʍˎ>ʭʓʤʩ@ʒʰ ʍ̌

47
 5[8IZQ[)1=1>+!<PQ[V]X\QITXWMULWM[VW\XZW^QLMIVaQVLQKI\QWVI[\WQ\[I]\PWZVWZLWM[Q\IXXMIZ
\WPI^MJMMVKWUXW[MLNWZI[XMKQÅKTQ\]ZOQKIT[M\\QVO1_Q[P\W\PIVSUaKWTTMIO]M,Z5QKPIMT:IVLNWZPQ[PMTX
QV XZMXIZQVO \PM \ZIV[KZQX\QWV <PM XWMU KWV\IQV[ I UQ` WN  0MJZM_ IVL )ZIUIQK NWZ QV[\IVKM \PM OZWWU Q[
interchangeably referred to as ʯʺʧ [h.atan] and ʤʰʺʧ [h.anta], and similarly the bride is referred to as both ʤʬʫ [kallah]
and ʤʺʬʫ [kaltahE1VIKW]XTMWN QV[\IVKM[\PM[KZQJMIXXMIZ[\WPI^MMZZMLZMOIZLQVO\PM)ZIUIQKKWVR]OI\QWV[WN 
the root ʩʥʤ (hevavyod) as follows: in line 6, the form ʥʩʤʺ in the manuscript has been corrected here to ʩʥʤʺ, and in
line 8, ʩʥʤʤʩ has been corrected to ʩʥʤʩ)LLQ\QWVITTaQVTQVM\PMIJMZZIV\[XMTTQVOWN  ʤʩʡʩʦ has been corrected to
ʤʩʥʩʦ.
48
Transliteration: eder ke’avraham yulbash keh.atan / berukha kesarah tevorakh kallah / sheneihem berukhim.
49
Transliteration: gever keyiz.h.ak gedullat h.atan / derusha kerivkah tidrosh kallah / sheneihem berukhim.

Transliteration: hadrat h.atan yehevei keya’akov / ukherah.el ukhele’ah tehevei kalletah / sheneihem berukhim.

Transliteration: ziveih deh.atnah yehevei keyosef / h.asidut kallah yehevei ke’asenat / sheneihem berukhim.

Transliteration: tuveih deh.atnah yehevei kihudah / yedidut kallah tehevei ketamar / sheneihem berukhim.

Transliteration: kevodakh h.atan yehevei kemoshe / libah dekhalletah yehevei kez.ipporah / sheneihem berukhim.
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<PQ[XWMUJTM[[M[JW\PJZQLMIVLOZWWUJaILL]KQVOKWUXIZQ[WV[\WITQ[\WN [Q`JQJTQKIT
couples: Abraham and Sara, Isaac and Rebecca, Jacob and Rachel/Leah, Joseph and
)[MVI\P2]LIPIVL<IUIZIVL5W[M[IVL<bQXXWZIP)\ÅZ[\OTIVKM\PQ[XWMUUQOP\[MMU
\WPI^MTQ\\TMKWVVMK\QWV_Q\P:]\P¼[JTM[[QVO)T\PW]OP\PMKWUXIZQ[WV\W:IKPMTIVL4MIP
is mentioned, it is both preceded and succeeded by comparisons to other couples, and it does
VW\ [\IVL W]\ QV IVa XIZ\QK]TIZ _Ia 6M^MZ\PMTM[[ \PM QUXIK\ WN  :]\P "· JMKWUM[
M^QLMV\]XWVKWV[QLMZQVO\PM[MTMK\QWVWN 2]LIPIVL<IUIZQV\PMXMV]T\QUI\M[\IVbI2]LIP
and Tamar hardly comprise an ideal couple, nor was Tamar in fact wedded to Judah;
nonetheless, their appearance can be understood on the backdrop of the latter verses, which
[XMKQÅKITTaUMV\QWV\PI\Q\_I[\PMQZ]VQWV\PI\XZWL]KML\PMJTM[[MLPW][MWN 8MZM\b In
\PQ[TQOP\_MUIa^QM_\PMMV\QZMTQ[\WN KWUXIZQ[WV[QV\PQ[XWMUI[IVM`XIV[QWVWN \PM
WZQOQVITV]X\QITJTM[[QVOWN :]\P"·
Similarly, in one of his epithalamia, Qallir presents a long series of comparisons, from
)JZIPIU]V\QT-[\PMZ_Q\P:IKPMTIVL4MIP[IVL_QKPMLQV\PMUQLLTMAM\_PMVPMLWM[
mention them, he presents the comparison in terms that clearly hark back to Ruth 4:11:
ʤʕ̆ʔ˗˂ʔʸˣʡʍˢʺʑʩˎʔ˒ʰʕˎʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʤˌʒʬʍʥʬʒʧʸʕ ʫʍ ˒ (ukherah.el vele’ah asher banu bayit tevorakh kallah, “and like Rachel
IVL4MIP_PWJ]QT\]X\PMPW][M[PITT\PMJZQLMJMJTM[[MLº Furthermore, he continues
IN\MZ_IZL_Q\P2]LIP8MZMbIVLBMZIP]VLMZ[KWZQVO\PMKWVVMK\QWV\W:]\P¼[JTM[[QVO
7VM XIZ\QK]TIZTa QV\MZM[\QVO M`IUXTM Q[ NW]VL QV I XWMU KWUXW[ML Ja \PM *IJaTWVQIV
XWM\2W[MXP)T*IZILIVQ Over the course of the poem, Al-Baradani adduces comparisons
\WI[MZQM[WN JQJTQKITNWZMNI\PMZ[")LIU6WIP)JZIPIU1[IIK2IKWJIVL5W[M[0W_M^MZ
LM[XQ\M\PMM`KT][Q^MTaUITMNWK][WN \PM[MKWUXIZQ[WV[\PMXWM\IT[WKWV[Q[\MV\TaQV\MOZI\M[
mention of the corresponding matriarchs: each stanza concludes with a ʺʩʑʠʸʕ ʷʍ ʮʑ ʺʓʮˣ˕ʑʱ (siyyomet
mikra’it, “scriptural clausula”) which references, however indirectly, the relevant female
ÅO]ZM <P][ NWZ QV[\IVKM QV \PM \PQZL [\IVbI _M ÅVL I LQZMK\ KWUXIZQ[WV \W 1[IIK
(ʸʕˎʤˌʒʮʭʩʑʸʲʕ ʍ̌ ʠʕʶʮʕ ˗ʍ , kemaz.a she‘arim me’ah bar, “like he who found one hundred measures of
produce”), _PQTM \PM TI[\ TQVM KWV\IQV[ I Y]W\M NZWU /MV " LM[KZQJQVO \PM LQ^QVM
nature of the choice of Rebecca as his wife: ʸʕʡːʕ ʤʔ ʠʕʶʕʩʕʩʍʩʮʒ (me’adonai yaz.a haddavar, “the matter
_I[LMKZMMLJa\PM4WZLº;QUQTIZTaQV\PM[\IVbINWZ5W[M[_MÅZ[\ÅVLILQZMK\KWUXIZQ[WV
to Moses (ʭʒʧʩʑʸʸʓʺʓʩʺˣʰʍˎʬʔʲ˗ʍ , ke‘al benot yeter rih.em, “like he who had mercy upon the daughters
WN 2M\PZWºIVL\PMVIKQ\I\QWVWN -`"ʭʓʧʬʕ ʬʔʫʠʖʩʍʥˣʬʯʓʠʸʍ ʷʑ , kir’en lo veyokhal lah.em, “Ask him
in to break bread”), in which Jethro instructs his daughters to invite Moses into the house,
QUUMLQI\MTa XZMKMLQVO 5W[M[¼ UIZZQIOM \W BQXXWZIP QV -` " 4QSM_Q[M MIZTQMZ QV \PM
ʓ ʲʠʓ , e‘eseh lo ezer kenegdo, “I will make a
poem, the poet brings verses for Eve (ˣːʍʢʓʰ˗ʍ ʸʓʦʲʒ ˣ˘ʤˈʎ

It is also worth noting the phrase ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ʬʒʧʸʕ ʫʍ ˒ (ukherah.el ukhele’ahQVTQVM WN \PMXWMU7VQ\[W_V\PMXPZI[M
IXXMIZ[\WWOMVMZQK\WNWZOMIVQV\MZ\M`\]ITKWVVMK\QWV0W_M^MZVW_\PI\_MPI^M[PW_V\PI\\PM:]\P^MZ[M[LW
indeed stand at the backdrop of the poem, we can also view this phrase as an echo of the words ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ʬʒʧʸʕ ˗ʍ (kerah.el
ukhele’ahNZWU:]\P"

From the Qedushta poem cited earlier (note 27); see Fleischer, Hebrew Liturgical Poetry

The poem begins ˣːʍʱʧʔ ʍʥˣʺʕʰ˒ʮʎʠˎʓ ʬʒʠ (el be’emunato veh.asdo), and it appears to have been intended for recital on a
Shabbat h.atan_PMVIOZWWUQ[KITTML]X\W\PM<WZIP;MM<W^I*MMZQThe “Great Cantor” of Baghdad: The Liturgical
Poems of Joseph ben H
. ayyim Al-Baradani 2MZ][ITMU"<PM*MVB^Q1V[\Q\]\M0MJZM_ · :MOIZLQVO\PM
determination of the setting for which the poem was intended (and for an analysis of the features of the poem in
OMVMZIT[MMQJQL

This epithet for Isaac is based upon Genesis 26:12: ʭʩʑʸʲʕ ʍ̌ ʤˌʒʮʠʥʑʤʤʔ ʤʕʰˉʔ
ʕ ˎʠʕʶʮʍ ʑ˕ʔʥʠʥʑʤʤʔ ʵʓʸˌʕˎʷʕʧʶʍʑʩʲʔʸʍʦʑ˕ʔʥ (vayyizra
yiz.h.ak ba’arez. hahi vayyimz.a bashana hahi me’ah she‘arim, “Isaac sowed in that land and reaped a hundredfold the same
aMIZº
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Å\\QVOPMTXMZNWZPQUº/MV" 6WIP¼[_QNMˣˢ ʍ̌ ʠʑ ʍʥˇʩʑʠʭʑʩʔʰ ʍ̌ , shenayim ish ve’ishto, “two, a
UITM IVL Q\[ UI\Mº /MV " and Sarah (ʯʒˎ˃ʍʬʺʓʣʬʓ ˣʩ, yoledet lekha ben, “shall bear you a
[WVº /MV "! 7V \PQ[ JIKSLZWX Q\ Q[ QTT]UQVI\QVO \W M`IUQVM \PM [\IVbI ZMOIZLQVO
Jacob, Rachel and Leah:
Your ways in going,
And those in coming, shall be successful for you!
As with he who dreamt and saw a ladder
And who rolled a stone with prophetic power 60
May the Lord make the woman who is coming into
Your house like Rachel and Leah

ʤˌʩʑʶʍ˕ʡʔ ˃ʩʓʫʸʕ ːʍ
ʤˌʩʑˎʡʔ ˒˃ʍʬʔʧʩʑʬʶʍʔʩ
ʤˌʕʸʭʕ̆ʥʗʱʍʥʭʔʬʧʕ ˗ʍ
ʤˌ˒ʡʍʰʔʧ˒ʸʍˎʯʓʡʠʓ ʬʕʢʍʥ
ʤˌʕˎʤʔ ʤˉʑ
ʕ ʠʤʕ ʺʓʠʕʩʍʩʯʒˢʑʩ
61
ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ʬʒʧʸʕ ˗ʍ ˃ʓʺʩʒˎʬʓʠ

)[_Q\PQJV)JQ\]Z¼[XWMUKQ\MLQV[MK\QWVCEPMZM\WW)T*IZILIVQ[\Z]K\]ZM[\PMY]W\M
NZWU:]\P"QVTQVM[·I[IVI\]ZITTaZPaUQVOKW]XTM\62 and adopts the speech situation
WN \PM^MZ[MNWZ\PM[]ZZW]VLQVOTQVM[63 However, in this case, the appearance of the Ruth
^MZ[MQ[XIZ\QK]TIZTa[]ZXZQ[QVO)[_MPI^M[MMVQVITTWN \PMW\PMZ[\IVbI[WN \PMXWMU\PM
matriarchs are not presented as models for comparison, but rather they are simply referenced
QVILM[KZQX\Q^MUIVVMZ_Q\PQV\PMQZPQ[\WZQKITKWV\M`\1VKWV\ZI[\QV\PQ[[\IVbI:IKPMTIVL
4MIP IZM QVLMML KQ\ML I[ M`MUXTIZa UWLMT[ ^QI _PQKP \PM JZQLM Q[ JTM[[ML <W I KMZ\IQV
M`\MV\\PQ[[QVO]TIZY]ITQ\aUIaJMIZM[]T\WN \PM]VLMZTaQVO[\Z]K\]ZMWN \PMXWMU_PQKP

 1V\PQ[KI[M\PMWZQOQVIT^MZ[MZMNMZ[OMVMZITTa\WITTWN \PM[XMKQM[\PI\MV\MZML\PMIZS6M^MZ\PMTM[[_Q\PQV\PM
KWV\M`\WN \PMXWMUQ\[NWK][VIZZW_[\W6WIPIVLPQ[_QNM
!
 <PM[M \_W TQVM[ IZM W[\MV[QJTa LZI_V NZWU \PM ,Q^QVM JTM[[QVO \W \PM 1[ZIMTQ\M VI\QWV QV ,M]\  ""
˃ʓʺʠʒʶˎʍ ʤʕˢˋ˂˒ʸʕʡ˒˃ʓʠʖʡʍˎʤʕˢˋ˂˒ʸʕˎ (barukh atta bevo’ekha uvarukh atta bez.etekha, “Blessed shall you be in your comings and
JTM[[ML [PITT aW] JM QV aW]Z OWQVO[º AM\ \PM KPWQKM WN  \PQ[ JTM[[QVO _Q\PQV I V]X\QIT XWMU Q[ TQSMTa L]M \W \PM
potential for a double entendre (the root ʠʥʡQ[][MLQV;KZQX\]ZM\WZMNMZ\W[M`]ITZMTI\QWV[CMO/MV " #,M]\
"EIVL\PM\MZUʤʠʩʡ [bi’ah], literally “coming”, is used for such throughout Rabbinic literature [see, for instance,
5Q[PVIP9QLL][PQV"E.]Z\PMZUWZM_Q\PQV<ITU]LQKTQ\MZI\]ZM\PMXIQZML\MZU[ʤʠʩʶʩ [yez.iah] and ʤʠʩʡ [bi’ah]
[MZ^M\WOM\PMZQVLQ[K][[QWV[WN \PM[M`]ITIK\#[MMNWZQV[\IVKMJ;PI^]W\J"ʥʺʠʩʡʫʥʬʤʠʰʤʥʺʠʩʶʩʹʩʰʴʮ [mi’pnei
she’yez.i’ato hana’ah lo kevi’atoE¹JMKI][MPQ[M`Q\Q[I[XTMI[]ZIJTMI[PQ[MV\ZIVKMº1VLMMLZMNMZMVKM[\W\PQ[^MZ[MLW
ZMK]Z ZMTI\Q^MTa NZMY]MV\Ta _Q\PQV UMLQM^IT 0MJZM_ MXQ\PITIUQI .WZ QV[\IVKM QV \PM XWMU ʬʒʠʸʕ ˈʑ
ʍ ʩʩʒʤ˄ʎʠʬʒʠʺ˒ˇʍʸʮʒ
(me’reshut el elohei yisra’el#,I^QL[WV5MUIreshut leh.atan written by Barukh of Mainz: ˣʺʠʒʶʡʍ ˒ˣʠˣʡʍˎʤʓʩʤʍ ʑʩ˂˒ʸʕˎʭʔˏ
(gam barukh yiheyeh bevo’o uvez.eto¹IVLJTM[[MLPM[PW]TLJMQVPQ[KWUQVOIVLPQ[OWQVOº#;WTWUWVBITUIV;KPWKSMV
Reshuyot leh.atan (Tel Aviv: Haaretz Publishing House, 1936) (Hebrew), 36; similarly, in the poem ʭʕʬˣʲʩʒʤ˄ʎʠʺ˒ˇʍʸʮʒ
(me’reshut elohei olam# ,I^QL[WV 5MU   I reshut leh.atan from Ephrayim of Bonn: ˃ʩʓʠˣʸ˒ʸʍʮʠʖʩ˃ʓʠˣˎ˂˒ʸʕˎ (barukh
bo’ekha yomeru ro’ekha, “those who see you shall say, ‘blessed be your coming’ ”; Abraham Meir Habermann,
¹4Q\]ZOQKIT8WMU[WN -XPZIaQUJIZAIIYWJWN *WVVºStudies of the Research Institute for Hebrew Poetry in Jerusalem 7
! 0MJZM_ #IVLQV;XIQVAMP]LIP0ITM^QQVKWZXWZI\M[\PMMV\QZM^MZ[M^MZJI\QUQVPQ[MXQ\PITIUQ]U
˃ʓʺ˒ʣʍʬʔʩˎʍ ʸ˒ʧʕˎʧʔʮˈʍ (semah. bah.ur beyaldutekha; Davidson, Shin/Sin#2IZLMVAMP]LI0ITM^Q1>"! #VWTQ\]ZOQKIT
[M\\QVO[XMKQÅML
60
 <PM[MMXQ\PM\[NWZ2IKWJIZMLZI_VNZWU/MVM[Q[ ·!
61
Transliteration: derakhekha vayyez.i’ah / yaz.li’ah. lekha uvabbi’ah / keh.alam vesullam ra’ah / vegal even beruah. nevu’ah /
yitten adonai et ha’ishah habba’ah / el beitekha kerah.el ukhele’ah.
62
 +PZWVWTWOQKITTa)T*IZILIVQXZMKMLMLQJV)JQ\]ZJaIXXZW`QUI\MTaWVMOMVMZI\QWVIVLQ\Q[KMZ\IQVTaXW[[QJTM
\PI\QJV)JQ\]ZTMIZVML\PM\MKPVQY]MNZWU)T*IZILIVQ7V\PMW\PMZPIVLQ\Q[IT[WXW[[QJTM\PI\JW\PWN \PM[M
XWM\[ TQ^QVO QV \PM \P KMV\]Za I\ I \QUM _PMV MVRIUJUMV\ _I[ ÅVITTa IKKMX\ML I[ I ^ITQL XW[[QJQTQ\a _Q\PQV
0MJZM_ XWM\Za QVLMXMVLMV\Ta KPW[M \W NWZUI\ \PM ^MZ[M QV \PQ[ _Ia 1VLMML .TMQ[KPMZ PI[ MUXPI[QbML \PI\
throughout the preclassical and classical periods of early Hebrew poetry (through the 8th century), enjambment
was virtually never used; see: Fleischer, Hebrew Liturgical Poetry,
63
 ;XMKQÅKITTaQ\Q[\PQ[[\IVbIIVL\PM[\IVbIJMNWZMQ\\PI\IZMXPZI[MLI[[MKWVLXMZ[WVJTM[[QVO[LQZMK\ML\W\PM
OZWWUQVIKKWZLIVKM_Q\P\PM[XMMKP[Q\]I\QWVWN \PM^MZ[M0W_M^MZ\PM[\IVbI[XZQWZ\W\PM[MZMTI\M\W\PMOZWWU
QV\PM\PQZLXMZ[WVIVL\PM[]J[MY]MV\[\IVbIQ[LQZMK\ML\WJW\POZWWUIVLJZQLMITQSM
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UIVLI\M[ I LQZMK\ Y]W\I\QWV NZWU ;KZQX\]ZM _Q\PQV \PM KWVKT]LQVO TQVM 1VLMML Q\ Q[ WVTa
_Q\PZMOIZL\W:IKPMTIVL4MIP\PI\\PMZMM`Q[\[I;KZQX\]ZIT^MZ[MILL]KQVO\PMQZUWLMTQV
\PMWNNMZQVOWN IJTM[[QVO6M^MZ\PMTM[[\PM][MWN \PQ[^MZ[M[\QTTKWUXZQ[M[IVIJMZZI\QWV
_Q\PQV\PMXWMU1VITTWN \PMW\PMZ[\IVbI[\PM^MZ[M[IZMLZI_VNZWU/MVM[Q[NZWU[MK\QWV[
LMITQVOLQZMK\Ta_Q\P\PMUI\ZQIZKP[IVL\PMQZUIZZQIOM0MZM\WW\PMXWM\KW]TLMI[QTaPI^M
chosen one of the many verses in Genesis discussing Jacob’s matrimony with Rachel and
4MIP.ZWU\PQ[XMZ[XMK\Q^M\PMKPWQKMWN :]\P"_Q\PQV\PMXWMUZMÆMK\[ILMTQJMZI\M
LMXIZ\]ZMNZWU\PMW^MZIZKPQVO[\Z]K\]ZMWN \PMXWMU<P][IT\PW]OP\PMKWUXIZQ[WV\W
Rachel and Leah might seem to occupy an unremarkable position here in the middle of a
much longer list of biblical comparisons, the singular nature of this particular comparison is
VM^MZ\PMTM[[PQOPTQOP\ML_Q\PQV\PMXWMU
Within the list-based epithalamia discussed so far, the role played by Ruth 4:11–12 is
ZMTI\Q^MTa []J\TM 0W_M^MZ QV I NM_ KI[M[ _M ÅVL \PM ^MZ[M[ XTIaQVO I SMa ZWTM QV \PM
XZM[MV\I\QWV IVL [\Z]K\]ZM WN  \PM TQ[\[ .WZ QV[\IVKM QV WVM 9ITTQZQIV XWMU _ZQ\\MV NWZ I
wedding meal, the author begins with the marriage of Adam and Eve, continuing with
)JZIPIUIVL;IZIP1[IIKIVL:MJMKKIIVLÅVITTa2IKWJ_Q\P:IKPMTIVL4MIP<PMÅVIT
stanza in the progression reads as follows:64
This lily, entering the canopy
Twelve may she blossom forth, with reverence
May she be blessed with fruitful produce
Build the house of the groom and bride as that of Rachel and
Leah!

ʤˌʕʡʤʕ̋ʥʗʧʬʍ ʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʺʠʖʦʤʕʰʹˣˇ
ʕ
ʤˌʍʸʑʩˎʍ ʨʩʑʰʧʏ ˢʔ ʸˈʕ
ʕ ʲʭʩʒʰ ʍ̌
ʤˌ˒ʡʍʺʩʑʸʴʍ ˎʑ ˂ʔʸˣʡʍˢ

ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ʬʒʧʸʕ ˗ʍ ʤʕ̆ʔʫʍʥʯʕʺʧʕ ʺʩʒˎʤʓʰʡʍ ˢʑ

As it is written, “All the people at the gate and the elders
answered, ‘We are. May the Lord make the woman who is
coming into your house like Rachel and Leah, both of whom
build up the House of Israel! Prosper in Ephrathah and
perpetuate your name in Bethlehem!’ ”

ʸʔʲˉʔ
ʔ ˎ ʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʭʕʲʤʕ ʬʕ˗ ˒ʸʍʮʠʖ˕ʔʥ ʡ˒ʺʕ˗˗ʔ
ʬʓʠ ʤˌʕˎʤʔ ʤˉʑ
ʕ ʠʤʕ ʺʓʠ ʕʩʍʩ ʯʒˢʑʩ ʭʩʑʣʲʒ ʭʩʑʰʷʒ ʍ˓ʤʔ ʍʥ
ʺʓʠ ʭʓʤʩʒˢ ʍ̌ ˒ʰʕˎ ʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ ʬʒʧʸʕ ˗ʍ ˃ʓʺʩʒˎ
ʭ ǯ ʠʕʸʷʍ ˒ʤʕʺʸʕ ʴʍ ʠʓ ˎʍ ʬʑʩʧʔ ʤˈʏ
ʒ ʲʔʥʬʒʠʸʕ ˈʑ
ʍ ʩ ʺʩʒˎ
ʭʓʧʬʕ ʺʩʒʡˎʍ

1V\PQ[ÅVIT[\IVbI\PMXWM\_Q[PM[\PMJZQLMI[M\WN KPQTLZMVUWLMTMLIN\MZ2IKWJ¼[\_MT^M
KWV\QV]M[_Q\PIVM`XTQKQ\UMV\QWVWN \PMUWLMTWN :IKPMTIVL4MIPIVLKWVKT]LM[_Q\PI
KQ\I\QWVWN \PMN]TT^MZ[MNZWU:]\P"1\_W]TL[MMUPW_M^MZ\PI\\PM^MZ[MQ[VW\[QUXTa
I XZWWN\M`\ NWZ \PM [XMKQÅK KWUXIZQ[WV \PI\ XZMKMLML Q\# ZI\PMZ Q\ Q[ MNNMK\Q^MTa XW[Q\QWVML
here as the culmination of the entire series of biblical couples, from Adam and Eve, through
:IKPMTIVL4MIP
)VILLQ\QWVITM`IUXTMNZWU\PMZM^MZ[MLQZMK\QWVQ[NW]VLQVIXWMUNZWU-XPZIaQUWN 
Bonn:66
64
From the grace-after-meals poem ʺˣʬʒʤʷʍ ʮʔ ˎʍ ʔʲʩʑʮ ʍ̌ ˋ (ashmia‘ bemaqhelot; Shmidman, Grace after Meals 
:MOIZLQVO\PM9ITTQZQIVI]\PWZ[PQXWN \PMXWMU[MMQJQL!·6W\M\PI\IT\PW]OP\PQ[[\IVbIKWVKT]LM[\PM
XWZ\QWV WN  \PM XWMU LMLQKI\ML \W \PM INWZMUMV\QWVML [MZQM[ WN  JQJTQKIT KW]XTM[ Q\ Q[ VW\ \PM ÅVIT [\IVbI WN  \PM
composition; the poem includes one additional section, in which the poet shifts his attention to the rebuilding of
2MZ][ITMU

Transliteration: shoshanah zot asher leh.uppah va’ah / sheneim asar tah.anit beyir’ah / tevorakh bi’fri tevu’ah / tivneh beit
h.atan vekhallah kerah.el ukhele’ah
66
From the reshut leh.atan poem ʭʕʬˣʲʩʒʤ˄ʎʠʺ˒ˇʍʸʮʒ (me’reshut elohei olam; Davidson, Mem QV\MVLMLNWZZMKQ\IT
when calling a groom to the Torah on a Shabbat h.atan;MM0IJMZUIVV¹-XPZIaQUWN *WVVº 
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The Holy One shall make the woman coming into your house
As Rachel and Leah and as Hannah
And like the two women who veiled themselves
and birthed twins in their labor67
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˃ʓʺʩʒʡʬʍ ʤˌʕˎʤʔ ʯʒˢʑʩˇˣʣʕʷ
ʤʕ̊ʔʧʫʍ ˒ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ʬʒʧʸʕ ˗ʍ

ʳʩʑʲʶʕ ʡʍ ˒˛ʔ˗ʺʍ ʑ̊ ʓ̌ ʭʑʩˢʔ ʍ̌ ʫʑ ˒
68
ʤʕ̊ʓˢʣʍ ʬʑ ˎʍ ʭʩʑʮˣʠʍʺ˒ʣʍʬʕʩʍʥ


Here, the poet begins with Rachel and Leah, and then continues to bless the bride via the
UWLMT[WN \PZMMILLQ\QWVITJQJTQKIT_WUMV"0IVVIP:MJMKKIIVL<IUIZ<PMQVQ\QIT_WZL[
IZMITTLZI_VNZWU:]\P"J]\\PM[MV\MVKMQ[\PMVM`XIVLML\WQVKT]LM\PMZM[\WN \PM
_WUMV_Q\PQV\PMKWV\QV]I\QWVWN \PQ[^MZa[MV\MVKM<PM^MZ[M\P][[\IVL[I[\PMJI[Q[NZWU
_PQKPITTWN \PMW\PMZKWUXIZQ[WV[MUMZOM69
Finally, in one Italian poem, the words ˃ʍʺʩʒʡʩʑʤʩʑʥ (vihi veitkha, “and may your house be”)
from the start of Ruth 4:12 appear as a structurally repeated phrase at the beginning of each
[\IVbI QV\ZWL]KQVO MIKP WVM WN  \PM KWUXIZQ[WV[ QV \PM XWMU70 The poem opens with a
reference to Abraham: ʯˣʮʏʤʡˋʺʩʒʡ˗ʍ ˃ʍʺʩʒʡʩʑʤʩʑʥ (vihi veitkha keveit av hamon, “and may your house
be like that of ‘the father of many’ ”);71 regarding Isaac, the poet writes: ʭʩʑʸʣʕʍʰˎʑ ʲʔ̆ʗˏʺʩʒʡ˗ʍ ˃ʍʺʩʒʡʩʑʤʩʑʥ
(vihi veitkha keveit gulla bi’ndarim, “and may your house be like that of he who was ensnared in
arguments over promises”);72 and regarding Jacob: ʤʕʸʖʫʍˎʤʔ ʬʔʲ˂ʒʬˣʤʺʩʒʡ˗ʍ ˃ʍʺʩʒʡʩʑʤʩʑʥ (vihi veitkha
keveit holekh al habbekhorah, “and may your house be like he who walked on [the path of ] the
JQZ\PZQOP\º73 In effect, the poet has imported each of the additional comparisons into
:]\P¼[WZQOQVITV]X\QITJTM[[QVO

[6]
1VITTWN \PMM`IUXTM[M`IUQVMLPMZM\WNWZM:]\P¼[JTM[[QVO_I[][MLQVWVM_IaWZIVW\PMZ
QVWZLMZ\WZMTI\M\W\PMVM_TaUIZZQMLKW]XTM0W_M^MZQVWVMM`KMX\QWVITXWMU_MÅVL
:]\P"Y]W\MLNZWUILQNNMZMV\IVOTMIT\WOM\PMZ<PQ[KWUXW[Q\QWVIOZIKMIN\MZUMIT[
poem intended for recital at a betrothal celebration, begins with a discussion of portions of
67
 <PM[MTQVM[ZMNMZ\W:MJMKKIIVL<IUIZ:MJMKKIKW^MZ[PMZ[MTN _Q\PI^MQTQV/MV"IVLJMIZ[\_QV[QV
/MV"#<IUIZ^MQT[PMZ[MTN QV/MV "IVLJMIZ[\_QV[QV/MV "
68
Transliteration: kadosh yitten habba’ah leveitekha / kerah.el ukhele’ah ukheh.annah / ukhishtayim shennitkassu vez.a‘if /
veyaledu te’omim belidtenna.
69
 <PMKPWQKMWN <IUIZIVL:MJMKKII[ILLQ\QWVITNMUITMUWLMT[Q[WN KW]Z[MVW\ZIVLWU)[VW\MLMIZTQMZQV
\PQ[[MK\QWV\PMQVKT][QWVWN <IUIZI[IJQJTQKITUWLMTNWZ\PMJZQLMQ[XZM[]UIJTaQVÆ]MVKMLJaPMZUMV\QWVQV
:]\P":MJMKKIQV\]ZVQ[QVKT]LMLL]M\WPMZZMUIZSIJTMKWUUWVITQ\a_Q\P<IUIZI[QVLQKI\ML_Q\PQV\PM
XWMUQ\[MTN6M^MZ\PMTM[[_PI\Q[VW\M_WZ\PaPMZMQ[\PI\\PMKWUXIZQ[WV[\W\PM[MM`\ZIKPIZIK\MZ[IZMQVKWZXWZI\ML
_Q\PQV\PMWZQOQVITJQJTQKITJTM[[QVO\PI\_I[NI[PQWVMLIZW]VL\PM:IKPMT4MIPKWUXIZQ[WV
70
 B^Q5ITIKPQ¹;PQZMQBMUMZ[PMT8Ia\ane Italia ha-Qadmonim”, in: The A.M. Habermann Memorial Volume (Yad
leheman) ML B^Q 5ITIKPQ 4WL" 0IJMZUIVV 1V[\Q\]\M NWZ 4Q\MZIZa :M[MIZKP !  !! 6W TQ\]ZOQKIT [M\\QVO Q[
[XMKQÅMLWZQVLQKI\ML
71
 <PMMXQ\PM\¹\PMNI\PMZWN UIVaºQ[IZMNMZMVKM\W)JZIPIUJI[MLWV/MV"·
72
 <PQ[MXQ\PM\Q[[WUM_PI\KZaX\QK8ZM[]UIJTaQ\ZMNMZ[\W\PMIOZMMUMV\JM\_MMV)JZIPIUIVL\PM8PQTQ[\QVM[
W^MZ\PM_MTT[_PQKP_I[[]J[MY]MV\Ta^QWTI\MLL]ZQVO1[IIK¼[TQNM\QUM/MV""#PW_M^MZQ\Q[XW[[QJTM\PI\\PM
\M`\Q[KWZZ]X\ML
73
The phrase ʤʕʸʖʫʍˎʤʔ ʬʔʲ˂ʒʬˣʤ (holekh al habbekhorah, “went on [the path of ] the birthright”) is admittedly somewhat
I_S_IZL# XZM[]UIJTa Q\ Q[ JI[ML ]XWV /MV " QV _PQKP -[I] [\I\M[" ʤʕʸʖʫʍˎʩʑʬʤʓ˓ʤʕ̇ ʬʕʍʥʺ˒ʮʕʬ˂ʒʬˣʤʩʑʫʖʰˌʤʒ̊ʑʤ (hinne
anokhi holekh lamut velamah zeh li bekhorah¹1IUI\\PMXWQV\WN LMI\P[WWN _PI\][MQ[UaJQZ\PZQOP\\WUM'º<PM
poet, picking up on Esau’s use of the verb ʪʬʥʤ (holekh; literally, “walking”), applies the reverse to Jacob – if Esau is
¹_ITSQVOº\WLMI\PI_IaNZWU\PMJQZ\PZQOP\\PIV2IKWJQ[_ITSQVO\W\PMJQZ\PZQOP\
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2M_Q[PTI_XMZ\QVMV\\W\PMWKKI[QWV)N\MZXWM\QKITTaMV]UMZI\QVO\PM\PZMMXZQUIZaUM\PWL[
WN JM\ZW\PITI[XMZ5Q[PVIP9QLL][PQV"\PMXWM\KWV\QV]M[\WLQ[K][[\PMZMY]QZMUMV\
NWZWNÅKQIT_Q\VM[[M["74 
Long ago, He who restores the lonely [i.e., God] warned
The elders of the seed of the congregation of Jews
That regarding this law [the law of betrothal], it shall be
attested:
The commencement [of the betrothal] shall be performed
with witnesses
As it is written, “All the people at the gate and the elders
answered, ‘We are witnesses. May the Lord make the woman
who is coming into your house like Rachel and Leah, both of
whom build up the House of Israel! Prosper in Ephrathah and
perpetuate your name in Bethlehem!’ ”

ʭʩʑʣʩʑʧʍʩʡʩ ʑ̌ ˣʮʦˌʒʮʸʒʤʩʑʦ
ʭʩʑʣ˒ʤʍʩʺʔʬʤʒ ʷʍ ʮʔ ʲʔʸʓʦʩʒʰʷʍ ʑʦ
ʭʩʑʣʩʑʲʮʍ ʺˣʩʎʤʺʠʖʦʤʕ˟ʧʗ

ʭʩʑʣʩʒʲʩʑ̋ʬʔʲʬ˒˕ʑʧ

ʸʔʲˉʔ
ʔ ˎ ʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʭʕʲʤʕ ʬʕ˗ ˒ʸʍʮʠʖ˕ʔʥ ʡ˒ʺʕ˗˗ʔ
ʬʓʠ ʤˌʕˎʤʔ ʤˉʑ
ʕ ʠʤʕ ʺʓʠ ʕʩʍʩʯʒˢʑʩʭʩʑʣʲʒ ʭʩʑʰʷʒ ʍ˓ʤʔ ʍʥ
ʺʓʠ ʭʓʤʩʒˢ ʍ̌ ˒ʰʕˎ ʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʤˌʒʬʫʍ ˒ ʬʒʧʸʕ ˗ʍ ˃ʓʺʩʒˎ
ʭ ǯ ʠʕʸʷʍ ˒ʤʕʺʸʕ ʴʍ ʠʓ ˎʍ ʬʑʩʧʔ ʤˈʏ
ʒ ʲʔʥʬʒʠʸʕ ˈʑ
ʍ ʩ ʺʩʒˎ
ʭʓʧʬʕ ʺʩʒʡˎʍ

<PM^MZ[MQ[XW[Q\QWVMLPMZMI[IJQJTQKITXZWWN\M`\XZW^QLQVOITMOITXZMKMLMV\NWZ\PM
XZM[MVKMWN _Q\VM[[M[I\IJM\ZW\PITKMZMUWVa1VLMML\PM^MZ[MZMTI\M[M`XTQKQ\Ta\W\PMZWTM
WN \PMMTLMZ[I[_Q\VM[[M[76 Nevertheless, one can imagine the astonishment of the audience
_PWM`XMK\QVO\PMKWV^MV\QWVITKQ\I\QWVWN :]\P"_Q\PQVIJTM[[QVO\W\PMVM_Ta_ML[
[]LLMVTaMVKW]V\MZQ\[IXXMIZIVKMQVIX]ZMTaTMOIT[M\\QVO

[7]
In conclusion, we have traced here the usage of a single motif throughout medieval Hebrew
MXQ\PITIUQI1VITTWN \PMKI[M[KWV[QLMZML\PMXWM\[UILM][MWN \PM[IUMJI[QKV]X\QIT
JTM[[QVONZWU\PMJWWSWN :]\PAM\_MPI^MNW]VLZMUIZSIJTMLQ^MZ[Q\aZMOIZLQVO\PM_Ia[
QV_PQKP\PQ[JTM[[QVOKWUM[\W\PMNWZM_Q\PQV\PMXWMU[
;WUMXWM\[QVRMK\\PMJTM[[QVOQV\WIVM_[XMMKP[Q\]I\QWV.WZQV[\IVKMQVIV]UJMZWN 
\PMXWMU[\PMJTM[[QVO·WZQOQVITTaILLZM[[ML\W*WIbITWVM·Q[ILR][\ML\WZMTI\MMY]ITTa\W
JW\P JZQLM IVL OZWWU 1V W\PMZ KWUXW[Q\QWV[ XWM\[ [PQN\ \PM NWK][ UWZM LZI[\QKITTa
repackaging the blessing within an appeal to God, or within an appeal to the audience as a
_PWTM<WIKMZ\IQVM`\MV\\PMKPWQKMWN [XMMKP[Q\]I\QWVQ[O]QLMLJa\PMTQ\]ZOQKIT[M\\QVOWN 
\PMXWMU<P][\PMreshut leh.atan poems, intended from the outset as a blessing to the groom,
\MVL\WSMMX\PMNWK][]XWV\PMOZWWUI[QV\PMWZQOQVIT^MZ[M)VLKWV^MZ[MTaQV\PMOZIKM
after-meals poems, which were presumably recited in the presence of both groom and bride,
_MOMVMZITTaÅVL\PMJTM[[QVOZMIXXTQML\WJW\PWN \PMUQVIVMY]ITNI[PQWV6M^MZ\PMTM[[
\PM[XMMKP[Q\]I\QWVLWM[VW\IT_Ia[ITQOVI[M`XMK\ML_Q\P\PMTQ\]ZOQKITXW[Q\QWV<P][WV
the one hand, Qallir blesses the bride and groom together within his qedushta poem, intended
From the poem ʤʕ˔ʩʑʧʺʔʧ˒ʸʏʠʯʒːʩʑʲʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ (asher idden aruh.at h.ittah; Shmidman, Grace after Meals 
Transliteration: ziher me’az moshiv yeh.idim / ziknei zera makhelat yehudim / h.ukka zot heyot me‘idim / h.iyyul al pi edim.
 1\[PW]TLJMVW\MLPW_M^MZ\PI\\PM<ITU]LQKLQ[K][[QWVZMOIZLQVO\PMZMY]QZMUMV\NWZ_Q\VM[[M[J9QLL][PQV
JKWVÅVM[Q\[MTN \W8MV\I\M]KPIT[W]ZKM[IVLLWM[VW\IK\]ITTaILL]KMITMOITXZMKMLMV\NZWU\PM:]\P^MZ[M
74
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NWZZMKQ\IT_Q\PQVI[aVIOWO]MKWV\M`\77_PQTMWV\PMW\PMZQ\Q[[XMKQÅKITTa_Q\PQV\PMOZIKM
IN\MZUMIT[ XWM\Za ZI\PMZ \PIV _Q\PQV \PM [aVIOWO]M XWM\Za \PI\ _M ÅVL :]\P¼[ JTM[[QVO
ZMLQZMK\ML\W/WLQV\PM[MKWVLXMZ[WV78
7\PMZ XWM\[ [MM \PM ^MZ[M I[ I [\IZ\QVO XWQV\ M`XIVLQVO Q\ QV\W I _PWTM [MZQM[ WN 
KWUXIZQ[WV[\WJQJTQKITÅO]ZM[7\PMZ[XWM\QKITTaILIX\\PMJQJTQKITXPZI[MWTWOa\W[]Q\\PM
new poetical setting by using enjambment to turn the verse into a poetic couplet, or by
ZMXTIKQVO IV M`XTQKQ\ ZMNMZMVKM _Q\P I TQ\MZIZa ITT][QWV .QVITTa QV I NM_ XWMU[ \PM
IXXZWXZQI\QWVWN \PM^MZ[MLWM[VW\WKK]Z_Q\PQVIJTM[[QVOKWV\M`\I\ITT#ZI\PMZQ\Q[ZM_WZSML
to serve a different purpose, such as providing a description of the current state of the bride
and groom, or presenting a legal precedent regarding the presence of witnesses at the
KMZMUWVa1V\PQ[UIVVMZNIZNZWU\]ZVQVOQV\WIJIVITIVLNWZUITQbMLKWUXWVMV\\PM][M
WN :]\P"·MUMZOM[I[INWKITXWQV\WN XWM\QKKZMI\Q^Q\a_Q\PQVUMLQM^ITMXQ\PITIUQI
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Thus in the poem ˒ʱʍʸˌʍʺʑʰʸ ʓ̌ ʠʏ ʭʩʑʱ˒ʸʏʠ (arusim asher nitarsu), discussed above at the end of section two, as well as
in the poem ʺˣʬʒʤʷʍ ʮʔ ˎʍ ʔʲʩʑʮ ʍ̌ ˋ (ashmia‘ bemaqhelotLQ[K][[MLIJW^M\W_IZL[\PMMVLWN [MK\QWVÅ^M
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